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I remember the first time I saw a tabletop role-playing game book, more than twenty years ago. It
was an exotic strange thing and after flicking a few
pages... it hit me, I could finally re-live the adventures of the Lord of the Rings and of Final Fantasy VII
with my friends, around a table, no limitations whatsoever, just us and pure imagination. I was hooked,
and I have been ever since.
Table-top RPGs have influenced me to the point
that my very career as a video-game designer is
built on that moment – that young black kid did
not know it, but magic had entered his life, never to
leave again.
But that was not the end of the story, something
was missing. For many years, every character I
created and almost every NPC and culture in my
stories did not look like me. For a long time I did not
question this, I just accepted it as a fact: people who
looked like me simply did not belong to Fantasy.

As I grew older, I saw how this happened in basically every facet of our society, certain voices are
systematically left unheard, or worse.
So eventually, I had a second awakening. I have
been blessed with being the son of a single African
woman that, in spite of all adversities, always made
sure her children proudly knew where they came
from. It is time for me to take this blessing and bring
it to games.
Wagadu does not come from a place of anger
but rather from one of love. When you love something you want more of it, and you want to make it
better. This book is just a first step, a first little step
that I wish my awkward 14 years old me had been
able to witness; I wish that, as he was planning the
next adventure with his friends, those wonderful
books had whispered to him “Black and queer is
beautiful, be the hero you truly want to be!”. Well
now I am screaming it at the top of my lungs, enjoy.
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AS A NONPOC OR BLACK PERSON
IS PLAYING THIS CULTURAL APPROPRIATION?
Great that you asked! I can tell you that if you wondered, it's very likely not. Are you here to understand, celebrate and support the cultures behind
this book? Or are you here to mock them and belittle them?
After centuries of cultural annihilation, of cities and
temples burned to the ground, of languages and
scripts banned and of people chained and humiliated, we believe it's time for Black cultures to shine.
This can happen through all types of media; through
movies such as Black Panther, through music such
as Black is King and even through games, such as
this book and its upcoming videogame counterpart.
We want Black cultures and fantasies to gain a
foothold in mainstream society. Japan has benefited
from the wide adoption of its cultural "tropes" such
as the Samurai or Ninja. Japanese creators are better off, have wider audiences and more respect &
recognition of their culture.
If you wish us well, please play and spread the
word, it's a little act of rebellion to all the oppression
that we have endured. Colonial masters and slave
traders wanted our cultures and history to disappear and they would definitely not be pleased to
see you celebrate them with us—so do it.
Let's normalise Afrofantasy, help us make it mainstream—if you come with respect and an open
mind, we embrace you and look forward to sharing
the wonders of Wagadu with you.
NOTE TO READER
I hope you enjoy this. But in this book you will probably find some typos or other issues—we did the
best we could, but being bootstrapped and creating this content for free did not allow us to spend
even more time to make this even more awesome.
Why is this free you will ask then? Couldn’t you
just have sold it?
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The company Twin Drums is not just a game-development company, we want to change the perception of fantasy and role-playing, give visibility to
black aesthetics and African ancient mythology as
it has never been done before within our collective
imagination.
Releasing this for free is the best way to ensure this
can go wide and far and that even those who cannot afford it (and sadly it’s often people who look
like the characters in this book) can put their hands
on it and dive into Wagadu with friends!
If you do have some spare cash and want to do
something we do have two recommendations:

Last thing! In case you have received this PDF
through other sources, please consider joining our
newsletter: we will share high-res maps, updated
versions, errata and future free expansions to
this book, and having a bigger community helps
us get the feedback and love necessary to grow
Wagadu further!
Newsletter: Mailchimp Sign up
Discord: Join the Discord Server
Thank you, Allan

1. Donate to black charity
People like us who wrote this and like the Wagadu’s
characters are still struggling for equality and dignity. Pick an African or diasporic charity and feel
free to tag us on social media. This would bring us
joy. Some suggestions here and here.
2. Our Kickstarter
If, additionally, you still have any spare cash, consider supporting us on Kickstarter, we’ll be there in
a few weeks, looking for backers and funding for
a bigger, much more in depth 5E setting book of
Wagadu and for its companion online videogame.
We are creating an online safe space where
people can roleplay and stay in character just as
around a pen&paper table and we are very excited
about that!

SUBSCRIBE TO KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN:

Kickstarter Preview
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WAGADU AND THE UPPER REALMS

THE UPPER REALMS

Wagadu can be described as some sort of purgatory, a strange and wild place where people from
the Upper Realms, the prosperous and more peaceful place where everyone hails from, “fall” and are
stuck for good.
No one knows exactly why people fall into
Wagadu but what is clear is that it’s an irreversible
process and that the only thing that the Fallen can
do is band together to survive the beautiful and
harsh world of Wagadu.
Powerful spirits, fickle ancestors, angry beasts
and magical weathers are only some of the challenges that the Fallen face but on the other hand,
fertile soils, powerful magic and powerful traditions
to be revived are there to reward the hardiest survivors.

Most of this book does not make clear lore distinctions between the Upper Realms (Sometimes called
“The Upper Worlds”) and Wagadu: most cultures,
creatures and even historical facts, such as Empires,
are shared between the two. That is because the
Fallen constantly bring ideas and cultures with them
when they get thrown into Wagadu.
On average though, one can expect Wagadu’s
versions of things to “wilder” more fragmented and
adventurous. For instance where as an Asiman
Empire might stand for 2000 years in the Upper
Worlds, its Wagadu reincarnation would span a
few cycles, falling into ruins in between and maybe
even being overrun by Spirit overlords for a couple
of centuries – additionally it might be much more
diverse that its “original” counterpart, with people
of all lineages flocking to its safety.
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THE CYCLES

SHIFTLING LANDS

WHAT THEY ARE
Wagadu is inhabited by all sorts of people, members of every lineage from all walks of life, but every
single wagadian you’ll meet in your adventures was
not born there: they all “fell” from the Upper World.
To those who remember it, the Fall felt like losing
their senses while being about their activities in the
Upper World, to others it felt like entering a vivid
dream while asleep.
To people in Wagadu, new Fallen appear like
bright stars, burning through the sky before plummeting to the ground. The Fallen are usually protected by an egg-shell which cracks after impact,
allowing the naked, slimy and confused person to
make their way out. Unfortunately not all Fallen survive the impact either dying in the egg or crawling
out to be greeted by one of the dangers of Wagadu
before any help can make it on time.
One thing that all people in Wagadu share is the
memory loss that follows the Fall. For some people
it is just big gaps in their life and for others it is as
bad as not even knowing their name. Additionally
recollections from the Upper World cannot be
100% trusted: they could be “egg memories”; the
Fall is known to scramble people’s minds and there
is more than one story of old friends from the Upper
World finding each other in Wagadu only to discover that they have very different versions of their
shared experiences.
It’s an ancient and unbroken tradition for people
of all cultures to offer help to the freshly Fallen and
when falling stars brighten the sky someone is usually dispatched to find and help the new arrivals.
If such parties don’t find the Fallen and help them
with food and equipment, very often ancestors and
more rarely spirits, offer help. Yellow simple robes
are typically given to the newly fallen.
Falling patterns are mysterious but do not seem
to be entirely random. Sometimes a disproportion

Wagadu is formed by several archipelagos and a
few larger lands that often have widely differing climates even within one island. Typically Wagadu’s
biomes are the savanna, the desert, the rainforest,
the swamps and the mountains. On average they
all tend to be quite hot, with mountains being the
coolest (sometimes even snowcapped). Wagadu
has two big seasons, the dry and the rainy seasons.
During the dry season, many waterways shrink or
dry up, grass withers and some trees shed their
leaves while in the rainy season, lakes and rivers
swell and nature grows lush and verdant.
A peculiar aspect of Wagadu is that between
Cycles, when bereft of people, the land seems to
shift and warp in outlandish ways, with entire cities
moving to other parts of Wagadu and climate and
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ate number of Asiman might fall in the vicinity of an
ancient oasis city for instance, other times the patterns are indiscernible and some are even known
to have fallen in the middle of the ocean (without
being water-breathing Ikakis or Ndyams).
Children born in Wagadu invariably grow up
to join the spirit world which means that the only
way to replenish cities and villages is through new
Fallen; when people stop falling a slow decline sets
in which leads inexorably to the extinction of every
living person in Wagadu.
After an extinction, whenever someone falls, a
new Cycle begins. A cycle can last one generation
or in some rare cases even centuries, as long as
people keep falling and replenishing Wagadu. People typically fall in “showers” which means irregular
waves of people at different times and places.
The only reason why some cities and civilisations
in Wagadu sometimes spans through Cycles is
because they either reflect some ongoing state of
things in the Upper World or because ancestors in
Wagadu bestow the new Fallen with knowledge to
carry on specific legacies and traditions.

lands changing. Interestingly sometimes two very
distant Cycles end up having more or less the same
layout but this is not the norm.
Some landmarks seem to be recurrent in most if
not all versions of Wagadu’s lands and some of the
most famous are:
1.

2.

3.

The Thundering Falls: a long scenic waterfall
which has massive stone masks carved behind
the water sheet. Powerful spirits reside in and
around it.
The City of 1000 Gods: an ancient ruined
city which is said to have hosted a civilisation
that embraced all lineages, now teeming with
aggressive Red Ancestors.
The Grand Iroko: An exceedingly vast and
ancient Iroko tree that always appears surrounded by mist, strange fireflies and fetish

STARTING CHARACTERS
IN WAGADU
Especially for level 1 characters, the recommended
start is having players fall into Wagadu at the
beginning of the campaign and have either ancestors or a search party provide them with equipment.
Of course you can play an already fallen character
too but it’s important you flesh out how long ago
they fell and how much they know about Wagadu
in that Cycle.

A Travelling Henndu by Iga Oliwiak
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statues. It houses a “grandma” spirit said to be
as old as Wagadu.
4. The White Twins: so called for their snow covered peaks, these are two very high dormant
Volcanoes that are known to have awakened
in some Cycles.
5. The Antelope’s Canyon: a racing river always flows through this majestic Canyon which
hosts more wildlife and spirits than it might appear at a first look at its barren rocks.
6. The Lake Labyrinth: two large wagadian
rivers always invariably flow to a depression
in some large landmass. This swampy terrain
becomes a true water labyrinth during the rain
season and is known to host some mysterious
rock totems.
7. Akosua’s Hollow: A large, naturally lit, cave
that contains an ancient Ironmaster city and
forges set to enhance blacksmithing skills. Angry spirits invariably roam its grounds and only
in rare Cycles have people wrestled control of
the place.
8. The Red Crater: this large volcanic crater was
cursed eons ago and even its nature appears
strange and warped. Red Ancestors live inside
and are said to attack any person who gets
too close. In some Cycles these ancestors have
mysteriously decided to bring the reign of terror beyond their lands.
9. The Black Island: this is said to be a beautiful verdant island inhabited exclusively by
Black Ancestors that bless anyone who makes
it through its mysty wards. It never stays in one
place, magically moving all the time.
10. The Baobab Grove: this group of massive
Baobab trees host a number of ancient spirits said to collectively know everything about
Wagadu. The challenge is to get them to speak
and then to interpret their arcane utterings.
11. The Forest of Paths: this impenetrable, drizzle coated rainforest is known for how easy it is
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

to walk into the Spirit worlds. It is a dangerous
place with dormant guardians, wild spirits and
what seem to be exceedingly ancient Emere
ruins.
The Kafukele Streams: a place in the middle
of the seas which houses several vortexes and
strange currents. Ikakis consider it most sacred.
Many adventurers attempting its waves never
came back.
City of Lamdam: this walled Asiman city sits
in the middle of a depression dotted by outlandish salt lakes, small volcanoes and mighty
geysers. It gets inhabited in most Cycles.
The Mangrove Sisters: numbering between
3 and 7, depending on the Cycle, these giant
Mangroves appear to be connected to each
other in mystical ways, sometimes even providing magic travel.
The Moon Rock: an impossibly jutting outcrop,
surrounded by elephant bones, that is known
to bless the flight capabilities of Daa’ima and
is holy to worshippers of the Moon Goddess.
The Great Kraal: this large Savanna village is
home is always placed in some strategic crossings and it is a double city governed conjointly
by Swalas and Lionbloods. In Cycles in which it
does not get inhabited it still houses benevolent
Black Spirits.
Sea of Yaare: (or “Scorpion’s sea”) Wagadu’s
biggest desert consists of endless dunes, rocky
plateaus and lush oases. Dangerous ruins and
entire spirit villages can be found as well.
Ekerra’s plateau: A vast plateau known to
house the ruins and in some cycles the remnants of one of the only Daa’ima kingdoms
which ever existed.
City of Mwamba: (the Water Rock) this city
in the middle of the ocean was first funded by
Ikakis and Ndyams who convinced a powerful water spirit to become their totem. Now it
floats in the middle of the boat-houses, protect-

ing them from the worst storms. It’s size varies
across Cycles.
20. The Great Spirit Market: this large and picturesque gathering of trading spirits happens
on magical clearing that can be found only
when it wants to be found.
21. The Spirit City of Gondolomi: always placed
on a misty plateau, this city is capital of the
kingdom of the Dama spirits from which they
ruled other spirits and sometimes (especially in
the sixt era) people as well.

THE UPPER REALMS
& ROLEPLAYING
The focus of this setting is on what happens when
people fall into Wagadu but the Upper Realms
are important background info. Most likely crucial
details such as what lineage a player belongs too
and what training they underwent, happened in the
Upper Realms.
Nevertheless, the memory loss that accompanies
the Fall, implies that the Upper Realms do not need
to be described in too much detail for a player to
describe what happened in their “previous life”.
The Upper Realms are such a distant memory that
a minority of Wagadians even claim that they actually do not exist and are just a strange hallucination
that people have when they are born with the Fall.
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No two maps of Wagadu during a Cycle are exactly
the same, though many might resemble each other.
Sometimes changes might appear even during a
Cycle, often after some cataclysm or world-changing event.
Another important factor is that the very spiritual rules that govern “natural laws” might change
depending on which Families of spirits have the
upper hands. These are some example of fluctuations betweens Cycles:
In most Cycles when a creature, including a
player, dies of anything that is not old age they
usually are “reborn” in some specific spot. Often
it’s by the totem of their village but in some Cycles
it’s some other specific or random location. In rare
Cycles, when the spirits of Death have more influence, passing away is permanent though even in
such instances there are some spells that can bring
you back from afterlife.
When peace spirits are very powerful, Fallen
can’t physically harm each other. Any attempt to
intentionally injure another does not succeed. In
such Cycles people sometimes still find other ways
to harm each other (such as coaxing Red Ancestors
or monsters against each other) but in many happy
instances, this allows all Fallen to more easily band
together to deal with the dangers of Wagadu.
Many Cycles have hybrids of the above with
areas where mutual harm is possible or not and
areas where rebirth is guaranteed or where death
is irreversible.
Many sorts of other variations have been
described by Wagadu’s Ancestors, including Cycles
where everyone could breathe underwater, magic
was almost absent, anyone could travel magically
long distance or telepathy was ubiquitous. These
Cycles appear to be much rarer.
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HISTORY OF WAGADU
Most of Wagadu’s history is kept by Black Ancestor
griots(bards) that appear during each Cycle, especially at its beginning, to recite the stories of past
generations and places. To a lesser extent Spirits
too contribute to the Fallen’s knowledge though
their focus tends to be narrower and their tellings
more cryptic. The result is that every new Cycle of
Fallen has knowledge of Wagadu but people can
never be 100% sure about the accuracy of the
information they get.
Some facts seems to appear coherently in most
stories and are quickly considered “common knowledge” by the Fallen:
There have been more than 400 Cycles, the
shortest lasting just a lifetime and longest centuries
(this module and its adventure are set in the 490th
Cycle).

those ancient kingdoms. Black Ancestors from
this Era are nostalgic and try to help people
rebuild lost glories.
• 6th Era – The Age of Spirits: Many of its
Cycles saw Spirit Families create vast kingdoms
and rule people directly, sometimes benevolently but more often in harsh and alien ways.
Ancestors of this Era tend to be more shy and
humble, often providing invaluable tips to survive wilderness and hostile Spirits.
• 7th Era: these current new cycles have seen a
weakening of Spirit rule and a resurgence in the
strength of the Fallen: will this be another Golden
Era? Or will things get worse? According to some
oracles, these Cycles will bring some novelties
that have never been witnessed before. 7th Era
Ancestors died relatively recently and can often
provide fresh and helpful information.

THE “CURRENT” ERA
These cycles are divided in 7 Eras (each lasting
80 Cycles):
• 1st to 3rd Era: a mythical time of which little is
known. The lineage composition was very different and even the gods of those days were not as
we know them now. Ancestors from these Eras
are seen rarely and are very difficult to comprehend.
• 4rth Era – The Ancient Era: a period of very
challenging and dangerous Cycles in which distrust between different cultures and communities
was high. Patriarchies or Matriarchies hardened
and ancestors from this Cycles are still recognisable by their severe and sometimes outlandish
views on social mores.
• 5th Era – The Gilded Era: considered to be a
golden time by many griots, many magnificent
ruins across the islands are from this time. Its last
Cycles saw violent disruptions by Red Ancestors
which led to the inability to rebuild and continue

This module and its lore assume that the game is
being run during the 7th era, in the 490th Cycle,
and most explanations of the setting’s lore, such as
ancestors and lineage manifestations, refer to this
period.

SLAVERY AND PATRIARCHY
IN WAGADU
I recommend discussing with the team if they are
on board with having such themes in the game. If
so, I still recommend using them sparingly – it can
be cathartic to free an isolated village of slaves but
it can get depressing to play a campaign in which
most of Wagadu is in chains. Lore-wise slavery is
currently rare in Wagadu, and was mostly practiced
by Spirits in the 6th era (and, according to some legends, in the first two eras as well), Wagadu’s Spirits’
slavery is closer to pre-colonial African serfdom/
slavery than to American chattel-slavery: most of
Wagadu’s slaves have some rights and some can
even become rispected and wealthy community
leaders (though always under the ownership of
some Spirit). The spirits that enslave people justify
this an “orderly way” to manage the “intrusion” of
the Fallen in Wagadu and “offer protection” to the
enslaved against some (often manufactured) threat.
If you decide with the party to run a game in the
4th era instead then you might encounter many
cycles that have “conservative” views on gender
roles and sexuality: drums can be beaten only
by men, only women carry things on their head,
non-procreative sex might be frowned upon. Such
type of close-mindedness might not be only patriarcal but could be matriarcal or even queer, such as
in a society where heterosexual couples are entirely
banned and the majority cannot express their affections freely.
In most cycles of the following eras, such rules
are largely forgotten and communities who uphold
them would usually do that because of the influence
of some very old but active ancestors from the 4th
era (who could turn into an interesting villain for the
players). Wagadu is an open-minded and diverse
place and with forethought, these exceptions can
enhance and highlight it, rather than undermine it.
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Classes by Iga Oliwiak

CLASSES IN WAGADU
In Wagadu you can play as a character from all
traditional classes but a bit of context is needed to
adapt them to this setting. Keep in mind that many
people (and therefore PCs) identify more with their
societal “role” (view some examples in each Lineage’s chapter) than with their class.
BARBARIANS  SPIRITUAL WARRIOR
Barbarians in Wagadu are fighters who channel
their connection with Spirits in order to be stronger
in battle. When they “rage” a possession by some
strong Spirit-Animal is what powers their strength.
Some Spiritual Warriors have a specific spirit they
worship and that possesses them while others “open
themselves” to any spirits in the surroundings which
want to help. In societies where spirits are strongly
worshipped, barbarians can end up having important ceremonial and governmental roles. More
god-focused societies tend to marginalise them,
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especially if Spirit worship is seen as secondary
and folkish.
Spiritual Warriors can be often recognised by the
many fetishes and charms they carry on themselves.
BARD  GRIOT
Griots in Wagadu are very important figures. Bards
don’t just play music for the powerful and the crowds
alike but they are repository of the knowledge.
Thanks to their ancestral magic they can speak with
Black (and sometimes Red) Ancestors and learn the
histories and secrets of Wagadu. Griot tend to be
respected throughout societies though sometimes
their vast knowledge can make them feared as well
(some legends tell about 4th Era Cycles where Griots got banished from most of the Islands by fearful
rulers). Griots can be recognised by their musical
instruments – they usually have an iconic one they
carry everywhere.

CLERIC  PRIEST
Wagadu has plenty of Gods and they require
worshippers to be appeased. In return they offer
blessing to mortals, especially those who officiate
their rituals. Within very pious cultures such as typically Asiman or Emere ones, priesthoods are very
important and sometimes even govern communities.
Cultures more focused on Spirit or Ancestor worship
such as Swala or Ironmaster ones attach less importance to their role.
Wagadu’s priests can be often recognised by a
staff related to their deity.
DRUID  WITCH DOCTORS
Witch-doctors are to Spirits what clerics are to
Gods, they worship them, officiate Spirit appeasing
rights and in exchange obtain powers. Witch-Doctors' relationship with Spirits can be very varied,
transactional, friendly or even conflictual, depending on the type of entity. Their magic relies more on
nature and their surroundings rather than distant

powers. In godly societies such as the Asiman’s they
are at the fringes of society whereas in more Spirit
friendly societies such as the Lionblood they are
very much at the center.
They typically carry a fly-whisk made with some
animal’s tale and layers of animal-made clothing
and accessories.
FIGHTER
Fighters are the weapon masters of Wagadu,
versed in the art of war. They can be found in any
community that has to deal with external foes such
as angry Spirits, Red Ancestors and monsters – or in
some Cycles with other wagadians.
In many cultures fighters view their job as an art
and use specific fighting techniques that they have
learned from other people or from ancestors.
Usually a fighter can be recognised by their practical equipment and their protective fetish-charms.
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MONK  ANCESTRAL WRESTLERS
It is said that an ancient Ironmaster became the first
Ancestral Wrestler by discovering their “Nyama”, a
source of energy that resides in everyone and that
originates from one’s connection with their ancestors. According to monks even Lineage traits are just
manifestations of Nyama.
From this first monk, several orders of Ancestral
Wrestlers were born, some long-lost, others thriving.
Different orders can vary a lot but they all agree on
strengthening their Nyama in order to better connect with their ancestors. Both mental and physical
training feature prominently.
Wagadu’s monks tend to carry only a few clothes
and most orders have some specific tribal marks on
their face and body which identify them.
PALADIN  SHRINE WARRIOR
While priests are the official representatives of deities in Wagadu, Shrine Warriors are the guardians
that make sure that nothing disrupts this. They typically devote themselves to a specific deity or cult
and protect it no matter what. When they leave their
temple or shrine is to go on some divine mission.
They strive to keep up the ideals and philosophies
of that specific belief in order to be a shining example of faith. The gods bless them with some powers
similar to those of priests.
Shrine warriors can be recognised by their combining of religious symbols with martial elements.
RANGER  HUNTER
Hunters are important and respected members of
communities, especially smaller ones. They both
look for resources for the others and deal with Spirits and animals that might threaten the safety of the
village. They possess some magic powers which
they usually draw from Ancestors and Spirits.
Frequently hunters gather in “masquerades”
semi-secret societies where they get taught how to
master their skills. The masked rituals hunters per-
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form are central to many villages.
Their outfits often have many pockets where they
keep exploring gear and fetish-charms to protect
themselves and enhance their skills.
ROGUE
Rogues in Wagadu might specialise in many different things to thrive. Some are expert thieves within
communities though this is a very risky path due
to the many protective spells and curses that can
be found in these lands. More frequently Wagadu’s rogues focus on infiltrating and robbing the
supernatural creatures that threaten or coexist with
people. Some wonder the seas becoming renown
pirates.
Wagadian rogues can come in all forms and
shapes but they tend to wear comfortable clothes,
easy to carry weapons and sometimes conceal
their face with masks or cloths.
SORCERER
Sorcerers in Wagadu embody the raw power of
some ancestors. Typically it’s either the power of
some Spirit or Red/Black ancestor they descend
from. The exact nature of this ancestor affects the
power of the sorcerer.
Sorcerers are both respected and feared in
Wagadu as their power is often perceived as “raw”
and not fully under their control.
These spellcasters tend to exhibits traits that reflect
how their bloodline is providing them with magic,
so a sorcerer that descends from a fire-spirit might
have flaming eyes when they cast magic, one from
a snake-spirit grow fangs and another from a Black
Ancestor glowing bright eyes.
Often they wear disheveled clothes and carry
scary looking charms.

WARLOCK
Just like priests, warlocks obtain their powers from
powerful supernatural entities but rather than these
being gods and having to follow their tenets, warlocks
pick other entities, such as powerful Spirits or Ancestors and keep the exchange at a pure transactional
level: the entity provides magic and the warlock provides something material or spiritual in exchange.
They always carry some mark that symbolises their
pact with their supernatural patron such as a large
tribal mark, an eye turned white or a visible scar.
WIZARD  ALAWO
Wizards of Wagadu trace their magic to two main
traditions, the Asiman “Sukunya” alchemists and the
Emere “Alawo” magicians. Whereas the Sukunya
always had to share knowledge and power with
their priests co-rulers, the Emere wizards unhinged
power made them so powerful that Alawo is now a
byword for wizard.
Wagadian wizards tend to record their spells
with little inscriptions on their Opon Ifa boards,
which they use to cast spells by tossing and shaking
cowries upon. Sukunya tradition wizards typically
record their spells in thick books. An increasing
number of Alawo uses both.
Alawos can be recognised by their elegant clothing, peculiar hats and spellcasting equipment.

ADVANCED DM TIP
EXPERIENCE POINTS AS “MEMORIES”
Experience points in Wagadu are tangible things
and are called “memories”. Doing actions of all
sorts, and especially those high stakes ones such
as fighting for your life, trigger people to regain
lost memories. Character progression in Wagadu
is a mix of traditional advancement and recovery
of Upper World memories. At its bare minimum
memories can be left as a background element but

for the more enterprising DM and players they can
become a way to build the characters backstory
and forward the plot (e.g. a character levelling up
suddenly remembers that their benefactor and commissioner was the evil warlock that exterminated her
village in the Upper Worlds… Are these missions a
trap? Does the warlock even remember their past?
What should the players do?
The DM can even ask for some short scenes to be
roleplayed as flashbacks.

FAMOUS ANCESTORS
Some ancestors are folk heroes that are known
throughout one or more cultures. One example is
Sizani.
SIZANI THE HUNTER
This Black Ancestor was a Lionblood from the 6h
Era. She became famous for her adventures with
her motley group of friends and for defeating the
mighty Spiritual Empire of the Dama that ruled
through several Cycles of that Era. According to
the tales, she was the only mortal able to strike an
arrow through the Spirit King of the Dama and all
her deeds are legend.
She sometimes helps people in danger – typically those hunting powerful spirits – and can be
recognised by her large skull mask and unending
unerring arrows, other times she appears like lioness with white paint marks on her fur.
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VIDEOGAME’S ALPHAS & WAGADU’S
ANCESTORS
We are planning to run the Alpha servers of the
The Wagadu Chronicles’ online RPG as past eras.
That means that if you join, you’ll be roleplaying
characters that will turn into future ancestors for the
final release of the game and to be included in 5E
material down the line. We’ll pick some of the most
interesting and well role-played characters to make
them folk heroes Ancestors of Wagadu.
We’ll leave the outcome of certain in-game events
to players and their villages which means that large
segments of Wagadu’s history are going to be written by Alpha players. We are so excited about this!
Twin Drums Team.

BACKGROUNDS IN WAGADU
In Wagadu, everybody loses some memory when
they fall, even if they are not sure how much they
lost. Typically this means that there are elements of
their past that they are not aware of and this can
make for interesting gameplay and story.
HIDDEN BACKGROUND
One simple, plot oriented way to integrate “forgotten” elements of a player’s background is to have
some NPC with a strong but forgotten bond appear
in the game: some relative, ally, foe, ancestor etc.
Another way is to hand out a secret bonus to
every player and these can be discovered only
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by playing. Below are some examples of Hidden
Background bonuses:
1. Climbing Spirit: you descend from a fast
climbing Spirit such as a Bushbaby Spirit .Once
per day you can double your climb speed for
one round.
2. Leaping Spirit: you descend from a far-jumping Spirit such as Frog Spirit. Once per day you
can jump triple the usual distance or height.
3. Ancestral Hunter: your Ancestors were master
hunters of a certain part of the Upper Realms.
You gain advantage on Intelligence (Nature)
checks regarding animals of a specific biome
(roll on Biomes Table)
4. Ancestral Paints: you descend from nomadic
people that had mastered the art of disguise.
Once per day you can roll Charisma (Disguise)
with advantage if trying to change your appearance.
5. Voice of the Ancestors: you descend from
skillful diplomats. Once remembered, you can
perform a ritual offering (worth 100 cowries)
that provides you with a Charisma (Persuasion)
bonus on a check. This blessing fades if unused
before dawn.
6. Swimming Spirit: you descend from a water Spirit such as a Dolphin Spirit. Once per
day you can double your swim speed for one
round.
7. Ancient Roots: your Ancestors have been part
of a culture for so long, that its history is embedded in your soul. You gain advantage on
Intelligence (History) checks related to a culture (either your current one or another to be
picked at DM’s discretion).
8. Ancestral Freedom: one of your Ancestors
fled servitude from an ancient Spirit Kingdom
and its freedom blessing runs through your
veins; once per day you gain advantage on a
check to escape bounding or grappling.
9. Ayaana Blacksmiths: your ancestors were
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Black Ancestor by Machira
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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superb Daa’ima blacksmiths. You gain advantage on Smith’s tools checks during full moon.
Occasionally the DM may allow some items
forged like this to turn into temporary or even
permanent magic items.
Spiritual Lies: you descend from deceitful
Spirits. Once per day you can roll Charisma
(Deception) with advantage to tell a lie. Before dawn you have to complete a task for this
Ancestral Spirit or face their wrath for your ungratefulness.
Ancestral Explorer: Your Ancestors knew
a specific part of the Upper Realms back to
back. Once per day, you gain advantage on
a Wisdom (Survival) check in a specific biome
(roll on Biomes Table)
Ancestral Scholar: your ancestors were librarians of some sophisticated civilisation. You
gain advantage on Intelligence (Investigation)
check when pouring on writings looking for
hidden knowledge.
Asiman Actors: your ancestors were great
Asiman actors. Once a day you gain advantage on a Charisma (Performance) check to act.
Ancestral Herbalist: your ancestors were
powerful Witch-doctors, experts with herbs.
You gain advantage on all plant related Intelligence (Nature) checks regarding plants of a
specific biome (roll on Biomes Table)
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15. Ironmaster Drummers: your ancestors were
some of the best Hyerenn drummers of Wagadu. Once per day you gain advantage on a
Charisma (Performance) drumming check.
16. Ancestral Shrouds: due to some ancient terror, your ancestor had to live hidden for many
generations. Once per day you can advantage on a stealth check to conceal yourself
from someone.
17. Tree Hopper: you descend from a Monkey
Spirit or some similar entity. Once per day you
gain advantage on a check for an acrobatic
maneuver between two high places (e.g. two
trees).
18. Healing Waves: a powerful sea-blessing has
run through your family for generations. Once
per day, you can immerse yourself in sea water
to heal 10% of your max HP.
19. Land’s Children: Your ancestors lived secluded lives deep in nature and you have gained
an innate connection with it. You gain advantage on Intelligence (Nature) checks relating to
terrain and weather for a specific biome (roll
on Biomes Table)
20. Elemental Soul: due to some powerful Elemental Spirit ancestor, you are resistant to a
specific Element for one round per day.
21. Juju Savant: Your ancestors were magically
trained historians. Once per day you can touch
a historic relic and roll an Intelligence (History) check to get some flashbacks on things that
happen around that item.
22. Lionblood Storyteller: your ancestors were
famous Izingonyama storytellers. Once per
day you gain advantage on a Charisma (storytelling) check.
23. Nature’s Thug: you descend from aggressive
Spirits such as Sharks or Hippo Spirits and you
gain advantage once a day on a Charisma
(Intimidation) check if done in a specific biome
(roll on Biomes Table)

24. Spirit Tongue: you descend from one of the
great Spirit families and a lingering effect on
you is that you intuitively understand their language (the DM should pick a Spirit Family).
25. Spirit Nemesis: your ancestors have fought
against a family of Spirits or Ancestors for generations. Once per day you can roll an attack
against a member of that Family with advantage.
26. Flexible Ancestry: you descend from a Spirit
that can sneak such as an Octopus Spirit. Once
per day you can sneak into spaces suitable for
creatures up to two sizes smaller than you –
this lasts for one round and ending it in such a
space can result in injury or death.
27. Ancestral Neighbour: you descend from
people who spent generations living next to a
specific Spiritual or Ancestral Family. you gain
advantage on all Wisdom (Insight) checks
against members of that Family.
28. Metal Healers: your ancestors were Ironmaster healers of the highest order. Once per day,
a success in stabilising someone with a Wisdom (Medicine) check can heal 1d8 + lvl hit
points. You need to carry at least 50 cowries
worth of metal items with you for this to work.
29. Emere Dancer: your ancestors were great
Emere dancers. You gain advantage once
per day on a Charisma (Performance) roll to
dance.
30. Laboring Ancestry: you descend from some
Animal Spirit good at moving things, such as
Horse Spirit. Once per day you can push, drag
or lift double the usual weight for one round.
31. Ikaki Melodist: One of your Ancestors was a
famous Ikaki griot. If able to see the coast on
high tide, you gain advantage on string instrument performance checks.
32. Ancestral Devotion: your Ancestors claim a
direct line of descent with a deity. You gain advantage on all Intelligence (Religion) checks
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relating to that divinity (to be picked at DM’s
discretion).
Spirit’s Ear: You descend from an Animal
Spirit with fine earring, such as a Fennec Spirit.
Once a day you gain advantage on a Wisdom
(Perception) check if in a specific biome (roll on
Biomes Table)
Feral Blood: you descend from a specific
Spirit Animal. You gain advantage on Wisdom
(Animal Handling) checks for that specific type
of animal (e.g. cheetah or vulture).
Healing Sands: a powerful desert-blessing
has run through your family for generations.
Once per day, you can roll onto desert sand to
heal up to 10% of your max HP.
Amphibious Ancestry: You descend from
amphibious Spirits such as Caecilians or Otter
Spirits. Once per day you can hold your breath
for double the usual time.
Ancestral Doctors: Your ancestors were wondering Swala Priests-doctors and the profession is in your blood. You gain advantage on
Wisdom (Medicine) checks to diagnose illnesses or poisonings.
Slow Metabolism: You descend from some
slow metabolism Animal Spirits such as Crocodile or Spider Spirits. You can live off half the
amount of food normally required.
Ancestral Juju Merchant: Your ancestors
traded magic items for generations. You gain
advantage on Intelligence (Arcana) checks to
identify magic items.
Ancestral Mariner: you ancestors were seafarers for generations. Once per day you can
roll Wisdom (Survival) check with advantage
to predict the weather. This works only if sailing
or by the sea.
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DM TIPS
BIOME LIST
Some Hidden Backgrounds are bound to specific
types of landscapes in Wagadu, roll 1d6 or pick
one of these:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Savanna
Rainforest
Desert
Swamp
Mountains
Sea & beach

The DM should roll 1d40 for each character and
keep secretly track of the background.
For longer campaigns or more experienced players, the DM can roll twice for each player (rerolling
in case of repetition). Bear in mind that this might
make players slightly more powerful.
Once the player discovers their hidden background they can decide when to trigger it freely.
“Once per day” should be interpreted as “... a long
rest is needed to recover this power”. All of these
background powers are triggered as actions, not
reactions or bonus actions.
Other entities in Wagadu such as Spirits and
Ancestors are often able to “see” such traits and the
DM is encouraged to role-play them (for instance
an Octopus Spirit being very friendly because a PC
has Flexible Ancestry).

Hidden Backgrounds are a great way to add depth
to a player's backstory. Never make their reveal
trivial, describe the whispering ancestors as they
accompany the player’s blade against a nemesis
spirit for the first time. Or the flashes of past lives as the
sand of the dune heals the gash on the player’s leg.
Discovering hidden background traits can help
players role-play interesting character development
The Swala who distrusted Lionblood then discovers
they have a bond with lions, the aimless Daa’ima
who discovers they are expert at telling the weather
on high seas and rethinks that pirate’s invitation or
the Ironmaster who just before attacking that Spirit
realises she can understand their language.
The easiest way to discover hidden backgrounds
is the player stumbling into an action that triggers it
– they should be made immediately aware of what
happened, the character suddenly “knows”.
If after several levels some player hasn’t discovered one or both their hidden background, consider
creating a situation where it gets revealed (such as
an Ancestors pointing it out).
After hidden backgrounds have been discovered,
don’t forget to use them as a source of inspiration
for future plot hooks and/or interesting situations.
Most backgrounds are not extremely powerful
but if you find that a random combination appears
to be too unbalanced/uninteresting (like a charismatic rogue character that gets “Spiritual Lies”), feel
free to assign another one.

ITEMS IN WAGADU
This is a list of items that we recommend adding to
the item list if you are playing a Wagadu based
campaign:
CALABASH calabashes are containers fashioned
from dried and emptied gourds. Since these gourds
can be of all sizes and shapes, calabash containers can vary a lot from large round bowls to little
8-shaped sealed containers.
LAMPS most of Wagadu’s lamps are oil lamps,
these are usually used instead of candles.
FAN Wagadu’s fans are usually straw made and
have a semi-oval shape, due to Wagadu’s heat
you’ll probably want to own at least one.
MOSQUITO NET these can be vital in mosquito
ridden areas and are usually simple white fine nets.
FLYWHISK flies and other insects can buzz annoying around you in Wagadu and these items are
perfect to swat them away. Additionally they have
grown into powerful indicators of status, wealth and
other mystical significance. Always look at someone’s fly-whisk to figure them out.

OPONIFA these divination trays are sometimes so
elaborate that they become substitute spellbooks
with their dense carvings and Nsibidi symbols doubling as spells.
GOLDWEIGHTS this little artfully smelted brass
items can be used to weigh gold dust when trading,
most merchants will carry several around. They are
traditionally manufactured by Ironmaster smiths.
FETISHES this catch-all term usually refers to statuettes with magical powers in Wagadu. Many 5E
magic items might appear in the form of Fetishes in
Wagadu.
OWARE GAME this strategy game is widely
played across Wagadu, even by Spirits and Ancestors. You can find more info here
PIPE pipe’s in Wagadu, especially for Lionblood
influenced cultures, can be status symbols and are
not to be taken lightly.
INSECT REPELLENTS Wagadu has a dizzying
variety of concoctions to repel insects, especially
mosquitos. At the right price one can always find
the most effective (and best scented) mix.

KOLA NUTS more than just food, they are usually
offered as a sign of sacred hospitality to guests and
authorities and are chewed for their stimulant properties.
MASKS these are never just a decoration in
Wagadu. At the least they signify something about
the space or owner, in many cases they are magic
summoning tools to bring Ancestors or Spirits to this
world. Treat carefully.
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IS THIS ITEM “ TOO ADVANCED”
FOR WAGADU?
There is a misconception that pre-colonial Africa
was extremely underdeveloped and technologically backwards. This is far from true, all items on
the player's handbook could be found somewhere
across the continent, though admittedly not everywhere and not at the same time (but this counts for
medieval Europe where, for instance: try finding a
glass window or a book in a medieval village).
As in most fantasy settings, Wagadu contains
many items and elements that are much easier to
find there than in our historical real world. So mighty
libraries such as Timbuktu’s, gold markets such as
imperial Kumasi’s one or flawless sculptures such
as ancient Ife’s ones are more frequent in Wagadu
than they were in the real world – but of course
inspired by their real world counterparts.

MUSIC INSTRUMENTS OF WAGADU
Wagadu has a bewildering variation of musical
instruments and these are just some of the most
famous:
BAMBOO FLUTE called “Atenben” this flute is typically used for death processions and melancholic
music. Ancestors are said to like its sound.

HUNTER’S FLUTE sometimes called the Emere
flute, it’s used by hunters to entertain themselves
while on excursions and it’s associated with poetry
and joyful songs.
EMERE DRUMS compared to Ironmaster drums,
these are smaller and lighter and less often played
with bells. They are always present at celebrations
of the Emere gods.
KORA This string-harp is the favourite instrument
of many Griot and it originally comes from Asiman
culture. It’s often an accompaniment to epic stories
and sometimes even Ancestors will come to listen.
CALABASH DRUMS these simple drums are made
of dry calabashes and are especially connected to
Earth Asiman culture.
SPIRIT FLUTE this short flute is played by quickly alternating blowing in the flute and singing syllables –
if done correctly it turns into a unified melody which
is said to attract Spirits’ attention.
XYLOPHONES in Wagadu they are usually made
of wood and gourds and they are often associated
with Ikaki music.
MBIRA this is a lamellophone, played by plucking
it’s metal blades. It’s been used to connect with Spirits and ancestors especially by Lionbloods.
LION’S HORN so called because it’s loved by Lionbloods, this is typically fashioned from an antelope’s horn. It’s often used in important celebrations.

ADOWA DRUMS this is an ensemble of Ironmaster drums traditionally use to summon ancestors and
celebrate important ceremonies.

NYATITI this is a Lyre loved by Swala’s griots, sometimes even jokingly called “Swalas’ Kora”.

AGOGO BELLS this double bell is especially loved
by the Ironmasters and it may appear of different
shining metals.

SHAKES & SMALL BELLS these are used in many
contexts but as standalone they tend to be related
to religious ceremonies.
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ORUTU this one string fiddle is often used by travellers and revellers and it’s said to have been invented
by a rambunctious Swala griot.
BEGENA HARP sometimes even called “the
Daa’ima Harp” because of its connection to that
lineage. When played at night it tends to attract
glowing moth spirits. It is often used by ancestral
wrestlers for meditation.

Since the charm needs some time to attune to your
body, it takes the same time to activate as the donning time of corrispective armors. Doffing is always
an action no matter how powerful the charm armor
is. Fetish-Armors do not count as attuned items but
they are deactivated by anti-magic effects.
Metal armors, especially chainmails, do exist but
are very rare and tend to be magical (with magic to
decrease their temperature).

SISTRUM A type of Shake typical of Daa’imas and
Asimans, played at religious ceremonies and said
to please the gods.
BULLROARER this ancient instrument is played by,
swung in circles in the air, emits an eerie sound that
invariably calls Spirits and Ancestors attentions, to
be used carefully.

ARMORS IN WAGADU
Due to the heat, armoring works differently in
Wagadu. Rather than protecting themselves with
metal rings or plates, many fighters use fetishcharms. These are little magical items that defend
the wearer by blocking hits – they create something like a thin barrier on the person’s skin. They
are usually kept in pockets or pouches that hang
on necklaces or on heavy clothes/leather armor.
These protective fetish charms have the side effect
of making you feel heavy and encumbered.
Rule-wise you can select all armors from the PHB
but describe them as protective fetish-charms.
Examples of protective fetish charms are: bones
(painted, carved, broken, plain), wooden statues –
often with nails hammered in or hairy bits, a small
scroll in a box and so on.

WEAPONS OF WAGADU
The people of Wagadu have had to master a wide
range of weapons to defend themselves from the
countless dangers of their land. Most of Wagadu's
weapon designs are very ancient and tend to be
tightly connected to the old Star cultures of a specific Lineage.
Below is a very small selection of weapons and
their corresponding rule-set reference.
SWALA WEAPONS
Rungu (like trident but bludgeoning): this mace
is typically made from a root and always has a protective Spiritual significance for the bearer.
Empere Spear (Spear): sometimes called Emere
Spear, it's a versatile weapon than can be transfixed to the ground while not being used.
ASIMAN WEAPONS
Takuba (Greatsword): takubas are greatswords
forged in the desert with ancient Elementalist rituals
involved. The wielder can take it in temple and even
use it for some religious ceremonies
Teddude Spear (Pike): this weapon is rare but
almost always bound with elemental magic, making
it extremely sought after.
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EMERE WEAPONS
Ida sword (longsword): as many Emere weapons,
this common blade is inspired by rainforest leaves.
Eben (greatsword) this large leaf-shaped sword
is not just deadly but is a symbol of power as well.
IKAKI WEAPONS
Executioner's Sword (longsword ): originally
called Ngala, this curvy weapon is used for many
ancestral rituals.
Ikaki Throwing knife (like trident but slashing):
this four pronged knife is associated with Fish Folk
pirates and is often covered in poison.

Weapons in Wagadu are more than tools, and not
just for Lionbloods steeped in Mweya spirituality
or Ironmaster Smiths but even defenseless farmers
carry them sometimes as they are often charms and
symbols and can even influence supernatural entities, especially Ancestors. As a DM you are encouraged to build some lore and interactions around
Wagadu's weapons, such as using it for rituals or
having it provide advantage for a specific Charisma (Persuasion) check with an Ancestor.

CURRENCIES IN WAGADU
DAA'IMA WEAPONS
Shotel (like rapier but slashing) It's some sort of
Sickle-Sword, called "Moonblade" too because of
its shape. Those made in Sibiila are seen as items of
great prestige.
Goradi (short sword): often combined with a Shotel for the "Death Dance" Combat style of Daa'ima.
LIONBLOOD WEAPONS
Ilkwa (like battle-axe but piercing) its name is
said to come from the suction sounds it makes when
extracted from a foe's body. It's used for war rituals
as well.
Lion Axe (like battle-axe) this ancient weapon is
often used for Lion Spirit ceremonies. It's formidable
on the battlefield too.
IRONMASTER WEAPONS
Hammer (Warhammer) Used primarily for forging, all Hyerenn Hammers can be used for self
defense too.
Akrafena (Longsword) This weapons inscription
always tells important stories, sometimes histories of
whole clans or cities.

The standard currencies of Wagadu are:
SALT BLOCKS (equivalent to copper pieces) are
little salt blocks that are said to have been initially
used in desert civilisations and are now ubiquitous
for minor transactions.
KISSI PENNIES (equivalent to silver pieces) are
tiny iron rods with flattened ends. They were originally an Ironmaster currency but they are now used
widely across Wagadu. This money is sometimes
used in rituals, especially Ancestor-related ones.
COWRIES (equivalent to gold pieces) this small
seas-shells are the most widely circulated money
in Wagadu. They are used for rituals too, such as
Juju divinations, and as decorations on clothing and
jewelry.
MANILLA These thick, open bronze bracelets
(worth 100gp) are not simply a high-end currency
but also a status symbol, with wealthy people wearing them as jewelry and merchants attaching them
to their staffs to show their credit-worthiness.
We’ll be using the standard 5E initials (gp, sp, cp)
next to the Wagadu names, to avoid confusion.
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PEOPLE’S MINDSET IN WAGADU
As in every society, there are some tensions in
Wagadian societies and these are some of the most
typical ones:

ALIGNMENT IN WAGADU

TRADITIONALISM most Ancestors in Wagadu tend
to draw people towards ancient traditions that they
were part of but this might not always sit well with the
people they try to influence – additionally spirits of
different cultural traditions might be tugging into different directions, adding to the tension. This is most
visible when Ancestors from the 4th era get involved
since their mores can be very strict and divergent.

D&D’s typical alignment rules help role-playing but
can often hinder nuance too. For Wagadu I recommend being very flexible with alignments. NPCs
like Spirits and Ancestors can shift wildly between
different alignment based on context and how they
are treated. Be prepared to change a LG Ancestor
into a CE if the village commits a grave disrespect
and she goes from Black to Red Ancestor.

THEOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES Most people in
Wagadu are very religious, the gods’ influences
and power are tangible. All cultures have different
views on which the main gods are and how they affect the world. Typically most Wagadu societies are
good at blending different creeds by creatic new
syncretic pantheons but sometimes a “crusade” of
one specific brand of religiosity might appear in a
specific era, especially if that is happening in the
Upper Realms as well and some Fallen have been
indoctrinated. Powerful spirits too have been known
to use their worshippers to fight each other.
BARBARISM The concept of “civilised” and “uncivilised” people can sometimes come up in cultural
differences but it’s actually very rare. Most people
are aware that a seemingly detached and simple
culture deep in the rainforest, might have ancestral
secrets and a powerful Totem Spirit that would put
a metropolis to shame. Such term and hierarchy is
usually referred to people who break taboos such
as killing many animals and disrespecting Ancestors and Spirits. Such people live on the fringes of
societies but sometimes created their own (usually
fragile) structures.

SOCIETY IN WAGADU
FAMILY The concept of family changes a lot when
people fall. Apart from rare occasions, Fallen lose
their biological families and this forces them to
strongly rely on their newfound fellow Fallen. This
means that often people create new families and it’s
not uncommon for many Wagadians to change or
add a surname to symbolise the new bond. Wagadians often speak about “Fall Siblings” – these are
people who fell at the same time and location and
with whom they have an almost mystical affinity.
Such bonds are set to last sometimes for the rest of
the Fallen’s life.
CHILDREN The main reason why Wagadu’s history is divided in Cycles of Falls and extinction is
because Wagadians cannot continue their bloodlines by having children. People can have children
but the results are different from what they would be
in the Upper Realms (where children are normal).
Wagadu’s children are called Spirit Children be-
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cause they immediately show signs of not belonging
to the mortal world:
• They grow at extraordinary speed
• They tend to behave in somewhat alien ways
such as spending hours staring at the forest, or
whispering in languages that no one around
them speaks
• They usually appear physically different, sometimes it’s subtle such as a lighter skin tone, others
it’s very clear, such as glowing eyes or four arms.
Most Spirit Children quickly grow into teenagers
and then disappear into the wilderness, breaking
their parents heart (though stories abound of Spirit
Children mysteriously visiting once a while or leaving bizarre gifts for their parents, many years after
their departure).
Additionally there is an even darker side to the
story. Some children, rather than simply walking
away from their village, turn into Dwens. Dwens
are faceless children with immense destructive
powers that seem to be animated by a desire to torment their parents and their community. Wagadu’s
Ancestors tell uncountable tales of villages ravaged
by Dwens.
For these reasons, many communities are weary
of Spirit Children although few outright ban them.
TIMEKEEPING IN WAGADU
Wagadian cultures used to have a dizzying amount
of calendars but in the latest Eras the most used one
are a 12 months calendar and 7 day week.
Many priests still use an ancient 4 day “Ogero”
calendar for religious purposes that is said to have
been initiated in an ancient Upper Realm city of
Ogero which was ruled by conjoined Elementalist
(Asiman Gods) and Emere clergies.
Most of Wagadu follows the flow of two seasons,
a rain season which is usually in the middle of the
year, and a dry season which bridges to the following year.
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The many cultures of Wagadu have several festivities that may or may not overlap, as an old saying
goes “The festive drum is always beating in some
hut.”

NUDITY IN WAGADU
Compared to most real-world societies, attitudes to
nudity are much more relaxed in Wagadu.
With their weather being under-dressed is often
comfortable (though not under the scorching sun of
the desert). Men and women’s chests are not considered any different and uncovering breasts is not
seen as shameful. On a daily basis people usually
cover their genitals with full nudity usually being
related to specific rituals.

PRECOLONIAL SEXUALITY
& WAGADU
The sexuality of Wagadu is not just influenced by
modern human rights views, as for most fantasy
settings, but also by pre-colonial African mores as
well. Even if patriarchy was present throughout the
Continent, a lot of other sexualities existed, often
celebrated, integrated and very visible. European
colonisation mostly put an end to this. There is a
good amount of information out there, one good
source I recommend is “Boy-Wives and Female
Husbands – Studies in African Homosexualities” by
Stephen O. Murray and Will Roscoe.

DISABILITIES IN WAGADU
A peculiar and unexplained thing that happens in
Wagadu is that when people with disabilities fall,
they gain some special powers, related to whichever disability they had in the Upper Realms.
• Blind people gain 60ft tremorsense.
• Deaf people gain advantage on all Wisdom
(Perceptions) checks that involve sight.
• Mute people gain telepathy up to 60ft (affected
by language comprehension).
• People with walking disabilities are able to hover
a few feet off the ground (moving at speed similar to other players – falling great heights affects
them as everyone else).
Players and DMs are encouraged to come up and
discuss interesting solutions, keeping in mind that in
Wagadu, disabled people might be rule-wise more
powerful than other characters.

GENDER & SEXUALITY IN WAGADU
Most people in Wagadu identify with three genders, Female, Male and Ancestral.
Ancestral Gender is named after the Ancestors’ appearance: many of them present combined
traits from the other two genders (such as breast,
beard and penis) since Ancestors (and some Spirits and Gods) are seen as above such distinctions.
Depending on cultures and personal identifications,
there are many terms for third genders in Wagadu—
Ancestral Gender is just the most common umbrella
one.
Throughout Wagadu’s history, there haven’t been
specific predominant sexual mores (such as heteronormativity) but some specific subcultures, especially during the 4th Era, did impose stricter rules.
Such mores are seen as regressive and bizarre by
most people (view Slavery & Patriarchy box). A well
known Wagadu saying goes
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WHAT IS A LINEAGE?
Wagadu’s lineages are not races: all Fallen are
humans. In the Upper Realms and Wagadu ancestral and spiritual influences are so powerful that
they end up affecting people’s appearances and
supernatural powers. This is what a lineage is, a
physical manifestation of an ancestral and spiritual
influence on you.
For most individuals, lineages are typically
“inherited” from one parent but that is not always
the case, some children spontaneously manifest
a lineage from a grandparents or from seemingly
“nowhere” (Wagadu’s scholars argue that if you dig
deep, everyone is ultimately related to everyone,
so every Fallen has ancestry in all lineages). Most
babies are born with a visible lineage but a few
are born “latent” with no discernable traits till they
grow older (these late bloomers usually manifest a

lineage by when they are teenagers). Some people
switch between lineages during their life as well,
realising they identify more with a different lineage
than their family’s. Most of the time such change is
influenced by other members of that lineage but it
can sometimes happen even without any contact
with their new lineage. In such rare cases it’s the
attunement with a specific aspect of their existence
that helps transform them (e.g. an isolated seafaring
Ironblood that eventually turns Ikaki).
Belonging to a lineage does not simply affect your
looks; the new ways Ancestors and spirits behave
with you and the changes to your body have such
an impact that two members of the same lineage,
even if from very different cultures, will always
have something in common. The lonely Emere that
was born out of an entirely Swala village will still
have the same basic understanding of magic (“Juju
Knowledge”) that a magic trained Emere from the
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distant rainforest city has, thanks to mystical dreams
and visits from Emere Ancestors – even if she still
identify as culturally part of the Rain Clouds, the
dominant Swala culture of those grasslands, and
loves taking out her cattle for pasture in between
her magical studies.

out Wagadu’s eras and the political upheavals of
the Upper Realms, cultures can spread and shrink
in all sorts of ways, just as religions. Cultures can
sometimes come into conflict as well as they have
different views of how to deal with people, nature
and spirituality.
Upper Realms scholars have come up with categories to describe different cultures in relation to
lineages and nowadays most members of such cultures idefinity with such terms.

LINEAGE & CULTURE
TRANSITIONING LINEAGE
Cultures are the behaviours and customs that are
shared between a particular society and there is
a complex and nuanced relationship between cultures and lineages – to some extent in the Upper
Realms where people are born and even more in
Wagadu.
Throughout the history of the Upper Realms, people have had a tendency to gather with members of
their own lineage and this has created some cultural
elements that are associated with a lineage.
Ancestors of all lineages play a fundamental role
in the maintenance of distinct cultures (and sometimes the creation of new ones) with their competing
influences on people. Whereas in the Upper Realms,
the community of birth is often the primary factor
that leads to someone identifying with a culture, the
massive social disruption and partial memory loss
that comes with the Fall into Wagadu, leads to a
more fluid and unpredictable cultural landscape
where Ancestors play an even more important role.
Though not entirely irrelevant, lineage is a somewhat unreliable indicator of a person’s culture in
Wagadu compared to other elements such as clothing, specific vocabulary (e.g. ritual greetings) and
overall spirituality.
Cultures are not related to a specific geographical
place. Thanks to the Ancestors’ influence through-
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A lineage is a very deep and entrenched part of a
person’s identity and changing it is not something
one does lightly. Several rituals exist for such transition and they are known to be disorienting and even
painful. They typically consist in a form of communion with Ancestors of the new lineage and have
been sometimes described like “shedding a snake
skin”. Very few individuals go through the process
more than once in their lives.
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THE STAR CULTURES
So called because they are the result of the gathering of many people of the same lineage, just like
the many stars of a cloudless and moonless night.
Consequently these cultures are strongly associated
with one specific lineage.
Feenan is a young Daa’ima that grew up in a New
Moon Daa’ima only village in a hidden valley. She
fervently worships Addeessa and devoutly follows
the death-related traditions of her village. Ayaanas
(Daa’ima Ancestors) from very old eras often
appear in the village and teach ancient rituals and
lore to the villages.
Star cultures are cultures where the knowledge
and traditions of the ancestral members of one specific lineage dominate and usually such communities
have a clear majority of people who belong, either
by birth or by choice, to that dominant lineage.
Nevertheless being born in or even transitioning into
another lineage, does not usually affect inclusion in
that culture (least the person actively wanting that).
Feenan’s twin brother Labuu, who had been mesmerised with fire throughout his childhood, has surprised the village by turning into a Fire Asiman in his
teens: as long as he sticks to the traditions, such as
Moon worship and monthly “Death Dances” he’ll
still be part of that Daa’ima “Shrouded” culture of
the village.
However if Feenan were to start listening more
carefully to the whisper of the Asiman Ancestors
that have been visiting his dreams lately, he might
join an Asiman Star or Sun & Moon (view next section) culture—that would is his choice to make.
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Below is a list of the most established Star Culture
per lineage:
ASIMAN
New Harmony: “Sihiri over Lammu, Knowledge
over Strength is our motto”dominating in the last eras,
this mainstream culture is underpinned by the Shiri
over Lammu philosophy (view “Asiman” section.)
Imperialist: “From the shifting sands our Empire
will rise again, glory to the Elementals!”—More
prominent in the past, this militaristic culture was
about expansion and might.
DAA’IMA
The Shrouded: “Large civilisations bring only pain
and confusion, hiding in the shadows allows us to
worship the moon in quiet”—An Isolationist culture.
Night Traders: “We travel Wagadu following
Moon and Stars, bringing magic and when needed,
death, to the highest bidder”—Nomadic people
who worship the Moon and the stars.
Bone Tower: “Others need us and we need them,
we take care of their dead and they take care of
us while we live”—Focused on tending the dead for
other civilisations.
Emere: Mystical Tree: “Juju and Knowledge will
bring us closer to inner harmony”—A scholarly people, deeply steeped in magic.
Sun Glory: “We need to rebuild what was lost, the
glory and power of our Ancestors”—A society bent
on building magical power and prestige.
Forest Children: “The quiet of the forest embraces
us as we become one with its shadows”—Isolationist
Rainforest societies.
Bloom Dance: “We revel till sunrise, love and gaiety will change the world”—An open and hedonistic people.

IRONMASTERS
Stone Roots: “Forged in the divine smithy of the
Ancestors, society will keep us safe”—A rigid class
society that focused on preserving tradition.
Silver Leaves: “Our Ancestors’ guidance is the
seed form which we branch into the future”—A
forward looking culture of experimentation and
discovery.
IKAKI
Ebb Tide: “Water brings us peace and nourishment, we follow its energy”—Focused on balancing
the needs and nature around them.
Flood Tide: “We are the storm that clears the sky”
A revolutionary culture of pirates and adventurers.
LIONBLOOD
Holy Hunters: “We share the hunt and reward the
bravest because we are lions”—Sportive and Honorable.

WAGADU’S LANGUAGES
The languages people speak in Wagadu are based
on where in the Upper Realms they come from.
There are several “common” languages there and
they do not correlate to lineages or cultures but just
to geographic areas. In very ancient times it is said
that all lineages and a few cultures had developed
their own languages: today such languages exist
only as dead languages, either written or as source
of linguistic traditions, such as lineage specific
names and religious rituals.
DM tip: feel free to use the various “big” realworld languages to simulate the languages of the
Upper Realms (e.g. English, Spanish, French etc).
For the ancient ritual languages we recommend
using African languages based on Wagadus references (view box African Cultural References)

SWALA
Rain Clouds: “The rain and grass guide us, cattle
are our children”—Nomadic people, focused on
herding.
Night Fire: “Our hearts are our shrines, our walls a
sanctuary to the soul”—Sedentary people, protective about their traditions.
The Aretu: “We are friends to the kind spirits and
foe to the wicked”—Guardians of the natural balance and hunters of corrupt things.
It is to be kept in mind that there are families or entire clans of all lineages that belong to a certain Star
culture so Holy Hunters have some Emere people
and Bloom Dancers have some Lionbloods in their
midst for instance.
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Council of Rock people by Iga Oliwiak

THE SUN & MOON CULTURES
So called because they merge very different elements such as a sky when sun and moon shine
together. Every Sun & Moon culture contains customs typically associated with two or more different
lineages, in addition to its own unique mores.
Naafi is a Daa’ima who grew up in the little
kingdom of Old Kigelia. This was founded by Iromansters and Daa’imas like her. She follows Old
Kigelian customs which means combining Moon
and Ancestor worship by the Temple of the Old
Tree.She’s become a smith and her partner is a
Hyerenn, just like her mother – she wonders if her
children will decide to be Daa’imas or Ironmaster,
the former being traditionally the winged guardians
of the tallest branches of the Tree and the latter of
its deep golden roots. Naafi has heard that in other
parts of Wagadu Moth people and Ironmasters live
completely separately and she struggles to imagine
how that might be.
Such cultures are a combination of various elements of two or more Star cultures. This can be
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either a recent development or a culture so ancient
that no one remembers when they were separate
(and might even find some Star cultures, bizarre
and archaic).
Some examples of the most well-known and
established Upper Realms Sun & Moon cultures are:
IRONMASTERS + DAA’IMA
Old Kigelia: founded by Ironmasters and Daa’ima
around an ancient Kigelia tree with golden roots
(that seems to have at least an offshoot and sometimes more in every Wagadu cycle too)—Old Kigelians are famous for their “Old Moon” religion,
which weaves ancestral and Moon worship. Their
silver jewelry and weapons are said to be of unparalleled mastery.
ASIMAN + HYERENN
The Council of Rock: Traditionally communities
within this culture are dominated by an Earth Asiman and a Ironmaster ruler that rotate every few
seasons. They worship all gods and spirits related to
the soil and make frequent offerings to their mythical

inventor-Ancestor. They are known for being great
inventors and have provided the Upper Realms and
Wagadu with some of its most useful technologies.

tal Wind Gods and the Moon. They are known for
their windmills.

ASIMAN + SWALA
The Edge Caravans: This secretive Asimans and
Swala live in caravans with camels and cows, on
the edge between deserts and savanna and sometimes even across seas. They seem to have a mission
to explore even the furthest corners and have a peculiar tradition which requires them to shift lineage
(typically Asiman or Swala) at least once in their
life, in order to “open their mind and soul”.

WAGADU’S WINDMILLS

ASIMAN + IKAKI
The Six Canoes: said to have been started by
three Ikaki and three Ndyams sailing the seas for
fortunes.
ASIMAN + IZINGONYAMA
The Lions’ Sultanate: Asimans typically hold
magical and religious power (with an Elemental
patheon that absorbed Lionblood deities) where
Lionblood hold administrative and political power
with teenagers confirming or changing their lineage
as young adults.
ASIMAN + EMERE
The Misty Oases magically hidden and moving
oases with extremely lush, tropical vegetation and
highly magical communities, ruled by wizards of
Emere and Asiman lineages that have created extraordinary schools of magic. Known for barely
worshipping their (merged) pantheons and rather
focusing on Ancestor worship of powerful magicians that preceded them.
ASIMAN + DAA’IMA
The Windmills Folk: villages build on cliffs, usually in desert areas, where winds blow powerfully.
They worship a triad of local wind spirits, Elemen-

Although most architectural inspirations of these
cultures come from pre-colonial Africa, such as Dukana’s Great Zimbabwe inspired architecture, and
various African ancient cultures did harness wind
power, for the Windmills Folks culture I did a little
foray into the Middle East and took inspiration from
Nashtifan’s horizontal windmills. Check them out,
they are a little wonder.

IRONMASTER + SWALA
Copper Horn People: The Swalas of this culture
tend to pain their horns with copper and the Ironmasters often wear hats with copper horns. They
consider Copper Buffalo Spirits to be the holiest
and they fervently worship their Ancestors. They
tend to dislike violence even for ritual hunting and
they prize love and revelries.
IRONMASTER + IKAKI
The Iron Sharks: Members of these societies are
usually Ikakis and Ironmasters. They consider themselves descendents of an ancient iron shark. They
are infamous for often being pirates and they believe in redistributing wealth through high-sea seizures and then offering it to the less-haves (though
their detractors argue that they usually get rich in
the process).
IRONMASTERS + LIONBLOODS
The Golden Claws The Iromaster and Lionbloods that belong to this culture are known for
crafting some of the finest weapons and for the very
frequent ritual hunts they engage in. They call their
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worship “The Ancestral Hunters” and it's based on
hunting rituals that include deities and Ancestors
from both lineages.
IRONMASTERS + EMERE
The Aworan: Most members of these communities
are Emere and Ironmasters. They believe creating
items, especially statues, is the best way to celebrate
Ancestors and gods. Their Emere pantheon includes
all Ironmaster Gods as an additional category and
they are all mostly worshipped together. For mythical reasons, they consider it their task to fight stray
spirits and keep harmony in the world. Their leaders
and many members of this culture, voluntarily transcend their bodies to be of ancestral gender.
SWALA + IKAKI
The Dolphin Riders: These Swala and Ikakis live
on boats following shoals of fish and live off the sea.
They view dolphins as especially sacred and keep
them as pets and see whales as a mystical embodiment of the universe which is taboo to interact with.
SWALA + LIOBLOOD
The Hollow Horn Folk: These Lioblood and
Swalas live in large kraals and are famous for their
big cat pets. They believe the savanna belongs to
them and will compete fiercely with other communities. Gods’ worship is tokenistic and minor whereas
veneration of local spirits is seen as the best spiritual
approach to establish their domination.
SWALA + EMERE
The Isokan: A group of Emere and Swala who
believed their split should have never happened
got together a long time ago to start this culture.
They believe in slowly rotating societal roles so
that Emeres get to herd cattle and Swalas to learn
magic and they view their respective Star Cultures
as “incomplete”.
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SWALA + DAA’IMA
The Dukana: these people (mostly Swala &
Daa’imas) are known for their beautiful “mothhouses”, conical buildings where they breed those
insects and that glow with spiritual energy at night.
Their stone cities have impressive walls and they
believe in isolation and meditation as a way of
enlightenment.
IKAKI + LIOBLOOD
The Bintu: This culture (typically of Liobloods &
Ikakis) belongs to people living on stilted huts by
savanna lakes. They consider hospitality sacred
and are always happy to have guests in their sacred
hunts or fishings. They are very devoted to the Root
Queen and celebrate him with frequent festivals by
upending and subverting their gender differences.
IKAKI + EMERE
The Coral People: Known for their marvellous
coral beads jewelry, these people (mostly Ikakis
& Emere) build beautiful harbour towns on the sea
and jointly worship Kafukele, viewing all other gods
as its children. People of this culture are very religious and often travel the world trying to spread the
unifying message of their god.
IKAKI + DAA’IMA
The Worana: These Ikaki and Daa’ima wondering boat-communities dislike authority and spend a
lot of energy trying to share decision making and
involve everyone in the community. They believe
Kafukele and Addeessa are one and that her message is that of freedom so they often actively go
on missions to undermine other hierarchical structures—be it spirits or other lineages.

the world. With the well organised clergy of their
united pantheons and regimented and versatile
army, they have come close to domination goals
many times through history. They value power and
ambition above all.
LIONBLOOD + DAA’IMA
The Black Guardians: These Daa’ima and Lionbloods believe to have been tasked by the gods
with the role of protecting holy sites and they typically live in small communities around such places,
making sure they are never desecrated. They tend
to pick up religious influences from whichever hallowed site they are guarding and believe religious
truth is to be found everywhere.
EMERE + DAA’IMA
The Ku An Emere kingdom of old conquered
Daa’ima villages to steal their death magic. Eventually the very people they conquered influenced
them so much that a new civilisation was born. The
Ku people worship death and the Moon above all
gods and they are especially keen to eradicate
Ancestors that trespass by lingering in mortal bodies as undead.

THE NIGHT CULTURES
These cultures are nowadays rare (and thrived in
the 6th era) and are a syncretic version of Star or
Sun & Moon cultures with a specific’s Spirit family’s tradition. These cultures are usually the result of
forced slavery of people under Spirits.
Many of these cultures are completely indigenous
to Wagadu and seem to be unknown in the Upper
Realms.
They have a reputation for being somewhat
detached and cruel, favoiring complex taboos and
rituals that appear somewhat “inhuman”. Obedience to Spirits is a typical element of such cultures.
Most Night cultures are considered just “subcultures” or branches of Spirit Family cultures.
Members from other cultures are all united in their
attempts to free people from Night Cultures and
Spirits who lead such communities are usually seen
as villains.

EMERE+DAA’IMA+SWALA
The Sokun founded by a Deep Emere Elder—it
believes in harmony with nature/Spirits
Whereas such cultures have had the foundation of
their Upper Realms presence to be able to thrive
and survive through the Cycles in Wagadu, other
Wagadu-born cultures have often gone and come,
unable to thrive long enough to leave a mark in
Ancestral society and therefore to impact future
generations of Fallen.

LIOBLOOD + EMERE
The Lion Chiefs: Legends say that two ancient
kings, a Lionblood and an Emere one, united to start
a new powerful kingdom to rule and bring peace in
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SUMMARY
• A lineage is a physical manifestation of deep
spiritual ties with ancestral and spiritual powers.
• Though most people are born into it, a lineage
can be chosen and transitioned into.
• The cultures of Wagadu define customs, religion,
political structures and shared identities.
• Star cultures are broadly influenced by the
Ancestors of one specific lineage.
• Sun & Moon cultures are influenced by the
Ancestors of two or more lineages.
• Ancestors of the seven lineages commonly draw
living members of their lineage towards an
ancient version of their lineage-focused culture
(chiefly a Star or Sun & Moon culture).
• Night cultures are rare, alien cultures, usually
imposed by Spirit dominion over mortals.
• Cultures are often associated with one
or two lineages but potentially anyone can
belong to any culture.
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AFRICAN CULTURAL INFLUENCES
Even if Wagadu is fictional, just like every fantasy
world it’s based on real-world cultures. When looking for inspiration beyond this book, for instance
to draw your own character or to come up with a
name, we recommend looking into these cultures
and nearby ones (categories here by languages).
Asiman: Fulani and Hausa
Daa’ima: Oromo, Amharic, Tigrinya
Emere: Yoruba, Bini, Igbo
Ikaki: Kikongo, Lingala, Tschiluba
Ironmaster: Akan, Ewe, Ga
Lionblood: Zulu, Xhosa, Shona
Swala: Maasai, Kikuyu, Swahili
Our inspiration pool is actually much wider, but a
bit of focus can help trigger the imagination.
Remember as well that Wagadu is a fantasy and
magical world, not a historical one, so elements of
the cultures above should be considered only as
a source of inspiration: ultimately the lineages are
people of Wagadu, not of the real world.

INTRODUCTION TO NEXT SECTION
In the coming pages each Lineage will be covered
separately. The following descriptions are not comprehensive descriptions of every Lineage’s member
but rather guidelines to what “mainstream” cultures
that have a lot of members of these lineages look
like. Obviously a Lionblood born to a Holy Hunter
family of Lionbloods, will be different from a Lionblood he grew up on Worana people boats.
This applies for the divinities as well, although lineages tend to associated to specific gods, Wagadu’s religious landscape is incredibly fluid with some
Cycles rarely having “clean cut’ lineage-based
pantheons but rather vibrant syncretism based on
dominant cultures and Ancestral influences, on top
of the Lineage factor.
The alignments too are only suggestions.
Lineage “manifestations” are sub-lineages, specific groups of people that share specific characteristics within that Lineage.
As a last note, the “roles” mentioned there are not
by any means comprehensive but just some of the
most iconic ones.

WARNING TO THE READER!
WORK IN PROGRESS!
Some of the lore you’ll be reading will not be 100%
even, with certain aspects explored more than others. I decided to share as much as possible of the
Lineages even if not everything is ready, in order to
start getting feedback to further flesh them out for
future versions.
Additionally I’d like to develop Wagadu’s lore
with more input from players from channels like
our Discord and the newsletter. Thank you for your
patience and I am looking forward to your feedback and inputs!
Allan
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THE ASIMANS
Other names: The Elementals, Desert Folk, The Four Tribes

PLAYING AN ASIMAN
The Asiman lineage is formed by the four elemental
desert tribes. The four tribes are undisputed masters
of the deserts, rulers, alchemists, traders and guardians of oases and dunes alike.
THE ELEMENTAL PEOPLE
Unlike other lineages, when an Asiman is born,
most of them manifest no lineage. At 7 years old a
seer finds their element and marks them in an elaborate ritual called “The Awakening”. Each Asiman
expresses one of the four basic elements:
Yiite
Fire Asimans that have fire-related traits
• Any of: fiery, red or purple eyes, hair, reddish or
pitch black skin
• Red tribal marks—typical pattern being triangles
Ndyam
Water Asimans that have water-related traits
• Any of: watery eyes, blue/green hair, blue skin,
blue or green eyes
• Blue tribal marks—typical patterns being spirals

Henndu
Air Asimans that have air-related traits
• Any of: white or gray eyes, and hair, gray or
sandy skin.
• White/silvery tribal marks—typical patterns
being waves
Laka
Earth Asimans that have soil-related traits.
• Any of: bronze skin, red hair, brown eyes
• Yellow tribal marks—typical patterns being
straight lines
Any of these traits can combine with standard black
human skin and black hair.
Asimans dress for the desert typically covering
themselves much more than other lineages. Often
they wear turbans, straw hats, scarves, long robes
and heavy jewellery.
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DESERT EMPIRES & OASES: ASIMAN HISTORY
In the Upper Realms, the Four Asiman tribes used to
be scattered through Oases and survived by worshipping demanding spirits and local gods.
The Twins Alseny & Hassanatu (The Sorcerer and
the Warrior) united all tribes and built The Empire
of Sands.
Sankara the Genderless expanded the Empire to
several deserts & savannas, till they subdued many
swala tribes. Most Asimans consider Sankara a
founding hero but their expansion came at a price.
Eventually those swalas societies managed to
summon Emere kingdoms for help.
After the Long War, Kander, the Asiman Imperial
capital in the Upper Realms, was conquered and
destroyed by spirits unleashed from their Swala and
Emere foes.
The remaining cities never united again and
mostly embraced the Sihiri over Lammu philosophy
giving birth to more peaceful civilisations.
Echoes of the Upper Realms’ history were
reflected in Wagadu as several Asiman Fallen tried
to recreate the glory they had left behind by building their version of the Empire of the Sands.
It is said that at different times, Wagadu has seen
at least eleven vast Asiman Empires, the most widely
known being the “Empire of Red Sands” which was
ruled by a symbolic Emperor that answered to Elementalist clergies (especially of the Fire Gods).
Eventually the fall of the Empire in the Upper
Lands affected the Fallen too, and Asimans stopped
building large kingdoms in Wagadu.
An unintended side effect of their newfound pacifism is that Asiman trade was boosted and many
Desert Folk communities are nowadays extremely
wealthy.
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PIETY & ALCHEMY:
ASIMAN SOCIETY & CULTURE
Asiman cultures often speak about the “Sihiri over
Laamu” as a fundamental element of their society.
Sihiri (spirituality & magic) over Laamu (material power) is a deep-rooted philosophy that means
that scholarly and theological pursuits should come
over political ambitions. This is a clear rebuke of the
imperial era and its legacy of war. It is the backbone of the now powerful “New Harmony” culture.
Imperialism however is not dead and some communities still long for the days of Sankara.

importance of meditation and of spreading the Six
Guiding Principles.
Historically, while Alseny was a strong Spirit worshipper and Hassanatu a devout temple goer, it is
said that her view of the role of religion in the Asiman state eventually took over.
Though Sankara never openly condemned spirit
worship, they were known to prefer listening to temple scholars than to Spirit guided witch-doctors.
Binta the Ruthless, the last ruler of the Empire of
the Sands, became famous for destroying several
shrines and banishing their spirits. Some shamans
still blame such actions for the fall of the Empire of
the Sands.

THE SIX GUIDING PRINCIPLES
In addition to the Sihiri over Laamu, six other principles are typically considered guiding lights for
Asiman people:
• Reserve and modesty (semteende)
• Patience and fortitude (munyal)
• Care and forethought (hakkilo)
• Loyalty & honor (amana)
• Beauty and charm (woodude)
• Knowledge and understanding (andal)
Each Asiman god typically represents two of these
ideals.

ELEMENTALISM VS SHAMANISM:
ASIMAN SPIRITUALITY
In the last centuries Asimans have increasingly
turned to worshiping their gods. The theology and
religion that has developed in Asiman society is
called “Elementalism”.
Elementalism sees the world through the lenses of
the Four Elements and the Twelve Gods.
In addition to Sihiri, Elementalism emphasises the

Asiman Gods
Asiman Gods are always related to two principles
(the order in which they come is very important) and
one of the four natural elements.
Fire Gods
Typically worshiped in large temples in cities with
“undying flames”.
• Fire Queen: Goddess of war and beauty:
Amana & Woodude.
• Lava King: God of volcanoes: Woodude &
Amana.
• Amber Children: The messengers of death,
dying flames. Munyal & Semteende.
Water Gods
Typically worshiped in city temples next to bodies
of water.
• River Maigu: Goddess of Magic and Rivers.
Andal & Munyal.
• Rainbow Lady: Goddess of Still Waters Amana
& Woodude.
• Sea Trickster: God of death, trickery, intelligence. Andal & Hakkilo.

Wind Gods
Typically worshiped in isolated shrines and “caravan temples”.
• Pale Fox (Yurugu): God of Destiny. Munyal &
Andal.
• Desert Wind: God of Travel Semteende &
Munyal.
• Thunder Lord: God of Music. Woodude &
Hakkilo.
Earth Gods
Typically worshiped in monasteries and caves.
• Silt Sage: God of Fertility, food Hakkilo &
Semteende
• Rock Guardian: God of protection and
strength. Hakkilo & Amana.
• Sand Savant: God of Heremits and Secrets.
Semteende & Andal.
Ancestor Worship
The Asimans Ancestor worship used to be much
stronger during the time of the Empire of the Sands
since important Ancestor emperors got near divine
status.
Sihiri over Laamu means as well that great political power accumulation is not to be celebrated as
it used to during the Empire’s time. A peculiar effect
of this philosophy is that within this diminished cult,
great priests and magician Ancestors are venerated
as much as queens and kings.
Imperialist Asimans are still enthusiastic Ancestor
worshippers.
Spirit Worship
Asiman Spirit worshippers are in the fringes of society, their rituals are ancient and focus on drumming
and dancing (Elementalism allows this only before
and after meditative prayer, not during) . Appeasing whichever spirits are in the area, with a strong
focus on elemental spirits, is a primary concern for
these Asimans.
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The Laka are known for their ability to grow food
in the desert. Typically Lakas live in small oases
and provide food for larger cities. The typical Laka is perceived as peaceful and agreeable. Their
patience and endurance makes them more flexible
than many think.
ASIMAN TRAITS
Your Ironmaster character has inherited a number
of abilities from their Ancestors.
Ability Score Increase +1 Intelligence
Alignment N/LN
Size Average
Speed Your base walking speed is 30ft
Alchemical Knowledge
Asimans have expertise on everything Alchemy
related and proficiency with artisan’s tools (alchemist’s tools).

Asiman Manifestations by Iga Oliwiak

ASIMAN NAMES
Asiman names usually contain patro/matro-nimic
such as Gidado (son) of Iya, or Dadda of Yero.
Name searching tip: search online for “Fulani” or
“Hausa” names.
LINEAGE MANIFESTATIONS:
THE FOUR ELEMENTS
Traditionally the four tribes, even when living together in larger communities, have kept different
roles within Asiman society. An Asiman song says:
Cities are steam because fire and water embrace.
Deserts are wind because that is where
caravans trek.
Oases are mud because that is where
earth gives life.
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Yiite: Fire Asimans
Typically Yiite tend to wield political power. Often
the Sarki(ruler) of an Oasis or the high priest of a
temple will be a Fire Asiman.
Ndyam: Water Asimans
Often the Scholars of the Asiman.
Henndu: Wind Asimans
Air Asimans are great travellers and merchants,
leading caravans and exploring new territories.
Sometimes Henndu are perceived as ambitious and
money driven.
Laka: Earth Asimans

Quick Alchemy
If equipped with Alchemist Supplies, you can spend
an hour concocting any one of these items, an alchemist tools check is required with DC as stated
next to it.
• Acid (vial) – DC 10
• Alchemist’s Fire (flask) – DC 15
• Antitoxin – DC 15
• Ink (1 ounce bottle) – DC 5
• Perfume (vial) – DC 5
Your DM might allow additional options.
The cost for the ingredients is 5 cowries and these
rushed creations quickly lose potency, becoming
worthless liquids within 12 hours from creation.
Temple Training
Thanks to formal theological training or ancestral
dreams, all Asimans have proficiency in religion.
Elemental Mastery
You can pick a target within 30feet from you and

unleash elemental energy on them.
They can halve the damage with a dexterity saving throw.The DC for this saving throw equals 8 +
your Intelligence modifier + your Proficiency Bonus.
A creature takes 2d10 damage on a failed save,
and half as much damage on a successful one. The
damage increases to 3d10 at 6th level, 3d10 at
11th level, and 3d10 at 16th level.
After you use your Elemental Mastery, you can’t
use it again until you complete a short or Long Rest.
Languages
You can speak, read, and write Common and Elemental, the ancestral language of the Asimans.
YIITE: FIRE ASIMANS
Typically Yiite tend to wield political power. Often
the Sarki(ruler) of an Oasis or the high priest of a
temple will be a Fire Asiman.
People usually think about the Fire Asimans—
called Yiite—, when they recall the days of Asiman
empires and conquest.
Though often exaggerated, there is a grain of
truth in such depictions. Fire Asimans have almost
always been the most militaristic and proud Asiman
in Asiman society.
Yiite are thought since childhood to be ambitious
and to aim higher. This is one reason why they tend
to cluster in cities and are rarely seen in rural areas,
as farming is considered an unambitious task (the
occasional wealthy Yiite farmer might disagree with
this, but they are a minority).
Politics and magic are seen as the highest occupation one can have, especially gods-send magic,
which leads this tribe to be very present across elementalist clergies.
Yiite malams (elementalist priests) are known not
just for their magical power but for their outsized
political influence as well.
Political debate among Yiite often revolves around
the merits of two political structures: a sovereign with
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a council versus a pure theocracy. The embrace of
the Sihiri over Lammu philosophy has reduced but
not completely quelled such disputes.
Several Asiman realms in Wagadu have either
of these two governments thanks to Yiite decision
making.
Most Fire Asiman respect all other tribes and perceive their roles as important within society but a
minority considers themselves inherently superior to
the other three;There is this perception among Fire
Asiman thinkers that just as fire burn things and it’s
both vital and dangerous, so politics require tradeoffs and balances that a Fire Asiman is better suited
to handle.Nonetheless all Yiite agree that it’s not a
good idea to completely exclude other tribes from
power.
Yiite like clothing and items that convey their
power such as weapons, jewellry, magical auras.
Understated is usually not an option.
Ability Score increase
+2 Charisma
Fire Mastery
You gain resistance to fire damage and if you are
not wearing any armor or armor-charm you gain
natural armor of 12 + your Dexterity modifier—
thanks to glowing flames that appear to protect you
in battle.
HENNDU: WIND ASIMANS
Air Asimans are great travellers and merchants,
leading caravans and exploring new territories.
Sometimes Henndu are perceived as ambitious and
money driven.
A saying goes “A Henndu in a city is a bird in
a cage” and although there are many who live in
cities, typically Wind Asimans are at their happiest
in the vast expanses of a desert.
Wind Asimans grow up being taught the value of
freedom, for them roaming deserts does not equate
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only to physical freedom but also to mental one.
Wind Asimans quickly learn about the different cities and people they meet in their constant travelling
and typically view them as “constricted” into their
sedentary lifestyles and preconceived ideas. This
said, they are relatively open to other folk, especially if the goal is travelling together.
For these reasons Henndu are the least ritualistic
of all Asimans, their temples often not even having
a mallam (priest). Henndu like to keep things simple.
This tribe’s members are also the most open to
worshiping spirits. The religious fervor that swept
Asiman communities in ancient times and led to
quick discarding of spirit worship in favour of the
elemental gods seemed never to have fully taken
root within the Henndu.
Of course they worship the Twelve Gods, like
all Asiman, but it’s not uncommon to find a “caravan temple” which transports effigies of the Gods
together with those of local spirits, and, shockingly
for other Asimans, the travellers might spend the
same amount of time worshipping both types.
For this reason witch-doctors are more common
among the Henndu than other Asiman.
Their continuous wandering and openness to
outsiders has made the Wind Asimans great merchants, especially on land routes.
Henndu clothing tends to favour comfort over
showiness. Even very wealthy Wind Asimans usually don’t overdo it. Belts and light clothing are
typical. Henndus are known for carrying many talismans and charms, typically made of silver.
Ability Score increase
+2 Dexterity
Air Mastery
Your speed increases to 40ft speed and you gain
advantage on Charisma checks done dealing with
air spirits.

Madame Binta, a Ndyam by Machira

NDYAM: WATER ASIMANS
The Ndyam are known for being some of the best
magicians. Ndyam value knowledge in all of its
forms and are great engineers and planners too.
As soon as the “Awakening” happens, Water Asimans are immersed in learning. They get books and
scrolls as “toys” and are encouraged to read and
ask questions.
It is a common joke that every Ndyam gift comes
with some form of lesson embedded.
Water Asimans are excited about big cities
because they get to meet so many people, find so

many items and learn about other lands.
Just like Fire Asimans, Ndyam love magic, but
whereas the former tend to focus on the power that
derives from its use, the latter relish in the process
of discovering more of it and in the secrets its use
unlocks.
For such reasons, Ndyam tend to prefer the magician profession over priesthood and even when
choosing the latter, they tend to focus on theoretical
concepts and religious lore.
Ndyam are very likely to travel, though whereas
Wind Asimans enjoy vast expanses and the wilder-
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ness, Water Asimans tend to go from city to city,
collecting new and interesting relics and stories.
Water Asimans are adaptable and are often able
to cover different roles in a community. Ndyam
Sarkis (chiefs) have a reputation of being very wise
though slow to act, Ndyam merchants of knowing a
great deal about their product but not money driven
enough, and Ndyam farmers of coming up with
great irrigation systems but spending too little time
on growing their fields.
Taken with a pinch of salt, these descriptions do
not stray too much from reality.
Ndyams have a unique way of describing themselves and their leanings. This is by no means a strict
separation, one can describe themselves with all
of these adjectives throughout a day, but Ndyams
tend to identify more with one or the other.
River Minds are those who are adaptable and
open to new ideas
Steam Minds are the Water Asiman who get lost
in travels and their curiosity
Rain Minds are the Ndyam who are very ambitious and power-driven
Rain Mind Ndyams are typically perceived with
a mixture of suspicion for their intents and respect
for the vital role they have in counterbalancing Fire
Asimans.
Somewhat paradoxically, Rain Minds, thanks to
their focus on power, have been able to drive and
enforce the Sihiri over Laamu philosophy that tends
to dominate today among the Asiman.
Ndyams love to carry scrolls, books, pens, ink,
magnifying glasses and items to study. For this reason their clothing often has several pockets and
hanging pouces.
Ability Score increase +2 Wisdom
Water Mastery
You gain 30ft swim speed, you are amphibious and
can speak two additional languages.
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The New Emperor, a Yiite by Machira

LAKA: EARTH ASIMANS
The Laka are known for their ability to grow food
in the desert. Typically Lakas live in small oases
and provide food for larger cities. The typical Laka
is perceived as peaceful and agreeable. Their
patience and endurance makes them more flexible
than many think.
An old Laka tradition dictates that after the Awakening, an Earth Asiman child should be given a seed
and then make sure it sprouts before the next moon.
If the child fails, the community comes together to
support until the little feat is achieved.
This tradition summarises many aspects of Laka
culture: patience, the relevance of building things,
the support of the community.
Earth Asimans hone their connection to the soil to
provide Asiman communities with food, ingredients
for their rituals and materials for their crafts.
Lakas are sedentary and like to focus on one
place and make the best out of it. Their culture
emphasises stability and safety. This is one of the
reasons martial skills and physical strength and held
in high regard by this tribe.
Tradition is seen as something that grounds Asimans and allows their survival so Laka Mallam
(priest) are known for holding some of the most
elaborate and ancient rituals.
Laka are typically the least open to outsiders and
struggle with fast change, leaving the other tribes to
deal with such things.
A travelling Laka is called “a rolling rock” and
like one, after much bouncing and falling, sooner
or later it will hit the ground and join the soil. So do
Earth Asimans eventually return to their communities.
Wrestling is a big thing for Laka communities and
at markets and even after religious ceremonies, it’s
not uncommon to witness wrestling fights. Lakas
appear to cherish physical prowess more than other
tribes.
Laka culture is known for a special strand of Mal-
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lams, the “Sand Heremits”. These priests leave their
communities and look for quiet places to meditate
and commune with the environment. Sometimes
several sand hermits come together to form monasteries. These are typically in very isolated locations and are protected by a deal with a local spirit
(which they are usually in good terms with but don’t
worship). Occasionally Asiman communities form
around such monasteries.
Laka like to dress very simply. They are known for
“stone jewellry” the ancient art of creating bracelets
and necklaces from rock. Lakas are more often than
other Asimans found to be bare-chest and tattoo
themselves more than average.
Ability Score increase
+2 Strength
Earth Mastery
As a Laka you gain an advantage in all Constitution and Strength saving throws. Armors and armor-charms do not decrease your speed.
ASIMAN ROLES
Sarki – Ruler
Regal and powerful, they can be recognised by
their peculiar turban that covers their chin as well.
If the community has enough members of all 4
Tribes then the clothes will have patterns from all
four elements.

decorations and flowy robes. They are often very
proactive in spreading the Elemental faith even out
of their community.
Maigu – Magician
Magicians are often alchemists as well in Asiman
society. The easiest way to recognise them is by
their scrolls and books they often carry around.
Many have arcane symbols painted on their face.

Hunters
Asiman hunters tend to live in the wilderness and
are less urban than Takuba masters, this does not
make them lesser fighters. They tend to wear a lot of
amulets and charms to protect themselves and can
cast some minor spirit magic. Just like witch doctors,
they connect to spirits more often than other Asimans.
Griot – Bard
Griot are the respected musicians and living memories of the Asiman. They often wear high hats with
amulets and charms and always travel with their instruments.
Witch-Doctor
Which doctors usually don’t advertise their trade by
specific clothing but they can be recognised by the
many gourds and pouces they carry with herbs and
ingredients for incantations.

Takuba Master – Warrior
These warriors are masters of the Takuba, the asiman long-sword. They often wear straw hats of different size or colours related to battle deeds they
have accomplished in their lives.
Malam – Priest
Asiman priests can be recognised by the cowrie
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THE DAA’IMA
Other names: The Cursed, Moon People, Winged folk.

PLAYING A DAA’IMA
The Daa'ima (or Moth People) are intimately connected to darkness. They worship oblivion & death
as the ultimate peace and they are devoted to their
two-faced goddess, Addeessa the Moon. They are
split in New-moons, the recluse, Full-moons, the
urban and Half-moons, the nomadic.
NOCTURNAL AND WINGED
All Daa’ima have moth antennae and vestigial moth
wings and with the right conditions they can glide
short distances; their skin goes from shades of black
to gray and their eyes are either human-like or have
deep purple, white or black irises. In some cases the
eyes are completely black.
Daa’ima clothing closely reflects their division in
urban,rural and nomadic lifestyles (more info on
“Politics & Society”).

New Moon Looks
New Moon (rural) Daa’imas are often lightly
dressed, preferring goatskin and other rough materials. These Daa’imas value lightness and ease of
travel over heavy decorations.
Rural Daa’imas tend to prefer light jewellery
made of bones, egg-shells, ivory and wood.
Full moon (urban) Daa’imas would mix and match
these with heavier more complex metal jewellery.
Full Moon Looks
Urban Daa’ima don’t mind showing their wealth by
wearing beautiful “Kamis” robes, sometimes small
turbans and elaborate jewellery.
Full moon Daa’imas are masters smiths of lithium
which, through some magical ritual, they turn into
hardened lithium (Sibiila). They use this metal a lot
and it looks like glowing, ultra-light silver.
Half Moon Looks
Nomadic Daa’imas are known for their colourful
clothing and for their tendency to pick up accesso-
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ries from any people and cultures they meet along
their way.
New Moon Daa’ima are known for their wood
carving skills and for some small portable totem-like
status called Waka.
Many Daa’ima like to show their devotion to the
moon goddess by wearing a chain/rope with a
large ring attached to it (its material depending on
the type of Daa’ima, often Sibiila)
The kalacha, a sort of metallic horn, is worn as a
prestige or magic item by some Daa’imas.
THE CURSED AND THE MOON:
DAA’IMA HISTORY
It is said that when the mountains were still young,
the Daa’imas were created as messengers for the
gods together with other flying animal spirits.
The Daa’ima were beautiful flying creatures with
majestic wings of many types (various legends tell
about “feathered” messengers and “See-through
wings”, not only moth-like ones).
The Daa’imas special role was not just that one of
messengers but also of guardians of the primordial
Birapinya tree, a giant sycamore-fig that reached
the heavens.
This tree was marvellous and its magic was so
strong that everyone could use it to reach the heavens. Wagadu, the Upper Realms and the Heavens
were all connected through the massive branches of
the Birapinya. Its fruits were the bright pure magic.
The queen and goddess of the Daa’ima was
Addeessa, the Moon. She cherished their freedom
and helped from afar but had one rule about the
Birapinya: it could be climbed and flown through
only when she was looking (the moon visible in the
sky), and it would not when she looked away (new
moon).
Additionally she asked them to keep her brother
Du’a away from the tree.
When there was a new moon, Addeessa always
gave way to her twin brother Du’a, God of Waters
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and Death. As Du’a, the Moon always whispered to
the Daa’imas, promising them to reveal the “secrets
of death” if they allowed him on the Birapinya when
Mother Moon was not looking.
After refusing several times, one dark new-moon
night, they finally agreed “but only briefly” they
said. The God of Waters rained on the Birapinya,
he rained and rained until its roots rot and its magic
began to fade.
Fear struck their hearts as the Tree withered and
at the same time, as the Birapinya’s life faded, a
new consciousness of death awoke in the Daa’imas
hearts, an awareness that was never to disappear.
When the tree died, it’s heavy dead branches fell
through worlds, causing earthquakes and catastrophes and the path between worlds was no more.
When Mother Moon returned, she saw what her
children had done and with tears that were falling stars, she watched them for a full lunar month.
Not only the Tree was dead but their wings, wet
by the cursed rain were shrunken and broken. The
Daa’imas were struggling to survive on the ground,
lost and starved.
Just as she was considering abandoning them for
good, bats, owls, moths and other nocturnal flying messengers (the Ayaana) begged her to have
mercy and told her about the Water God’s trickery.
Addeessa forgave them but said that she would
not give back their old wings, they will stay shrunken
as a warning to their descendants.
The Ayaana got together, massive flocks and
swarms of birds, bats and insects, to help the
Daa’ima. They taught them how to build huts, find
food and apply bird & beed husbandry.
To feed their souls, they taught them Saffu (view
“Philosophy and Religion below).
The Daa’ima began to thrive again, settling in
mountains to be closer to Mother Moon but nurturing the death knowledge they gained from the
Birapinya’s rot.
Many moons later, the legendary sorcerer Hami-
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lan discovered lithium and thanks to Mother Moon
he was able to turn it into Sibiila. This hard glowing metal allowed Daa’imas to trade and get more
intertwined with the other people. It is said that
thanks to Sibiila, many Winged Folk started moving
to cities to trade and ended up starting communities there giving rise to the Full Moon branch of the
Daa’imas.
DEATH & QUIET
The Daa’ima worship Addeessa, Mother Moon,
Queen of the Skies, Mother of all Messengers and
her twin brother Du’a, God of Rain and Death.
To the Daa’ima she is the most powerful goddess,
and their direct patron.
Addeessa is seen the provider of light and life but
at the same time she is inextricably linked to her twin
brother – light and dark are one for the Daa’ima
Du’a, the God of Water and Death, is typically
worshiped in conjunction with Addeessa.
Addeessa is often worshipped by herself but that

never happens for Du’a. It is considered ill-omen to
summon the Brother without the Sister’s watchful eye.
The Two Faced Moon: Addeessa and Du’a
Primarily focused on Addeessa as a mother that
provides light, but Du’a is worshiped as well as the
well of dark knowledge that has mould the Moth
People into the people they currently are.
The worship of Addeessa focuses on preaching
solidarity amongst the Daa’ima, building communities and living in peace with everyone.
The worship of Du’a focuses on embracing death
without fear, such as by tending to cemeteries and
honoring the Ancestors.
Daa’ima ceremonies often start in a cemetery
where the Ayaana (spirits of winged nocturnal animals such as bats and moths) as Ancestors and Du’a
are summoned to remind about the death of Birapinya Tree and about the future end of things. Then
follows a ritual at a white shrine in front of a silver
bowl where Addeessa and the Ayaana as nature
spirits are summoned to bring life and strength to
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the community. Depending on which community the
Daa’ima live, they sometimes worship other gods
and spirits as well but always after having summoned The Moon Mother.
Saffu: The Moral Code of Oblivion
It is said that the Saffu code was developed by
ancient debates between the Ayaana (nocturnal
flying spirits) and the Daa’ima, after the death of
the Birapinya tree.
These are its three tenets:
Be Faithful—even when all is dark,
your beliefs are a beacon of light.
Be Humble—everyone disappears in darkness,
all shadows will be one.
Fear Not—And end is always a beginning,
oblivion is hope.
Several interpretations and school of thoughts have
emerged, some briefly, some mainstream and still
alive. Especially the last rule has led Daa’imas into
directions that other people consider unsavory if not
outright cursed (e.g. death magic).
It is typically considered that Full Moon Daa’imas
are more focused on the third rule (and much less
on the second) where the opposite is true for the
New Moon Daa’imas.
Ayaana: Spirit and Ancestor Worship
Daa’ima believe when they enter ultimate death
they are reborn as Ayaana so the two worships are
entwined (Spirit+Ancestor). The ayaantus (shamans)
usually take over Ancestors worship with elaborate
dances and drumming. Therefore Ayaana are worshipped in two different ways:
• Ayaana-spirits, usually in animal form (nocturnal
flying creatures) and related to Addeessa.
• Ayaana-Ancestors, usually in humanoid form
(masked person with wings) and related to Du’a.
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Daa’ima have differing views on if these are the
same spirits appearing in different shapes or if they
are two separate cohorts.
DAA’IMA NAMES
Both first and last names are given to a Daa’ima by
her parents. The first name is inspired by the sound
and good fortune whereas the second appears in
dream to the parents and is cryptically related to
how the Daa’ima will pass away one day.
Name + oracle prediction of how you will die
Name Tip: search online for “Oromo”, “ Amharic”
or “Tigrinya” names.
Name Example: Mii’a Obonboleetii (or Mii’a Storm)
THE MOON PHASES:
LINEAGE MANIFESTATIONS
To understand the Cursed society it’s important to
know about the “Moon Phases” sub-branches in
which they are divided.
At the dawn of times, when the Birapinya tree
collapsed, all other people blamed and exiled the
Daa’imas, wanting nothing to do with them.It took
generations for this prejudice to disappear though
some spirits and Ancestors still hold grudges. People who fear death sometimes fear the Daa’imas for
their closeness to oblivion.
The New Moon
These Daa’imas consider themselves the “purest”
and most traditional. They usually live in mountain
villages and focus on gathering roots and rearing
birds. They are known for their beautifully painted
eggshells, wooden crafts and colourful bird companions.
The Full Moon
These Winged Folk have been living in cities for
a long time and their culture has developed separately. They became wealthy trading Sibiila and

their magic is known to offer special blessings… at a
price (often darker than people are willing to pay).
The Half Moon
There were other branches, less known to outsiders but very important for the Daa’imas. One is the
Waxing Moon; these are Daa’imas who left their
villages to travel and often end up in cities. The
other one is the Waning moon, those who, although
born and bred in cities, decided to return to a more
isolated life in mountain villages. These branches
were crucial to Daa’ima society as they allowed
New and Full moon cultures and economies to stay
connected. Thanks to them for instance New Moon
villages could usually manage some basic Siliiba
smithing and Full Moon communities in cities get the
latest bird breeds.
Eventually Waxing and Waning moon merged
into Half Moon Daa’imas and only few can still
point out from which or the two they descend.
DAA’IMA POLITICAL STRUCTURE
In mountain villages, Daa’ima villages are typically
ruled by a small council called Mangisti.
The representative of the village is called Shumi.
In urban communities, Daa’imas usually keep
their own Mangisti either formally or informally
within the community and the Shumi becomes the
spokesperson of the community.
A rare title is the Moti Shumi, a Shumi that rules
over a cluster of Daa’ima communities. It’s usually
adopted in times of emergency to coordinate wider
efforts. It very rarely becomes permanent as many
Daa’ima fear that such a title might lead to the arrogance that led to the original downfall.

DAA’IMA TRAITS
Your Daa’ima character has inherited a number of
abilities from their Ancestors.
Ability Score Increase +1 Dexterity
Alignment N/NG
Size Average
Speed
Your base walking speed is 25ft, due to their ancient
airborne nature and vestigial wings, there is something slow and awkward about when a Daa’ima
tries to walk fast.
Sight 120 Darkvision
Ayaana’s Blessing
Thanks to the lessons that the Nocturnal Flying
Spirits (the Ayaana) taught the Daa’ima in the early
days of their curse, you gain proficiency in brewing tools(coffee). Coffee making is one of the most
famous ancient rituals of the Daa’ima.
Additionally Daa’imas gain advantage in all charisma rolls with Ayaana spirits (moths, bats, owls
and other nocturnal flying animals).
Cheat Death
Thanks to their history, Daa’ima have a better
understanding of death than other lineages. When
you are reduced to 0 Hit Points but not killed outright, you can drop to 1 hit point instead. You can’t
use this feature again until you finish a Long Rest.
Daa’imas can stabilize any dying creature by
touching them as long as they haven't cheated
death yet.
Nocturnal Sight
When exposed to a strong increase in light, such as
a bright torch going on at night or climbing out of a
cave into sunlight, a Daa’ima is blinded for one turn.
Additionally, for a couple of hours around midday,
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a Daa’ima has disadvantage on Attack rolls, as well
as on Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on sight.
Ancestor Whisperer
You can cast “Speak with Dead”.You can’t use this
feature again until you finish a Long Rest.
Vestigial Wings
Since the days of the Curse, Daa’ima moth-like
wings are too small for flight but thanks to the Moon
Godesses’s mercy they are able to fly now and then.
As a bonus action you can channel the moon’s
energy in their wings, making them glow and gaining flight speed equal to your walk one and advantage on dexterity saving throws for one minute.
Flying with vestigial wings is a magical, painful
and adrenalinic experience after which you are left
feeling a bit exhausted and depleted – you need a
long rest to regain this power.
Thanks to the Goddess, this power is available
non-stop during full-moon nights.
Languages
You can speak, read, and write Common and
Daa’ima, the ancestral language of the Daa’ima.
NEW MOON: THE HIDDEN
These Daa’ima typically live in small isolated villages and worship death and balance with wild
spirits. They are great (flightless-) birdkeepers.
Wings & Antennae: Gray, Black, White, Ghostly
wings and hair. Clothing: Darker hues and more
“simple” with a more rustic look.
Ability score increase Wisdom increases +2
Shrouded People
New Moon Daa’ima have spent centuries trying
not to be detected: you gain proficiency in stealth
checks and you are allowed to attempt stealth
checks even when flying but only at night.

FULL MOON: THE GLOWING
These Daa’imas live in cities and are more open.
They are focused on renewal and often involved in
trade and funerals of other people.
Wings & Antennae: All sorts of bright colours.
Clothing: Still tend to darker colours but more
sophisticated than New Moon.
Ability Score increase Intelligence increases +2
The Urban Mask
Full Moon’s have learned how to please and avoid
unsettling people of other lineages with their culture. You gain proficiency in deception. Additionally you can attempt a disguise check to magically
appear like another lineage – a long rest is needed
to recover this use.
HALF MOON: THE WANDERERS
Aesthetically they tend to appear more Full Moon
—but often have transparent wings and pale eyes.
Tend to enjoy city life from a distance, and love
observing.
Ability Score increase Charisma increases +2
Discoverers
Leaving big cities to return to the wilderness has
placed these Daa’imas in many tricky situations.
You gain expertise for survival rolls and if the moon
is visible in the sky you can intuitively sense where
the closest Daa’ima community is.
TYPICAL DAA’IMA ROLES
Shumi (chief)
Chiefs can come from any walk of life but they are
expected to protect the community and enforce the
local interpretation of Saffu.
They can be easily recognised by their long Kalacha (a protruding cylinder on a turban) and a sibiila
key to the community (Mani Full Moon Daa’imas
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stretch the second Saffu rule by having the Shumi
Key richly ornate).
Loltuu (warrior)
Daa’ima warriors focus on mastering the use of
sibiila forged light weapons, especially their curved
short sword called goradi.
Daa’imas usually don’t wear feathers as they are
considered a symbol of defiance to Mother Moon
(she decided to leave their wings shrunken, and so
it should remain). But an exception is the feather
armor. Bird feathers that magically hardened to
protect but not weigh down loltuus.
Raagas & Ayaantus (Priest & Shamans)
Raagas are recognisable by their black and silver
robes, small turban and long staff. The decorations
they wear will depend a lot on if they are Full or
New Moon Daa’imas.
Raaga are expected to pray for the community,
usually with slow drum dances and songs, and to
bless when need arises. Discussing theology and
philosophy are not uncommon undertakings for
Raagas.
Ayaantus can be spotted by their painted faces
and fly-whisk. Their focus is speaking and calming
Ayaana and other spirits. Their ceremonies usually
include wilder drumming and hallucinogenic substances. Shamans’ role is that of interacting with
spirits
Raagas and Ayaantus are considered to be
just two different ways of channelling Addeessa’s
power and they coexist in harmony, often using the
same sacred glades for ceremonies.
Both often carry somewhere the visible symbol of
Mother Moon: a circle with four elements (usually
large buckles) at each cardinal point.
Many Ayaantus carry a special type of head-basket where they contain their secret magic ingredients
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Kaliti (Magician)
Daa’ima Kalitis are famous. The reason is that
throughout history, these Daa’imas have embraced
the third Saffu rule by exploring dark magic and
casting spells no one dared to. This has not always
ended well but it has also given Daa’imas a special
understanding of death and dark things.
Kalitis often sport magical Kalachas that glow
magically.
Siribituu (Bard)
Daa’ima Bards are revered for their ability to transmit messages and their knowledge of things. They
typically sing, play the Kebero drum and a senasel
(sistrum).
Crafters, Traders & Farmers
Sibiila smiths are highly respected and often considered magicians (Sibiila Kaliti).
Alatituu (Bird-masters) are so admired that most
Mangisti have at least one.
Nagadi (Merchant) is an important role usually
more respected by Full Moons.
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THE EMERE
Other names: The Mystical, Forest Nobility, The Green Seers

PLAYING AN EMERE
The Emere are sophisticated people that live in citystates deep into the rainforest. They are known for
their highly magical culture and deep devotion to
their forest gods.
EXQUISITE AND CONTROLLED:
EMERE APPEARANCE
The Emere look like tall, very darked skinned
humans. They tend to be somewhat more slender
than humans.
Some Emere have slightly slanted eyes. Their
irises typically are almost fluorescent colours just
as their hair. Hair/Eyes colours: (depending on
lineage manifestation) Black, pastel colors, White,
“Starry” Black. A very recognisable feature of the
Emere is their pointy ears. For some members of the
lineage, these can be very long.
Emere have a lot of different clothing styles, all very
recognisable thanks to their fine, elegant cuts. They
use a lot of beads not just for jewelry but for the
clothing itself. Often it’s of coral but many other
materials, more or less precious, are used as well.
These decorations glow at night and in the dimly lit
days of Wagau’s rainforests undergrowth.

THE FALL OF THE JUJU KINGDOMS:
EMERE HISTORY
THE ORIGINS AND THE SEERS WARS
Various legends tell about Emere origins. This is one
of the most widely known versions:
In the days when the world was young, the gods
walked the islands and lived on land as mortals do
today.
One day a now forgotten god noticed an Iroko
tree with especially plump fruits, they picked it,
cracked it open and out sprung the first Emere. The
other fruits of this magical tree had more people in
it and so were the first people born.
For this reason, the Emere still consider Iroko trees
sacred and never cut them down.
It is said that the ancient Emere were weak and
scared and that the animals and the spirits of the
forest hunted them down mercilessly, forcing them
into hiding.
One of these dark days, a mother, while cooking
for her twin sons, spilled millet seeds from her calabash and while she was picking them she noticed
patterns. As she focused, the seeds floated upwards
to the skies, becoming stars and laying bare the very
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threads that explain the universe – she saw the past
and she could see the future – The other Emere saw
fate reflected in her eyes and named her “Alawo”.
She was the first Seer of the Emere. With her
power and the one of the Alawos who followed her,
the elves began to unlock the secrets of reality and
to develop the magic to fight back predators and
then eventually the forest Spirits themselves.
And so after many generations, High Elves
became the kings and queens of the rainforests,
their cities towering so high that it’s said their tallest
roofs were taller than Mahogany trees.
The elected royals of those days were said to be
Alawos, the Seer-Queen and Kings: their power
was vast but their minds were troubled, they could
see a terrible storm coming to strike the people of
the forest and they did not know how to stop it.
In their quest to secure the survival of their kingdoms, the Seer-Queen and Kings began to covet
the magic of their peers; they believed that becoming more powerful would allow them to solve the
mystery of the upcoming upheaval and save their
people. This resulted in a terrible war which pitted
Emere against Emere and led to the destruction of
countless cities: the Seers Wars.
From the smoldering ruins the surviving Seer-Royals realised they had brought destruction upon
themselves in a terrible self-fulfilling prophecy.
Surviving Emere of all walks of life got together
below an ancient Iroko tree and decided to start the
Ogboni society, elves sworn to advise the rules of
Emere cities in the eras to come.
The first Ogboni planted a Kapok tree to seal the
pact, this tree is massive today and still stands tall
in the Upper Realms, it’s called the Ogboni Kapok.
Additionally, this ancient Council split the magic
of the Emere into half. Only half to the Alawos so
they will never be as powerful as those who cause
the Seers Wars, the other half they gave to a number remarkable animal and plant spirits which they
elected as their forest gods – these would help keep
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the Emere on the right path.
Thus was modern Emere society born, a balance
between Alawos and Priests, Churches and Oracles, mortals and gods.

MAGICAL CITYSTATES:
POLITICS & SOCIETY
CITY STATES AND CONFEDERATIONS
After the Seers Wars, the Emere built smaller kingdoms and city states that traded and sometimes
competed with another with larger all-encompassing empires usually as brief exceptions to the rule.
Confederations are the default way in which
Emere cities and smaller kingdoms come together
for bigger efforts, such as when they were threatened by the Asiman Empire of The Sands.
THE EMERE CITYSTATE
The Emere are highly urbanised, living in great cities
in the rainforest. Their cities both blend in and shape
the forests, thanks to powerful Emere magic.
Typically Emeres elect a leader to become reigning monarch, the Oba.
Obas are recognisable by their tall hats and the
regalia they hold.
An Oba always rules together with a council
called the Ogboni. The Ogboni council usually
comprises about half a dozen people. In some cities it’s just symbolic whereas in others it can be so
powerful that the Oba is just a figurehead or primus
inter pares.
No matter how powerful, all Obas are considered
holy figures. Once you wear the Oba’s hat you are
more connected to the Gods. “Oba” is sometimes

translated as “God-King” though Emere themselves
don’t use this translation a lot.
Typically every Oba has a god they are most
close to and this affects their reign, providing a specific blessing and influencing their ruling style.
Famously Oba Shola called upon her bond with
the god Elede, Forest Hog God of Fertility, to end a
terrible drought that the previous government could
not stop.
There is some reticence towards making Alawos
Obas due to the perceived conflict between their
magical and political power. Exceptions are made
for extraordinary individuals but when the Oba is
a Alawo they are not bestowed with primacy over
the churches. An Ogboni Priest is elected as “Divine
Oba” to cover that role. Divine Obas have at times
become extremely influential leading to some
Emere kingdoms having effectively two souverains:
the Alawo Oba and the Divine Oba – or “Twin
Obas”.

KNOWLEDGE & MAGIC:
EMERE PHILOSOPHIES
The Alafia
The Emere believe in “Alafia” which is the wellbeing
of a person and the community. Everybody should
strive to bring Alafia to themselves and the others.
Alafia means managing people and resources in
a sustainable way (but not having as little impact
as possible as some Swalas influenced cultures
believe).
The Emere believe that one’s spirit, called “Ori”
must be constantly fed with knowledge in order to
achieve Alafia. This reflects in Emere of all walks of
life trying to learn more and more about their trade
and beyond.
In order to bring Alafia, the Emere believe that the
gods are of indispensable help. Their wisdom, if not
their direct interventions, help maintain the wellbeing of the lineage.
Relationship with Nature
Emere think that their relationship with the wilderness about taming it without destroying it – some
sort of balancing act. Swala are different as they
feel they are part of it whereas the Emere see themselves as gardners.
Emere and Magic
Emere elves consider magic one of the most important elements of their culture. The old Emere world
for magic, Juju, is so important that people from
all cultures use it nowadays to describe magic in
Wagadu.
They are able to cast spells using a variety of
chants / dance combinations, all sorts of instruments, fetishes and chants can be used as a supplement to strengthen the effect of a spell.
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THE FOREST GODS: EMERE SPIRITUALITY
The 33 Emere Gods, also called “Forest Gods”
are all connected to some animal or type of plant.
According to legend, these were ancient Spirits that
were bestowed half of the Alawos’ power after the
Seers’ Wars.
Emere gods are peculiar as they all clearly
embody a positive and negative side. According
to Emere priests, you cannot have one without the
other and human life is about balancing the two
sided.
You can find a list of the gods below, followed by
their name in ancient Emere language.
Predator Gods
1. The Leopard:
Godess of Hunt (Murder) Ekun
2. The Ape Chief:
(Gorilla) God of Strength
(Impulsiveness) Inaki
3. The Fox:
God of Fortune Telling (Callousness)
Kolo-kolo
4. The Hound:
God of Loyalty (Shallowness) Aja
Green Gods
5. The Jungle Elephant:
Goddess of memory and wisdom
(Revenge) Erin
6. The Okapi:
The God of Inspiration (Solitude) Atti
7. The Monkey:
The God of Revelry (Boredom) Aaya
8. The Deer:
(Duiker) God of Beauty (Narcissism) Egbin
9. The Forest Hog:
God of fertility (catastrophes) Elede
Feathered Gods
10. The Gray Parrot:
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Goddess of Words (Forgery) Odidere
11. The Crowned Eagle:
Goddess of Strategy (Heartlessness) Idi
12. The Jungle Peacock:
God of Arts (Incapacity) Okin
Scaly Gods
13. The Crocodile:
God of Royalty (Tyranny) rules water and
land Ooni (water god as well)
14. The Snake:
God of Healing (Poison) Ejo-Kekere
15. The Tortoise:
God of Smarts (Opportunism) Ey-e
16. The Chameleon:
God of Transformation (Chaos) Agemo
17. The Pangolin:
Goddess of Defence (Fear) Arika
Insect Gods
18. The Termite Queen:
Goddess of Crafts (Exploitation) Ikan
19. The White Moth:
Goddess of Forgiveness (Punishment).
Night, Moon Iwin
20. The Spider:
god(they) of Skulduggery/Craftiness
(Thievery) (friends with turtle) Alantakun
Jungle Gods
21. The Kapok Tree:
God(they) of Wealth (Greed) Igi-Araba
22. The Mahogany Tree:
God(they) of Time (Decay) Igi-Apa
23. The Vine: God(they) of the Rebellion (Tyranny): Itakun

25. The Grain Brothers (one very masculine
woman, other brother):
Gods of fields (Toil) Arakunrin-Woro
26. The Banana Tree:
God of Happiness (Disappointment)
Igi-Ogede
27. The Oil Palm:
God of Pleasure (Sadism) Ope
Water Gods
28. The Bull:
(Hippo) God of War (Massacre) Erinmi
29. The Catfish:
God of Feast (Hunger) Obokun
30. The Snail:
Igbin God(they) of Resilience (Cruelty)
31, 32, 33. The Sky, Earth and Time gods (the
so called Kuregbe-kuregbe) are the last three gods
and they are never worshipped directly, it’s taboo
and the reason seems to have been lost in time.

SPIRIT AND ANCESTOR WORSHIP
FOR THE EMERE
The Emere are not strong spirit worshippers though
some local spirits are sometimes worshipped. A few
Spirits typically worshipped by the Emere are:
• Kola tree spirits, for their innate ability to bless
• Okapi and Horse Spirits, for their blessing
while travelling through forests
• Onile Spirits, seen as divine messengers
• Ododua Spirits, as symbols of power
Even when the Emere are very grateful for their
Ancestors they don’t address them much directly.
When they do they usually refer to:
• Epe Ancestors, mystical Ancestors are that are
sometimes summoned for their arcane knowledge
• Egungun family of Ancestors, many were
Emere in life and their shrines are often close to
Emere towns.
EMERE NAMES
Emere naming traditions are as sophisticated as the
cultures they have created. An Emere has a destiny
name, a juju name and a family name.
• Destiny name are provided by an Oracle at birth
• Juju name is based on a spell that the parents like
• The Family name is the surname
Oriki is a brief poetry that always relates to that person, some sort of poetic name that is a luck-bringer
for the child.
Often Emere simply use their Destiny and Juju
names when with strangers.
Example Name: Abyole Firestorm Towo Anike
(this Oriki means “born to be pampered”) or Abyole Firestorm.

Field Gods
24. The Cat:
Goddess of Gathering (Unreliability)—
appears as a cat (rarely lioness) Ologbo
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EMERE TRAITS
Your Emere character has inherited a number of
abilities from their Ancestors.
Ability Score Increase
Emere are ancient people with powerful memories,
you gain a +2 intelligence.
Alignment
Tends to NG, especially Dawn Emere. N Iroko
Emere, CG Bloom Emere, LG Orun Emere.
Size Average
Speed Your base walking speed is 30ft
Forest Defense Training
Due to the dangers of the rainforests, Emere are
trained from an early age to use weapons to defend
themselves.
As an Emere you automatically gain proficiency in
Eben swords (Greatsword) and long and short bow.

EmereManifestations by Iga Oliwiak

LINEAGE MANIFESTATIONS
Due to their ancient history, Emere have branched
out into four different subtypes. The most famous are
usually the Dawn Emere, but others have their role
in Emere society:
Dawn Emere—The Mystical
The most common Emere in the Upper Realms,
known for their city-building and powerful magic. A
bit standoffish and detached. They have led many
Mystical Tree civilisations.
Looks: as described in the “Emere Appearance”
section.
Iroko (Wood) Emere—The Forgotten
They live deep in the rain-forests and are more isolated. Known to be wise and quiet. They typically
lead Forest Children civilisations.
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Looks: leaves/branches in hair,some might have
bark-like texture, moss, mushrooms
Bloom Emere—The Wanderers
Joyous travellers who often mix with people of all
lineages and cultures to share magic and beauty.
Whimsical and fun according to many.
Looks: flowers growing in hair, bright colours for
hair and eyes. They are the beating heart of most
Bloom Dance cultures.

Juju Knowledge
Emere’s society is deeply attuned to Juju, the Emere
word for magic.
As an Emere you are proficient in Arcana(Int).
You gain the choice of a free cantrip, from any spell
list—you need a long rest to regain it after use.
Beginning from 5th level can cast Juju blast – a
long rest needed to recover it.

NEW SPELL: JUJU BLAST
Orun Emere – The Devout
Usually deeply religious and meditative, they often
forget about everything else. They have a reputation for being heremits. They are often very involved
in both Mystical Tree and Ku civilisations.
Looks: feathers growing in (or as) their hair.

3 evocation
Casting Time: 1 action
Range: 150 feet
Components: V S M (two kola nuts)
Duration: Instantaneous
Classes: Sorcerer, Wizard

You chew the kola nuts and as you spit them, rainbows come out of your mouth which you can shape
with your hands into a giant sparkling mask that
whispers ancient Emere chants. It whisks itself into a
desired spot to explode into rainbow flames. Each
creature in a 20-foot-radius sphere centered on that
point must make a Dexterity saving throw. A target
takes 3d6 fire damage on a failed save, or half as
much damage on a successful one. The fire spreads
around corners. It ignites flammable objects in the
area that aren’t being worn or carried.
Additionally any ally in the radius gains half the
roll as temporary hit points since the juju rainbow
flames wrap around them as a thin protection.
At Higher Levels: When you cast this spell
using a spell slot of 4th level or higher, the damage
increases by 1d6 for each slot level above 3rd.

Languages
Emere Speak common, ancient Emere and a bonus
language from any group.
DAWN EMERE
The souls of these Emere have been bound to the
fabric of magic.
Ability Score increase
Your Dexterity score increases by 1
Magic Eating
As a reaction you can eat a spell. Your eyes glow
and wind booms as the spell gets sucked into your
mouth. This works like counterspell: it can be performed as a reaction, which you take when you
see a creature within 60 feet of you casting a spell:
you attempt to interrupt a creature in the process of
casting a spell. Make an ability check using your
intelligence. The DC equals 10+ the spell’s level. On
a success, the creature’s spell fails and has no effect
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and the magic energy spreads in your body healing
1HP per level. A long rest is required to reuse this
power.
Additionally you gain expertise for any Arcana
checks relating to ancient scriptures.

ORUN EMERE
Description

IROKO EMERE
These Emere are attuned with the deepest rainforests and they can “feel” the roots of trees.

Divine Sight
You can cast True Seeing with no material component needed and with a duration of just one minute.
Your Orun Emere version of the spell pierces souls
as well providing you with a temporary advantage
on insight checks during its duration.
While using this power your eyes glow and
translucent eagle wings sprout from your shoulder
blades. A long rest is required to reuse this power.

Ability Score increase
Your Constitution score increases by 1.
Tree’s Endurance
You can turn your skin to bark to occasionally shrug
off injury. When you take damage, you can use
your reaction to roll a d12. Add your Constitution
modifier to the number rolled, and reduce the damage by that total. After you use this trait, you can't
use it again until you finish a short or long rest.
Additionally, due to your deep connection to the
woods, you gain expertise for any Charisma checks
rolled while engaging with rainforest spirits.
BLOOM EMERE
The blossoming of flowers after rain is said to be a
“feeling” for these Emere.
Ability Score increase
Your Charisma score increases by 1
Iridescent Flower
You can cast “alter self”. If there are fresh flowers
somewhere within sight you can double the duration of the spell. A long rest is required to recover
its use.
Soothing Fragrance
You can cast Calm Emotions but it works on spirits
as well. A long rest is required to recover the spell.
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Ability Score increase
Your Wisdom score increases by 1.

Divine Lore
You can read any religious script no matter the language it's written in.

TYPICAL EMERE ROLES
Oba
The Oba is the ruler of the Emere community, and
divine emissary from the Forest Gods.
Obas are recognizable by their long hats and
precious fly-whisk or staff.
Obas are considered heads of both political and
religious power in the community. Even if for bigger
cities they can sometimes be very hands off with
religious affairs, they always represent the ultimate
culmination of religious power as well to which all
high priests refer.
Ogboni
Ogbonis often lead their “field” in society (e.g.
High Priestess or Chief Merchant) and are part of
the Ogboni Council. They are recognisable by their
double pendants (representing duality). Sometimes
they wear very tall wooden crowns with carvings
related to their craft.

Priests
Priestesses and Priests are typically devoted to the
worship of one Forest God and the Spirits that serve
it. Their magic is powerful and together with the
Alawos powers, it’s said to be behind the might of
the Emere civilisation.
Priests can be recognised by their crested hair
and sometimes, especially during rituals, by the
beads that cover their faces. Only Obas and Priests
usually wear them.
Priests usually carry a staff with bells which bears
a representation of their Forest God.
Alawo
The Alawos are the respected soothsayers and
magicians of the Emere. They are trained to see
mystical patterns within time and space. The patterns in time allow them to see the past and foresee
the future whereas the patterns in space allow them
to alter reality with spells.
The Alawos are recognisable by their large divination board called “Opon Ifa” which they use for
fortune telling and to cast spells. They often wear
tall hats or beads.
Emere magicians are seen with a lot of respect
but with a degree of suspicion as well. It was never
truly forgotten what happened to their civilisation
because of the Seers wars.
“Your Alawo friend is not a hound but a tamed
Leopard” goes a revealing saying.

Shamans
While the priests’ worship of the gods is central to
Emere religiosity, spirit worship is secondary. Shamans fill in that role, mediating between spirits and
mortals. Shamans are considered a relic of the past
but accepted as “useful” though never fully integrated in society.
Shamans can be recognised by their tribal scars
and spirit masks.
Shrine Warrior
These sworn fighters' roles are to protect temples
and shrines. They make a vow to one of the Forest
Gods and live by their teachings.
They can be recognised by their large ceremonial
Eben swords that carry symbols of their chosen god.
Crafters, Traders & Farmers
Not all Emere are magicians but magic is in all
Emere, goes an old adage.
From metalsmithing to animal husbandry, all
Emere use magic to add strength and details to
what they create and maintain.

Alakorin—Musicians
Emere musicians are especially important because
all of their rituals include music and dancing, especially drumming. Emere music can indeed perform
magic blessing or cursing the listening.
Emere musicians typically carry around their double bell, called Agogo,to make them recognisable.
Many agogos are said to have magic powers.
Musicians are close to Spirits and Ancestors
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THE IKAKI
Other names: Fish Folk, Sea People, Kafukele’s Shoal

PLAYING AN IKAKI
Ikakis are a great choice especially if you’d like to:
• Be at home at sea
• Be from a crafty and clever folk
• Be comfortable bending the rules sometimes
• Worship a kaleidoscopic god
THE SEA PEOPLE: IKAKI APPEARANCE
The Ikaki appear as very dark skinned humans,
sometimes with blueish tinges (and additional variations can be found based on the Spiritual Pact).
Ikaki always have webbed hands and feet and
sometimes even webbed ears. Their hair goes from
Black to blue/greenish.
IKAKI LOOKS
Ikaki tend to be lightly clothed compared to other
lineages since they like the comfort of being able
to jump in the sea without too much bother. It’s not
uncommon for Ikakis to wear little more than loincloths and jewellery which is typically made of
shells of all types and colours.
Nacre is Ikaki’s favourite material and several
items and decorations are made with it.

Disks are considered to be a powerful symbol and
important Ikakis will often have disks hanging on
their hats or clothes.
Another typical element of Ikaki clothing are
bead headbands, often very
Ikaki are fond of skin scarifications and filing their
teeth as well. Not all do but they are typically considered signs of beauty.
Sometimes Ikaki mix and match clothes and
accessories from other lineages
FISHERS & PIRATES: IKAKI HISTORY
Stories are told of a man who lived on a small island
by himself. Some say he was ship-wrecked, others
say that he was abandoned by cruel sailors and
others that he was the last survivor of a village.
Whatever his story, his name was Chibangu and
he was very resourceful. He could forage the island
for food and he built his own shelter. In time he grew
lonely.
One day, while fishing, he caught a strangely
beautiful fish which seems to be covered in nacre.
To Chibangu’s surprise, it spoke and asked him
what he wanted most.
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“Not to be alone.” he said.
The wondrous creature promised to help as long as
he would never harm another fish.
Chibangu agreed and the fish revealed itself to
be a sea spirit. It turned Chibangu’s body into that
of an Ancestor, allowing him to bear children.
Chibangu had many children, he could see they
were touched by the spirit as they could swim like
no other and they kept him company and made his
time joyful till his last day.
When he passed away, his children spread to the
seven corners of the world and that’s how the Ikaki
were born.
BOATS AND STILTS: IKAKI SOCIETY
Nowadays Ikaki communities tend to be in three
types of communities:
1. Wondering Boats
These villages are made on boats and they are made
to slowly sail across seas. Sometimes they become
semi-permanent. Often their spirit-totem(s) are
mobile as well. Some focus on fishing or trade, others
are shadier affairs such as smuggling and pirating.
2. Shell villages
So-called because they typically are built close to
replenishable shell-resources (areas with many mollusks) and on stilts. They are permanent or semi-permanent, with groups of villagers often travelling for
long stints.
3. Harbor Quarters
These communities are typically found on the seaside of bigger cities, these ikakis are usually well
integrated into bigger communities, typically focusing on fishing
Non-Ikakis sometimes have a prejudice towards
Wondering Boat villages, as they tend to see them
as criminal havens. This is not always untrue.
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All communities tend to have the same political
structure which is based on a very inclusive democratic system.
Wondering Boat societies are those that tend to
belong more often to Flood Tide cultures and therefore piracy.
IKAKI TRADITIONAL DEMOCRACY
Ikakis typically organise their communities in a
democratic way, everyone has a say.
They achieve this by having a village council, the
Cipangu, that regularly convenes to discuss community matters. This is moderated by an Elder Mukulu
which is recognisable by a long coral staff that has
ringing bells on it and that they use to moderate the
discussion.
The Mukulu tends to be an elder member of the
community but is typically chosen democratically
by the community. In some villages this title constantly rotates every time the Cipangu meets, in others it can last many years but it’s never for life.
Mukulu meetings are a lively affair, with many
people expressing their opinion and members jeering at one another when they disagree.
An old Ikaki saying goes: “Enemies in the Cipangu, friends around beer” which means that all acrimonies should melt after the council is called off.
Sometimes Ikaki communities of a region get together to form some sort of federation which is typically administered by the Cipangu of the Cipangus
or Cipangu Kafyondo (High Council).
The Cipangu Kafyondo is a meeting of the Mukulus of the various Cipangus. A High Elder Mukulu
Kafyondo is chosen in similar ways to the Mukulus.
IKAKI PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
The Ikaki believe that all gods of Wagadu are just
a representation of Kafukele, the Blessed. Just like
water he shows himself in different ways. Ikakis tend
to approach worship in three different ways:

Ikaki Manifestations by Iga Oliwiak

1. They just worship in whichever god’s temple they happen to sail next to. Ikakis learn
from locals which rituals are followed in that
temple and worship by local customs. This often
develops in some sort of “tailored” pantheon
for specific Ikaki communities as they reinforce
a certain mix of intra-pantheon gods. It is not
uncommon for an Ikaki community to worship
a set of gods that includes Elementalism, Forest
Gods and the Sky Pride deities.
2. Focus on “the Triad” Kafukele, the Bright
Sky, The Waves. This worship focuses on the
dichotomy between The merciful Moon Goddess and the Star Ancestors versus the cruel Sea

God and his angry Ancestors. Kafukele is seen
as the son of sky and sea, bringer of balance
and protector of the Ikaki.
3. Focus on one of the various gods as a favourite avatar of Kafukele and worship them.
Spirits—Lords of the Waters
Ikaki deeply respect and worship Spirits, especially
sea and river ones as their fluidity makes them
closer to Kafukele.
The Ancestors—Stars and Waves
Ancestors are seen as of two types, those who die
peacefully and rise to the stars (Black Ancestors)
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surrounding the moon goddess and those that die
bitterly, sinking into the depths of the sea never fully
satisfied with their condition (Red Ancestors).
Among the Ikaki, Ancestors are often thanked or
ingratiated as a group but very rarely worshipped
as individuals entities.

IKAKI TRAITS
Your Ikaki character has inherited a number of abilities from their Spiritual and Ancestral influences.

CRAFTINESS & FLEXIBILITY
Guile is highly valued. There are many Ikaki stories
out there about heroes that manage to outsmart
their enemies. Additionally, being stubborn and
not wanting to adapt are seen as some of the worst
flaws for the Fish Folk.
The ideal Ikaki is adaptable and crafty, using their
environment to outsmart their problems. This leads
to members of Ikaki cultures sometimes not wanting
to follow rules and people from other societies are
not always pleased with this.

Alignment Typically CB, sometimes CN
Size Average
Speed Your base walking speed is 30ft

IKAKI NAMES
The Fish Folk have simple naming conventions: they
eschew surnames and have a name, a nickname
and then another designation related to the current
group of people they are with.
Name Example: Kabanga The Reckless of the
Wandering Dolphins (the Circus she recently joined)
or simply “Kabanga The Reckless”
LINEAGE MANIFESTATIONS
Ikaki’s lineage manifestations are peculiar.
According to some scholars there is just one
Lineage manifestation with several shifting forms,
according to others there are several very fluid
manifestations. The Ikaki seem to enjoy the struggle
of non-Ikakis to understand their nature.
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Ability Score Increase
Three Ability Scores of your choice increase by 1.

Sight
You gain darkvision 60ft – Ikakis are accustomed to
the darkness of deeper waters.
Sea People
You have a swimming speed of 30 feet, and you
can breathe air and water. You don’t suffer ill effects
from long stays in very cold water.
If you fail to immerse yourself in water for at least
1 hour during a day, you suffer 1 level of exhaustion at the end of that day. You can recover from
this exhaustion only through magic or by immersing
yourself in water for at least 1 hour.
Mariner’s Luck
You gain the Lucky feat. You have 3 luck points.
Whenever you make an attack roll, ability check,
or saving throw, you may spend 1 luck point to roll
an additional d20. You can use this ability after the
original roll, but before the outcome is revealed.
You choose which of the d20s is used for the attack
roll, ability check, or saving throw.
You can also spend one luck point when an attack
roll is made against you. Roll a d20, and choose
whether the attacker's roll uses their d20 roll or
yours.
If multiple creatures use a luck point on the same
roll, they cancel out, resulting in no additional dice.
You regain expended luck points when you finish
a long rest.

SPIRITUAL PACT
All Ikakis have some special personal rituals they
engage with that allows them to attune to some specific marine creature.
At the end of the ritual their looks and even some
powers will be affected by which animal they connected to. Some Ikaki tend to keep the same for a
long time though others tend to switch more often.
A spiritual pact provides an Ikaki character with
proficiency and expertise with any one skill. Attuning to another Spirit takes at least one week during
which the previous pact is immediately lost.
Some examples of Spirit Pacts (there are said to
be more):
Lionfish: you calmer and more talkative (usually for
Charisma based skill pacts)
Bluefin: you can better focus on tasks (usually for
Wisdom based skill pacts) Looks: blue fins instead
of ears and maybe scaly hair.
Sea Urchin: you become a bit more defensive (usually for Constitution based skill pacts) Looks: sea-urchin quills as hair.
Shark: you became a little stronger and aggressive (usually for Strength based skill pacts) Looks: a
shark fin on your head.
Octopus: your memory greatly improves (usually for
Intelligence based skill pacts) Looks: tentacled hair.
Stonefish: you become more stealthy and quiet
(usually for Dexterity based skill pacts) Looks:
stonefish finn ears.
LANGUAGES
Ikakis speak Common and ancient Ikaki language.

TYPICAL IKAKI ROLES
Mukulu (Council Elder)
Since the mukulu is a democratic role that rotates
through different types of people, the only way to
recognise it is the coral staff with bells that they
carry during their tenure.
Divwala (Witch-Doctor/Druids)
Ikaki Divwalas are known for being independent
souls that usually live a lot in nature at the margins
of society.Although often considered eccentrics,
more at ease at sea than in villages, they have the
very important function of bringing information on
currents and sea-storms and they enforce fishing
taboos that allow the seas to replenish.
They adorn themselves with whatever they find at
sea, sometimes even having living anemones, hermit crabs and starfish as temporary decorations.
Their power is closely related to Water Spirits.
Mukubi (Priest)
The Mukubis, Ikaki’s priests, are recognisable by
the many icons and statuettes they have hanging
from their clothes and jewellery.
They are known for being optimistic and friendly.
No two Mukubis are the same, they are very influenced by whichever gods and temples they met
along the way and their theology would always differ a bit. Only their ultimate allegiance to Kafukele
brings them together.
Muloji (Sorcerers/Druids)
Ikaki sorcerers are known for being obsessed by
the magic properties of rare shells and often carry
several with them. Some even “talk” to their shells,
leading them to be called “Shell Whisperers”.
Lukasa Guardian (Wizard)
Ikaki wizards are known to learn their magic through
collecting and sharing knowledge from port to port.
A very unique element of Ikaki wizards is their abil-
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ity to take “Lukasas”, the memory boards of their
people, and weave ancient spells out of them. All
wizards have their personal Lukasa which is said to
be given by them from the Ancestors.
Ngomba (Musicians)
Ikaki Ngombas are known especially for their
lamellophones and their guitar/harps. The best
Ikaki instruments have water spirits bound to them
and can cast magical spells.
Mulobi (Fisherman Warrior)
Among the Ikaki, fishermen are not simple
food-gatherers but they are defenders of the community as well. They always carry nets that they can
use as non-lethal weapons and when needed they
carry powerful spears or other weapons. They are
typically well trained and hardy.

Disonga (rogue)
This order of dexterous fighters is said to have
started when an evil Spirit-King started slaughtering Ikakis across the seas. The first disongas slowly
took out all the Spirit-King’s guardians one by one
till one dawn they ended his realm in his sleep.
Disongas fight light, with smaller fast weapons
and they are especially known for their throwing
knives. Magical ones are known to return to their
owner after being thrown. Disongas carry several
small blades on them and accident injuries lead
them to be covered in many small scars which they
show with pride.
Disongas are agile and often work for hire, making them feared assassins throughout Wagadu but
they will never act against other Ikakis.
Crafters, Traders,Farmers & Pirates
Not all Ikakis are pirates but most pirates are Ikakis,
goes a saying. Ikakis are known for their versatility
and they take on all sorts of jobs, including some
less savory ones.
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THE IRONMASTERS
Other names: Goldsmiths, Metal People, Hyerenn

PLAYING AN IRONMASTER
Hyerenns are a great choice especially if you’d like
to:
• Be part of an ancient civilisation
• Live in majestic stone and metal cities
• Be a master of metal harvesting and smithing
• Defend yourself with the ancient secrets of your
Ancestors
METAL PEOPLE: IRONMASTER APPEARANCE
The Ironmasters are strong and athletic but not
especially tall nor thin.
They have Golden, silver, copper or steel eyes
and hair depending on which ancestral “metal”
they descend from.
They often like to grow their beard to show off its
metallic glister since their hair and tribal marks, if
they have them, are usually in the same metal.
The Ironmasters are known for a traditional cloth,
called “Goldcloth” it’s a laborious technique in
which cloth strips are woven with each other in geometric patterns.
The name probably derives from the typical yellow base colour of the patterns.
A subcategory of Goldcloth is “Royal Goldcloth”

in which cloth strips are woven together with metal
threads, typically gold. This cloth is very rare and
expensive and typically worn by the powerful.
Hyerenns have two traditional ways of wearing
traditional cloth, one is wrapped around just below
their chest, the other is thrown on one shoulder like
a “toga”.
Jewellery, often of gold, is a very important element in Hyerenn culture. Powerful and wealthy individuals wear several necklaces, rings and bracelets,
large in size and of pure gold.
An additional distinguisher of authority and
seniority are “crowns” which are black hats covered in gold ornaments. Some crowns are long and
pointed while others sit low like a cap.
Ironmasters enjoy wearing sandals and sometimes decorate them with additional jewellery.
THE ANCESTORS’ WAY: IRONMASTER
HISTORY
It is said that in the early days, Ironmasters built fortresses in the jungles and competed with each other
for the best metals and lands.
One day, an ailing king of a powerful city on a
river, the mythical metropolis of Kuro Dada, caused
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commotion when he decided that his golden stool,
and therefore his title, would be inherited by a young
girl in the household, the daughter of his linguist, a
“copper” family (view “political structure below”).
The people of Kuro Dada held the strange belief
that men were better suited than women, and especially girls, to deal with government affairs and
additionally the nobility would not accept a nongolden Hyerenn as their ruler.
After the king passed away, the scornful court
exiled the young girl and her family and announced
the son of the late king as the new sovereign.
The girl’s family, fearful, decided to settle very far
away, in an isolated compound house where the
sea met the rainforest.
Growing up, Adusa would often disappear in the
forest and spend full days with the Ancestors – she
had a special power to spot them even when others
could not see them and they would teach her things
and show her magic.
By the time Adusa was an adult, she could easily navigate the forest and she had no fear of its
shadows. Additionally she had learned from them
ancestral Black & Red magic so she could bless or
curse with her powers.
One day, a flock of birds covered the compound’s
roof and started attacking any member of her family who would try to leave. Adusa, who was in the
forest, saw them and knew something was amiss.
Rather than trying to go home she went back into
the forest and called aloud.
“You who cursed us with your flock, don’t hide
and show yourself”
Adusa called three times until a whispery answer
echoed around her
“I am Long Beak, the bird spirit, you should kneel
and worship me and I would free your family”.
Out of thin air, feathers appeared and spun until a
faintly humanoid form with a large bird-mask, was
floating in front of the woman.
“No, I am an Ironmaster and I shall not worship
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you.” cried Adusa.
Long Beak threw his head back and cackled. Then
long claws began to protrude from its feathers.
The spirit was ready to charge but Adusa knew
what to do.
“I have two golden earrings.” she said, dangling
a golden circle from her hand. “Here is one, I have
hidden the other one. If you kill me you’ll never find
it, help me and I’ll give it to you.”
Long Beak, overpowered by its desire for shiny
things, could not say no and agreed to help Adusa.
After Long Beak helped Adusa’s family build a
stronger home, the young woman did not just offer
the missing earring but she added a new even more
beautiful ring, promising the other half for another
favour.
And so Long Beak kept on working for Adusa’s
family for years and years. As the rumors of Adusa’s spirit-handling prowess spread, more and more
Hyerenn joined her and started a community. As
Adusa bent several spirits to her will, people kept on
coming. Eventually the place became a prosperous
kingdom which eventually would get called Adusa’s
Earrings.
In her realm no woman or girl would be disrespected and the ancient class systems weakened,
greatly influencing the following Ironmaster societies.
FORGOTTEN KINGDOMS
& BLACKSMITH CLANS
In its early days, Ironmaster society was based on a
strict separation between three casts, which is now
reflected in its three Lineage manifestations (Gold,
Silver and Copper).
These casts used to be inherited within families
and they had strict separations, with Hyerenn cities
sometimes being divided in three quarters with separate Ancestor shrines (though forges were always
at the center and communal) and intermarriage
often discorauged.

This has changed in the last eras. Now many
communities just consider these origins as colourful
ancestries to celebrate and as a way to celebrate
their Ancestors.
Some communities acknowledge them a bit more,
nudging people of a specific cast into certain roles,
such as copper ironmasters into priesthood. A rare
few communities maintain the ancient class structure
in its entirety, allowing specific roles only to members of that class.
IRONMASTERS PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
Throughout Hyerenn history, there have been a
number of philosophical and religious currents that
have shaped its society.
It is said that in very ancient times Ancestors were
rarely seen and the Kra-Tete “Ancient Gods” (literally “Ancient Souls”) looked over the early families
of the Ironmasters. The Ancient Gods taught many
things to the first Hyerenn, including goldsmithing,
but then mysteriously disappeared, according to
legend, deep into the earth. This is the reason why
Ironmasters are so mindful when digging the soil
and have ceremonies to accompany such activities.
When the Kra-Tete disappeared, a group of
elders, now called the “First Ones” committed ritual suicide in order to permanently severe the connection from their bodies and become Nsamanfo:
Ancestors.
The appearance of the Nsamanfo shaped Ironmaster society for good. These entities were close
and similar to the Ironmasters having been mortals
themselves but at the same time they gained great
powers over both the worlds of flesh and spirit.
Then began the “Journey of souls” which still is the
spiritual journey of every Hyerenn:
When an Iron Soul dies, their soul usually
becomes a weak, minor Ancestor that is very close
to mortals and helps, often even getting into charms
in order to make them more powerful.
After a while, according to some theologians,

time and worship increases the chances, a minor
Ancestor will either join the First Ones in their spiritual home or become part of the spiritual retinue of
one of the Great Ancestors (view below).
Kesye Nsamanfo—The Great Ancestors
For people of other lineages, the Kesye Nsamanfo
or Great Ancestors, are just the gods of the Ironmasters. Any Hyerenn that would hear this would
quickly disagree. The Kesye Nsamanfo earned their
status. They do indeed look and act very much like
gods but they started as mortals. Their deeds were
so great that when they died, they did not become
minor Ancestors but something else and much more
powerful. Some argue that Kesye Nsamanfo are
just extremely powerful versions of minor Ancestors,
so strong that their charm blessing simply extends to
infinitely more things than just an item; others claim
that the Great Ancestors have turned into something
else, neither gods or Ancestors – powerful entities
attuned to the fabric of reality.
There are currently five Great Ancestors who are
worshipped by the Ironmasters. This number has not
been stable through history. Some Kesye Nsamanfo
are known to have given up their status and joined
the First Ones, others are said to have dwindled into
oblivion.
The current Kesye Nsamanfo and the items that
symbolise them are:
The Spider—Ananse
Ananse is special as it’s said to have been the son of
a Spirit Spider and a mortal. He is worshipped by
both Hyerenn and Emere. Typically involved in hunting monsters, he has a bow and poisoned arrows.
Good at diplomacy and relationships with spirits.
Mother of Gold—Sika Maame
Farming and Mining goddess. She has golden
Adze and Black Kuduo (bowl). Possibly the most
important Great Ancestor.
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The Healer—Oyaresafo
Bigendered Protector of Fallen and great healer.
Does not revel in war but protects and heals warriors. Possess a white wooden staff with silver bells.
The Warrior Traveller–Akofo
A Queen with a flying Akrafena sword that hits
enemies. She travels and fights enemies of the Ironmasters.
Saman—The Ghost
Ancestor of death, Servant of the Sea. Does not
carry weapons, she uses death magic.
She’s pale with a white, scary mask. She’s a master of divination and magic. Instead of her breast,
on her chest she has two long scars (they say she
offered her breast to some powerful entity when
mortal).
Abosom—Spirits
The Ironmasters have a complex relationship with
spirits (“Abosom”). Whereas many other Fallen
tend to worship Spirits in order to placate them and
obtain favours, the Hyerenn have a more nuanced
approach.
At the dawn of history it is said that Ironmasters
constantly challenged and fought the spirits.
The embattled Hyerenn thought they were
doomed when an especially ancient and powerful
river spirit, Abufuo, wiped out several villages in
one moon.
Their prayers to the Ancestors did not go
unlistened and seven days after the beginning of the
new month, a powerful “First One” with a gleaming
Akrafena sword challenged Abufuo and beat it.
She then bound the spirit and made it her servant.
From there on Abosom became less aggressive
and the Ironmasters learned the Art of Binding.
This means that when a Hyerenn want to make a
bond with a Spirit they sometimes try to convince it
(or force it) to serve one of the Great Ancestors.
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For instance if a Hyerenn community wants to calm
down Green Water, the River Spirit which resides
next to the village, they can speak with her and try
to convince her to become a servant of a Great
Ancestor, such as the Mother of Gold. If it disagrees
they might have to subdue it with a fight, but assuming it accepts the offerings, the Spirit becomes
Green Water, servant of Sika Maame. The shrine
dedicated to it will show that its wooden statue is
plated with gold and occasionally even the river
will have gold nuggets to be found. Additionally
it will never do any harm to the village (lest being
grossly angered).
The Ascension
There is a very peculiar Hyerenn philosophy that
has repeatedly spread within Hyerenn cultures with
dramatic results: the Ascension philosophy.
According to some thinkers, if becoming an
Ancestor is such a noble state of being, what is the
point of staying alive?
These philosophers believe that every hyerenn's
goal should be to “ascend” as soon as possible in
order to climb the Ancestors’ ranks and join the First
Ones.
It is said that the end of several kingdoms, including Adua’s Earrings, was caused by mass suicides
of devote Ironmasters aiming to ascend.
IRONMASTER NAMES
Weekly names + name of Ancestor (you pick this as
a teenager and is important and ominous for your
future) and their clan. Family is not chosen but the
ancestral clan is (because all Ironmasters descend
from all clans). In some conservative communities
the metal type is mentioned.
Sample name: Afua blood of Kwesi of the Brassbells. Naming tip: Search online for Akan, Ga or
Ewe names.

Ironmaster Sketches by Iga Oliwiak

LINEAGE MANIFESTATIONS
Ironmaster trait manifest in three different sub-lineages:

IRONMASTER TRAITS
Your Ironmaster character has inherited a number
of abilities from their Ancestors.

The Golden—The Golden Hammers, Stools of
Power Traditionally a caste of rulers, high priests
and master smiths. Looks: golden hair and accessories.

Ability Score Increase
Your Constitution score increases by 2.

The Silver—The Silver Swords, Ancestral Bells
Traditionally the casts of guardians and fighters.
Looks: silver hair and accessories.
The Copper—The Copper Spears, Capacious
Bowls Traditionally farmers, merchants and witch
doctors. Looks: copper hair and accessories.

Alignment NG/LG
Size Average height and stout
Speed Your base walking speed is 30ft
Old Gods’ Eyes
Ironmasters' senses are attuned to the solid earth
they come from that they gain blindsight with a 30ft
radius.
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Metal Blood
You have advantage on saving throws against poison, and you have resistance against poison damage (explained in the “Combat” section).
Conductivity
As an unfortunate side effect of your metallic blood
, you are vulnerable to electric damage.
Metal Skin
You can use your metal heritage to defend yourself. As a bonus action, you can enhance the metal
in your body by turning your skin into metal: this
process heals 1hp per level and provides you with
resistance to all damage till the beginning of your
next turn. A long rest is required to regain this power.
Ironmaster Combat Training
You have proficiency with Akrafena swords, hammers and spears.
Ancestral Blacksmith Tradition
You gain proficiency with smith’s tools
Ironmaster Fetish-Charm
Additionally you can forge a magic fetish-charm.
This charm provides you with proficiency in a specific skill which must be declared at the beginning of
the creation process. It takes half a day to perform
the forgin ritual to create it and access to a forge is
needed.
As a bonus action you can grow your fetishcharm into a weapon that counts as magic and
deals 1d8+1 damage. If an opponent offended
you, the damage against them increases to 1d12+1.
This weapon lasts for an hour then disintegrates
after such use and a new one needs to be forged.

LANGUAGES
You can speak, read, and write Common and
Hyerenn, the ancestral language of the Ironmasters.
GOLD: THE HAMMERS
Traditionally a caste of rulers, high priests and master smiths. These people have risen in positions of
prominence in every society they have been part
of, from Stone Roots cities to Golden Claw villages.
Looks: golden hair and accessories
Ability Score increase
Your Charisma score increases by 1.
Golden Ancestry
Your Fetish-Charm is a golden hammer.
SILVER: THE SWORDS
Traditionally the casts of guardians and fighters.
Silver Ironmasters became very famous for having
fought between each other in some ancient Iron
Shark clans against Aworan kingdoms.
Looks: silver hair and accessories.
Ability Score increase
Your Strength score increases by 1.
Silver Ancestry
Your Fetish-Charm is a silver sword.
COPPER: THE SPEARS
Traditionally seen as farmers, merchants and witch
doctors, they are considered some of the most
“adaptable” Ironmasters.
Looks: brass hair and accessories.
Ability Score increase
Your Wisdom score increases by 1.
Copper Ancestry
Your Fetish-Charm is a copper spear.
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TYPICAL IRONMASTER ROLES
Ohema
Ohema, meaning literally “Queen” are the rulers of
the Ironmasters.
Hyerenn rulers of both genders are called like this
since Adusa’s days many great rulers were women,
“King '' is used to describe only foreign sovereigns.
Typical signs of a Queen’s power are:
• A golden stool
• Rich jewelry
• A crown (typically a black cloth with golden
embroidery)
• A golden Akrafena sword
• A fly-whisker (especially if made of fur of some
rare spiritual creature)
• Golden sandals
Kasa-Kyere—Courtier
Recognisable by their heavy golden jewellery and
sometimes beautiful feathers (an ancient symbol
of Adusa’s supremacy over the Longbeak spirit),
they often have scepters and are lavishly dressed.
They are famous for being able to cast special
group spells together, weaving the magic with their
enchanted voices.
Osofo—Priests (Ancestors’ Voices)
Highly respected, the Ironmaster priesthood is
divided along the lines of which Great Ancestor
they devote themselves to.
They tend to combine white with the metal and
colour of their ancestry. Osofo have a special divination technique that involves looking into a giant
brass bowl left to collect rainwater under some
holy tree. For this reason they are sometimes called
Brass-Bearers as well.

communities beliefs and they can sometimes be
perceived as outsiders. They famously claim that
their mice-divination technique, which entails feeding mice at night and divining their leftovers, is more
powerful that what the Osofo can achieve.
Oyamfo—Musicians
Their magical music is inspired by the Ancestors and
they are known for being able to handle some of the
biggest drums in Wagadu. Many Hyerenn drums
are magical and the Oyamfo are trained to deal
with that. It is rumored that at death, many of them
bind themselves to a new drum in order to serve the
next generation of musicians.
Osabarima—Warrior
Known for the many charms they carry on their
leather coats and their gleaming weapons, the
Osabarima are fine fighters and have created a
stylised wrestling style that is nowadays a show for
many spectators as well. It’s speciality is that it elegantly blends dance and fight.
Smiths (Magicians)
Smiths are typically powerful magicians, focused
on creating powerful magical items and durable
incantations
Sorcerer-Smiths focus on casting quick instantaneous magic, wizard-smiths are more focused on
long term incantations.
They often create separate clans from the rest of
the community and they are fond of secrets.

Okomfo—Witch-Doctors
Within Hyerenn culture, the Witch-doctors and
hunters are the only ones known to worship Spirits directly. This often leaves misaligned with the
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THE LIONBLOOD
Other names: Izingonyama, Savanna Kings, The Lions

PLAYING A LIONBLOOD
Izingonyamas are a great choice especially if you’d
like to:
• Be at home in the Savannahs
• Be from a majestic and regal folk
• Belong to a powerful warrior society
• Be accompanied by Ancestor spirits
STRONG & PROUD:
LIONBLOOD APPEARANCE
Lionblood appear:
• Tall and athletic, their passion for sports clearly
transpires through their bodies
• Lion-like golden eyes and yellow mane-like hair
• They wear light clothing that leaves them free to
move and sprint
Clothing:
• Women and sometimes men wear Izicolo hats,
the more elaborate the higher their ranking.
• Springbok headbands are often worn by men
and women, especially to hunt.
• Idunas (chiefs) wear Izicolos or headbands of
especially precious materials.

RULERS OF THE SAVANNA:
LIONBLOOD HISTORY
The Izingonyama consider themselves simply reincarnations of Lion Spirits.
Lions roamed the Savannah in early times. They
negotiated with the elephants and left the leaves of
the trees to them. They offered the waters to both
hippos and crocodiles to deal with each other.
Only with leopards they had to fight and have a
truce. Once they secured the rule of the Savannahs
they hunted freely till they met the Swala. Relationships the Swala have swung from hostility to alliance, never settling down.
Anerudo is said to have been the first Lioness that
truly opened her eyes. She realised that she could
be more than just a hunter in the savanna, so she
asked the Sky Pride, the gods, to give her limbs.
They generously obliged and so were the Lionblood created.
Anerudo’s children grew and got stronger but
somehow they could not find their place in society
so they went to the other animals and power spirits
to negotiate.
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According to the “Song of Anerudo”:
“Lions roamed the Savannah in early times.
They negotiated with the elephants and left the
leaves of the trees to them.
They offered the waters to both hippos and
crocodiles to deal with each other.
Only with leopards they had to fight and agree on
a truce.
They had secured the rule of the savanna, they
were kings & queens.
They hunted freely till they met the Horned Ones.
They could not subdue nor absorb them so they
became friends.
They learned competition and peace and got
stronger and wiser.
Then came the people of Fire and Ash, the Lions
fought back.
Then came the cold-hearted Spirits from the
Shadows, the Lions fought back.
Whoever is next, listen to our song, the Lions are
here to fight you.”
SPORT AND AMBITION:
LIONBLOOD POLITICS & SOCIETY
Traditionally Izingonyama women administered
everyday life of Izingonyama’s communities but
more and more men are getting involved.
Communities are therefore administered by a
chief—Induna—who was traditionally a man and
was accompanied by a council of mostly women –
Bandla—that supported him.
In many lionblood villages, the Induna is little
more than a figurehead and the real power resides
within the women-led Bandla.
Depending on how open to change the community is, women are increasingly becoming Induna
and men joining Bandlas.
It is said that such a structure was inspired by
Lion society. Such structures were very strict during
past eras, especially the 4th one, but are now rare
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(though there are many woman Ancestors who
would prefer otherwise).

means they expect it to join the reincarnation cycle
of lions and Izingonyama.

The Ugadi
Lionblood have a system called Ugadi in which a
person takes care and “vouches” for another one
in the community, filling in for a task that they might
not take on.
A person under Ugadi is expected to help their
“sponsor” by providing some other useful service.
Izingonyama society is often a dense crisscross of
Ugadi relationships between its members. It’s not
rare for non-lionblood to be involved in an Ugadi.

Husimba—Lionbloods’ Strength
Izingonyama worship strength and competition.
They believe you must constantly prove yourself by
getting “stronger”. Although for some Lion Folk this
is taken literally for physical prowess, for others it
can be forging the best tools or growing the most
nutritious millet. The word used for this is “Husimba”.
Husimba is the drive to excel and be “strong” at
whatever a Lionblood does.

Mweya Spirituality
The Mweya belief system is very specific to Lionblood influenced cultures, especially Holy Hunt
people. It states that certain tools, typically ones
used a lot or passed through generations and
Cycles, have a “dormant soul”. Izingonyama take
special care of such items, often placing them in little shrines and even making offerings. They believe
that one day they might awaken and those that did
not treat them respectfully will be punished and the
others rewarded for their devotion.
IZINGONYAMA PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
Spirit and Ancestors
The Izingonyama don’t strictly separate Fallen and
Spirits but rather see everyone as “souls within a
spectrum”.
They see other spirits as potential challengers if
they are weak, and worthy of veneration if they are
strong enough. If you are strong at whatever you
do, be it running or magic, the typical member of a
Lionblood culture will admire and respect that.
Lionblood Ancestors are worshipped together
with Lion Spirits since these two entities are seen as
the same.
The greatest honor Izingonyama worshippers
can award a Spirit is calling it an Ancestor since this

The Sky Pride — The Izingonyama Pantheon
The Lion folk have a pantheon of few gods whom
they consider to be a pride of Lions that roams the
heavens.
Gods of the Sky Pride typically appear as humans
with lion heads and glowing eyes.
The Hunter Master (she/her), “The Black Lioness”
is the goddess of the hunt, her teaching stresses the
importance of getting spiritual consensus from the
prey before hunting it. “The Hunt is a ritual and souls
survive this game of flesh”

Lightning (they/them), is a distant god and broker of
deal. God of the cycle of death and rebirth. Said to
have given birth by themself to all other Sky Pride
gods. They are the god of rest as well as rest and
resuming activities is “a small reflection of the cycle
of life”.
The Moon Goddess (she/her), the patron of healing and guiding light through the night. She sends
Mudzimu, glowing winged ancestors, in time of
need. These Ancestors are known to have helped
Lionbloods many times and she is sometimes called
Mother of the Mudzimu.
The River Goddess (she/her), Deity of crafts, agriculture and hard work. Her priests are known for
encouraging “Ukutheza” the daily collection of
fuelwood which often takes on mystical tones.
She is said to have taught beadcraft and beer
brewing to mortals. Another famous ritual of her
priests involves unwinding from hard work with
copious amounts of holy beer.

The Root Queen (he or she), “The God of Rain &
Roots” is the god of gathering. He loves peace and
fun, he is known for cross-dressing and his priests
usually do that when celebrating him. She protects
Thicket vegetations and makes sure it stays bountiful
for his worshippers.
The (Leopard) Murderer (he/him), is not spoken
about much but is still part of the Pantheon, he is
said to have sacrificed his purity to beat the leopards and ensure lion supremacy. His name is whispered when seeking revenge or when breaking the
rules (admittedly for a good cause). Followers of the
Murderer don’t openly claim their faith.
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LIOBLOOD NAMES
Traditionally, at the Imbeleko naming ceremony
a Lionblood gets offered a selection of different
names and they pick which one they like – often
they change it during life when something important happens. Calling someone with an old name is
not offensive. How people call you shows in what
part of your life they met you. The second part of the
name is the Clan name which identifies you community
Naming Tip: search online for Zulu, Xhosa or
Shona Names. Name Example: Isisa Nkosana.
LINEAGE MANIFESTATIONS
Lionblood are spiritually aligned not only to Lions,
but also to Cheetahs, Leopards and Golden Cats
Spirits as well. It’s unclear how the various manifestations came to be and why such legends are lost
but some scholars whisper that ancient Lionblood
chiefs conquered other lineages and spiritually
“subsumed” them into theirs.
The Strong have traditionally gravitated to more
militaristic cultures such as the Lion’s Sultanate, the
Fast to travelling ones like the Rain Cloud people
and the Prowling in more peaceful ones like the
Bintu or Sokun cultures.
The Lionblood mix with other Lineages much more
than others think but they often keep a partially separated subculture from the wider community.
LIOBLOOD TRAITS
You have inherited a number of abilities from your
feline Ancestors.
Ability Score Increase
Your Strength score increases by 2 and your Wisdom by 1.
Alignment LG/NG
Size Average
Speed Your base walking speed is 30ft
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Aggressive
As a Bonus Action, you can move up to your speed
toward a Hostile creature that you can see.

THE FAST
Lionblood attuned with Cheetahs. They are often
associated with calm and perseverance.

Leopard’s dash
You gain 30ft climbing speed and your movement is
not slowed by bushes and thick undergrowth.

Feline Strength
Lionbloods value physical activities very highly; you
are proficient in Athletics.

Looks
Two dark lines run on their face from eyes to cheeks,
like cheetah.

Turn
Your Cat Shape lasts double if used to turn into a
Leopard.

Cat Shape
As a Lioblood you can turn into a feline.. This functions like Druids’ wild shape, with these differences:
• Shapes: The only shapes allowed are lion, leopard, cheetah & golden cat.
• Duration: Till level 4 it’s 1 round per level. From
lvl 5-10 it’s one minute per level, from lvl 11+ it’s
one hour per level.
• Improved Shape: At level 6 you gain multi-attack while in Cat Shape and at level 8 attacks
count as magical.
• Uses: You have one use a day and a long rest is
needed to recover it.

Cheetah’s run
You can double your speed for one turn. This effort
is tiring and it’s regained by not moving for one turn.
Your Cat Shape lasts double if used to turn into a
cheetah.

THE PROWLING
Lionblood attuned with golden cats. They dislike
the limelight and consider themselves very different
from all other Lionblood lineages, often living in
very secluded communities.

THE AGILE
Lionblood attuned with Leopards. They are often
viewed as more unpredictable and whimsical.
Many of them are famously part of many Copper
Horn and Bloom Dance villages.

Looks
Blue eyes and ginger/orange blond hair (like a
golden cat).

LANGUAGES
You can speak, read, and write Common and Izingonyama, the language of ancient Lion Spirits.

Looks Mottled cheeks that look like freckles.

Night Cat
You gain Darkvision 120ft and natural weapon
claw that deals 1d4 damage. Your Cat Shape lasts
double if used to turn into a golden cat.

Various Lionbloods by Iga Oliwiak

THE STRONG
Lionblood attuned with Lions. They are historically
described as strong and proud and gravitate
towards more aggressive cultures such as the Hollow Horn Folk.
Looks
Yellow lion-like hair and lion-like eyes. With variations of colors based on real lion differences.
Lion Savagery
Once per turn when you roll damage for a melee
weapon attack, you can reroll the weapon's damage dice and use either total. Your Cat Shape lasts
double if used to turn into a lion.
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THE SWALA
Other names: Children of the Savannah, Antelope People, The Horned Herders

Due to being an Emere offspring, other people,
especially in the early days, used to call them
“Savanna Emere” or “Horned Emere”.
This has faded as fewer people are aware of
this connection. “Swala” is what these people call
themselves and the term most people now use.
ROLEPLAYING A SWALA
Swalas are a great choice especially if you’d like to:
• Roam free in the savannas
• Love nature and its harmony
• Be an ingenious herdsman
• Commune with ancient spirits of the land
HORNED AND SLENDER:
SWALA APPEARANCE
Most swala look:
• Lithe and athletic
• Have horns (type depends on manifestation)
• Emere-like pointy ears, sometimes antelope/
bovine-like ears
Swala people typically wear light cotton clothes.
When provided by Goat and Cow Spirits they wear
their skins too and use them for many of their accessories.

Barkcloth, made by beating and drying tree bark,
it’s a very recognisable material from the Swala. It
typically represents the connection between mortals and nature so it’s often used during spiritual
ceremonies.
Finding the right bark for the cloths involves a ritual pilgrimage that brings Swalas to sacred groves
that symbolise the rainforests their Ancestors originate from.
Jewellery is not worn very much in everyday life
but when it is it’s often very elaborate with metal
and beads beautifully woven together sometimes in
elaborate structures in front and above of the Swala’s face. “Hornlaces” are jewels made for these
people’s horns and unique to them.
Large, circular necklaces are the norm and they
are something even magical and float or glow.
Swalas often walk bare feet.
Ostrich feathers headdresses, called “Enkuwaru”
are used by warriors during spiritual hunts: they are
said to make them look bigger and stronger and to
keep some spirits at bay. Many Enkuwarus have
powerful spells woven in their feathers and make
their bearers stronger.
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GRASSLAND PASTORALISTS:
SWALA HISTORY
Ancient Swala history claims that Nalangu, an
Emere queen of those early days, was famous for
her intellect and bravery. She was very strong and
could run and hunt better than most men.
One day queen Nalangu, during a very long hunt
for a violent spirit, stumbled out of the rainforest, into
a miombo forest and saw the sunrise at the edge of
the savannah.
She was mesmerised and moved by the view and
she knew that that place had to become the home
of her people.
Initially she did not know how to accomplish the
move: the food, the trails and the spirits she knew
were all deep in the woods, not in the grasslands,
so she spoke with elders, who tried to dissuade her
and eventually, as her duties piled up, she almost
forgot about the savanna.
One night, as she slept, a magnificent female
Eland appeared in her dream, brown silky fur and
warm glowing eyes, and told her “The grasslands
have god-like spirits, seek and befriend them and
you’ll find a home for your people”.
Nalangu, touched by the vision and confident she
had been blessed by this Eland spirit, left her beadcrown to her brother and went into the Savanna.
Inspired by the dream, she tried to speak with as
many grassland spirits as she could:
The spirits of grass themselves were so many and
tiny that speaking with them was fruitless.
The big cats tried to hunt her down and she met
lionbloods that did not help her.
The acacia and baobab trees listened to her but
were too slow to deliberate.
Many of the other spirits asked too much and
offered too little.
Just as Nalangu began to despair, a cow spirit
offered to help and the queen realised that the most
receptive spirits were cow, goat and other docile
animals, who needed mortals to thrive and were

happy to see her come to the grasslands.
She did uncountable deals with these spirits, sealing bonds that would last for eras to come.
Followed by cattle, the queen returned to gather
her people and to leave the forest for good.
Well provisioned, Nalangu’s people marched into
the middle of the savanna. They walked for days
until they found a beautiful blue lake surrounded by
giant Ironwood trees.
There they all rested and quenched their thirst
and even considered to make that peaceful corner
a home for themselves. Unbeknownst to them, the
Spirit of that lake had a rotten heart: it took the people’s offerings but told them in an unintelligible spiritual language that it was not offering protection,
deceiving them.
During the night, it hovered like a mist over all the
people and when they woke up, everybody was
bound in iron chains.
Neither Nalagu nor her fighters and sorcerers
could do anything to stop the cruel water Spirit,
since it never slept and constantly gazed upon his
possessions with cold eyes.
After many moons of slavery, just as people
started to lose fait in the queen, a horned woman,
somehow unseen by the water Spirit, appeared
from the grasses to meet with Nalagu.
It was as if time had stopped, the two spoke all
night, not just about how to break free, but they connected in a way that most mortals and spirits don’t
connect. A special love blossomed in that windy
and starry night.
The following day, when Nalagu woke up, the
woman was gone and in her heart she knew that
that was the same being which had appeared earlier in her dream as an Eland.
Suddenly everyone had gained horns and a
newfound strength: they knew they were finally true
children of the savanna. They all rose against the
cruel Spirit and banished it deep into the lake.
Victorious, Nalangu and her people reclaimed
Young Ol-Aramatani by Iga Oliwiak
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their cattle and possessions and broke free from
their last chains, never to look back again.

themselves above nature and spirits but as equal
parts of it.

QUIET AND HARMONY: SWALA SOCIETY
Political Structure
Traditionally Swala communities are organised
around the concept of Ol-aramatani “shepherd”.
Legendary queen Nalagu is often considered the
first Ol-aramatani. An Ol-aramatani is not a queen
or king though, but rather someone that is an expert
at something in the community and therefore considered a natural leader. Some Ol-aramatani are
chosen from the whole village, some by the previous
one, some even randomly – there are no specific
rules and it depends on the local customs. Swala
like to say “no two Ol-aramatani are the same”
Many Swalas towns, especially larger ones, have
a council of Ol-aramatani that convenes to manage
the communal affairs. Often a “Speaker” is chosen
to represent all the Ol-aramatani, in some cases the
Speaker is awarded with some additional executive
powers.
An Ol-aramatani can be recognised by their large
bladed spear. In ancient times, men Ol-aramatani
keprt long braided hair, women Ol-aramatani
shaved and other genders mixed and matched (e.g
half head shaved). Such customs are less and less
frequent.
An important village entity is the “Laibon”, who is
typically a seer and therefore often automatically
considered an Ol-aramatani. When several Laibons are in the community, often one is chosen to
be the Ol-aramatani Laibon, the head and representative of the oracles.

Umbumwe—Unity in Harmony
Umbumwe is often represented as a cow and an
eland (sometimes a buffalo) facing each other, two
horned creatures, one domesticated and the other
wild – both very strong and useful to the Swala.
This concept is sometimes translated as “harmony” but it means much more, It means that in
order to thrive, people have to actively work to
keep things in balance.
Swala culture is about constant rebalancing and
this often leads to lively debates within community
councils.
Taking care of domesticated animals is Umbumwe
as it allows them to thrive and Spiritual hunts are
Umbuwe too as they do not exhaust Wagadu’s
nature.
Spirituality contributes to Umbumwe as well. Religious worship is held in “Hallowed Grasses”, typically grassy areas on hills or around very ancient
trees – in such places the Swala worship the spirits of that area and only pay lip service to gods
and Ancestors. Spirits are considered to be more
important than gods to maintain Umbumwe. Due to
the strong focus on Spirit worship, every community’s rituals can vary wildly.
The relationship with spirits is seen as a harmonic
balance, spirits must be worshiped but kept in check
as well when they misbehave.

SWALA PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
Swalas prize their freedom and deeply love their
environment. Their main philosophical precept is the
“Umbumwe” which can be explained as the balance between wilderness and domestication and
harmony among things in general. Swalas don’t see
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are described as somewhat distanced and removed
but Guterekera is a reminder that it’s detrimental to
forget them completely.
Due to their ancestral origins, the Swala usually
acknowledge the Emere gods, but such worship
is left to be fulfilled by “Banyankole” wandering
priests that tend to the Gods’ shrines that dot Swala
areas. Large temples are very rare and mostly taken
care of by Emere.
Enk-Akui, the Ancestors are addressed by community leaders when making important decisions
and in rare other occasions (such as in crossroads).
Whereas Umbumwe is a responsibility of every
Swala, Guterekera can be “delegated” to specific

individuals in the community, such as a Banyankole.
A good Swala respects the Umbumwe, by treating
well their cattle and all nature and by worshipping
Spirits and maintaining fresh offerings for them.
Guterekera is typically maintained by supporting
and respecting the Banyankole that now and then
visits the village.
SWALA NAMES
In Swala cultures, name is considered something
that you pick up when you grow up. The “Embolet” is a temporary child name and as a teeanger,
around 13 years old, a Swala picks their “adult
name”. Surnames are often not picked up from

Swala Manifestations by Iga Oliwiak

Guterekera—The Communion with Gods &
Ancestor
Sometimes considered part of Umbumwe, other
times as its own philosophy, Guterekera focused
on gods and Ancestor worship and on maintaining
Swala history.
Basically Gutereka is how Swala call all religious
practices that do not involve spirits (as those are
considered simple Umbumwe), gods and Ancestors
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the family but are chosen from a community pool
which can be confusing to outsiders. Some Swala
have Emere Destiny names but this practice is rare
and considered sophisticated and archaic. Name
Example: Sironka Adupa.
LINEAGE MANIFESTATIONS
The spiritual and ancestral influences that definite
the Swala lineage can manifest in different ways.
It is said that Eland’s Blessing’s Swala are direct
descendants of Queen Nalangu’s people. The
other manifestations were started by people who
joined the Lineage later, though this does not make
them any less Swala in the eyes of their fellow lineage people.
SWALA TRAITS
Your Swala character has inherited a number of
abilities from the time when their Ancestors made
their first spiritual pacts.
Ability Score Increase
Your Dexterity score increases by 2.
Typical Alignment NG
Size Average
Speed Your base walking speed is 35ft
Swala Training
Swala gain competence in spears, maces and slings
can thrust spears double the usual range.
Savanna’s Shroud
You can attempt to hide even when you are only
lightly obscured by foliage, heavy rain, billowing
dust, mist, and other natural phenomena.
Keen Senses
You have proficiency in the Perception skill.

Languages
You can speak, read, and write Common and
Swala, your ancestral language.
ELAND’S BLESSING
Many of these Swala live in peaceful villages deep
in the Savanna and are a bit shy with outsiders. They
consider themselves especially bound to nature and
are more rarely seen in big cities.
Looks: different types of antelope horns, either
pointy or antelope ears.
Ability Score increase
Your Wisdom score increases by 1.
Antelope Step
As a bonus action, you can magically turn invisible
until the start of your next turn or until you attack,
make a damage roll, or force someone to make a
saving throw. Once you use this trait, you can't use it
again until you finish a short or long rest.
BUFFALO’S BLESSING
These people often become warriors to defend
members of their community. They have a bit of a
reputation of being short tempered. Buffalo’s Blessing have been a backbone of Hollow Horn Folk
communities.
Looks: different types of buffalo horns (water,forest,sudan or cape buffalo ), either point or buffalo ears.
Ability Score increase
Your Strength score increases by 1.
Horned Ram
Natural weapon horns 1d6 + Strength . When a
Buffalo blessing's swala moves 20 feet in a straight
line towards a target and hits that target with a Ram
attack on the same turn, the target is dealt an extra
2d6 Bludgeoning damage. If the target is a creature of your size or smaller, it must make a Strength
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Saving Throw at DC (8+ Proficiency + Strength
modifier) or fall prone.
SANGA’S BLESSING
Seen as traders and travellers, they love multicultural societies and often see themselves between
savanna based societies and the rest of Wagadu.
Calm and peaceful is how they are often described.
Looks: (African) cow (different types) or goat (different types) horns, pointy or cow or goat ears.
Ability Score increase
Your Charisma score increases by 1.
Bovine Resilience
Your hit point maximum increases by 1, and it
increases by 1 every time you gain a level. You gain
advantage on all rolls against diseases.
TYPICAL SWALA ROLES
The Ol-Aramatani
An Ol-aramatani can be recognised by their large
bladed spear. In ancient times, men Ol-aramatani
keprt long braided hair, women Ol-aramatani
shaved and other genders mixed and matched (e.g
half head shaved). Such customs are less and less
frequent.
Another symbol of the Ol-aramatin is Rungu mace
made from a very rare root-wood that might glow
magically.
Laibon (Witch-Doctor)
Laibon are the diviners and witch doctors of the
Swala, typically respected members of the community. They can be recognised:
By fly-whisker, sometimes ornately decorated
Herbs, calabashes and pouches with magical
ingredient
Banyakole—Priests (Forest God Worshippers)
The priests of the Swala are entrusted with keeping
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the worship of the ancient Emere gods alive within
their communities. Compared to Emere temples,
which are at the heart of Emere villages, the Banyajokole’s shrines are usually small and their ceremonies are often a private thing – within the Swala,
ceremonies for local spirits usually outshine those
for the Old Gods.
The Banyakole tend to be humble and wear barkcloth or goatskin clothes.
Sometimes they follow some additional conventions of Emere priests such as carrying a priestly
staff or covering their face with cowries.

Mundu-Mugo—Dragon Sorcerers
These Swalas are said to descend from a Ninki
Nanka (the dragons of Wagadu) who made several mortals fall in love. The Mundu-mugo are not
just powerful magicians but have the innate ability
to recognise their bond when they meet each other,
sometimes forming formidable groups with the
power to bless or curse who comes across them.

Ol-Aranyani—Musicians
Swala musicians are Inspired by Spirits and Ancestors and are known for having a special tradition
that appears to draw magical energy and inspiration from both entities.
The result is a style that recalls both their ancient
Emere roots and the sounds of the savanna.
Hunter/Warrior
Swala hunters are famous for their skills. Although
they are awesome at handling spears,rungu maces
and shortbows, they are most famous for their tracking and survival skills. Swala hunters don’t believe
in facing risks head-on but like to outwit obstacles
as much as they can. Their ritual hunts often involve
the submission of a Predator Spirit by beating a lion,
leopard or hyena.
Mfanya Biashara—Traders
This Swala trader tradition is said to have started
in large savanna rivers and then developed to the
whole of the Upper Realms and Wagadu. These
traders are ubiquitous among most Swala communities and have created some sort of subculture
which even has its own ancestral language and
local travel spirits to worship. Mfanya Biashara are
famous for having the most flashy and sophisticated
horn jewelry and decorations Wagadu can find.
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PRONUNCIATION GLOSSARY
Pronunciation of names and other items can also be found in the adventure.

TERM

PRONUNCIATION

Wagadu

Wah-GAH-doo

Daru

DAH-roo

Iledan

ee-LEH-dan

Ile Ofo

ee-LEH oh-FOH

Ebu

Eh-BOO

Idan

EE-dan

Waru

WAH-roo

Opon

Oh-pon

Alawo

Ah-LAH-woh
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Destroyed buildings, red waters, sporadic possessions, monster appearances and tension between
the once amicable governing bodies—the city of
Iledan is in the midst of great turmoil and nobody
is able to offer an explanation not only to how this
all began but also who or what is responsible for
these unusual events. With the Wura and the Idan
Quarters failing to publicly address recent events
the city finds itself rife with fear, suspicion and of
course; rumours.

RUNNING THE ADVENTURE
This adventure is recommended for 2-5 Characters
and is expected to take them from Level 1 to Level 4.
ABBREVIATIONS
DC – Difficulty class
XP – Experience Points
Cp – Salt Blocks
Sp – Kissi Pennies
Gp – Cowries
ADVENTURE HOOK
Each character has the same reason for beginning
the adventure, they have fallen into Wagadu as
part of the lastest cycle. This however does not stop
PCs from creating backstories and from their time
in the Upper Realms. Through this PCs may create a
reasonable link to the NPCs of Iledan.
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CHARACTER PRONOUNS
Please note that this adventure uses the pronouns:
He/Him, She/Her and They/Them for the various
characters.
ADVENTURE OVERVIEW
Part 1: Surviving the Daru begins with the adventures falling into Wagadu. They land in a wild forest, known locally as ‘The Daru’. Despite the Daru
being dangerous, they are lucky enough to awaken
in the company of Malomo, a friendly Ancestor
with a soft spot for humans. She, like many others
during the course of the adventure will refer to the
group as ‘The Fallen’ another local phrase used
to describe people that have fallen into Wagadu.
Malomo recalls a place where the adventurers can
seek refuge, a city called Iledan, a couple of days
travel from their landing spot, she does not remember the complete route but offers to take them as far
along as she can. She provides the adventurers with
basic clothing and arms and they begin their journey to Iledan. On the first night of travel, the usually energetic Malomo finds herself growing weak
and the adventurers find shelter for the evening.
As the party sleeps that night, they are ambushed
by a small tribe of Goliathus Aziza who aren’t at
all pleased with their arrival. On the second day,
Malomo brings the adventurers up to the point that
she can remember, a crossroad where the PCs must

decide on their own path from there, each with its
own challenges. Depending on the path the adventurers choose they will be guided to Iledan either by
a group of Iledan’s Wardens or some local farmers
from a village in the Daru.
In Part 2: Welcome to Iledan, the adventurers
finally reach the beautiful city of Iledan. The people
of Iledan are excited to welcome the adventurers, it
has been a long time since Fallen have made it as
far Iledan. The group are escorted to the City Hall
where they meet Toye, Iledan’s Ogboni of Guardianship, the person at the helm of the city’s guard
and Ite, Ogboni of Law and Justice who explain
Iledan’s inner workings. Toye explains to the adventurers that the city is currently going through a rough
patch, they seem to be experiencing outbreaks of
spirits. He is not entirely sure at this point what has
caused the issue but is growing very concerned,
as the attacks seem to be getting worse with each
recurring outbreak. In Iledan, the adventurers are
given the opportunity to either join the Wardens of
Iledan or to stay with Serwa, an Ironmaster blacksmith and former friend of one of the adventurers.
In either scenario the adventurers are sent to aid
the Ebu Quarter with additional artifacts for their
shrines and temples. They arrive to find that an outbreak of spirits has already landed. Whether part
of the Wardens or not the adventurers are asked
by Thando, Head of the Land Wardens to assist in

battle if they can. The combat begins with helping
Bakome, the Ebus’ de facto leader at the Ebu’s large
harbour and then eventually to the Ebu’s children’s
home, the place in the city where the majority of
the city’s spirit children reside. Two Asiman women
can be seen trying to protect the place. Having
defeated the monsters, the adventurers are given
the opportunity to meet the two women. Zahrah and
Gerda, two sisters helping Bakome look after the
spirit children. As a thank you, the women insist that
the adventurers share a meal with them at the home.
After the meal, the kids settle in for the night and the
adventurers are invited to join the women in the Iledan’s center, the usual meeting point for many of the
citizens of Iledan—its especially important for the
city with the totem’s strange behaviour. At the center, the people of Iledan cheerily eat, drink, dance
and sing together under the warm wash of the oil
lamps. As the adventurers enjoy their night, Gerda
approaches them with a request. She wants them to
assist her in saving her daughter. She speaks of a
chamber located underneath one of the Idan quarter’s temples, the child is being held there against
her will. The adventurers can choose to accept or
decline this proposal before they make their way
home. That night, as the adventurers fall asleep they
hear a strange noise. A crystal clear rustling of plant
fibers—the noise grows louder with each moment.
The adventurers cannot move, their bodies have
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entered a state of sleep paralysis. Unable to fight
the overwhelming feeling of drowsiness, they fall
into a deep sleep.
In Part 3: Ile Ofo—The Nightmare State sees
the adventurers fighting for their lives when they
find themselves in Ile Ofo, an induced nightmare
state. The adventurers are awoken by a mysterious
voice; it tells them that this night will be their last. The
adventurers engage in a series of encounters, each
defeat drastically changes their environment. The
voice, omnipresent in this world, becomes increasingly agitated at the adventurers' continued retaliation. The mysterious observer places a curse on the
world trapping them in the nightmare state forever.
The adventurers may have survived the night, but
this person is set on making them wish they hadn’t.
In their search for a way out of this state, the adventurers meet Taiwo, a Lost Ibeji ancestor who, in their
weakness, only has the energy to sing. Taiwo, having overheard the omnipresent voice, offers to help
the adventurers out of Ile Ofo if they can retrieve a
statue being held by their estranged twin Kehinde.
When they retrieve the statue, Taiwo keeps up
their side of the deal and removes the curse. They
open up a portal for the adventures allowing them
to return to Iledan. They wake up the next morning
as though their experience in Ile Ofo hadn’t ever
occured. As they try to understand what happened
the night before, they hear a massive explosion.
In Part 4: The Forgotten Chambers the adventurers are sent to support the Idan Quarter to assist
the Wardens in trying to tackle another monster outbreak. The adventurers are intercepted by Gerda as
they make their way to the gates of the quarter. She
asks the adventurers to help her get into the quarter.
At the gates, Anele, Head of the Shrine Wardens,
tries to assure the scores of worried onlookers that
things are being looked into. The adventurers are
allowed to enter the quarters but Gerda is not let
through by the wardens on duty. She decides to find
her own way into the quarter. Shortly after enter-
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ing the group are approached by one of the Idan’s
Alawo Devotees who explains that there has been
an attack on the Idan’s Central Temple and they are
required immediately. The temple is beautiful from
the outside but the inside has been badly damaged.
Detan—the Chief Alawo lies on the ground badly
injured—he tells the group that they must enter the
chamber—whatever lurks down there is the cause
of the problems. The adventurers make their way
through the chamber, encountering its many inhabitants before reaching the final room. In it sits Iku, a
powerful ancestor, guardian of the chambers and
the owner of the voice that was heard in the nightmare state, with him is a young Dwen child chained
to the floor. He begins to address them, only to be
interrupted by Gerda—she is finally here and she
wants her child back. Tension rises as the two try to
convince the adventurers to take their side. They are
torn between reuniting a mother with her child and
risking the potential destruction of Iledan. Depending on the outcome of this dilemma, the adventures
either side with Iku to appease the spirits or they join
Gerda on the mission to finally reunite her with her
beloved child.
ADVENTURE PRELUDE
• In the previous cycle (Around 200 years ago) a
Lionblood woman—Amadi gave birth to a spirit
child. Called Adia
• Village finds out about the child—Amadi is permanently banished. The village chiefs initially
plan to abandon the spirit child but
• Iku, a Dawn Emere witch doctor and guardian
of the village Burial Chambers, takes pity on the
child and makes a deal with the village chiefs,
he will take responsibility for the child so long as
the child does not set foot in the village. The oath
is brought before the village’s totem and bound
with magic.
• Iku keeps the child in the village’s burial chambers until his passing. The village, not wanting

to deal with the child, closes the entrance to the
Chambers and uses the totem’s magic to create
an additional magic seal.
• Iku returns as an ancestor to uphold his duty to
ensure that the child remains in the Chambers.
• During this time, the spirit child becomes a dangerous dwen and as a result ends up being
bound by enchanted chains, conjured by Iku.
• Amadi passes away, her soul is unable to find
peace and she ends up becoming a vengeful
ancestor who haunts Daru.
• A 100 years later, the current cycle begins. The
newly Fallen found the city of Iledan over the
ruins of the village
• Amadi kills and takes over the body of a freshly
Fallen Asiman woman. Under the guise of this
new body she heads in the direction of her village to seek revenge for the acts against herself
and her child.
• Amadi finds Iledan in the place of her own village. Confused, she struggles to orient herself in
this new environment.
• Amadi catches wind of a Spirit Children’s home
being run in the Ebu Quarter.
• When she visits, the body that she is using is recognised by one of the women there. She learns
that Gerda, the original owner of the body that
Amadi inhabits happens to be the sister of Zahrah, a water Asiman woman who helps to run
the children’s home.
• Happy to see her sister, Zahrah insists that she
stays, offering accommodation and payment for
her help at the home.
• Amadi drops her plan for revenge and focuses
on a new life looking after the spirit children as
Gerda.
• Amadi, now Gerda, begins to have strong
visions. She learns that not only is her daughter
still alive, she is being held underneath Iledan, in
the ruins of the Burial Chambers.

• Over time, the dwen child shows Gerda (Amadi)
various rituals to turn the totem’s magic force
against itself, thus weakening the magical seal
placed on the entrance. This takes a tremendous
toll on her body and general physical strength.
• After months of redirecting the totem’s magic
powers against itself, it finally begins to weaken.
The spirits are angered by this act of disrespect
and begin to retaliate in the form of monster outbreaks, as punishment for this forbidden practice
of magic.
• Iledan’s Oba and council struggle to contain the
outbreaks as they attempt to discern their cause.

LEVEL PROGRESSION
PCs are expected to start this game at Level 1 and
are expected by the end of the adventure to be at
Level 3.
By the end of Part 1: Surviving the Daru,
depending on the route taken, PCs can be expected
to be either at or close to reaching Level 2 and
remain at this level throughout Part 2: Welcome
to Iledan.
PCs should reach Level 3 by the end of Part 3: Ile
Ofo—The Nightmare State.
The encounter difficulty and its treasures have
been balanced for a group of about 4 players
so feel free to rebalance things up or downwards
depending on your party’s size.
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PART ONE

The beginning of the adventure takes place in the
early hours of the morning when the PCs fall into the
Daru, an untamed rainforest that borders the city of
Iledan. Each PC emerges naked from a cocoon-like
sphere with varying degrees of injury.
At this stage of the adventure PCs can interact
with the many inhabitants and wanderers of the
Daru and will most likely end up being escorted to
Iledan by either the city’s Wardens or by a small
group of the Daru’s friendly local farmers.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

End of an Era

LANDING IN THE DARU
Read or paraphrase the boxed text to begin the
adventure.

Cocoon-like objects plunge from the sky and into
the dense canopy of the Daru rainforest, hitting the
damp ground with a thud hard enough to disperse
a small flock of tropical birds. The impact sends a
wave of searing pain throughout your entire body.
From within the dark, damp space of your container,
you hear absolutely nothing. Pure, uninterrupted
silence. You cannot see anything at all. A brief tactile inspection of your immediate surroundings confirms that you have a few feet of space above your
head and nothing more, hardly enough for you to
consider standing.
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Falling into and surviving Wagadu is by no means
an easy feat. It is very common during every cycle
for people to sustain injuries from their fall. Each
PC must roll a DC 15 Constitution Saving throw to
determine their state upon landing. If the adventurer
passes the check they are lucky enough to have
landed only with standard aches and pains.
If any of the adventurers fails the check, they sustain 1d6 bludgeoning damage.

Once more, you run your hands over the inner walls
of the cocoon. Your entire body throbs with intense
pain. This simple action is extremely taxing for you.
A few minutes pass before you are able to feel the
deep indent of a particularly large crack in the
cocoon. It branches off into another crack, which
in turn branches off to another, creating a small
network of damage weak enough for you to potentially break through. Perhaps your way out.

In order to break out of their cocoons, the adventurers will also need to roll a DC 15 Strength (Athletics). This check will need to be performed as many
times as necessary to have the party finally break
free and climb out.
Adventurers who manage to free themselves
before the rest of the party can lend a helping hand
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to other PCs. If any of the adventurers opt to help
another party member out, the person trying to
break out of the cocoon will roll with advantage.
The adventurers spot someone in the distance:

She has crafted a selection of weapons, items and
a set of robust but surprisingly soft outfits made from
repurposed plant fibres, each of the outfits bears a
circular woven pattern, similar to the carving of her
headdress.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Yoruba Drums from Benin, West Africa

INFORMATION ABOUT MALOMO

Your strained eyes struggle to adapt to your new surroundings. Everything around you appears blurred.
You are just about able to make out an older, brightly
dressed woman with tawny skin, pointed ears and
a wooden headdress with colorfully painted circular patterns is awkwardly perched on a tree stump
nearby. Her heavily wrinkled face lights up when
she sees you “Oh, so you have finally decided to
wake up” her kind, jesting eyes scan the group “I
was starting to think you had chosen to stay inside
those things” she points to the cocoons “I would not
have blamed you. The Daru is not kind to the vulnerable and I have seen many before you perish
at its hands” she lifts a small stick to her mouth and
chews it for a moment with the few teeth left in her
mouth and then spits it out onto the ground “I am
Malomo (Mah-loh-moh) , I live here in the Daru.
Who are you people?”

Malomo is an ancestor and a known helper of
newly Fallen. Having witnessed many Fallen succumb to the dangers of the Daru she vowed to
herself that she would do all in her power to help
humans -especially newly Fallen survive in such
a harsh environment, after all she was once one
herself, all those years ago. She has a soft spot for
humans, particularly Emere.

Each adventurer will now be able to use the weapons and items of their Starting Equipment.
Malomo tells the PCs that she knows of a city that
people often travel to (“Iledan, they call it). She
does not know the entire route to the city but offers
to bring the adventurers as far as she can remember.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ABOUT THE DARU
Investigating the surrounding vegetation with various ability checks will yield the following results:
DC 10 Intelligence (Nature)
The Daru is an ancient rainforest that has been in
existence for millenia. There is a huge variety of
plants, fruits and other resources, both edible and
poisonous; that, depending on their properties can
be used by PCs to craft remedies, poisons or even
keep as food supplies.
DC 13 Intelligence (Nature)
The PC recognises a significant amount of Moabi
trees. Very tall trees with sizeable trunks.
DC 15 Wisdom (Survival)
In addition to the previous information. The PC finds
1d4 Moabi fruit(s). This fruit is a green, globose
shaped fruit, roughly the size of a fist. They have a
thick, highly textured skin. The yellowy-white pulp
of this fruit is safe to eat and slightly acidic in taste.
This fruit will rot after 2 days.
DC 18 Wisdom (Survival)
The Moabi fruits leave behind brown seeds approximately 6cm in size. These seeds when peeled,
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heated and crushed form a butter that when applied
to the body strengthens its user’s muscles. This functions as a Potion of Climbing, which after 1d6 hours
dries up and loses efficacy.
DC 21 Intelligence (Nature)
The PCs come across a tree spirit. Its bark is coated
in a gold and green sparkling substance. It’s trunk
gently expands and contracts as though it were
breathing. Its large, sprawling buttressed roots emit
tiny specs of yellow light. The spirit:
“I have heard the beauty of many tongues. Every
language, as sweet as palm wine. To understand
your neighbour is truly a gift from the Gods.”
The spirit sheds some of its bark equivalent to
approximately 1d6 portions. The inner part of the
bark is bright yellow in colour and appears very
well hydrated, it gives off a pleasantly sweet aroma.
When chewed, each portion of bark acts as a
Comprehend Languages spell.

The adventurers need to bob and weave through
large plants and walk over and through all kinds
of ground surfaces. Malomo surprisingly handles
each obstacle with great ease despite possessing
a cane to support herself, it dawns on the group that
the item might be more for decorative purposes as
opposed to functional.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Exotic Birds Singing in Tropical Rainforest

Despite the lack of direct sunlight, the understory of
the rainforest is full of vitality. Tropical looking flow-
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ers can be seen dotted amongst grand, large-leafed
shrubs. The trees are tall with supporting buttress
roots, mostly covered by vines from neighbouring
plants which grow on and around them. The air carries a strong humidity paired with a pungent smell
of decaying plant matter. You have no idea how this
reality came to be and no matter how hard you try
in this moment you are unable to recollect anything
leading up to this moment. The persisting pain and
hunger pangs do nothing to help the situation.

The journey is long and fairly challenging, a few
hours pass in this manner—leading the journey
into the evening hours. In this time the adventurers
notice Malomo becoming weaker, her pace slower
and her movement sluggish. At this point even the
adventurers are able to tell that this is out of character. Eventually she catches her foot on a root,
hitting the ground with a dull thud. She remains on
the ground for a moment as though trying to regain
enough strength to help herself up.
Read or paraphrase the following text to continue
with the adventure:

“This is strange, something doesn’t feel right. My
body, it cannot seem to go any further tonight” she
pants heavily between words “Could it be that my
old age is finally catching up with me?” she ponders for a moment, the conversation seems to have
turned into a monologue “But this has never happened before, it cannot be” the poor old woman
seems as confused as she is embarrassed by the
situation. She heaves a sigh before finally turning to
address the group “Come. We must find a safe place
to rest for the night. I don’t have a good feeling.”
Malomo leads the group to a small plot of land at
the base of one of the rainforest’s many grand trees.
She knows the Daru well and is confident that the

group will remain safe in this location. Thud, thud,
thud–Malomo impales the warm damp earth with
her cane. Colourful plant fibres emerge from the
earth around its base, coming together to form a
sizable dome-shaped shelter for the group to rest in.
Malomo only has a small ration of food which she
can divide amongst the adventurers, it’s not nearly
enough to satisfy one person, let alone the entire
group.
This part of the forest is teeming with wild mangos,
abam apples, wild yam roots and other edibles so
a DC 10 Wisdom (Survival) check is enough to
provide food for the whole party.

DEVELOPMENTS
When defeated the spider crumbles to the ground,
sinister snickering can be heard from the shadows
of the canopy above—tiny menacing voices taunt
the PCs from above.

One or more of the following phrases comments
can be read to the adventurers as they overhear
what is being said:
“Hmph, they beat our huntsman. Pure luck”
“We’ll make them pay, they shall not get away with it”
“Enough playing, let’s kill them already”
“It’s been a while since we’ve had fun with humans...
they look like fallen”
“Looks like we must finish the job ourselves”
“These are the fools that Malomo is helping?
Disgusting.”

Four Goliathus Aziza also attack the PCs.
The Aziza when defeated disintegrate into a fine
ash, the whispers start again:

ENCOUNTER: DARU HUNTSMAN SPIDER +
GOLIATHUS AZIZA
Once the adventurers head to sleep for the night,
they will be visited by unwanted guests. If the party
decided to have a lookout, ask them to roll a DC15
Wisdom (Perception) check. PCs that pass the
perception check will notice a large shadow closing in on the site.
A Daru Huntsman Spider descends from the
surrounding canopy and attacks the party.
Malomo immediately senses the danger and will
wake the remaining PCs up if they are not already
awake. She is too weak to help them fight but offers a
PC 4 wraps of healing paste in the first round of combat.
Healing pastes are equivalent to Potion of Healing.

“How did they win?”
“You will pay for this, Fallen”
“You won’t get away with this”
“Disgusting creatures”

Four more Goliathus Aziza charge full force at
the PCs from the canopy above. If defeated, these
Aziza, like the ones before them, will turn into
ash. Silence falls. It seems that this was the last of
their troubles for the time being. Malomo, having
regained her strength, thanks the adventurer, her
condition was the result of magic after all—the creatures must have been following the party for a while.
After the fight, the PCs can finish their long rest.
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XP
Encounter 1:
Daru Huntsman Spider (CR 1) – 200 XP
+
Encounter 2:
4 Goliathus Aziza (CR ¼ each) – 200 XP
+
Encounter 3:
4 Goliathus Aziza (CR ¼ each) – 200 XP
= 600 XP
TREASURE
One of the Azizas drops a tiny beautifully crafted
wooden statuette of a Spirit Queen with two pairs of
horns and a long mask (Market value = 58 cowries gp)
COMBAT TIPS
• Players start in the hut
• Monsters come in three waves, after the defeat
of the previous wave

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Yoruba Drums from Benin, West Africa

THE CROSSROAD
The next day Malomo leads the party to a crossroad, this is as far as she can remember. She tells the
PCs that both paths will take them towards the city
but she does not know which one is faster.
Before the adventurers part ways with Malomo
she cautions them with the advice: The Daru is vast
and there is a lot of danger but also many beings
that mean well. She continues by telling the Adventurers to be respectful always to the Daru and its
inhabitants before she fading away. At this point
stands a modest looking altar with a headdress similar to Malomo’s.
If the PCs leave some kind of an offering, say a
prayer or tend to it they receive an advantage on
their next roll.
If they do anything negative like remove items
or destroy things then the person doing the action
becomes cursed until the next rest, they will be
cursed. For the next 24 hours, the cursed PC
becomes extremely dehydrated and vomits a rainbow coloured substance every time they are spoken to. After puking 5 times the cursed PC must roll
a DC 15 Constitution saving throw, which if failed
increases the exhaustion level by 1.
Once the goodbyes have been said the following
text can be read or paraphrased to present the options:
You study both paths at the crossroad. The first continues through the dense greenery. In the distance,
you are able to make out a group of tall palm oil
trees each with a large accumulation of bright red
fruits at the base of its leaves. The other path looks
a little less wild and appears to lead to a clearing in
the rainforest’s dense vegetation.
Ask the PCs in which direction they would like to go.
If the adventurers choose to go in the direction of
the clearing skip to ‘Swamp Clearing’ otherwise
continue to ‘The Bonu Amuen’.
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SPIDERS & AZIZAS

THE BONU AMUEN
At the intersection where they part ways with
Malomo, the PCs choose to follow the path that
leads to the palm oil trees.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

African Drums

It is only when you come face to face with the trees
that you notice how truly grand they are in stature. Each is easily around 60ft. Plotted between
these large trees are bushes growing deep purple
coloured berries. At the base of one of the trees are
two baskets with an assortment of fresh fruits and
vegetables as well as two palm wine calabashes.

TREES AND SHRUBS
A successful DC 10 Intelligence (Nature) check will
reveal that the purple coloured fruits are in fact poisonous. If any of the party members eat these fruits,
ask them to roll a DC 15 Constitution saving throw
if failed, they suffer 1d4 damage. The other fruits,
however, are safe to eat.
If the PCs decide to pick the fruits from the tree,
they will be required to pass an DC 15 Strength
(Athletics) check. If unsuccessful the PCs exhaust
their strength and fall resulting in 2d6 damage.
BASKETS AND ITEMS
In the basket PCs will find Kola nuts, Palm oil fruits,
Bananas and a fluorescent green paste wrapped in
banana tree leaves.
A DC 13 Intelligence (Arcana) check will tell
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the adventurers that the paste is a commonly used
medium strength healing paste. Using this will
restore 1d6 to its user.

ENCOUNTER: BONU AMUEN
After the PCs have spent some time exploring the area,
the adventurers will encounter some of the Daru’s
inhabitants who are less than happy to see them.
To trigger the encounter proceed with the following text:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

The Bonu Amuen are already angry at the adventurers. If their baskets have been tampered with, the PCs
must roll any Charisma check with a disadvantage.
If the PCs say anything that angers the Bonu
Amuen or fails any Charisma checks the rhythm
of the rattle intensifies and the pain increases. PCs
must roll a DC 13 saving Constitution throw each
time to avoid passing out. If all PCs fail skip to
Passing Out.
If it looks like combat could ensue, skip to Combat.
During this interaction PCs can learn the following:
• Tension between the local farmers and the Bonu
Amuen over the resources of the Daru
• The two Bonu Amuen believe that the PCs have
come to steal food from them

NOTE
All ability checks can be reattempted as long as at
least one PC is still conscious.

Drums of the World, Samba Drums

All of a sudden you hear the distinct sound of rattling, the muscles of your body stiffen to the point
of pain. You can no longer move any part of your
body from the neck down. A stern voice snarls from
behind “You fools dare to show your faces here
again!” two strong-looking Bonu Amuen stand
before you. They appear to be baboons with some
human characteristics. The one closest to the group
looks at you with an unwavering glare, his sword
raised at eye level. The other holds a gourd rattle
which he continues to shake softly as his companion
speaks. Both are well dressed, with simple braided
hairstyles. The creature with the sword snaps again
“Tell me why is it that you steal from us?”
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Each failed check will anger the Bonu Amuen even
more. This will result in them tightening the grip of the
freeze spell. All conscious PCs will need to roll a DC 13
Constitution saving throw. Once all PCs have failed
this ability check, proceed to the Passing Out result.

INTIMIDATION
A successful DC 20 Charisma (Intimidation) check
will be enough to intimidate the Bonu Amuen. They
will still be angry but will see the adventurers as too
much of a threat to fight. They resentfully surrender,
leaving the adventurers with their oil palm fruits.
PERSUASION
The PCs may be able to use a DC 20 Charisma (Persuasion) check to sway the Bonu Amuen. Depend-

ing on the nature of this exchange the Bonu Amuen
will take their belongings, but leave the group with
1d4 of their oil palm fruits.
Regardless of how the PCs’ interaction with the
Bonu Amuen unfolds, the Iledan Wardens will arrive
at the scene. See below for possible scenarios and
their results.
If all of the PCs pass out, continue with the
following text:

The constricting grip of the spell squeezes the last of
the oxygen from your lungs. As you fight for consciousness, you notice yourself feeling increasingly
faint. Your vision begins to blur and then eventually
fades to black.

To regain consciousness, ask the PCs to roll a DC
10 Constitution. As soon as the first PC is awake,
continue with the following text:

“Thando, look! They wake” a young lionblood
warrior with soft golden eyes and short blond
dreadlocks leans over you. Behind them appears
another lionblood warrior with longer dreadlocks
and piercing gold eyes. Their face is less friendly
than the first and appears unconcerned with your
well-being “Good, we have already lost too much
time, we must find a safe place to spend the night”.
In the background stand two well armed soldiers.

Continue to The Iledan Wardens.
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If the PCs are able to successfully resolve the situation with diplomacy, continue with the following text:

As the Bonu Amuen retreat, a group of well-dressed
people emerge through another gathering of shrubs
and onto your path. The head of the pack, a tall
Lionblood warrior with short blond dreadlocks and
soft golden eyes offers a warm smile and a brief
bow “Fallen! You are alive... Arika has kept you
safe. We praise her” after a short pause they continue “We are the Iledan Wardens, our duty is to
make sure you arrive home...to Iledan safely”

Continue to The Iledan Wardens.

THE BONU AMUEN

If the PCs are getting ready to fight the Bonu Amuen,
continue with the following text:
A voice interrupts the dispute “That is enough,
bush spirits. Back down” a tall and muscular lionblood warrior with a serious looking face and
bright blond dreadlocks paces towards the crowd.
Their striking gold eyes intensify her glare. Not too
far behind are 3 other companions one of which
is another lionblood warrior similar in appearance,
short golden dreadlocks but with a calmer demeanour. The Bonu Amuen reluctantly ease their stance
“What do you need with these thieves? They have
stolen from us” you feel the grip of the spell fade.
You are able once again to move “Can you not see
that they are newly Fallen? They are not thieves.” the
creatures eye you over “Friends, I ask that you leave
us, we must bring them back safely to Iledan’’ the
creatures grunt begrudgingly amongst themselves

“Very well” with that the two creatures gather their
belongings and disappear into a nearby bush. The
warrior eyes you over coldly “Hmm, the ancestors
have helped them it seems...good, we have already
lost too much time”

XP
Given the hostile disposition of the Bonu Amuen, it
is very hard to reason with these spirits. If the PCs
succeed in finding a way to peacefully resolve the
encounter without being saved by the Wardens
award them with 900 XP.
COMBAT TIPS
Each cliff in this map is around 10 feet high. The hill
to the west of the map is 20 feet high in total.
The steam is extremely fast and crossing it requires
a 12 DC Strength (Athletics) to avoid falling prone
and losing the rest of the movement.
Continue to The Iledan Wardens.

She asks the party for their names, listening intently
as each person speaks. After everyone has introduced themselves she welcomes them to Wagadu
and apologises for the danger that they must have
already faced so far.
She explains that the group are here by foot and
will be making a long journey back to Iledan with
their protection.
If for any reason the PCs do not want to follow
the Wardens. Thando will exclaim that the Daru
is not safe and that the party will surely be killed,
she has no patience for fools who want to die. A
much calmer Anele interrupts her sister and gently explains to the adventurers that they mean no
harm—they would be free to go if they please but
she agrees with her sister that they will unfortunately
not survive. She asks them to please join them with
the idea that they could at least, rest and recover
before leaving again.
The sun begins to set and the group need to find
shelter for the night, Folake had previously spotted
a good place to rest for the night, to proceed with
the adventure, read or paraphrase the following:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Tropical Night, Frogs and Crickets

THE ILEDAN WARDENS
The seemingly friendlier of the two introduces herself as Anele, head of the Shrine Wardens. She then
proceeds to introduce the rest of the group:
• Thando, her sister and head of the Land Wardens
• Yoofi (Yoh-oh-fee), a stocky and clumsy looking
ironmaster warden
• Folake (Foh-lah-keh), an elegant looking shrine
warden (Paladin) of the Emere lineage
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Dusk settles over the Daru. The atmospheric sound
of crickets, owls and other nocturnal animals can
be heard. “It was around here” Folake surveys the
area briefly and then points to a path leading to a
substantially sized pit “I saw a cave there once. We
can take shelter there”
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Ask the PCs to determine the order that they will
descend in and then continue with the following:
The path into the pit is moist, making its surface slippery but you are able to descend without any major
problems due to its gentle slope. As you near the bottom Folake turns to address the group “We must be
careful here, I cannot be sure of what dwells below.”

The GM will need a DC 12 passive Wisdom (Perception) check to see if the adventurer at the front of
the group gets bitten by a snake.
If passed, the PC spots the snake and manages to
avoid it. If failed, the snake lunges at the PC catching them by the ankle with its fangs. Read or paraphrase the following text:

Your next step provokes a nearby snake. It launches
itself aggressively in your direction, sinking its fangs
into your leg, the pain is excruciating.

The snake’s bite is poisonous so the PC will need to
roll a DC 11 Constitution saving throw. On a failed
save, the PC takes 1d6 damage and becomes poisoned. On a successful save, the PC suffers only half
of the damage and resists the poison. The affected
PC has bouts of puking and diarrhoea until the next
short or long rest.
After being bitten, allow the victim or anyone next
to them to roll a DC 10 Dexterity check to step on it
or an AC 13 Melee attack to hit the small reptile. If
any of these rolls succeed, the reptile coils itself up
tightly and poofs into thin air leaving behind two
snake fangs and 50 kissi pennies (sp).
The adventurers have finally reached the bottom
of the pit. Read or paraphrase the following text to
move onto the next part of the adventure:
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At the lowest point of the pit you find the entrance of
a cave. The musty smell of earth dominates the air.
Two paths lie on either side of the cave’s entrance.
“We must check the surrounding area”
Thando announces that the party will split into two
groups to survey the area for any immediate threats,
Anele nods in agreement in the background. As
usual Thando does most of the delegation barking
orders to the two juniors who seem in utter awe of
the pair.
It’s intriguing to see the powerful synergy between
the two siblings as well as the great respect from
their juniors.
“Anele. Folake. Come with me, this way” Thando
points to one of the paths alongside the cave “Yoofi,
you take the other path with the Fallen” Yoofi salutes
the order and hops over to join your party.
“When you have checked that the path is clear
and that there are no monsters , we will meet back
here at the entrance. Does everyone understand?”
there is no time to respond “Good” Thando concludes.

XP
Daru Python (CR 1) – 200XP
COMBAT TIPS
The monsters come into the cave, pass through section C and zigzag their way up the path towards F
where the camp has been set up.
The ceiling of the cave stands at around 40 feet.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK (for encounters)

African Tribal Music

TREASURE
A – The encounter with Daru Python happens here
B – Karra, the totem
C – Entrance
D – This area of the cave has collapsed, blocking
the entrance to this part of the cave. A particularly
strong spell or attack might be able to reopen the
entrance. All ability checks related to this action will
have DC 20. If the PCs pass the ability check the spell
does not reopen the passage completely, the rubble
is too dense. It does, however, uncover a compartment in the rock which holds a dust covered pouch.
E – The inside of the cave is stunning, the rock
deposits are grand, carved into Daa’ima-like statues. Men and Women with large moth wings and
whimsical poses. A couple of smooth modestly sized
huts made of rock take up the edges of this section.
They are in very good condition but still maintain a
fair amount of cosmetic damage. For the time being
there doesn’t appear to be any immediate threat.
F – Huts

GAAR’LUU CAVES

Thando picks a side and beckons their group to join
“See you soon”.
ENCOUNTER: DARU PYTHON
The path along the outside of the cave is packed with
dense undergrowth. An adorable mouse scurries its
way through the vegetation, stopping for a moment
in front of the group to clean itself. Ask the PCs to perform a DC 13 Wisdom(Perception) Check if passed,
they spot the sequential rustle of shrubs heading
towards both the PCs and the mouse, a Daru Python.
Combat ensues, roll for initiative. If the Python acts
first they get the mouse, if any PC attacks it before,
the Python turns its attention from the mouse to the
PCs. The mouse is able to flee.
As soon as Yoofi catches a glance of the snake
he flees as far as he can, squealing as he does so.
Looks like the adventurers are on their own.
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TREASURE
Among the ruins of the cave dwellings a clay pot
full of money somehow survived almost unscathed
(210 Cowries gp, 700 Kissi Pennies sp and 117 Salt
Blocks cp), below the money lies a polished copper
mirror decorated with stylised Daa’ima and stars
(Market value = 150 cowries gp). Nearby a smooth
stone box contains two potions, one is worthless as
it has expired, it’s a tasteless brown liquid. The other
is a Potion of Animal Friendship.
A DC 15 Intelligence (Arcana) reveals that these
items were concealed by an ancient illusion spell
that must have only recently faltered.
Once the creature has been defeated, the PCs find
Yoofi cowering behind a gathering of ferns nearby.
He’s clearly ashamed by his display of cowardice
but explains that he has a phobia of snakes, he
wasn’t going to abandon the PCs ‘of course’ he was
just trying to figure out how he could find backup.
He begs them not to tell the others.
The adventurers find the others waiting at the
entrance of the cave, they did not find anything
suspicious on their side. As the adventurers head
into the cave they are confronted by an unexpected
inhabitant. Read or paraphrase the text below as
the adventurers make their way into the cave:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Prayer for the Forest

A glance inside reveals cave columns of various
shapes and sizes. Large deposits of rock stack up
towards the cave’s high ceiling. All a marvel to
behold.
“Who is there? Show yourself!” The voice is
demanding and authoritative.
Mounted not too far from the entrance is a tall,
badly worn stone totem. Carved on its surface is a
geometric face along with some illegible inscrip-
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tions. The parts that are visible are written in an
unfamiliar language. The totem gives off a sad looking glow, there are no offerings set before it.
Anele studies the totem for a moment “That is
strange...I know not of this spirit nor what offering
we should make.”
“Sometimes a snake grows so long that it no longer recognises the sight of its own tail” with each
word the floor trembles slightly “You know me not
for you have abandoned me.”

The spirit introduces herself as Karra, she was once
the guardian of a civilisation that inhabited the
cave. For unknown reasons, the majority of the cave
collapsed, killing many of its citizens. The survivors
sought refuge in other lands, leaving Karra behind.
Karra blames herself for the incident, spending most
of her time flickering between denial and self-pity
over her lost sense of purpose.

CAVEGAAR’LUU
Karra warns the adventurers that there may be a
couple of creatures still lurking in the cave. Having
been forgotten for so long Karra’s powers are very
limited and she is only able to protect the small area
behind her. Is unable to help beyond this.
She explains that they will need to clear any monsters that are already in the cave.
Yoofi begins to shuffle anxiously “Monsters?
Maybe it is better that we take shelter out here
instead”
Anele interjects “No. Tonight, we must take shelter in the cave. I was warned of torrential rains by
our witch doctor. We cannot stay outside” Thando
snaps at Yoofi “Do not be such a coward Yoofi”
If the adventurers are kind, Karra is more than
happy to “prove her worth” so to say. She offers
to protect the party from external intrusion for the
evening in exchange for an offering.

If there is a Daa’ima in the party Karra will automatically help the party since this lineage is the same as
the one she had protected in the past .
If the party does not have any offerings to make
they can perform a DC 15 Intelligence(Religion)
check which will allow them to say a libation that
pleases Karra. If failed, Karra isn’t strong enough to
stop the party from staying in the cave but they will
not have Karra’s blessing or protection.
As the group begins to set up camp for the night
Folake notices that the group’s supply of food is
extremely low. Yoofi’s expression changes instantly,
once again an expression of shame and discomfort
washes over his face. It appears that he had been
eating more than his fair share of the rations. Everyone seems annoyed with the exception of Anele
who seems to find the ordeal a little amusing. They
decide to regroup once more and head out to find
some food for the evening.

The adventurers are asked to stay in the cave, they
won’t be too long.
ENCOUNTER: NGLOKO
Quite some time has passed since the Wardens left
the cave in search of food. Just as the PCs begin to
relax a dark red smoke floods the room, producing
two Ngloko as it eventually clears. One on either
side of the party. The creatures are huge sinister
looking creatures with faces that bear some resemblance to a hyena. Both have their sharp-looking
fangs bared, their mouths seething with an infinite
flow of saliva.
The beasts emit a continuous, deep-pitched growl
as they close in on adventurers.
DEVELOPMENTS
As each creature is defeated they show a submissive pose before dissolving into a dust.
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XP
2 Ngloko (CR 1 each) – 400 XP
Some more time passes before the Wardens return
with a replenished stock of foods from the rainforest. Anele and Folake start a small fire which
everyone gathers around. Yoofi, now seemingly in
his element, uses the ingredients to put together a
makeshift palm nut soup. It’s much different from the
original recipe but tastes amazing.
Thando turns to the adventurers, the Wardens
have been told that the adventurers know how
to hold their ground and would like to see it for
themselves. They propose a sparring match. Everyone looks at the adventurers in anticipation of a
response. Thando guarantees the adventurers that
no harm will come of them, it is simply a test of skill.
If the adventurers refuse Thando takes 50 Cowry
shells (gp), holds it up for a moment and then lays it
gently on the ground and asks if it will suffice. Two
cowry shells will be the highest offer. If they refuse,
Thando will scoff—the adventurers have lost their
curiosity and their respect, if that were any to have
lost to begin with.
ENCOUNTER: WARDEN TRAINEES
If the adventurers agree Thando is pleased, they
nod in the direction of the two trainees and then
to their sibling’s direction. Anele reciprocates with
a nod. Anele and Folake use a white pigmented
paste to draw a large circle followed by a number
of detailed symbols. The preparation of this alone
takes about an hour to set up. With hands laid over
the finished pattern the two begin to incant. As they
do so, the lines start to glow a bright orange colour.
Each adventurer is handed a small wooden carving. As soon as each PC makes contact with the
item, they too are covered in a bright orange film
of light. A strange pulsing sensation moves over the
bodies of each adventurer.
Anele explains to them that as long as they are
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in the designated area of the circle and have possession of their carvings, that they cannot lose their
lives. The magic protects all vital organs, whenever
a holder of the statue hits 0HP, the statue shatters,
healing them to full HP and disqualifying them
with a loud wail. Any pain from combat however
can and will be felt. Two more of these items are
handed out- One to Folake, the other to Yoofi who’s
face is now riddled with fear. Folake, who is more
enthusiastic about the opportunity to spar, tells her
comrade to pull himself together.

more exhausted. Turns out the feeling of vigor was
only an effect of the charm. It’s time to call it a night.
XP
Adventurers will earn 200 XP for each match won
and half of that for every lost match (100XP)
The event-filled day has taken its toll on the
adventurers. At this point they are far too exhausted
to do anything other than sleep. Guard shifts will
not be a possibility.
Once the PCs sleep for the night continue to Journey to Iledan.

PARTY WAS NOT PROTECTED
If Karra does not end up protecting the party use
1d4 and the table below to determine what the
adventurers wake up to.

ROLL

RESULT
The adventurers must have been
exhausted, a DC 17 roll Wisdom
(Perception) with disadvantage: If they all
fail then tiny masked thieving spirits steal

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

1

Okele Ladji Ladji

20 cowries to each player and substitute
them with worthless dry nuts. If at least
one player succeeds, they wake up,
startling the spirits, making them squeal
and vanish into purple smoke before they
are able to steal anything.

“So, Fallen, whom will you fight first?” she smirks.
2

Two sparring fights ensue, the PCs can pick who to
face first:

JOURNEY TO ILEDAN
Party VS Folake (CR 1)
Party VS Yoofi (CR 1)

DEVELOPMENTS
If the adventurers lose their first sparring match
they will not have to face the second PC—but can
choose to do so if they would like. No matter how
many matches they get through or whether they win
or lose Thando and Anele are impressed that the
adventurers were even able to stand their ground.
As soon as all of the matches are over the orange
film will dissolve and the adventurers will feel even

have eaten all of the food supplies
Adventurers wake up covered in bat
droppings
The adventurers were lucky and man-

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Whenever someone reaches 0 hit points, they are
knocked out of combat. However the sparring
spell heals them after a minute. Magical healing is
allowed during combat.

3

Wild inhabitants of the Daru appear to

Overgrown Ruins

The party awakens the next morning. Depending on
whether or not the PCs had Karra’s protection one
of the following scenarios will play out:
PARTY WAS PROTECTED
If Karra ends up protecting the party they wake
up to a selection of items retrieved from intruders
during the night.
Use treasure table to determine what they receive

4

aged to make it through the night with no
incidents

Depending on whether or not the PCs have rationings they put together a simple breakfast for
themselves and continue their journey to Iledan.
ENCOUNTER: DARU LIZARDS
On the last leg of the journey to Iledan the adventurers are ambushed by two Daru Lizards. A DC 13
Wisdom (Perception) check allows the PCs to spot
them camouflaged on nearby trees.
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DEVELOPMENTS
Once the lizards have lost half of their hit points,
they attempt to flee, this will lead to a brief chase.
Passing a DC 18 Strength (Athletics) will enable the
PC to catch up with them. At this point, with a successful DC 20 Wisdom(Animal Handling) check,
the lizards can be tamed and ridden. PCs will gain
XP for this interaction. If this check fails the lizard
swings its body around, hitting the PC with its large
tail. This action opens a small window, which allows
it to escape the group.
If the PCs choose to kill the creatures, two, bright
yellow lizard eyes open in the empty space above
the dead creatures. The eyes inspect the scene,
moving from the carcasses of the lizards, to the PCs.
The spirit curses the party. A wave of neon green
light sweeps over their bodies and they immediately
develop patches of scaly reptile skin. On a failed
DC 13 Constitution Save, the affected will suffer
from a curse that causes their skin to shed, the newly
exposed skin beneath will bleed until the following
morning. This curse also makes anyone affected
immune to all forms of magic healing.
XP
2 Daru Lizards (CR ¼ each) – 100 XP
TREASURE
If the PCs let the Daru Lizards go (or tames them), a
tall, lanky naked man with a bright green lizard mask
and glowing yellow eyes appears and quietly offers
a reward of two large lizard skins (Market value
– 10 cowries gp each), a Daru Lizard skull (market value – 5 cowries gp) and a Potion of Healing.

SWAMP CLEARING
At the intersection where they parted ways with
Malomo, the PCs chose to follow the path that leads
to the clearing.
ENCOUNTER: DYOBIRUNNERS
As the adventurers make their way along the path
they run into 3 Dyobi-Runners (CR ¼ each) they
were initially minding their business but saw the
adventurers as an opportunity to cause trouble.
They tell the adventurers that they are not welcome
in the Daru and taunt them as they walk past. If the
PCs choose not to initiate combat, the Dyobi-Runners will attack the PCs as soon as their backs are
turned.
DEVELOPMENTS
The Dyobis will attempt to flee once their hit points
reach 10%. Adventurers can choose to let them flee
or finish them off.
XP
3 Dyobi-Runners (CR ¼ each) – 150 XP
TREASURE
The Dyobis must have stolen from a traveller or merchant: the sturdy goatskin bag contains 978 Kissi
Pennies and a brass key (worth 1 cowry gp)
As the PCs eventually arrive at the destination
read or paraphrase the following text to continue:

likely filled with palm wine. Not far from that lies
a large abandoned boat. The river has what could
only be described as a layer of glittery blue slime
on its surface.

OFFERINGS
PCs can never go wrong when they make offerings
to the spirits and ancestors of the Daru. A successful
DC 10 Intelligence (Religion) check will inform PCs
that they should not meddle with offerings, and that
it is wise to give small offerings of their own
If the PCs consume, move or take any of the
objects left for offering this will result in a temporary
curse, the offending adventurer receives the thief’s
curse. Until the next short or long rest their skin turns
a grey/ashy colour and the stench of death follows
this PC around. In addition to this the limbs of the
adventurer stiffen, temporarily halving their speed
and also giving them disadvantage on attack rolls.
Making an offering adds advantage to the next
roll of the first person or people who decided to
make the offering. If any of the PCs make an impressive enough offering or say a convincing prayer this
will require a DC 20 Intelligence (Religion) check, if
passed a mysterious voice thanks them. A Mvudi (a
peaceful spirit of the Lingwala family) with checkered skin and a long skull reveals itself and offers to
take them downstream in the direction where they
need to go.

Rainforest Sounds

XP
Adventurers are always rewarded for actions that
appease the spirits. The party will receive 200XP
for passing the religion check.

After a few kilometers of walking you finally reach
a small swamp clearing with banks overlooking a
river. A small offering composed of kola nuts, berries, combs of honey and small calabashes most

RIVER
The river seems to flow in the direction of Iledan.
A successful DC 10 Intelligence (Arcana) will reveal
that the river’s mysterious appearance is the result of
spirit magic. Contact with the water is not dangerous.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Continue to ‘Part 2: Welcome to Iledan’.
The journey to Iledan continues for another day
after the night spent in the cave.
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DUGOUT CANOE
The adventurers find an abandoned dugout canoe
pulled up on the bank of the river near the altar/
shrine. They are familiar with this kind of boat. It is
typically used by fishers of most villages. This particular boat does not appear to have been used in
a long time, it’s fairly worn out and has a small 1ft
hole in its base. A DC 10 Wisdom(Survival) check
will see PCs fix the boat using a unique fast drying
clay from the bank. Alternatively, a DC 13 Dexterity
(Tinker’s tools) allows the PCs to repair the boat.
The boat contains a basket with some old clothes,
a couple of stale kola nuts, an empty calabash and
some rusted machetes. Nothing more.

RIVER CROCODILES A) OFFERINGS

USING THE CANOE
ENCOUNTER: CROCODILES
4 Crocodiles (CR ½) wait patiently by the canoe. It
appears that the sound of prey has attracted them.
As soon as any of the adventurers interact with the
boat the crocodiles attack. One on either side of
the boat.

COMBAT TIPS
• Crocs try to stay as close as possible to the water
during this encounter
• If they grapple with any of the PCs, they will
attempt to drag them into the water
• Once below 20% HP, the crocodiles will individually start fleeing

XP
4 Crocodiles (CR ½ each) – 400 XP (Obtained if
the crocodiles are vanquished or routed)

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

TREASURE
If left to flee, a blue, ghostly crocodile Spirit rewards
the PCs with two crocodile skins (Market Value:
5 Cowries gp each) wrapped around 500 Kissi
Pennies sp.

If the PCs are end up utilising the boat ask them
about the following:
• Who will steer the boat—Someone with reasonable strength and Dexterity would be the best
for this.
• Pick a PC who will act as a lookout during the
boat ride
• Seating order on the boat

Rhythm of the Dundun

If the adventurers are assisted by the Mvudi spirit,
they will not need to worry about choosing someone to steer the boat.
When you are read to begin the event read the
following text:
Once everyone is aboard the boat, you all set off,
following the flow of the river. Perched on some of
some of the banks are large vicious looking creatures with long legs and crocodile-like traits either
alone or in pairs. The creatures appear to be resting, although some flinch as the boat passes. Once
in a while humanoid spirits with oily black-blueish
skin hover momentarily above the surface of the
river. From a distance they watch you. Following
you with their blank gaze before fading away.
At some point the PCs see the Gbahalis eating the
carcass of smaller animals.
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CONDITIONAL ENCOUNTER: GBAHALI
The party should not get too close to the banks, otherwise they might find themselves prey for the Gbahali. If for whatever reason the boat does end up
too close to the banks. This will trigger an encounter
with 3 Gbahali (CR ½ each) As soon as they catch
sight of the adventurers they attack.

have fed into a rapid. It snatches the canoe, pulling
it down a steep decline. Occasionally, a small cascade causes the boat to bob and rock violently as
it struggles to keep itself upright against the turbulence of the rapid. Water hits the hull of the canoe
full throttle, filling the seating area as it washes over.

DEVELOPMENTS
When a Gbahali is defeated it falls to the ground
and dissolves into a thick, bubbling foam.
As the current group of Gbahalis fall they spot a
larger group of Gbahalis in the distance, they haven’t spotted the party yet. Now would be a good
time to get back into the canoe.

MVUDI
A Mvudi will be skilled enough to avoid the obstacles without any issues

XP
3 Gbahali (CR ½ each) – 300 XP
COMBAT TIPS
For good accuracy, it is recommended that a boat is
printed and moved rightwards a few squares every
round.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

SELFGUIDED BOAT
Ask the party to roll a DC 18 Wisdom (Perception)
check. If passed, they are able to make out a gathering of rocks protruding from the whitewater not
too far ahead. As a result, the person navigating the
canoe will gain advantage when trying to navigate
around the next obstacle.
In the next section the adventurers will need to
successfully pass 3 athletics checks to be able to
navigate their way through the obstacles ahead. If
the navigator fails 3 times before this then the boat
will capsize, throwing the adventurers into the river.
Ask the canoe’s navigator to roll a DC 15 Strength
(Athletics) check:

PROWLING GBAHALIS A) GHAHALIS ON THE SWAMP BANKS

The Bata Repertoire for Shango in Sakété

As the adventurers continue their journey read the
following text:

The navigator uses all their strength to

PASS

steer the boat clear from the first rock
but the change in steering sends the
canoe out of control again.
The canoe narrowly avoids crashing

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Sound of Raging River

FAIL

into the rock but the tip gets caught and
swings the boat around.

As you make your way down the river, you notice
a gradual shift in its gradient and the subsequent
speeding up of your boat. The river appears to
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In both situations, the person steering will need to
regain control of the boat once more, ask the navigator once more to roll a DC 15 Strength (Athletics)
check:

The navigator struggles once more to keep the
canoe under control. Roll another DC 15 Strength
(Athletics) check:

The navigator is able, once again, to
The navigator is able to retain some

PASS

FAIL

form of control over the canoe and it

PASS

regain control of the canoe. If this is
the final pass, the adventurers end up

moves more steadily across.

floating to safety.

The navigator is unable to regain com-

The navigator is unable to gain con-

plete control over the canoe. Disadvan-

trol of the canoe. If this is the final fail

tage on the next check.

FAIL

the canoe is pulled towards a large
cascade which ends up destroying the
boat, the adventurers are toppled from
the boat.

Once again another rock, ask the navigator to roll
another DC 15 Strength (Athletics) check:

The navigator is able to steer the canoe

PASS

The canoe drifts towards a much larger cascade.
This will require a DC 18 Strength (Athletics) check.

around the rock, if this is the third
success the adventurers are able to drift

The sun begins to set, as night draws closer.

on safely.
The navigator is unable to steer clear of
the rock and the canoe crashes into the

FAIL

The navigator is able to push the canoe
far enough out of the way to avoid

PASS

the worst of the cascade. The canoe is
thrown around but everyone comes out

rock. If this is the third failure, the canoe

safe.

crashes into the rock and is destroyed.
The adventurers are swept away by the
current.

The navigator is unable to avoid the

FAIL

cascade. The canoe gets sucked into
the thick of it and is destroyed on a rock
below. The adventurers are

XP
The adventurers earn 50XP for each successful
check the resulting score is divided amongst the
party.
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PASSED
If the adventurers manage to successfully pass the
three checks at the rapids, the boat eventually ends
up floating into a calmer part of the river. This feeds
into an even narrower inlet.
FAILED
If the adventurers end up with three failed checks
at the rapids, their bodies are flushed away by the
rapids and end up floating in a calmer part of the
river. The whole ordeal leaves each party member with level 1exhaustion. To wake up, the group
would need a DC 13 Constitution saving throw. Ask
PCs to keep rolling until at least one PC succeeds,
they are then able to wake the others up.
When the PCs are ready to explore, continue with
the following text:

Before you stands a small, shabby looking dock,
filled with boats similar to your canoe. Baskets, hats,
calabashes, giant nets and other personal belongings lie scattered along the dock’s banks. A lone
Emere man, bare from the waist up sits on the edge
of one of the dock’s wooden platforms. His expression is vacant as though in deep thought. He smokes
tobacco from a simple clay pipe, occasionally
reaching down beside him to take a swig of palm
wine from his calabash. The faint but unmistakable
glow of an open flame lies not too far behind him.
Any attempted interaction with the man will startle
him. He will initially go for his machete but will calm
down when he realises that the adventurers aren’t
monsters. He waves the PCs over to the platform
closest to them, heading over to the same point with
the intention of helping them out of the water.
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XP
2 Nukubo Cobia (CR 1 each) – 400 XP

NUKUBO COBIAS BY THE VILLAGE
MAP
A= Yomi sits here smoking his tobacco
B= Regardless of whether the PCs’ canoe capsizes
or not, they will start at this point
C= Nukubo Cobia will spawn at this point
COMBAT TIPS
The Nukubo Cobia are very narcissistic and will
most likely use the energy and/ or items of the
adventurers to make themselves more beautiful. This
Nukubo Cobia cannot stand the sight of the PCs and
will taunt them during battle saying things such as
“What hideous creatures!”, “I cannot stand the sight
of you”, “I will show you the only way you can be
as beautiful as me”. Making remarks about the PC’s
items or physical features and how they will make
the Nukubo Cobia better looking could also be said
i.e. “Those teeth of yours will make fine jewellery”
Words of flattery towards these vain Spirits could
actually lead to a peaceful resolution of the encounter.
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RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Rhythm of the Dundun Ensemble

ENCOUNTER: NUKUBO COBIA
As the PCs approach the docks to speak to the man
the water behind them rises, slowly forming the faint
outline of what appears to be humanoid looking
figures. The shapes eventually solidify, revealing
two Nukubo Cobia, the spirits that had been watching them earlier.
The man will spot them first behind the adventurers and call for them to watch out behind them. As
they turn around the two spirits lunge towards them.
DEVELOPMENTS
As each spirit is defeated it dissolves into a glittery
foam resembling the odd glow of the river.

TREASURE
The Spirits are covered in jewelry.If defeated in battle they will drop all of their silver, bead and ankle
bracelets, necklaces, piercings and earrings (Total
market value = 230 cowries gp). Additionally they
leave a wooden tablet behind with inscriptions that
act as a Identify scroll.
The man thanks the adventurers for their help and
introduces himself as Yomi (Yoh-mee) . Seeing that
the group appear a little tired he invites them to
come back with him to spend the night at his village.
It’s the least he could do as a thank you.
As the group make their way to the main part of
the village, Yomi explains that as of late the Daru
has been a pretty dangerous place to be and that
he should have known better than to venture out to
the docks alone given the current situation. If asked
about this situation, Yomi can’t say for sure but he
has heard rumours of a group of bandits; supposed
worshippers of Alantakun, God of thievery have
been stealing from the Daru’s shrines. He pauses for
a moment to savour his own information and shakes
his head. He doesn’t understand why people would
want to cause such disruption to others. He won’t
say it outright, but does not approve of this God or
its worshippers.
A few minutes later the group arrives at the main
part of the village. Read or paraphrase the text
below:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Tropical Nights, Frogs and Crickets

The village is humble in appearance but unapologetically lively. People gather at its center with
music and food to collectively end the day. Laughter, singing and general chit chat paired with the
potent scent of woodsmoke evoke a profound feeling of homeliness.
An elderly Emere woman wearing coral jewellery
tends to the generously sized yams and dika fruit as
well as a wide selection of delicious looking mushrooms which cook on the open flames of the fire.

DINNER
The adventurers share a communal meal with the
village. Everyone receives a generous portion of
food, served on banana leaves.
TOTEM
The village is protected by its own totem so there
will be no encounters within the village.
SLEEPING / ACCOMMODATION
The village has additional huts for passing travellers. The adventurers are allowed to sleep in one of
these for the night.
COMMUNITY’S CULTURE
Most villagers are Deep Emere, and they belong to
the Forest Children culture. Consequently they enjoy
the quiet of their isolation and even if they are not
unfriendly, they are somewhat detached and uninterested in what happens elsewhere. The towering
shrine covered in moss and flowers at the center of
the village is dedicated to Atti, god of inspiration
and solitude. Wild okapis wander the village freely
and people often sit under its large trees meditating.

The first thing you notice as you enter is a large
glowing stone totem positioned outside of one of
the village’s many shrines.
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RANDOM NONCOMBAT ENCOUNTERS
If you would like to add something interesting to
their stay. Roll 1d6 or select a scenario from the
table below.

If the PCs answer incorrectly the man
replies: “NO! It’s a coconut stupid!!!"
he giggles as he waddles off. If the PCs
guess any kind of animal the above
comment is followed by "What kind of

(4)
ROLL

1

RESULT

If the PCs guess correctly the man is

The adventurers spot spirit children

shocked: “You...you got it right...” the

playing around the backs of some of the

man bitterly hands over the 50 Salt

huts. But disappear if the adventurers go

Block (cp) and walks off with a grumble.

to where they are.
Drunk elderly man dances very badly
around the fire, he falls flat on his

2

monster are you?”

Yomi’s brother, a merchant gives the

5

face. Everyone laughs as he is swiftly

adventurers a block of healing paste
each and 1 Kissi Penny (sp) as thanks
for helping out

scooped up and dragged away by his
frustrated wife.

6

A large glowing dragonfly flies over the
village leaving a glistening trail behind it.

A group of young people are playing a
game called Yoté (Yoh-teh) a strategy
game which uses a wooden board and
clay balls. Having just collected 50 salt
blocks (cp) from her last opponent she

3

challenges the PCs to a game. PCs will
need to match or raise her bet to play—
ask them how much they would like to
bet. The participating PC will need to
pass a DC 13 Wisdom check to take
the winnings.
A mischievous looking old Bloom Emere
man approaches the PCs “ I have a

NEXT DAY
The next morning Yomi asks the PCs where they are
heading to. He offers to take them to Iledan. He has
some business there and is happy that he will be
able to take the faster but more dangerous route
with the company of such a strong party.

JOURNEY TO ILEDAN
The journey to Iledan takes about half a day to
complete.

riddle. Anyone who answers correctly
in one guess will get 50 salt blocks (cp)
from me!. Hehe, you’ll never guess it:

4
You drink my milk and eat my sweet
flesh. I am usually seen when brown but

ENCOUNTER: DARU BULLFROGS
On the last leg of the journey to Iledan the adventurers run into an encounter with two Daru Bullfrogs.
As the PCs walk on one of the paths, one of the two
creatures leaps out onto the path.

that isn’t the only colour I come in! What
am I?”
Answer: Coconut
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XP
2 Daru Bullfrogs (CR 1 each) – 400 XP

PART TWO

After the encounters, the adventurers will be on the
last leg of their journey to Iledan. Use the text below
to move onto the next part of the adventure:

As the PCs approach the gates they are met with a
very warm welcome. The guards on duty immediately recognise from the adventurers’ clothing that
they are Fallen.

A few hours pass before you find yourselves finally
approaching something in the distance. High, intricately decorated walls made of red clay tower
above the ground. Before it lies a deep moat of
great width, it appears to follow the city’s defensive wall right the way round. A man-made bridge
crosses from one side of the moat to the other, the
outer side of the moat is manned by two Wardens.
On the other side of the moat stands Iledan’s gates,
carvings in the likeness of various deities frame it.
Streams of people can be seen entering and exiting
the city.

ARRIVING WITH YOMI:
Yomi tells the guards jokingly that the party are
amazing bodyguards and would make a good
addition to the wardens.
ARRIVING WITH THE ILEDAN WARDENS:
If arriving with the Wardens, the guards at the gate
salute Thando and Anele.
One of the guards offers to take them to the Iledan’s city hall explaining that someone will be there
to welcome them and help them settle in the city.
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ENTERING ILEDAN
Once the adventurers have entered the city, introduce them to Iledan with the following text:

ILEDAN,
“CITY OF SACRED KNOWLEDGE”

ted and surrounded and they end up being helped
by guards either way.
If the party manages to escape the crowd and
decides to avoid city hall continue to ‘An Old
Friend’ otherwise continue to ‘A Call to Service’

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

POPULATION

Tropical City, sounds of harbour

6700 – 80% Emere, rest other lineages.

GOVERNMENT
An Emere Oba, currently Ade, rules over the town
with the help of a council of Ogboni.
The five Ogbonis represent different interests of
the town; they are the Ogboni of Magic & Knowledge, Ogboni of Guardianship, Ogboni of Law &
Justice, Ogboni of Merchants & Trade, Ogboni of
Healing & Counsel.

DEFENSE
the Ogboni of Guardianship leads the Wardens, a
sizable army that defends the city walls and secures
the surrounding Daru. Iledan’s totem is its most powerful magical defense and it even has some spirits at
its service.

COMMERCE
Iledan’s Ebu quarter is where its bustling harbor is
located. Iledan is on several important maritime
routes and it exports produce and goods from
inland villages and towns.
The current city is the 12th incarnation of a long
line of ancient, mostly Emere cities. Throughout its
history, Iledan’s people have belonged either to the
Mystical Tree or Lion Chiefs’ cultures. It has sometimes been called “Lufu ‘’ especially in cycles where
many Lionblood lived there.
Iledan is famous for its large port, massive walls
and for its magical learning.
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Iledan’s atmosphere pulses with a powerful otherworldly energy. People of all lineages and walks of
life gleefully interact with one another. Street musicians beat rhythmically on drums as the audience
sing the songs of their ancestors. Beautifully crafted
homes and Mbari-style shrines surrounded by luscious foliage and statues of all variations fill the city.
All built harmoniously into the natural architecture
of the rainforest. There are buildings situated on
all levels, some on trees, others on the ground. The
majority of the buildings have courtyards, inside
them stand altars with an abundance of offerings.

A CALL TO SERVICE
After a couple of minutes the PCs reach the city hall.
A large map of the city carved and then painted in
stone stands conveniently by the building’s entrance.
When the PCs enter the building read or paraphrase the following text:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

some of his locs.
He speaks, his voice booms, drawing the attention of everyone in the room “Welcome to Iledan,
friends. I am Toye (TOH-yeh), Ogboni of Guardianship” the beautifully crafted chain going from his
septum piercing to the cartilage of his ear jiggles
as he speaks. He gestures behind himself, towards
a tall and very attractive Emere woman with striking white tribal marks. She wears draped clothing
and various pieces of gold jewellery. Everything on
her person looks very expensive. Her long, white
braided hair is pulled into a beaded updo “and
this is Ite (Ee-Teh), Ogboni of Law and Justice” the
woman, previously occupied with a small ceremonial knife, nods gracefully at the mention of her
name “This must be a confusing experience for you.
But rest assured. We will guide you. After all, we
were all once Fallen”

PCs can ask questions about the city:

Walking Through the Camp
Every surviving Fallen is considered a blessing in
Iledan and now even more so Iledan has not had
any Fallen turn up in the city for a long time. For
this reason the adventurers naturally draw a lot of
attention amongst the locals as they pass through
the city. Hordes of people flock towards them with
warm greetings and blessings, many reaching out
to smear small amounts of clay onto their foreheads.
Some citizens tug at the clothes of the adventurers
whilst others simply watch.
The accompanying guard struggles to shield the
PCs from the masses of excited spectators.
If the party chooses to enter the city on their own
the crowd is overwhelming for them, they can use
a DC 15 Dexterity (Stealth) check to escape the
crowds. All PCs will need to pass this check in order
to escape otherwise the people that pass are spot-

The interior of the city hall is as green on the inside
as it is on the outside. The walls are coated in
healthy vines, which glow. Wooden statues depicting various deities as well as brass castings of past
Ogbonis are neatly arranged around the room. At
the front of the room stands a large altar and some
bookshelves. As you enter you are greeted by a tall
blocky warrior of Ironmaster lineage. The guard
that accompanied you into the hall briefly whispers
something in his ear, the Ironmaster man looks at
you wild mild surprise “Hmm...Is that so”
His golden eyes are striking against the deep
brown hue of his melanin rich skin. He has a full
head of lengthy dreadlocks, which are pulled back
into a loose bun. Small golden cuffs wrap around

DIDE/ BEING NEWLY FALLEN
The cyclical falling from the Upper Realms into
Wagadu is referred to in Iledan as Dide (Dee-deh).
The cause and reason for this is unknown. Newly
Fallen people give off a unique aura that is easy for
anyone in Wagadu to pick up on. Despite being a
reasonably large city, anyone who has just fallen
into Wagadu is easy to identify. Toye warns the PCs
that the attention that they get can be quite intense,
but it won’t last forever. Two weeks seems to be the
average. This aura cannot be hidden or altered by
the PCs.
TOTEM
Iledan is protected by their totem which stands at
the center of the city, this Totem is to be held with
the utmost respect as it believed that the reason why
the city has been able to flourish since its beginning.
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LAWS
Ite briefly explains that the city generally operates
on the love and respect for gods, spirits and citizens. Offences committed to any of these parties is
not tolerated.
Ite takes a small metal rod and uses it to strike the
metal of her knife in rhythm. She begins to recite Iledan’s laws in prose in harmony with her makeshift
instrument:

ILEDAN’S LAWS
Take heed of these laws, and fall not to degradation
For these words, left by our ancestors
Serve as our city’s strong foundation.
One that seeks to destroy or holy shrines or our
sacred city walls
Shall meet punishment with the heaviest of hands
Permanent banishment from this land.
Acts of malice against our Oba or the council
Will not be tolerated
Indefinite imprisonment is surely fated.
One who seeks to harm their neighbour, human or
animal, commits the worst of crimes
For this, indefinite imprisonment
The outside, they shall not see for the rest of their
time.
One who steals from their neighbour, steals also
from themselves
A fine and days of servitude, given in tens or sometimes twelves.

SLEEPING / ACCOMMODATION
Newly Fallen are offered accommodation for a
few nights, this is a common custom of most civilisations in Wagadu. There are also plenty of inns that
adventurers may rent a room at. In some cases inn
owners or other locals may offer accommodation in
exchange for labour or use of a special skill that a
PC might possess.
QUARTERS
The city is divided into quarters which all seem to
have evolved into places which fill unique purposes.
Below is a short summary of the quarters of Iledan:

QUARTERS OF ILEDAN
WARU (WAHROO)
Home of Iledan’s Oba, the city’s council of Ogbonis
and a place where many of the city’s ancient libraries and academic sites are.

IDAN (EEDAN)
Also known as the Alawo quarters. The place is the
home to the majority of Iledan’s practicing Alawos.
People hoping to become Alawos move to this
Quarter as devotees. This quarter is home to the
city’s largest and oldest temple.

ILU (EEL00)
The largest of Iledan’s quarters and home to many
of the city’s markets, taverns and coffee houses.
Naturally many merchants and other business
people, both established and aspiring set up their
homes and shops here.

EBU (EHBOO)
One that misuses the sacred magic of our ancestors—pure and performed with care
Will have great shame as well as a hefty fine to bear.
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The Ebu quarters is home to the majority of the
city’s Fishers. The architecture in this area is heavily
influenced by Ikaki structures due to its large Ikaki
demographic.

INTEGRATION
The adventurers are more than welcome to stay and
are encouraged to integrate themselves as best as
they can.
Now that the official business is covered, Toye has
a proposal. Read or paraphrase the following text:

Toye clears his throat “Fallen, I’m afraid you’ve come
at an interesting time in Iledan. We have a difficult
situation on our hands at the moment. Someone is
attacking our city’s Totem—Iledan’s collective lifeforce is being drained and we have no idea how
or why. We have already experienced a number
of attacks—which the Wardens have only just been
able to handle...many of our Wardens have been
injured. Our force is dwindling.” he smiles wearily,
you can see the worry in his face “I have been told
of your impressive skills in combat and ask that you
join the Iledan Wardens. I do not usually do this but
I can’t help but feel like perhaps you being here is
help from the Gods”

Below are details of the job:

ILEDAN WARDENS
As Wardens the adventurers will receive:
• 2 cowries (gp) per day
• Free communal accommodation in the city
• 10% discount on all combat related purchases
• The honour and respect of being a Warden

DUTIES
Simply to keep the city safe, adventurers will be
posted in various locations to patrol and make
sure that the area is safe from threats. Wardens will
occasionally be required to carry out special tasks
that are not a part of their day-to-day.

PROPOSAL ACCEPTED
If the proposal is accepted Toye is happy to welcome the PCs to the Wardens. He gives them each
a grey clay paste in a small carry bag. When
working, adventurers will be required to use the
facepaint. The standard pattern is to have a single
oval shape drawn around both eyes and then long
vertical lines which extend from the top and sides
of this oval.
The job officially starts the next day but Toye asks
the adventurers if they could complete an urgent
task for him today. A couple of days prior to the
adventurers’ arrival the Ebu Quarter experienced
an outbreak of monsters which the Wardens on
duty at the time were just about able to handle.
As a cautionary measure Iledan has arranged for
shrines to be reinforced with protective ornaments.
These ornaments will need to be collected from
Ohun-ija, Iledan’s most prominent Blacksmith
Shop and delivered to the Ebu Quarter as soon as
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possible. Signs of another outbreak are already
beginning to show themselves.
Once the PCs arrive at the Ebu Quarter with the
items, they are to ask for someone called Bakome
(Bah-koh-meh) . This person will take the items and
distribute them accordingly.
The Wardens are currently at full capacity trying
to ensure that every part of the city is well guarded
so completing this task would already be a huge
help. Toye even offers to pay them the day’s wages
if they can help. Continue to ‘ The Blacksmith’.
PROPOSAL DECLINED
If the proposal is declined by the adventurers, she
tells them that the offer is still on the table should
they change their minds.
Continue to ‘An Old Friend’.
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AN OLD FRIEND
As the adventurers wander the streets, Serwa, a
local blacksmith, recognises one or more PCs from
the party. By default Serwa will be a good friend
from the PC’s past, but if there is a more interesting
way to connect Serwa then the GM is free to do this
at their own discretion.
She will ask the following:
• When did you fall?
• How long have you been here?
• Who are your friends?
• Have you already met with Toye and Ite?
• Do you have somewhere to stay?
If the party tells Serwa about turning down the
offer from the Wardens she is very surprised that
the adventurers were even offered the position. She
goes on to tell them that such an offer is an honour
and that Wardens make a good living. Whilst saying no is not the choice she would have made, she
recognises that everyone is different.
Serwa, regardless of whether the adventurers have

accommodation or not, will insist that the adventurers stay with her until they are able to fend for themselves. Taverns can be expensive after all.
In exchange she can pay them a modest wage to
run errands for him:

HELPING SERWA
As Wardens the adventurers will receive:
• 5sp per person, per errand
• Free boarding at his home next to the
Blacksmith’s Shop
• 5% discount on all weapon related purchases

DUTIES
Vary but will usually be deliveries or retrieval of items

If the adventurers agree, their first errand will be
assigned to them today (Shown in Assist the Ebu).

VISITING THE BLACKSMITH’S SHOP
Ohun-ija resides in the merchant area of the Ilu
Quarter. As the party approach this section of the
city read or paraphrase the following text:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

African Market

The colourful streets of Iledan’s merchant area
are filled with life. The sweet smell of cooked food
floats through the air. Citizens weave in and out of
each other, most carrying baskets full of fresh foods
on their heads. The line of stalls, tents and carts
along the city’s path feels infinite. The variety of
wares available is as overwhelming as it is majestic. Everything from finely-crafted tribal masks to
decorative beads and uniquely patterned cloth are
displayed at the assortment of stalls. As you pass
the stalls, many of the stall owners try to catch your
attention. Some friendly, others more aggressive.
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ILU QUARTERNONCOMBAT ENCOUNTERS
The PCs can sell their items/trophies and buy items
from the Player’s Handbook plus a couple of common magic items at DM’s discretion.

As the adventurers walk through the crowds of people, they pass a particularly lively crowd dancing
to the music of a group of street performers. They form a circle and take turns to dance in the middle.
One of the people dancing in the circle catches calls out to the party “Friends! Come, come!”
The crowd follows the dancers line of vision to your group and begins to cheer in anticipation. They

ROLL

are slowly pushed to the centre of the circle. Group Performance check DC 13, at least half of the

RESULT

group will need to pass the check to be successful overall.
Street Alawo
Lots of people pretending to be Alawos are regularly found in Iledan the city, mainly in the merchant

1

2

PASS – The rhythm of the music takes over the bodies of the adventurers. They break into a traditional dance that sets the crowd off into a roar of cheer and applause. Every now and then people

area of the Ilu (Main City) Quarters. They often sell magic items at reduced prices. The only problem

from the crowd throw a harmless magic dust which glistens as it echoes the movement of your feet.

is you can never be sure of whether your purchase is a dupe or not until you’ve bought them.

Passersby stop to admire their skill. As a result they all feel a rush of confidence sweep over them.

A shabbily dressed person calls the adventurers over. This person has a special deal for them.

Each party member receives advantage on their next Charisma based check.

Roll for the price that the Alawo offers.

FAIL – Following an unsuccessful roll the crowd watches the PCs for a bit but then quickly loses

1. 3 Cowries (gp)

interest and begins to cheer on other dancers. This damages the self esteem of the PCs, each party

2. 5 Kissi Pennies (sp)

member receives disadvantage on their next charisma based check.

3. 50 Salt Blocks (cp)
4. 50 Cowries (gp)

As the adventurers manoeuvre their way through the crowd an elderly passerby intentionally knocks

Good roleplaying and a DC 13 Charisma (Persuasion) check can be used to haggle the price down

into one of the adventurers and falls dramatically to the ground, he yelps in pain holding his back and

(up to 30%) Check the Adventure appendix for Street Alawo Unreliable Items to roll exactly what the

hips—asking the adventurers to help him get back onto his feet.

current offer is.

An DC 20 Wisdom (Insight) check would reveal that the man is not being sincere.

With a DC 13 Wisdom (Insight) check adventurers will be able to discern that this person doesn’t

In the case where the adventurers choose to help the man back up a passive perception check would

really know what they're selling but you get the feeling that the item could be useful.
If the adventurers decide to buy or inspect an item a DC 18 Intelligence (Arcana) check will deter-

3

mine if the item seems off or not (Effect 1 and 2 count as good, whereas 3 and 4 are basically curses).

be required.
A passed passive DC 13 Wisdom (Perception) check will allow the adventurers to catch the man’s
accomplices trying to pickpocket the rest of the group.
An onlooking old merchant who had been a past victim thanks the PCs and rewards them with 10

Street Musicians

cowries (gp).
If the adventurers fail to catch the thieves in the act. Each PC in the party loses 10% of whatever

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

money they have, if they have any and the last item received by any member of the party.

Secular Praise Song, Wolof Music of Gambia
A beautiful person of any lineage smiles and waves at one of the PCs. The recipient of the flirtatious

2

There are usually many street musicians, Bards who spend their free time lightening the spirits of
Iledan’s citizens through music. These performances almost always attract large crowds of people,
many of whom dance and sing to the music.

4

gesture quickly notices the disapproving look of the person’s partner who tells them to move it along
quickly.
Genders and lineages of the people in this encounter can be mixed and matched as the GM pleases.

As the adventurers walk through the crowds of people, they pass a particularly lively crowd dancing
to the music of a group of street performers. They form a circle and take turns to dance in the middle.
One of the people dancing in the circle catches calls out to the party “Friends! Come, come!”
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Puppeteer asks for a moment to tell the adventurers a short story, his puppet : Pick a story from Appen-

5

dix X: Wagadu Folk Tales
At the end of each story, the puppet asks for a small donation to help.

6

7

One of the adventurers notices a large shadow following them in their peripheral vision. When they
turn around to look they find nothing there.

A happy stall owner has calls out to the fallen. He has made too much Akara (Bean cake) and is
happy to give them some. He will not accept any payment for the food, it’s his treat to the new Fallen.

PCs run into a shrine.Making an offering worth at least 10 cowries as recommended by the facepainted shrine attendant provides these results, roll 1d6 for shrine type.
1–2 Emere Gods shrine: PCs gain 2 temporary HP for 24h

8

3–4 Daru Spirits shrine: PCs can speak with animals till sunset.
5–6 Ancestral shrine, PCs have a brief vision of a useful piece of information for the story. Such as:
• A Spirit Child chained somewhere dark guarded by a quiet ancestor.
• A ghostly ancestor crawls into a woman’s skin and fills it in.
• A powerful Totem Spirit, slowly being weakened by an ancient ritual.

9

An Alawo devotee recognises the Fallen and gives them a blessing, it’s the first time she has met Fallen
since her own fall into Wagadu. All PCs gain advantage on attacks until the next long rest.

One of the adventurers accidentally knocks over a stall owner’s produce—she demands 10 Salt

10

Blocks (cp)as compensation for the damage. A successful DC 15 Charisma (Persuasion, Intimidation
or Deception) check might be able get the PCs out of this situation—she will just wave them away.

11

One of the adventurers steps into a huge pile of animal dung

The Blacksmith’s shop is one of the first shops after all of the stalls.
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OHUNIJA  BLACKSMITH’S SHOP
(Oh-hoon-ee-jah)
Ohun-ija is a Blacksmith’s shop run by Serwa
(Sair-wah)—a cheerful Ironmaster blacksmith. PCs
can return to Ohun-ija to buy new weapons and
armour, repair and upgrade their current weapons
and armour or buy decorative items.
As the PCs enter the shop for the first time read or
paraphrase the following:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Medieval Blacksmith Sounds

The hustle and bustle of the market is finally behind
you, the noise slowly dies down. You stand before
a modest looking building, surrounded with fetishes
of various styles and sizes. Large bronze warrior
statues occupy either side of the building’s door. The
sign reads ‘Ohun-ija’.
As you enter the Blacksmith’s shop the combined
smell of hot coal smoke and sulfur overwhelms the
room. A strong metallic taste lingers in your mouth
and the back of your throat.
Just like outside, the interior is filled with an abundance of fetishes, each with its own unique form.
Masks as well as bronze plaques depicting deities
adorn the walls.

If the PCs are meeting Serwa for the first time the
following may be read in addition:
Behind a counter stands a tall, thickset Ironmaster
woman with copper hair. She wears a chain made
from sizeable, eccentrically carved copper orbs.
You can’t help but wonder how they don’t burn her
oily skin. Her waist cloth is dirtied and stained with
sweat.
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The woman smiles “Friends! Please, come in” her
voice is full-bodied and engaging “How can I
help?.”
The request for shrine items was requested by Toye
some days ago. Serwa has been working on these
with her apprentices but still has a few more things
to finish.
Adventurers have the opportunity to learn the following:
• In her life in the Upper Realms, Serwa was one
of a few specially selected apprentices given the
opportunity to learn under her city’s Golden Mastersmiths. When she fell into Wagadu, she was
one of the few to remember the tricks of trade.
• Ohun-ija is one of the most well known Blacksmith’s Shops in Iledan.
• Serwa is always looking for more apprentices,
to pass the trade onto.
• Serwa developed a special method of smelting
her metals with magic in order to be able to produce items faster. Making items takes a couple
of hours as opposed to days. She doesn’t teach
this skill to her apprentices, since she fears that
they will lose sight of the sanctity of the practice.
Check that the PCs have selected weapons appropriate for their class.
You follow Serwa through a door behind the counter
and into a large open space behind the shop. In
the middle of the space stands a large gazebo-like
structure. Setup underneath this structure is a forge
for heating the metals and a hand-carved stone
workstation for metal shaping. Two Ironmaster
workers dart from corner to corner giving off a sense
of efficiency as they prepare the working area.
Serwa introduces her two apprentices:
Adofo (Ah-doh-foh) – He/Him

Kukua (Koo-koo-ah) – She/Her

ASSIST THE EBU

Both are Ironmasters with golden hair, accessories
and eyes. They respectfully greet the adventurers.
When Serwa and her team begin with creating
the ornaments read or paraphrase the following
text:

The PCs set off to deliver the shrine items to the Ebu.
On their way, they see an emergency flare soar into
the sky from their destination. It whistles on its way
up and then bursts into a ring of orange smoke.
Wardens run past the adventurers in the same
direction as them. The party arrives at the smaller
marketplace of the Ebu Quarter and are met with
scenes of dismay.

Serwa approaches a large stone altar, her
apprentices follow behind her. The altar is cylindrical in shape and with a smooth top. On the sides
of the altar are seemingly hand-carved images of
both warden-like people and a deity in the likeness
of a spider. In unison, the three Ironmasters chant a
short invocation to their Gods. A long silence follows. Serwa takes a wooden calabash from his side
and each person takes a sip.
The three begin to chant once more, this time
with continuous flow. Each worker takes their place
at the forge. One works the bellow rhythmically
beating air into a furnace whilst the other heats the
metal. The readied metal glows a fluorescent red,
letting off sparks at every pound from Serwa’s rune
inscribed basalt hammer. The sounds overlap into
a deeply mesmerizing song. The process feels like
a sacred ritual. In this manner a few hours pass.
You hadn’t noticed. Serwa carves some inscriptions
for protection into the items and then finishes them
off with a coat of a pungent herb mixture which
she seals with additional heat. Her expression of
stern concentration turns into a hearty smile as she
proudly presents the final product to you.

Continue to ‘Assist the Ebu’.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Battle in th City

Hoards of terrified citizens scatter from the small
marketplace of the Ebu as you arrive.
A thick, ominous looking smog looms over the
sky, blocking the light over the city. The increased
strength of the wind is almost unbearable. It sweeps
through the quarter, muffling the screams and cries
for help.
Wardens make their way to the various parts of
the quarter, amongst them is Thando “Hey! We
need your help! Go to the Shipyard, we need support there!”

The adventurers are pointed in the direction of the
Ebu’s large shipyard, as they arrive read the following text:
The chaos continues at the Shipyard, more frantic
residents scramble for safety. Some knock into you
as you make your way through. Grappling with an
Am’rou is a tall Ikaki man of herculean build. Sand,
sweat and blood coat his blueish-brown skin and
black hair. The Am’rou, humanesque in appearance
and equally battered, matches its opponent in both
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physique and strength. Its scaly silver skin is also
covered in blood and dirt. Clasped tightly in the
hands of both fighters is a long trident, which the
two struggle for possession of.
After some time, the Ikaki man manages with a
swift kick to his opponent’s shin to gain advantage.
The Am’rou wrenches bitterly in pain. In that time
the Ikaki man uses the window to snatch the trident
and hurl it as far and as hard as he can into the sea.
The turbulent sea swallows it hastily in one go and
a large vortex begins to form, swallowing the boats
unlucky enough to be nearby.
The Am’rou jeers “You foolish mortal. You think
throwing my trident will save you?”

Eight Flying Tridents emerge from its center. The
Ikaki man spots you with your weapons drawn and
calls out to you “Friends, Quick! Destroy those tridents! This fight is mine”

ENCOUNTER: FLYING TRIDENTS
XP
8 Flying Tridents (CR ¼) each – 400XP
DEVELOPMENTS
The adventurers aren’t quite done yet, the encounter with the Ekine Hippo occurs immediately after.

ENCOUNTER: EKINE HIPPO
Trigger the encounter by reading or paraphrasing
the following text:

With the last trident defeated, the vortex shrinks a
little in size but then begins to ooze a thick foam. An
underwater explosion sets off a huge burst of water
into the air. A hippo with silver skin, long spiny fins
and large wooden headdresses emerges from the
center of the vortex. It charges up the slopes of the
loading docks and towards you, trampling anything
in its path, the ground trembling with each stomp.

A – Bakome fighting the Am’rou
B – The vortex where the flying tridents appear
C – The players start at this point

EKINE HIPPO IN THE HARBOUR

COMBAT TIP:
The PCs do not need to worry about Am’rou but if
the adventurers find a solution that deals with the
Am’rou (CR 2) as well then they receive an extra
200XP.

SUGGESTED SOUNDTR ACK

Rhythm of Dundun Ensemble from Adjarra

XP
1 Ekine Hippo (CR 3) – 700 XP
TREASURE
The Ekine hippo dropped an antique neklace (that
it wore as an ankle bracelet) made of rare painted
woods and inscribed in ancient spiritual marking of
the Ekine Family.
If the right buyer is found, it can fetch up to 350
cowries.
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DEVELOPMENTS
The Ikaki man also manages to defeat the Am’rou.
He introduces himself (Bakome) and thanks the
adventurers and invites them to spend the evening
at the Ebu Quarter to show his gratitude
Bakome is just about to thank the adventurers for
their help when a visibly distraught Asiman boy
approaches the group. Bakome appears to know
the boy and addresses him as Saikou.
The orphanage in the Fishers’ Harbour is under
attack. His mother, her assistant and the other children are in danger.
Something seems strange about the boy. He is
covered in bright green veins, most of which are
visible on his neck and cheeks.
THE EBU CHILDREN’S HOME
The party, led by Saikou and accompanied by
Bakome, ends up at a shabby looking orphanage
at the Fishers’ Harbour.
At the children’s home two Asiman women, a
green haired Water Asiman and the other an Earth
Asiman with sandy coloured skin and hair can be
seen blocking the entrance to the building. Opposite them are three entities wearing tall shrine-like
crowns made of wood. Their human-like upper
bodies are supported by large spiralled tails which
hold them high above the women. The three beings
are covered in scales, have
large fluorescent blue fish eyes and hair that
resembles seaweed.
The children, a mixture of curious and frightened
pile themselves at the window—all crying out for
help.
The sight of his mother and friends in danger
sends Saikou into a state of hysteria. He looks up at
you with tears in his eyes “Please help them! They
are all I have. They can’t die!”
He attempts to run closer to the action but is held
back by Bakome.
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Any attempt to console Saikou will require a DC
15 Charisma (Persuasion) check. If passed, Saikou
feels assured and manages to calm himself down
for the moment.
If failed, Saikou, feels doubtful of the adventurers
and as a result becomes more anxious.
ENCOUNTER: EKINE FISH
The Water Asiman woman spots the party and
begins to wave frantically at the adventurers as she
calls for help.
To trigger the encounter read the following text:
One of the monsters follows the young woman’s
line of vision eventually landing on your group. Its
gaze is cold and unsettling as it eyes you over “They
have brought more humans to kill us” glimpses of
its sharp teeth can be seen as it speaks. Another
turns to check out your group “Very well. We will
see who will die first.”
The three Ekine Fish charge towards the group.

Saikou, being a spirit, has the ability to use his powers offensively. However, under stress his actions
become erratic. His magic could either help or
handicap the adventurers, depending on how well
they are able to console him.
As soon as at least one of the Ekine Fish have
reached 50% of their hit points, trigger the event
with Saikou read out the following text:

If Saikou has a more positive disposition at this point,
runs close enough to your opponents and manages
to successfully perform the spell Burning Hands.
If Saikou has had any negative interactions with
the party, the PCs will notice his hands trembling
viciously. As he runs towards the enemy he becomes
frightened by the intimidating glare of one of the
Ekine Fish and he trips accidentally directing the
spell towards the adventurers. All PCs within a 15ft
cone of the Saikou must roll a DC 15 saving Dexterity throw. All who fail the saving throw will suffer
damage equivalent to 3d6. Those who pass the
saving throw are only dealt half of 3d6 damage.
If the interactions so far have been neither good
nor bad Bakome will manage to hold Saikou back
from interfering and he does not complete the spell.

A – Gerda and Zahrah are here protecting the
Entrance of the Children’s home
B – The Ekine Fish stand here
C – PCs enter the map from this direction

COMBAT TIPS
• When Saikou hits 0 hit points, he does not die.
Instead he falls unconscious.
• The beach on this map counts as difficult terrain.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Okele Ladji Ladji
Saikou grows increasingly restless watching the fight
unfold. Unable to stand by any longer, he breaks
free from Bakome’s protective grasp. “I can help,
let me help you!!” He holds his hands out, hands
outstretched with his thumbs meeting in the middle.
A film of fiery energy coats each of his small fingers.

DEVELOPMENTS
If the PCs are successful in their battle the Ekine Fish
dissolve into a foam. The sky is bright and clear
once again and the sea is calm

The success of the spell depends on Saikou’s former
interaction with the party.

XP
3 Ekine Fish (CR 1 each) – 600 XP
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EKINE FISH ATTACK
The area is finally safe, many of the fishers’ boats
have been destroyed but everyone is lucky to still
be alive.
The land and shrine Wardens in the area scour
the area looking for and tending to the injured and
reassuring the shocked.
A visibly exhausted Thando commends all of the
fighters for their help in dealing with the situation
with a brave face.
The Water Asiman woman and Saikou run towards
each other, embracing as they meet in the center.
She introduces herself as Zahrah and the earth
Asiman woman as her sister Gerda (Gayr-dah).
TREASURE
The Ekine fish had two bags coated in glittering
scales, one containing 247 cowries and the other a
Whispering Fetish (view Appendix “Magic Items”).

INFORMATION ABOUT THE EBU
ORPHANAGE AND THE SPIRIT CHILDREN
• Most of the children at the orphanage have
been abandoned by their parents
• Non-Dwen Spirit children are relatively harmless but are still shunned and avoided by a lot
people in the city
• Most spirit children have magic abilities
• The orphanage was built by Bakome and some
of the other Ebu shortly after Zahrah showed up
in Iledan with her son Saikou.
• The citizens in the Ebu Quarter all contribute
financially to keep the place running
• Gerda joined the Ebu Quarter a couple of
months prior and was reunited with her sister.
Zahrah makes a remark about her sister not necessarily being the woman that she remembers
but puts it down to them having been apart for
so long.
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The Ebu Quarter is calm once again, people slowly
begin to return. As thanks for helping Gerda and
Zahrah insist on cooking dinner for the adventurers.
The adventurers are able to have a short rest at
the orphanage and have their injuries tended to.
The two women serve up a large platter of food:
Fufu (Pounded Cassava and Plantain), Okra soup,
Plantain, Stewed Black-eyed peas along with fresh
fruits and dried cocoa seeds as a dessert. Everyone
helps themselves to the food.
The PCs notice that whilst Gerda comes across as
tough and mysterious she is physically very weak.
She struggles to lift things that would be light even
for a child. If asked about it Gerda becomes very
uncomfortable and will tell the adventurers that she
has been this way ever since she fell into Wagadu.
A DC 18 Wisdom (Insight) check will reveal that
something isn’t quite right with her explanation.
The group is later joined by Dalanda, a Wind Asiman woman and friend of Zahrah. She thanks them
for saving her friend and offers a discount at her
store in the Ilu Quarter. The shop is simply named
Dalanda’s Magic Wares.
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As dinner draws to an end read or paraphrase the
text:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

La Savane Danse

Dinner slowly comes to an end. The children spring
up from their seats and begin to play “HEY! Come
back and help me clear up, I’m not your maid!”
Zahrah calls out behind them “Dalanda. Come.
You can also make yourself useful.” With a huge
sigh, Dalanda grabs as much as she can carry from
the remains of the spread and excuses herself. Their
voices trail off as they take the leftovers to the neighbours.
Amongst the playing children you catch wind of
a conversation between two of them: “Leave Erin
alone, you’re going to break her” cries a young
boy, the second child, a slightly older looking girl
holds a small toy elephant made from gourd husks
high above her head. She is tall enough to effort-

lessly hold the toy out of reach. The boy jumps as
high as he can in vain to try and rescue it “Stupid
boy! Of course I won’t! Haven’t you heard the tale
of the elephant that flies?” she hurls the toy across
the room and laughs as the little boy runs frantically
after it. It lands in pieces in front of the adventurers.
The boy is distraught when he finds it.
The boy picks the toy up piece by piece and
brings it to Gerda “Gerda, look at what Ade did!”
he holds up his broken companion
“Don’t worry Adjo (add-joh), I will talk with that
one later” she pauses for a moment “Why don’t
you ask one of our new friends for help? If you ask
very nicely, I’m sure they will help” as she stands up
she winks in your direction “Ade, come here! What
have I told you about this behaviour!” Her voice
trails off and it’s just you and Adjo.
The child coyly eyeballs your group, his irises are
white and his Scleras, green. He shuffles cautiously
over to you, presenting his broken toy once more:
“Can you help me fix Erin (eh-rin)?”
To fix the toy elephant roll a DC 10 Dexterity (Car-

penter tools) check. Jf passed Adjo is ecstatic. He
leaps for joy, thanking the adventurers “as payment” he gives them a small charm that he had
found a couple of days prior. Before the adventures
can say anything else the young child runs off with
his new toy.
If the check fails, the toy is put back together in the
wrong way. Adjo looks horrified by the monstrosity
presented to him, his poor Erin is almost unrecognisable. With great disappointment he takes his
destroyed toy and walks away in silence, lest he
appear ungrateful.
TREASURE
The small charm they got from the child is a wooden
statuette of an elephant with buffalo horns and nails
sticking from its back. It’s actually a powerful defensive charm that acts as a Half Plate armor if hung on
the wearer’s neck or kept in some pocket close to
their body (as all Wagadu’s Armor Charms, it comes
with the penalties of wearing an actual armor and
the user will immediately feel the “weight” of such
magic affecting their movements).
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You observe the children as they play. Like Saikou,
they all have distinctly peculiar features be it glowing veins and eyes, elongated heads or missing
facial features.
A soft voice interjects “They are spirit children”
Gerda returns to the table “It’s so nice to see them
so free...so...happy” a long silence follows, her
gaze never leaves the children.
“It was not always like this you know...they used
to kill them, throw them away...like they meant nothing” her expression hardens, you notice that she is
fighting to hold back tears.
“Oh Gerda” Zahrah rejoins the group taking a
seat beside Gerda. She places her hand reassuringly over Gerda’s “Things have changed since
then”
Dalanda also takes a seat “Hmm. Very true in all my
time here I am yet to see a spirit child turn into Dwen”
she ponders for a moment “And I am glad, because
if I had, I would have never lived to tell the tale”
The adventurers may ask questions following the
conversation, below is some information about
Dwens:

INFORMATION ABOUT DWENS

After the children are tucked in for bed the adventurers are invited to join the three Asiman women for
drinks and dancing at Ikoko-amo (Ee-koh-koh-Ahmoh) Iledan’s most popular Coffee House.
The adventurers do not have much choice, the
women will not take no for an answer. Since the
problems with the totem, the city is making even
more of an effort to stay in good spirits. One of them
could mention that having the arrival of the adventurers would be even more of a reason to dance
and drink.
Continue to ‘Celebrating the Fallen.’
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COFFEE
Pot – 2 Kissi Pennies (sp)
Cup – 4 Salt Blocks (cp)

ZOBO (Hibiscus drink) –
7 Salt Blocks (cp)

FRESH FRUITS
1 Salt Block (cp) per fruit

AGEGE BREAD (Soft Sweet Bread)
2 Salt Blocks (cp)

AKARA (Bean Cake) x 5
5 Salt Blocks (cp)

PUFF PUFF (Fried Dough balls)
5 Salt Blocks (cp)

CELEBRATING THE FALLEN
As the adventurers arrive back at the Ilu Quarter
the following text can be read or paraphrased to
set the scene:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Crowded Local Tavern
• Spirit children a peculiar but usually relatively
harmless but can sometimes turn into what is
known as Dwen
• Dwens are powerful spirits that resemble children but with no faces
• Why, when and how spirit children turn into
Dwens is still a mystery—there have been no
clear indicators
• Despite their harmless appearance Dwens are
both vicious and destructive
• There are varying tales about Dwens, some
have been said to destroy whole cities whilst
others say that Dwens have disappeared after
receiving offerings

Helping her is an attractive Swala man with the
horns of a ram. He passes through the crowds serving the people from a black clay pot. Others can
be seen gathered around shared clay pots drinking
millet beer through sedge grass straws.
In the center of this space stands an eccentric
looking Emere man with face paint and a head full
of flowers as hair. He sings beautiful lyrics of love
and longing against the instrumentals of his bandmates, people dance along merrily.
You are spotted by a young drunk man as you
approach the crowd. He raises his calabash
“FRIENDS! WELCOME” he then turns to the crowd
screaming at the top of his voice “TONIGHT WE
RAISE OUR CALABASHES TO THE FALLEN!” the
crowd reciprocates with hearty cheers all raising
their cups and food in your direction.

OPTIONALLY TO BE PL AYED AT THE SAME TIME:

Doro Lelewa

As they settle in, the PCs are approached by a mysterious Ikaki merchant, Lubuya, a woman with sharp
shark teeth and a grey fin rising from her split afro.
She’s drinking a bubbly palm wine from a big blue
shell. Lubuya has a good amount of wares which she
keeps concealed in the many pockets of her colourful robe and Bag of holding. She can offer players
most items on the Player’s Handbook and even a
handful of magic items (mostly healing potions- At
the DM’s discretion she might have something else).
Her shark grin is both friendly and unsettling.
The PCs are able to purchase food and beverages from the coffee house:

DUN DUN (Fried Yam)
2 Salt Blocks (cp)

FUFU (Pounded Cassava) w/ Okra or Palm nut stew
3 Kissi Pennies (sp)

POUNDED YAM w/ Okra or Palm nut stew
3 Kissi Pennies (sp)

RICE AND STEW
6 Salt Blocks (cp)

EWA RIRO (Bean porridge)
The group arrives at a large open space in the Ilu
Quarter. The sun has set, but the atmosphere is still
as lively as it had been earlier in the day. Scores of
oil lamps gently flush everything in range with a
warm orange hue.
The strong aroma of freshly roasted coffee wafts
through the open space. A stern but elegant looking
Daai’ma woman roasts coffee beans outside of a
reasonably sized hut baring the sign ‘Ikoko-amo’.

6 Salt Blocks (cp)

PRICELIST
ASARO (Yam Porridge)
MILLET BEER

6 Salt Blocks (cp)

Pot – 2 Kissi Pennies (sp)
Calabash – 4 Salt Blocks (cp)

FEAST (Variation of the things above)
10 Cowries (gp) per person

PALM WINE
2 Kissi Pennies (sp)

PCs will not be able to order any
meat based foods.
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When everyone is distracted Gerda asks to speak
in private with the adventurers. They walk alongside
each other for a bit, Gerda seems very uncomfortable, there is something on her mind, read or paraphrase the following text to continue:
“I’m sorry for my behaviour earlier...it’s just that” she
hesitates for a second but forces herself to continue
“I had...have a child. Adia (Ah-dee-ah) was her
name...it means a gift” she pauses for a moment “A
long time ago, in my previous village. The village
elders, they...they forbade it and they took her from
me and I was cast away. I have been searching for
her ever since” she takes a deep breath and continues once again, it’s obvious that the topic is tough
for her “Fallen. The truth is, right now I need your
help, Adia spoke to me—in my dream. She told me
that she is here in Iledan, locked up somewhere

underneath a temple in the Idan Quarter—I need
to save her! Will you help me? I can even pay you”
her voice carries a strong sense of desperation.

She offers the adventurers 5 Cowries (gp) each.
If the adventurers accept Gerda’s proposal she
thanks them profusely—she asks them to keep their
discussion to themselves as not everyone knows
about her long lost child. If the adventurers decline,
Gerda will continue to plead with them, she will ask
them what it will take to get their help. If the offer
is reasonable Gerda might oblige following a successful DC 13 Charisma (Persuasion) check. The
grander the request the higher the DC.
Toye will butt in on their conversation, asking how
they are both doing. Without a word to Toye, Gerda
excuses herself to rejoin Dalanda and Zahrah. Toye

is slightly offended by the action but doesn’t take it
to heart. He dismisses the behaviour as being typical for most shamans.
He thanks them for their help dealing with the
situation at the Ebu Quarter. If the adventurers are
with the Wardens he will also award them the merit
pendants. He proceeds to tell the adventurers that
they will be posted in the Idan Quarter tomorrow.
He looks towards the Iledan’s Totem, it’s not looking good at all. He is right to be worried—the totem
rattles gently as if struggling to stay elevated. A mysterious red growth spreads over its surface. Its glow
is also significantly dimmer than the last time you
had seen it. He confides in the PCs, admitting that
he prays that the Wardens will be able to resolve
the issue and restore it to its previous state.
He raises his calabash to the adventurers and
excuses herself. The night continues. Eventually
everyone slowly begins to clear out. The Wardens
on duty announce that everyone should begin to
head home for their own safety and reminds them of
the importance of prayer and offerings to the shrines
and temples especially during this trying time.
A – The PCs are begin here
B – The bandits intercept the PCs here
C – Danjuma sweeps his home here
• When Saikou hits 0 hit points, he does not die.
Instead he falls unconscious.
• The beach on this map counts as difficult terrain.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Omenega

ENCOUNTER: ILEDAN BANDITS
On the way back to their place of rest, the adventurers are ambushed by two Iledan Bandits (CR 1)
DEVELOPMENTS
• When the bandits reach 10% of their hit points
their tough exterior vanishes and the two begin
to beg the adventurers for mercy. They whimper
and blubber amongst themselves: “Why did I let
you drag me into this mess?!”
“Shut up there! Did I force you?! Blame your
own greed”
If the adventurers choose to spare the bandits,
they give the PCs a small pouch of goods before
bumbling off into the distance.
In the case where the adventurers do not want
to spare the bandits, they manage to find a
pouch of dust and throw it on the floor. This fills
the immediate area with smoke and the two men
vanish into thin air.
This magic item appears to have been crafted
very badly because all of the bandit’s items and
clothing is left in a pile on the floor.
• “HA!! See cowards! They couldn’t even keep
their clothes on!” an old water Asiman man who
had been sweeping his courtyard, witnessed the
whole thing. He jumps for joy, punching the night
air.
• It turns out that those bandits had been causing
trouble in that part of the city for some time now.
“You really showed them, they won’t be back
soon after a beating like that!”
• Another old man of the Daa’ima lineage comes
out to see what the commotion is about “Danjuma (dan-joo-mah) for the sake of the Gods,
why are you yelling?” He is surprised to see the
adventurers nearby.
• Danjuma explains what happened with the
bandits, the other man seems thoroughly satis-

ILEDAN BANDITS
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fied with the outcome “Wonderful! I hope those
naked fools landed in a mosquito’s nest!” he
chuckles at the thought.
• “Well, after helping out our neighbourhood, I
must invite you all in for a thank you drink. What
do you say?”
If the adventurers choose to accept continue to ‘Danjuma and Baati—The Antique Text collectors’.
XP
2 Iledan Bandits (CR 1 each) – 400XP
TREASURE
The bandits carried several small sealed gourds
on their bodies, painted with garrish colours. They
must have been very busy stealing since they had
209 cowries (gp) and 1131 Kissi Pennies (sp) .
Additionally one of them had a Spirit Friend’s Lamp
(view Appendix “Magic Items”)

couple who happen to own the city’s biggest collection of old texts.
The PCs are each served a small cup of Asaana,
a warm caramelised corn drink—which warms and
relaxes your body with each sip.
As you drink Danjuma gushes over the size of
their collection. He is currently working on a request
from a young woman about an old chamber that
was once placed in Iledan. He has only just started
his research and has already found some interesting information, he asks if the adventurers would
like to hear about it.
INFORMATION ABOUT UNDERGROUND
CHAMBERS
Feel free to share as much information as is useful
for the PCs.

CHAMBERS
The underground chambers were used as a burial
ground for a civilisation existing centuries before the
current version of Iledan came to exist.

DANJUMA AND BAATI
THE ANTIQUE TEXT COLLECTORS

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Ruby

The modest home resembles a library more than
an actual home. Small handcrafted compartments
replace standard walls, each filled with various
scrolls.
The two men introduce themselves as Baati (Bahah-tee) and Danjuma (dan-joo-mah) , an elderly
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The population of the city was composed of
people predominantly from the Emere and
Lionblood lineages. Much like current Iledan
there were signs that this civilisation also had
inhabitants of other lineages, albeit in significantly lower numbers.
In this civilisation the dead were buried. A
clay pot was used to mark the graves of the
deceased.
The pattern on the clay pot gives some indication of the role of the deceased in society.
The burial chambers were managed by Iku, a
greatly respected figure at the time for his work
in the village.

Iku lost all of his family prematurely. After burying them he soon found himself engrossed in the
topic of death.
He helped many others with death and burial
ceremonies, quickly earning himself the nickname ‘Death’s Companion’—he became an
unofficial village consultant on all things death
Iku spent most of his time in burial chambers as
its sole protector up until his death. The village
paid their respects with one the most elaborate
death ceremonies and erected a statue over his
grave.
He subsequently became an ancestor that
remained in the chambers.
Many of the deceased Iku had helped to bury
and perform the death ritual for, came back
as ancestors to help him uphold the customs of
death.
There are rumours of a spirit child being kept
down there, but nobody has been able to confirm this nor the existence of an entrance back
into the chamber since it was sealed.

“Exciting isn’t it?!” Danjuma, his smile extends the
complete span of his face, a number of his teeth are
gold.
“Stop boring our guests with your work!” Baati
apologises to the adventurers, he is pretty sure his
partner is the reason why they rarely have guests.
He can’t quite keep track of the city’s faces like he
used to, but he is sure that he has never seen the
adventurers before. He will ask some basic questions about themselves. Suggestions below:

QUESTION SUGGESTIONS
Who are you? When did you fall?
How are you finding Iledan so far?
Do you remember anything from your lives in the
upper realms? (This is a chance for the players to
show off a bit of their PC’s backgrounds.)

Some more time passes and everyone is stuffed
with Asaana. The old couple says their goodbyes
and thank them once again for their help with the
bandits.
As a parting gift, the men give the adventurers a
medium sized pouch filled with Touba Coffee (10
portions), an intense spicy coffee which increases
its user’s speed by 10ft for an hour. Taking more
than 2 portions within a single active window results
in overdose. In this case PC’s speed is increased an
additional 10ft, but they gain a level of exhaustion
after the effects have worn off. Touba Coffee can
be addictive, taking this multiple times a day can
lead to addiction.
It’s not long before the adventurers arrive at their
accommodation.
Once the PCs have decided to sleep for the night
read or paraphrase the following text:
As you fall deeper and deeper into your slumber
you hear a peculiar noise. The rustling of plant fibres
accompanied by the offbeat klang of an instrument
that sounds like an Agogo bell. Despite being the
only ones in the room, you feel an unsettling presence; the presence of something supernatural. You
attempt to sit up but your body is paralysed. It feels
heavy, as though it were already asleep. The overwhelming urge to fall into a deep sleep fully consumes you, your vision fades to black.
Continue to ‘Part 3: Ile Ofo—The Nightmare state'
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PART THREE

The adventurers awaken in a dream world with all
the benefits of a long rest. They have all of their
equipment and items.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Exiled

“Fallen. Awaken” a thunderous voice permeates the
air and rattles in your ears. Your head feels heavy,
as though full of rocks—it’s hard to think straight. The
ownerless voice speaks once more, this time at double the volume “Fallen. Awaken”
The heat is sweltering. You’re sprawled out on your
backs, half-sunken in a rancid, marshy substance
which you aren’t quite able to identify. Masses of
insects feed on your bodies, you feel their tiny bites

and the scuttling of their legs as they crawl under
your clothing and over the entirety of your flesh. You
look up. There is no sun, no moon, no day, no night,
no sky, just floods of bright, highly saturated vegetation slithering in and out of each other like snakes.
“Fallen. It is unfortunate that you are here- Really.
The foolish act of another has brought you here. Into
a situation that was beyond you” the phrase lingers
long after the words have been spoken “And now
it is my duty to end your journey here.” the voice
vanishes.

DYING IN ILE OFO
Anyone that dies in Ile Ofo, also dies in reality.
As in other dreams, the characters just intuitively
know this.
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DEVELOPMENTS
Once defeated, the Aigamuxa (CR 1 each) melt
into the same marshy substance they saw earlier
XP
2 Aigamuxa (CR 1 each) – 400 XP
Once the Aigamuxa dissolve, continue with the following:
The voice erupts once more, its tone increasingly
sinister with each turn “Fight all you want, but
I guarantee that you will not wake up from this
nightmare”the image before them shatters and the
ground beneath them collapses. Everyone falls.

Ask the group to roll a DC 18 Constitution check
to halve the 1d6 bludgeoning damage of the fall.
The PCs land in a huge pile of sludge similar to the
substance before. This area is also covered in vines
that move in a more erratic manner compared to the
previous group.

THE AIGAMUXAS

A – PCs land here
B – The Aigamuxa are feeding on the corpses here
COMBAT TIPS

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Anathema and Other Lost Stories

ENCOUNTER: AIGAMUXA
When the adventurers stand up they have a clearer
view of their surroundings. Before them, is a path
made of thick layers of withered plant roots which
give off a dull blue light. Tiny fluorescent maggots
crawl in the nooks and crannies of the path.
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Rotting corpses litter either side of the path. Some
are impaled on stakes, their faces perpetually
twisted in agony. Nearby two Aigamuxa clumsily
sift through the bodies, gorging savagely on any
edible scraps. One of the beast pauses. Alert. Its
back stiff and the eyes on its feet wide open “Fresh...
meat” its voice is close to a whisper “Hmm?” the
other creature sniffs the air for a moment “Yes…”
it says with the greatest of pleasure. Between them
the adventurers feel an overwhelming sense of
desire, it is clear that it has been a long time since
they were presented with the luxury of fresh meat.
The creatures leap into the path of the adventurers
and attack.

A – PCs land here
B – The Wama Wana is here
C – The Hibiro first attack here
COMBAT TIPS

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Heretic

ENCOUNTER: WAMA WANA + HIBIRO
Undefined entities rustle around in the depths of
the vines. Childlike voices can be heard squabbling
amongst themselves, arguing over who gets to kill
the group. One of the voices shushes the rest and
they all lower to a hush. Out of nowhere vines shoot
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out towards the adventurers from multiple directions.
Ask the PCs to roll a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw.
Anyone who fails will be caught by the neck and
their condition will be Restrained. Three masked
creatures composed of a combination of grass and
vines will emerge to surround the PCs. Trigger an
encounter with two Hibiro and one Wama Wana.
DEVELOPMENTS
• Once defeated the Hibiro and the Wama Wana
disintegrate into a green coloured ash
XP
2 Hibiro (CR ½ each) – 200 XP
+
1 Wama Wana (CR 2) – 450 XP

Continue with the following text:
Once again the image of reality placed before you,
dissolves. A blinding light fills the space and then
dims into a deep hue of indigo blue.

A – Malomo and the Adze
B-G – Each PC should be placed in each of these
places
COMBAT TIPS
If there are more PCs in the party than letters, simply
pick other spots to place the additional PCs

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

End of Religion

THE PLANT SPIRITS

ENCOUNTER: ADZE
The space is vast and with no clear direction, the
sludge from the floor forms into tall arched pillars.
Like the other areas, the place is littered with old,
rotting bodies. Swarms of small, luminous insects
flitter throughout the space.

XP
Adze (CR 3) – 700XP

For this round the adventurers will be separated for
this encounter. Start by placing each PC at a random point on the map.

The voice, notably more agitated than the last time
returns “A stubborn fly follows a corpse to the grave.
You have no idea of the pain you stand to cause.
The bodies. The death. The suffering. Have you not
seen it? This will be your doing. If I do not stop you.
You cannot leave” the entire world tremors under
you. A loud bang explodes above your head, suddenly the sky is filled with red smoke
“Oh, I truly pity you. You might have survived but
now there is no way out. Soon you will find that was
your mercy” you sense a hint of genuine sympathy.

Each PC will hear a faint voice calling something
out to them but cannot hear what exactly is being
said. A successful DC 13 Wisdom (Insight) check
will reveal that the voice belongs to Malomo, the
kind ancestor that had helped the adventures when
they had first fallen into Wagadu.
Bound to one of the large pillars is a half-conscious Malomo. Her entire body is encased in a
hardened cocoon—seemingly made from the same
material as the pillar. She does not look in great
shape. Her face is dirtied and bloody and her
headdress is missing. A large firefly feeds on her
from the base of the cocoon.
Ask the adventurers to roll a DC 15 Saving
Wisdom throw. The scene is highly disturbing and
requires some effort to stay well composed. PCs
that fail this throw have disadvantage on the initiative roll.
As soon as the Adze notices the party it launches
an attack.
DEVELOPMENTS
• As soon as the Adze is defeated it crumbles into
a dust.
• The image of Malomo sparkles and fades—had
been an illusion
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Scary African

The smoke completely engulfs the PCs. When it
dissipates the adventurers find themselves in yet
another part of the nightmare state, a swamp-like
forest with tall deep purple mangrove trees which
have seemingly managed to survive this environment without water. The ground is a soggy marsh,
which is just firm enough to walk on without issues.
The adventurers have been locked in the nightmare world and will need to figure out a way to get
out. In the distance they hear a lone ancestor (Lost
Ibeji), who sings a song:
“Ile-ofo
Ile-ofo
One who is sent
Shall never return
Ile-ofo
Ile-ofo
If you wake here
Ask yourself whom you have wronged”
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THE ADZE’S DEN

Their skin resembles wood, deep brown with textured tribal marks. Their clothing is made up of many
copper coins and beads which have been woven
together. This being is neither male nor female in
their appearance or sound and like the others gives
off an otherworldly aura.
As the adventurers approach, the ancestor stoically stares off into a distance. It is only when the
adventurers are really close that they are finally
acknowledged. The being introduces themselves as
Taiwo (Tah-ee-woh).
Taiwo had also heard the mysterious voice as it
spoke to the adventurers. They confirm two things:
• The adventurers have been brought into a nightmare state
• The last shift in atmosphere was someone locking them in this state forever.
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Taiwo does not know who has locked the PCs in or
why (Could say: “I do not know why you are here,
but mortals are usually sent here to be dealt with”)
but offers to help them leave the nightmare world in
exchange for their help.
Taiwo and their twin Kehinde had been twins born
to the Queen of their village. It was believed by the
village that the two shared one soul between their
two bodies. Following the tradition of the village,
two wooden statues were carved in their likeness in
order to ensure that the remaining twin could live if
the other were to die. The twins were inseparable,
spending their entire childhood in each other’s company. A day before their 13th Birthday, Kehinde
mysteriously vanished, the wooden statues of both
twins missing with them.
The village spent years looking for both the missing child and the wooden carvings in vain, neither
could be found. Years later it was revealed that

a jealous ex-lover of the Queen had taken little
Kehinde as well as the statues and left them deep
in the rainforest as an offering to the spirits. She had
been overheard boasting to a friend in the village
market.
The woman was brought before the Queen and
sentenced to death and guards were sent to villages
further away to enquire about the Taiwo’s missing
sibling. The guards eventually heard news that a
farm owner from a village 3 days’ travel away had
found Kehinde and taken them in to work on his
farm. Guards were sent to the farm owner’s property but Kehinde was nowhere to be found. There
were rumours that the farm owner had a bad reputation so it was not uncommon for workers to leave.
Nobody could tell the guards where Kehinde had
travelled to. The Queen lost hope, assuming that her
child must have succumbed to death.
Taiwo, on the other hand, never gave up. After
their father was laid to rest they went searching
for their lost sibling and continued even after their
death and transition into an Ancestor. With the
absence of their statue however, they grew weaker
and weaker. After hundreds of years of searching,
Taiwo caught wind that their sibling, now a bitter
and resentful ancestor, had found their way to IleOfo, the last sighting of them had been by the lake
in the center of the land.
Taiwo did their best to navigate the dreaded IleOfo but ended up so weak that they could no longer move. Taiwo had, in fact, been in that very spot
for years.
Despite not being able to move from this spot
Taiwo is able to sense Kehinde close by and promises to help the adventurers if they could reunite the
two or at the very least bring them Taiwo’s statue so
that they may have their strength back. Destroying
either statue will result in the death of the sibling it
resembles. Taiwo asks the adventurers to avoid
using force.

HELPING TAIWO
The PCs only have to return Taiwo’s statue in order
to have completed their part of the deal and return
to their waking state. In the case where the PCs are
also able to reunite the twins, they will be awarded
with additional XP.

As mentioned Kehinde is not far, they have a small
hut by a filthy looking lake amongst the many pillars. Unsurprisingly, Kehinde is the splitting image of
their sibling but has a more hardened and guarded
demeanour.

ROLEPLAYING KEHINDE
In order to roleplay Kehinde, it might be useful to
know the following:
• Kehinde is of the opinion that nobody cared
about them. Not being found, left them with
great feelings of abandonment.
• Kehinde holds a lot of resentment towards Taiwo
for having received a better life than they did.
• Kehinde isn’t by any means an aggressive
ancestor, more nonchalant. They will become
impatient if they feel their time is being wasted.
• Kehinde doesn’t care so much for strangers and
will only be willing to help if they will receive
something in return.
• If PCs don’t manage to persuade Kehinde with
words, Kehinde will request something upfront in
exchange for handing over the statue.
• Kehinde speaks very slowly and through a complete lack of zeal, takes long breaks between
words. It’s almost as if they had lost their sense of
time or perhaps it might be more appropriate to
say that they gave it up.
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Kehinde’s attitude when they learn of their twin is
very resentful. Their life has been tough and they
have learned not to rely on or expect anything from
anyone. A successful DC 20 Charisma (Persuasion)
check will be required to convince them to reconcile
with Taiwo or hand over the statue.
Alternatively, if the PCs don’t appear to be having
any luck Kehinde could suggest a barter if the PCs
agree to this, continue to ‘Kehinde’s Task’.

KEHINDE’S TASK
Kehinde eyes the PCs quietly, they seem completely
unimpressed by the group.
After taking a moment to ponder, Kehinde tells the
PCs that they have something that the adventurers
could help them with. They point to the lake beside
their home, it’s covered in a waxy layer of brownygreen sludge, which occasionally bubbles. It’s hard
to comprehend that any living thing would be able
to survive there long enough to live there.
Kehinde explains that they would like the adventurers to retrieve a special species of magic waterflower that grows at the bottom of the lake. It is said
to be the only thing of beauty in the whole of IleOfo. Kehinde wants to behold this for themselves.
If the PCs can bring a single flower back, then
Kehinde will give the statue to their twin. One or
more PCs may accept this task.
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ENTERING THE LAKE
The lake is a few seconds walk from Kehinde’s
home. Without even setting foot in the lake, the PCs
can already smell the stench of rotting algae. The
top of the lake is coated with an unknown waxy,
brownish-grey substance. Bunches of tall brown
and black lake weeds protrude from the water.
Kehinde tells the PCs that the flower has many large
petals, long black stamens and glows a bright fuschia colour.
A DC 15 Intelligence (Arcana) or DC 15 Intelligence (Nature) check confirms that the lake is safe
to swim in.
The substance on the surface of the lake separates easily upon contact allowing whoever wants
to jump in, easy access. As soon as the PCs are
inside the lake, they find that the resistance of the
lake is very powerful. The lake is around 50 feet
deep which technically isn’t too far to swim, however even just treading the water is strenuous on the
body.
To be able to swim to the bottom of the lake will
need to succeed a DC 18 Strength (Athletics). PCs
with Swim Speed will have advantage on this roll.
If the PCs fail, the players are thrust back to the surface of the lake. For every 5 failed attempts, the PCs
gain a level of exhaustion.
The visibility under the surface of the lake is surprisingly clearer than its surface suggests, PCs are
able to see just about everything under the lake’s
surface. If the PC(s) succeed the first check they see
a number of these flowers at the bottom of the lake,
nestled amongst a mass of longer, ropy looking
lake weeds that sway with the water.
To pick the flower, the PC will need to pass a DC
15 Dexterity saving throw. If the check is failed, the
PC gets tangled in the lake weeds, which seem to
naturally cling to and tighten around the PC’s limbs.
PCs may attempt 3 ability checks before running
out of breath. If the PC(s) succeed the check they

are able to grab 1d4 flower(s) and return to the
surface of the lake. A slimy residue coats the PC(s)
as they climb out of the lake.
RUNNING OUT OF BREATH
When the PCs run out of breath, see the D&D: Player’s Handbook (5e) section on drowning.
Kehinde inspects the flower for a moment and then
nonchalantly throws it onto the ground. It wasn’t all
that impressive to them. Nevertheless their curiosity
has been satisfied. They agree to hand over their
twin’s statue.
XP
PCs will be awarded XP for each thing they manage
to accomplish:
• Return statue to Taiwo: 800 XP
• Get twins to reconcile: 800XP
If the adventurers do kill Kehinde then they also kill
Taiwo and they receive 800 XP but will be cursed
when they awaken the next morning. Disadvantage
on all Wisdom checks for the following 24 hours.
Kehinde will drop behind a sachet that once
touched will bring them back to their waking state.
WAKING UP
Once the PCs have held up their part of the deal.
Either Taiwo or both twins, depending on what
thePCs managed in the Chapter, will begin an
incantation. The sky will clear and a black portal
will open up in front of them. When they step into the
portal they will wake up from the nightmare state.
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PART FOUR

Some time passes before the PCs wake up the next
morning in Iledan. They have all of the items that
they would have received in the nightmare state as
well as the effects of a long rest.
Continue with the following text:
Your body jerks into a waking state. It feels almost
as if you had been thrown back into Iledan. Your
clothing and bedding are drenched completely in
sweat, the room feels incredibly warm; so much so,
that you find it a little difficult to catch your breath.
Despite this and the rapid thumping of your heart in
your chest, you all appear to be physically intact.
The bright light of dawn shines into your room.
Outside the roosters begin to crow.

At this point, the PCs have the opportunity to process the events that had occurred in Ile-Ofo (The

Nightmare realm).
As the PCs speak with each other they hear the
sound of a large explosion, it sends a gentle vibration throughout the building. Outside they hear
people gathering outside of their homes, asking
each other if they also heard the noise.
Continue to either ‘Warden Accommodation’
or ‘Ohun-ija’ depending on who the adventurers
are staying with.
WARDEN ACCOMMODATION
Anele calls to the adventurers from outside of the
accommodation. They must hurry, there has been
an incident at the Idan Quarter where the adventurers are meant to be posted for the day.
STAYING WITH SERWA
Serwa tells the adventurers that there has been an
incident at the Idan Quarter and that he needs them
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to take over some emergency supplies for the Wardens there asap, they are to meet with Anele who
will guide them to the temples that require wares.
As they approach the Idan Quarter, they can see
a line of red smoke coming from somewhere inside.
IDAN QUARTER ENTRANCE
If the adventurers were sent by Serwa, they meet
Anele as they are on their way to the Idan Quarter. They will recognise that the adventurers are the
people assisting Serwa.
Like the Ebu Quarter the day before, the sky above
the Idan is covered by a thick, magically induced
smog. Red smoke rises from the Idan’s center.
An unsettled crowd has gathered around the
entrance of the Idan Quarter. Wardens do as much
as they can to try to disperse them, only residents
and authorised persons are permitted to enter the
quarter at this time.
The adventurers make their way through the
crowd with Anele, it is a struggle to squeeze through
the tightly crammed groups of people. As the
adventurers make their way through they can hear
members of the crowd asking Anele what is going
on, the answer is always the same: Not to worry, the
Wardens are looking into the matter.
In the midst of the crowd the adventurers run into
Gerda. If the adventurers have not yet agreed to
help Gerda, she will try to plead with them again.
Otherwise, if the PCs have agreed to help then she
asks that they try to get her through the gates.
If the conversation takes too long Anele will
prompt them to join her at the gate.
As the PCs enter the Idan Quarters, Gerda will be
stopped from entering. The Wardens will insist that
she has no business there. If Gerda is an ally at this
point, she will tell the adventurers not to worry and
that she will find a way to meet them again.
If PCs insist, a successful DC 18 Charisma (Persuasion / Intimidation) check will help Gerda be let
through. She will thank the PCs for their help, look-
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ing at the red smoke, she will tell the PCs that she
will find a separate way into the temple to avoid
drawing too much attention to herself since she is
technically permitted to be there. Says
She slips away before she draws more attention
with her presence. There are some things that she
will need to prepare and will try to catch up with
them later.
Anele begins to explain the situation, there have
already been multiple outbreaks of monsters which
have been taken care of. If the adventurers are wardens they will be instructed to patrol the area surrounding the Central Temple otherwise they will be
asked to deliver the wares to wardens patrolling the
Central Temple. Another explosion erupts causing a
tremble to run through the ground. A young Emere
devotee runs up to the group, in a panic the woman
tells the group that the Central Temple is under
attack “The seal has been destroyed! Someone
has opened the chambers!”. The spirits attacked the
other devotees and the assisting Wardens before
making their way into an underground passage
under the Idan’s central temple. She urges them to
follow her immediately.
The party is led to a large picturesque temple. Its
roof, like the majority of the buildings in the city is
thatched and supported by large carved columns
Once the PCs enter the temple read or paraphrase the following text:

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Motherland

The temple is staggeringly handsome. Towering
bronze cast statues line the room line the walls,
which are again covered in rich vines. The place
is lit by a generous distribution of candles, but still
remains notably dark in comparison to outside.
The back of the temple is a complete disaster. The

offerings and fetishes which, previously, must have
been well arranged, are scattered throughout the
space.
Small groups of unconscious people are sprawled
across the floor. Propped up against the temple’s
partially destroyed altar is an older Emere man with
wild partially dreaded white hair. Coral beads lie
scattered around him. He bleeds from his forehead
and his abdomen, which he clutches in pain. As
you approach, he attempts to lift himself and fails
wincing as he does so. His haggard face is only
worsened by the expression of despair that follows.
“You need to go down there...” he gestures
towards a large opening in the ground of the temple
“Spirits... They are not happy...A Dwen...Please...
Hurry” he winces once again in pain.

Anele immediately runs to assist the man. Through
gritted teeth he briefly introduces himself as Detan
(Deh-tan) Chief Alawo of Iledan.
He confirms the story told by the Alawo devotee and goes on to give some context to what has
happened. Before the Iledan had come to be, there
had been an oath made between a member of an
ancient village and that village’s chiefs, with the
spirits as witness to retain a young spirit child who
had supposedly shown signs of becoming a dwen.
The child was held in the village’s burial chambers
and a seal placed to ensure that the city could never
be under threat. Every village that came after the
previous had to uphold this agreement in exchange
for inhabiting the land.
Days before he had been having nightmares of
an attack on the Idan Quarter and during the day
he would have a recurring vision of the back of a
young girl as she sits on the floor. He reported this
to the council who posted Wardens to patrol the
Quarter regularly.
This morning there was a loud explosion; the
ground towards the back of the temple was lifted

and the seal broken. Spirits flew out from the newly
opened passage, through the temple doors and
scattered themselves around the Quarter, targeting
the homes and people that could be found. Some
began to attack people inside the temple.
The spirits had accused Iledan of using magic
against the city’s totem. He and his devotees denied
the claims and did the best they could to reconcile
but were forced to defend themselves. They just
about managed to keep their lives with the help of
some Wardens. He is genuinely confused about the
spirits’ accusations, using magic against the city’s
totem is forbidden and had, as far as he knew,
never been practiced by anyone in the history of
Iledan. He can’t understand how such a thing could
have happened.
Anele is shocked by the news, she had known of
the seal but was sure that there was no way that this
seal could have been broken. She resolves that they
must go and investigate whatever lies beneath the
temple.
ENTERING THE UNDERGROUND CHAMBER
The opening reveals a wide stone stairway. A mysterious, magically induced darkness makes it hard
to tell what it leads down to.
Just as the party begins to make their way down
the stairs a group of Wardens rush into the temple,
carrying some of their injured. One of the Wardes,
a short and very muscular Lionblood man runs over
to Anele. The Wardens outside are struggling and
need Anele’s assistance immediately.
A couple of Wardens take over the treatment of
Detan, who is at this point unconscious.
Anele hesitates for a moment but then asks the
PCs to start making their way into the underground
passage. They believe it would be smart for the
adventurers to start the investigation into the cause
of the curse.
If the adventurers insist on helping the Wardens,
Anele will stand firm on their request, telling the PCs
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not to worry and that with their help the Wardens
should be able to handle the outbreak outside.
They will continue by saying that it would be far
more useful if the PCs could do as she says and
investigate the underground passage.
Anele concludes that they will join the PCs as soon
as the situation in the Idan Quarters is stabilized.
Just as the PCs head into the passage, Lubuya the
Ikaki Shark Mechant (whom they met after defeating the bandits), appears from seemingly nowhere
saying “They say sharks can smell human blood
from miles away—I don’t know about that but I
can smell needy adventurers: you’ll want to stock
up before going into whatever is down there” with
a wide shark-toothed grin. She has the same vast
offering of wares and up to 2d4 healing potions.
The passage’s stairway is pitch black and very
cold compared to the surface. The PCs sense an
immediate shift in atmosphere as soon as they
begin to make their way down. The feeling of stillness as well as a strong presence of sacred magic
overwhelms the space and only gets stronger, the
deeper they go.
With every few feet of wall adventurers feel the
outline of a hard curved surface with indents and
occasionally holes. If the adventurers have a source
of light or dark vision they are able to see that these
shapes are in fact skulls which have somehow been
embedded in the walls.
As they reach the bottom of the stairs they hear
voices of people, both young and old, chanting
repeatedly in an ancient sounding language.
The PCs will require a DC 18 Intelligence (History) check to understand what is being said as well
as some history. Depending on the dynamic of their
group, PCs will be able to translate the prose fully,
partially, or not at all if the check is failed. Emere
and Lionblood are derivatives of this ancient language so any PC that has proficiency in either language will have advantage on this check.
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See results for scenarios below:

PARTY HAS NO EMERE OR LIONBLOOD
SPEAKING PCS
Success on the check in this scenario will only reveal
the following information:
• The voices are saying something about time
• Party has a speaker of one of the two languages
• Success on the check with this scenario reveals
the information above as well as the following:
• The voices are saying something about altering
time

PARTY HAS BOTH EMERE AND LION
BLOOD SPEAKERS
Both speakers need to roll the check, if they both
succeed the check, the party learns the information
• The PCs are able to translate everything. In the
burial chambers time is slower than on the outside:
We bore roots like a Kapok tree
And never wanted to leave
Our regrets and wishes to stay alive, lie deep in
our hollows
So much so,
That we altered time
We slowed it down
• The name of the language being spoken is ‘The
Chiefs’ Tongue’, an interesting hybrid of both
the Emere and Lionblood languages, spoken by
the Lion Chiefs, an ancient civilisation brought
together by two Kings, one of the Lionblood lineage and the other Emere.

THE LOST CHAMBERS
MAP FEATURES
• Ceilings are 10ft high
• Light: Apart from the stairway, most areas are
dimly lit by small blue orbs of magic scattered
across the room

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK
FOR EXPLOR ATION

Catacombs
FOR ENCOUNTERS

Moriibayassa

PARTY HAS A MEMBER OF THE LION
CHIEFS CIVILISATION AMONG THEM
All information is immediately unlocked as the PC
will recognise and be able to translate the information straightaway. They will be able to tell as well
that the whole complex was built by a Lion Chiefs
society.

room itself is of reasonable size and is filled with
offerings and ritual items. The walls are covered
almost entirely by a myriad of skulls, some human
and others from animals. These skulls go right up the
walls and onto the ceilings of the space which stand
at about 10 feet. At the back of the room stands a
large stone statue. It depicts a heroically posed man
with a very athletic build. The man wears a large
mask which has been painted black.

A – As the adventurers reach the last step of the
stairs read or paraphrase the following text:
The end of the staircase feeds into a room dimly lit
by small well-spaced orbs of magical blue light. The

If the PCS were given information about Iku in Part
2: Welcome to Iledan a DC 13 Intelligence (History)
check will allow them to recognise that the statue is
a depiction of him.
ENCOUNTER: LOST MARA (CR ½)
Six Lost Mara ancestors zip around the room aimlessly. The creatures collectively jolt as the PCs enter
the room, they don’t appear to be used to, or take
too kindly to unauthorised visitors. They aggres-
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sively swarm around the adventurers, building
enough momentum to attack.
When a Lost Mara reaches 10 hit points or less.
It uses its turn to perform replicative magic. It shudders and spins at an accelerated speed. A dull grey
ring of smoke emits from its centre if the Lost Mara
is not killed before its next turn another Lost Mara
is spawned. Another spinning skull emerges from
below and
XP
6 Lost Mara (CR ½ each) – 600 XP
Plus 100 XP for any Lost Maras defeated in addition.
Once the opponents have been defeated the
adventurers are free to explore the space.
B – An archway with stairs leading down into a
small room. It is relatively empty, aside from a small
stone altar filled with offerings. A couple of rows of
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overturned carved clay pots sit along the back wall
of the room.
Wait to see who chooses to explore the room first.
This room has a couple of pressure plates which
trigger arrows.
A DC 20 Wisdom (Perception) is needed to
notice that something doesn’t seem quite right about
the plate. If the Adventurers pass a
DC 14 Intelligence (Investigation) check, they
will find out that the plate is actually connected to
a trap. With a passed DC 15 Dexterity (Thieves’
Tools) check they will be able to disarm the trap.
Failing this check will trigger the trap, an arrow will
shoot out of the wall opposite and towards the PC.
The arrow requires 1d20 + 4 to hit, if successful the
arrow will lodge itself into a non-fatal part of the
PC’s body causing 1d10 piercing damage.
If a PC fails ends up setting off the trap read or
paraphrase the following passage:

A click can be heard somewhere in the background
as though triggering some kind of mechanism. An
arrow shoots across the room and lodges itself
deeply into your shoulder.

resist the poison otherwise the adventurer suffers
1d12 damage. If the saving throw fails by more than
5 then the PC will also be paralysed for 1 minute.
C – Read or paraphrase the following text:

GMs may also substitute the part of the body that
is hit.
ALTAR
The altar is covered in stale and rotting offerings,
all of which are covered in a layer of red looking
powder. Any offering made will rot or break immediately and nothing will happen.
A successful DC 15 Intelligence (History) check
will reveal that the powder is actually a poisonous
mineral used to guard the possessions and offerings
of the dead.
Anyone who touches items with the red powder will
have to roll a DC 13 saving Constitution throw to

This archway slopes gently into another room, lit in
the same manner by more orbs of blue light. At the
far end of the room are more overturned clay pots.
Immediately behind them is a section of framed wall
with paintings that you aren’t able to make out from
afar.
In the far corner of the room is another archway
which leads to another set of descending stairs.
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If the PCs decide to inspect the mural paintings in
the chamber they will note the following:
• The drawing depicts circular gatherings of people with spears and shields. These groups form
a circle around a number of figures which have
been drawn a little larger. All of the figures have
headdresses, some tall with interesting shapes,
others shorter. Some of these figures hold canes
and others do not. Amongst at the center of
the circle are different animals and other, more
abstract symbols.
• DC 15 Intelligence (Nature) the painting
appears to have been painted using pigmented
minerals which were bound with magic so that
they could last longer.
• DC 15 Intelligence (History) The paintings represent a Lion Chiefs’ powerful army, serving as a
protective force for both the civilisation and the
many pantheons that formed their culture.
ENCOUNTER: NLO BIERI + CHAMBER BATS
In this room the adventurers will immediately run
into another encounter. Read or paraphrase the following text to trigger the encounter:

One of two tall, masked ancestors look up at you as
you enter the room. Their brass eyes glow through
the eye sockets of the mask “Humans?! You break
the seal and now you have the audacity to set foot
in here?” the other turns to address the party “You
have no business here. Leave immediately or there
will be trouble” both of the ancestors take up defensive positions.

The Nlo Bieri have an exceedingly strong will and
dedication to their duties so it will be pretty hard
to convince them to do anything that even remotely
strays from this. These Nlo Bieri in particular are
highly frustrated by the removal of the seal. All
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Charisma checks will have a DC of 25. XP will be
awarded if the adventurers are able to find a creative non-combat option of passing the Nlo Bieri.
HYPNOSIS
Nlo Bieri have the ability to hypnotise people, to
withstand the effects PCs will need to roll a DC 15
Wisdom saving throw to avoid being affected. If
this fails this PC will be Charmed for that round, the
Nlo Bieri will most likely command the charmed PC
to either attack other PCs .
XP
2 Chamber Bats (CR ½ each) – 200 XP
+
2 Nlo Bieri (CR 1 each) – 400 XP
Once the Nlo Bieri and the bats have been defeated
the PCs can look around the room. Below are things
that can be observed in this space:

a trap. With a passed DC 15 Dexterity (Thieves’
Tools) check they will be able to disarm the trap.
Failing this check will trigger the trap, an arrow will
shoot out of the wall opposite and towards the PC.
The arrow requires 1d20 + 4 to hit, if successful the
arrow will lodge itself into the PC’s body causing
1d10 piercing damage.
An Udo Ancestor (Undead Ancestor, NG) will be
in this room tending to the many scrolls in the room.
If the PCs did not trigger any of the traps in this room
they may use a DC 18 Stealth check to observe him
from afar before approaching. He delicately sorts
through the scrolls ordering them in neat piles, some
of which he reads through again with a calm concentration. After some time he will address the PCs
“Are you doing to say something or have you just
come to stare at me all day?” he doesn’t look up
from what he’s doing. The being had sensed them
all along.

BURIAL CHAMBER WALL PAINTINGS
The wall paintings depict a large group of humans,
some with skulls as heads following a larger figure
with a long black skull mask . This figure resembles the
person depicted by the statue in the previous room.

The masked being finally looks up, taking a moment
to quickly study your group “Hmm, humans? Interesting”. The Ancestor has a white cloth wrapped
around his waist, which creates a strong contrast
against his pitch black skin and bright coral jewellery. Around each arm is an armlet made from
a pitch black fur. The being wears a black square
mask with white markings. He seems completely
unphased by your presence “May I ask what your
business is here?” there isn’t an ounce of surprise,
anger or hostility in his voice as he speaks.

D – Ask the PCs again which order they will enter in
or go by whoever instigates the action of moving to
another room, there will be a pressure plate at the
bottom of the stairs.
A DC 20 Wisdom (Perception) is needed to
notice that something doesn’t seem quite right about
the plate. If the Adventurers pass a
DC 14 Intelligence (Investigation) check, they
will find out that the plate is actually connected to

The Ancestor introduces himself as Diji, born a
farmer, died a scholar. The pride in his voice indicates how defining this statement is for him. Diji is a
friendly ancestor who will not fight anyone unless
he absolutely needs to.
If for any reason a PC decides to attack Diji, he
will evade the attack and simply disappear. He is
by no means a fighter.
Acquisition of knowledge both magic and worldly

CLAY POTS
The carvings on the clay pots depict Lionblood-like
warriors. They look nothing nothing like the Iledan’s
Wardens.

are of great importance and will not only get his
attention but also encourage him to share important information about the mechanics of the burial
chamber.

WHAT DIJI KNOWS
THE PASSAGE OF TIME IN THE BURIAL
CHAMBERS
Time flows slower in the Burial Chamber than it
does on the surface. A few days in the chamber
will equate to only a few minutes on the surface.
This is due to an accumulation of past ancestors that
wished they had more time or who didn’t want to
die. Over time, these parting thoughts became so
powerful that it became a source of energy which
embedded itself in the grounds of the chamber. The
excitement in Diji’s voice as he tells the PCs lets them
know that this is a phenomenon that even Diji himself is fascinated by.

THE ANCESTOR DEPICTED IN THE
STATUE
The man depicted in the statue was known by the
village only as Iku (ee-ku). He was an extraordinary
man with an affinity for death, who led the construction of the burial chambers with a large team
of helpers from the village. The burial chamber was
built so fast that people believed that he was either
a spirit or close to spirits. Iku was never married;
his only love is death. The PCs note a tone of great
respect when Diji speaks about Iku.

TRAPS
If asked about the traps Diji explains that the traps
were added for two reasons. To prevent people
from stealing from the dead just as the altars were
there to stop restless souls from going back to their
physical homes. He will under no circumstances
reveal the locations of the traps.
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THE CHAMBER MAY RESEAL ITSELF
The seal of the chamber was initially crafted to
reseal itself if broken at any stage, he is not sure
why the reseal counter-spell did not trigger itself
immediately but feels that there is a tiny possibility
of this happening.
Diji won’t have too much to say about the previous
civilisations: He will most likely say something like
“They were people, as you are now”

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ROOM
This room is also filled with overturned clay pots
and lots of high value possessions covered in a
bright red powder.
TREASURE
If the players decided to seize the burial possessions, they will be able to gather around 300 cowries (gp) worth of brass statues representing Liobloods and Emere and a few ancient brass bowls
worth 50 cowries (gp) additionally they find a longsealed Elixir of Health, if the PCs try it, is still works.
Diji is by no means the type to fight. He does not
know nor does he necessarily even care about the
intention of the PCs, he is far more concerned with
keeping his part of the chambers ordered and reading through his scrolls.
He will, however, advise the PCs that if they plan
on surviving in the Chambers they should rest first.
As the ancestors must know by now, spirits or ancestors that they may encounter going forward, will not
all be as calm as him. He offers the use of a sleeping
room just next door if they need to rest.
The room once belonged to the burial chamber’s
guards. The section is rarely visited by the Chamber’s
inhabitants, since the last humans passed away.
If the PCs want to leave Diji won’t care, but will tell
them not to assume that the seal will still be open by
the time they return.
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E – A sizable but modestly decorated room with a
couple of sleeping mats made from incredibly soft
plant fibres. As Diji has already mentioned, PCs
are able to have a long rest here. Due to the Burial
Chambers’ altered progression of time, they will not
lose much time on the surface by doing so.
F – The adventurers make their way down a narrow hallway which feeds into a larger room with
more overturned clay pots. A DC 10 Religion check
will reveal to the group that each pot represents a
grave. One thing that stands out in this room is a
heavy stone door framed by a detailed carving of
a mask. A translucent blue smoke seeps through the
edges of the door. A successful DC 18 Intelligence
(Arcana) check will reveal that the magic binding
can be broken by either using a Dispel Magic spell
or using offensive magic with damage of at least 15.
There is a possibility of physically breaking through
the door but this will require a lot of manpower PCs
will need to pass 3 DC 20 Strength checks they can
try as many times as they would like. With every 5
attempts, the stone door glows, energy in the form
of a dim stream of energy can be seen leaving the
PC attempting the check it will also result in level 1
Exhaustion.
Shortly after noting the door, the PCs are confronted by Oni (Oh-nee), a vigilant Akpan Ekpo
ancestor.

INFORMATION ABOUT ONI
Oni wears a dark wood mask with an angled chin.
Carvings with a resemblance to wrinkles cover the
mask whilst raised scarification like bumps run
down the mask’s center. The top half of the mask
resembles a hat with small cylinders rolling across it.
Oni is an older and more frail ancestor who will
be less willing to attack the adventurers, but is not
afraid to call upon the help of the Nkubia should
she find herself in danger.

Oni will question the PCs about their reason for
being in the burial chamber, her voice is stern and
unwavering in its threatening tone. Her assumption
is that the adventurers have come to rob or attack
the chambers since the seal was broken and will
have a defensive disposition towards them. She,
personally, cannot understand why the people of
the city would destroy the seal.
Despite her tough attitude and disappointment
in the actions of the city, Oni can be a very compassionate ancestor. Charisma checks will have a
DC of 18 but anything said that has an emotional
element to it will be advantageous.
Depending on the interaction, the adventurers can
try upto 3 times to convince Oni before she attacks.
If the PCs succeed in convincing Oni to let them
pass, she will walk slowly over to the stone door
and strike it 3 times with the fetish. The stone door
opens slowly, grinding loudly against the ground as
it does so.
If the adventurers end up having to fight, Oni summons two Nkubia which aid her in combat.
XP
The adventurers will receive 600XP whether they
resolve the issue peacefully or with combat.
If the PCs fight and succeed in defeating the Oni
and her Nkubia, the fetish will be left behind. The
fetish is carved in the same style as the stone door.
A successful DC 17 Intelligence (Arcana) check will
tell them that this particular style of fetish is almost
always used to open magically sealed doors. The
person in possession of the fetish must strike the
door thrice with the fetish to open its paired door(s).
G – As the PCs enter the room read or paraphrase
the following text:
The stone door submits causing the floor beneath
you to rumble as it rolls open.
Unlike the other rooms there are no overturned
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clay pots. Just three doors, one opposite you which
resembles the door that you just came through and
the other two on the left and the right room.

The entrance to this room is bound with magic, it will
detect whether the people entering the room are
authorised to be there or not. If the adventurers did
not use the fetish or dispel to open the door, trigger
an encounter with three Joms.
The only other way that the PCs can avoid triggering the encounter is if they have dispelled the door.
If an encounter is trigger read or paraphrase the
following text:
The walls emit a black smoke. Two translucent figures emerge from the walls, eventually gathering
to form three figures. Their bodies are an ominous
pitch black and they have wooden skulls as heads.
A hoarse whisper echoes from one the creatures
“You cannot be here”

Joms can sometimes be appeased by an interesting gift, if the PCs try to make an offering ask them
to roll a DC 18 Intelligence (Religion) check. If
passed, the offering will appease the spirit and they
will retreat into the walls without a word. Otherwise
the adventurers will have to fight and defeat them.
XP
3 Joms (CR 1 each) – 600 XP
H – There is a pressure plate in front of the door
opposite adventurers.
A DC 20 Wisdom (Perception) is needed to
notice that something doesn’t seem quite right about
the plate. If the Adventurers pass a DC 14 Intelligence (Investigation) check, they will find out that
the plate is actually connected to a trap. With a
passed DC 15 Dexterity (Thieves’ Tools) check they
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will be able to disarm the trap. Failing this check will
trigger the trap, an arrow will shoot out of the wall
opposite and towards the PC. The arrow requires
1d20 + 4 to hit, if successful the arrow will lodge
itself into a non-fatal part of the PC’s body causing
1d10 piercing damage.
I – This door leads to a deep pit. Once open, nothing can be seen past the door, the room is clouded
by a thick magic induced fog that neither a torch
or night vision abilities are able to penetrate. Any
magically summoned wind is enough to clear the
fog. A successful DC 15 Wisdom (Perception) will
show long scratches on the edges of the floor close
to the door—perhaps someone once tried to hang
onto it. A successful DC 15 Intelligence (Investigation) check sees the adventurer taking a rock or low
value item and throwing it into the room. This person
hears it land at a much lower level.
Anyone that falls into the pit suffers 4d10 damage.
TREASURE
The PCs find a pile of 5030 Kissi Pennies and an old
Emere Ida Sword (+ 1 magic Longsword) with its
blade covered in faintly glowing Nsibidi symbols.
Looking at your reflection in the blade sometimes
yields images of groups of Lionbloods and Emere
staring sternly back at you. The blade is called
Ayinke’s Pride.
J – The adventurers make their way down another
corridor finally ending up in a small dark room. The
room is filled with more items,again covered in a
bright red powder. On the right hand side of the
room is a beautifully carved wooden shutter, beside
it another small shrine. Aside from this there is nothing of particular interest. If the PCs make an offering
they hear a small crackling sound. A medium sized
pouch of healing paste falls onto the ground behind
them.

K – The adventurers walk through a short corridor
which feeds into another spacious room.
L – The Dwen child is chained here.
When PCs enter the room read or paraphrase the
following text:

The adventurers walk through a short corridor which
feeds into another spacious room.
The old wooden door glides open with ease
revealing another large room. A faint rustling of
plants accompanied by the offbeat sound of an
Agogo bell echoes throughout the space of the
room. Once again, you feel the odd presence of
someone or something otherworldly. The entrance
faces the side of an elevated platform. A man sits
casually on its edge facing you as you come in. It’s
almost as if he had been waiting for you the whole
time. Beside him is an Opon divination tray on which
six palm nuts lie. His presence feels otherworldly.
You have no doubt that he is no human.
“So you do manage to make it this far after all” He
wears an oversized mask, lined with a thick mass of
black plant fibres. They cover the majority of his
muscular physique. The limbs that can be seen are a
deep blackish-blue colour. The face carved into the
mask is menacing, with its pointed teeth and wild
eyes, a stark contrast to his calm demeanour. In this
moment you realise that the man seated before you,
is the person depicted in the statue of the first room.
In a dark corner of the room sits a young scrawny
looking girl probably no older than the age of 7. An
obscene number of chains, all bound to the floor
and surrounding walls weigh her frail looking body
down to the ground. She looks up as you approach,
you are not entirely sure if she has seen you or not,
because the girl has no face. No nose, no mouth,
no eyes—just a smooth fleshy surface where her
features should have been. A deep crimson smoke
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lingers over her entire body, occasionally rising up
behind her.
Iku’s gaze does not leave you “Have you come
to atone?”
“Mother? Mother?” out of nowhere the child jolts
up, causing the chains to rattle loudly.
The masked man turns his attention to something
behind you. Gerda stands at the door, misty-eyed
at the sight of her daughter, she tries to run to the
child but is promptly blocked by Iku, who does so
with incredible speed “Iku, please, I beg you. Let me
take my daughter”
Iku remains stone cold in his demeanour “He who
cries often and for no reason, drowns his friends
with his tears. Amadi. Enough is enough. Stop
deceiving these people” he turns to face your group
“This woman has been putting your lives and the
lives of the people of Iledan at risk. She placed a
curse on your totem and is the reason why the spirits
attack your city.”
Gerda scowls “You took my daughter from me...
You banished me...Left me for dead” her emotions
have exhausted her “And what of you?” she roars
“Tell them of how you tried to kill them in the nightmare state!”
Iku shakes his head “Amadi...you know more than
anyone that I have duties to uphold. I had pity on
this child when your village wanted to kill her but
this did not come at no cost” he turns to address
you “I am sorry that this fool has dragged you into
her personal matters” he takes a look at Gerda and
scoffs “Which person with good intentions would
hide their true identity? This body is not yours. You
stole it from someone deceased. The real Gerda”
he raises his hand and clenches his fist “Why don’t
we show them who you really are, Amadi?” Gerda’s skin begins to bubble viciously, the pockets of
air fill to full capacity and then burst tearing her skin
in the process. Gerda screeches in pain, she falls to
her knees wincing and heaving.
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“Fallen. The only atonement for the damage that
has been done is this woman’s life. If you let her
release this Dwen, it will surely destroy everything”
“Why would I want to bring anyone harm, Fallen?
I just want my child, my problem is not with Iledan.”
Gerda rises feebly to her feet, she is almost unrecognisable. The last of her skin flakes off, revealing
dark grey reptilian-like skin and pitch black eyes.
“He is lying fallen! Did you not see the children
at the home? Who have they brought harm to? This
man tried to kill you”
Iku sighs and shrugs, completely dismissing Gerda’s pleas.
“Fallen, I have told you what you must do to atone
with the Spirits. The choice is yours….what will it be?”

A DC 15 Wisdom (Insight) check on either or both
characters will show that both parties appear to be
sincere in what they are saying, although it’s hard to
separate objective truth from their opinions.

CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
The following information might help with role-playing Iku and Gerda (Amadi)

WHO IS AMADI?
Amadi is an ancestor that once lived as a human in
the Lion Chiefs’ time. She gave birth to Adia, a spirit
child during a time where the act was punishable.
Amadi was abandoned by her partner and left to
bear the punishment for the act. Her child was taken
from her and she was permanently banished by the
village. With the belief that her daughter was dead,
Amadi didn’t survive for long in the harsh Daru and
died a few days after her punishment came into
force. Her soul never found peace and this resulted
in her returning into an Ancestor.

WHAT HAPPENED WITH THE SPIRIT
CHILD?
The spirit child was initially going to be killed but Iku
took pity on the child. He spoke with the chiefs of
the village and they both came to an agreement. Iku
would take responsibility for the child but in return
would ensure that the child does not set foot in the
village again. Both parties agreed and the oath was
bound by the magic of the village’s totem. Iku kept
Adia in the burial chambers where he worked until
he passed away. The chambers were closed and a
magical seal was placed on the entrance to ensure
that the child, now a dwen, would not escape and
wreak havoc. Iku, bound by his duty toward death
and the village returned to the Burial Chambers as
an ancestor.

WHY IS AMADI NOW CALLED GERDA?
Amadi found the dead body of Gerda, Zahrah’s
sister and possessed it so that she could head back
to the Lions Chiefs village for revenge. When she
arrived in Iledan, a place completely different to
the village that she had been expelled from. Here,
Amadi found herself drawn to the Spirit Children’s
home where she was recognised by Zahrah, Gerda’s sister. Amadi found a new lease of life living
as Gerda and protecting the children. Her plans for
revenge were replaced by her duty to protect the
Spirit children of Iledan.
Why would Gerda choose to rescue her child
now?
Amadi, having settled in as Gerda began
receiving strong, recurring visions of her daughter.
Every night her daughter would call out to her,
revealing information on her whereabouts as well
as how to set her free. Knowing that the visions were
genuine, Amadi resolved herself to reuniting with
her daughter.

The process of breaking the seal was a long process. The last stage of the seal was opened as the
adventurers arrived in Iledan. If the adventurers had
not been there she would have sought another way
of getting help.
Why couldn’t Gerda save her daughter without
help?
The type of magic that Gerda used in order to turn
the totem’s magic against itself did not come without
consequences. The process was very tough on her
body, as a result her physical strength is so poor, that
she could not risk being killed before reaching Iku.

SIDING WITH IKU + SPIRITS
If the PCs decide to side with Iku, Gerda will be
distraught. She did not want it to come to this but
she must do everything in her power in order to be
reunited with her child.
Iku will tell the adventurers that they made the
right choice, he will make his way to the Dwen child
in order to prevent Gerda from getting to her. He
begins to incant, his deep voice sends vibrations
through the room. The chains rattle and then begin
to slither around the young girl, she struggles to
shake them off but fails miserably. The display is
deeply disturbing for Gerda, her eyes widen for a
moment in shock and then her expression turns into
one of rage.
Trigger an Encounter with Gerda. The spirits are
in favour of your decision. Select a PC to receive
advantage on attacks during this encounter.
DEVELOPMENTS
• If Gerda is defeated she will fall to the ground,
her body will crumble into a maroon dust.
• The young Dwen child keels over in pain,
screaming at the top of its lungs. It falls to the
ground and also withers away. It seems as
though Gerda’s death has affected her some-
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how.
• Iku congratulates them for having saved Iledan
and hands them each a link from the chain. It
is made from a powerful metal that can be
reforged into a small defensive magic item of the
PCs’ choice.
• In silence, he walks over to the maroon dust,
scoops it up and then lets it run through his
fingers “The tale of a Dwen, is always one of
sorrow” he seems genuinely saddened by the
fate of the spirit child he had taken in. He runs
his hands through the sand twice more, on the
third go, begins to chant. The dust becomes
animated, forming a miniature vortex between
Iku’s palms. It spins rapidly, eventually forming
a deep maroon fetish, in the shape of a woman
holding a child. When touched, the holder is
able to see everything that unfolded between
the Gerda, Iku and the adventurers.
XP
Gerda (CR 4) 1,100XP
TREASURE
Gerda drops a tightly wrapped Staff of the Adder
and two Manilla bracelets (200gp).
SIDING WITH GERDA
If the adventurers choose to side with Gerda, she
thanks them from the bottom of her heart, she is
genuinely grateful for their help. “So shall it be” Iku
concludes, he finds that he has no choice but to kill
the adventurers. He briefly apologises to the PCs,
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he does find it a pity that innocent people had to be
dragged into this situation.
A powerful wave of spirit energy swirls around
him and into the holes in his mask. The eyes light
up. Iku reaches out towards Gerda, some symbols
illuminate under her feet and she is rendered unconscious.
DC 12 Intelligence (Medicine) reveals that Gerda’s slumber cannot be broken until Iku has been
dealt with. Attempts to wake her up will automatically fail.
TRIGGER AN ENCOUNTER WITH IKU
During the fight the dwen girl will sense the efforts of
the adventurers trying to help her. Every two rounds
the young Dwen will heal 1d6 to the PC with the
lowest hit points in that round.
DEVELOPMENTS
• When the adventurers defeat Iku he falls to the
ground and the spirits float out of his body which
also eventually fades away.
• Gerda groans a little, finally having regained
consciousness. She’s not entirely sure what just
happened.
• The shackles fall off of the young Dwen. She
curiously studies the chains for a moment and
then, each person in the room, one by one.
• As if brought out from a daze the child screeches
so loud, a burst of red smoke emerges from her
body and she scowls. She leaps up, extending
sharp claws which she uses to destroy her surroundings as she jumps from wall to wall.

• Gerda, unphased by her child’s actions, reassures the little one that she is safe not and no
harm will come to her.
• At first the Dwen does not listen, it’s only when
Gerda approaches the child that it finally calms
down. The two embrace tightly. Tears run down
Gerda’s face. She had been waiting a long time
for this moment.
• As the two embrace, Gerda suddenly lets out a
huge gasp. Her body jerks violently. Long, sharp
claws impale Gerda’s stomach and exit through
her lower back. Bright red blood spills from
her wound, turning into dust before it reaches
the ground. Gerda can be heard sobbing
loudly. Through laboured breaths she incants a
long spell in a Lion Chiefs ritual language. She
reaches into a small pouch stored on her person,
brings out a handful of a magical black powder
and blows it over the Dwen child. She tells the
adventurers that she was indeed too late to save
her daughter, she follows with an apology and
reassurance that she has taken care of things.
• The Dwen does not react to the dust or her mother’s pain, she just breathes in a loud and frenzied
manner. Gerda’s body convulses several times
before finally falling limp. The room falls silent.
• The Dwen retracts its claws, watching its mother’s lifeless body fall to the ground, it crumbles
into a maroon dust.
• The Dwen leans over the remains of its mother,
inspecting it with a truly child-like curiosity. It
happily plays with the sand for a moment before

turning its attention to the adventurers.
• On its hands and knees the Dwen studies each
member PC of the group with caution.
• As the Dwen lunges in attack its stopped almost
immediately in its tracks, letting out a harrowing shriek. The magic powder begins to bubble
and sizzle as it slowly covers the surface of the
Dwen’s body.
• The Dwen falls to the ground shrieking in pain,
the black powder by this point has coated the
Dwen’s entire body. After a few minutes, the
Dwen is reduced to a pile of black and red ash.
• Both piles of dust pull together,creating a deep
maroon fetish in the shape of a mother holding
a child. When touched, the holder is able to see
everything that unfolded between the Gerda,
Iku and the adventurers.
XP
Iku (CR 4) – 1,100XP
TREASURE
As well as the fetish, the adventurers also find that Iku
drops an old goatskin bag with Bracers of Archery
(made in beautifully colourful Swala beads) and a
wrinkled Hold Person scroll.
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CONCLUSION
The chamber begins to shake viciously , as the totem
regains its power the Burial Chamber begins to
reseal itself. A huge gust of wind flows into the room,
spirits in shadow form flood the room and begin to
whirl uncontrollably. Gradually they collect and
begin swirling in circles around the PCs, moving so
fast that the PCs are only able to see large streaks
of colour. These colours become so vivid that they
eventually obscure the vision of the PCs. They feel
the floor beneath them disappear and they drop.
They find themselves on the surface, lying on the
floor of Idan’s Central temple. The huge hole that
once led to the Underground Chamber is no more.
Anele and a large group of Wardens pile into the
temple and are confused to find a serene Temple
and the entrance to the Burial Chambers sealed.
The Wardens scour the temple, half looking for
clues as to what could have happened, half clearing up the mess left behind from previous events.
Anele, along with Thando and Toye approach the
PCs, also surprised they asked about what had
happened in the Chambers, they are shocked when
they hear about or see what had happened.

The players are carried out of the temple by
Thando, Anele and some of the Wardens and
brought to one of the many wards on the Oba's vast
palace grounds. On the way, many people, having
already heard about the adventurers’ accomplishments praise them. The happy beating of drums
are accompanied by cheers and clapping can be
heard throughout the way.
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At the wards, the PCs are exhausted and have the
option to have a long rest here.

RECOMMENDED SOUNDTR ACK

Dschamilua

The Oba thanks the adventurers for their role in
keeping Iledan safe, he acknowledges that the feat
is huge given the fact that the PCs accomplished
what they did as newly Fallen. He gestures to some
of the palace workers who offer the PCs 5 Manillas
(mn) and a large calabash of Iledan’s finest palm
wine each.

At this point, if the adventures did not accept Toye’s
invitation to join the Wardens, they are offered this
opportunity once more.
The adventurers are invited to a private feast with
the Oba, the council and the village elders and
entertained with performances from the palaces’
masquerade dancers.

The next day, the PCs are greeted by the young
Emere Warden, who had been watching over them
as they recovered, he explains that the PCs were
brought here to recover at the request of Oba Ade
and that he would like to meet them. The young
man can’t contain his excitement as he speaks, it is
apparently a huge deal for anyone outside of the
Council of Ogbonis.
As the PCs make their way to the main palace,
many of the passersby seem to recognise them,
gesturing their gratitude or approval in one way or
another. It appears that word of their act of heroism,
like most news, has spread like wildfire.
The group approach the gates of a huge, heavily
guarded palance, the Wardens guarding the gates
bow respectfully as they allow the group past. The
PCs find themselves in a huge courtyard filled with
luscious plants and flowers, large bronze busts of
former Obas as well as the Oba’s ancestors are
placed throughout the spread of the space.
Oba Ade, sits on a throne on the sprawling front
deck of his palace, his presence is powerful, but
accompanied by a great calmness. He wears a
large beaded crown and holds a tall colourful staff
adorned with beads and topped with a carving of
a human figure resembling himself. Around him, sits
a group of the city’s elders, all regal looking men
and women wearing bright fabrics and vibrant
coral beaded jewellery as well as Toye, Ogboni of
Guardianship and Ite, Ogboni of Law and Justice.
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ILEDAN FOLK TALES
WHY BATS FLY AT NIGHT
Long ago, in a small village at the centre of the Daru
lived two close friends, the bat and the squirrel. The
squirrel was very handsome and loved by all of the
villagers. The bat on the other hand was ugly and
nobody ever paid him any mind. Over time the bat
grew to resent the squirrel. One thing the bat was
good at however was cooking. Every time the squirrel came to visit he would beg his friend to teach him
how to make a stew just as delicious. One evening
the bat turned to the squirrel and whispered “Okay,
I will tell you my secret. Whenever I want to cook my
soup, I first boil myself in the water. My flesh is so
sweet that it adds a great flavour” the squirrel was
pleased and thanked the bat. The next day he told
his husband and asked him to help make that evening’s stew as he had been instructed “That fool is

lying to you! I will not do this” his husband laughed.
That night, as the water for the stew came to a
boil and his husband had left the room, the squirrel leaped into the pot and was cooked to death.
When his husband looked into the pot and saw
the dead body of his husband he was very angry.
He reported the incident to the king who gave his
guards and the villagers orders to capture the bat.
The whole village spent days searching for the bat
who had since hidden himself. To avoid the chance
of being seen, the bat would only go out at night.
This is why bats fly at night.
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OLURONBI AND THE IROKO TREE
Think carefully and promise that which is within
your means my friends, let me tell you the story of
Oluronbi and the Iroko tree. A tale from the upper
realms.
Long ago, there was a village where the only villagers were women. To bear children, the women
would visit the Iroko Tree Spirit of the village to beg
for help. When the women would show up, the Iroko
Tree would ask the women what she would give in
return for bearing a child. Each woman would offer
the wares of their trade: Goats, yams, handwoven
cloth and the Iroko Tree would be pleased.
One day Oluronbi, a young woman from the village approached the Iroko tree for help: “What will
you give me in return for the child?” the Iroko tree
asked . Oluronbi, in her desperation, told the Iroko
tree “I can offer you my first born child” The Iroko
Tree was taken aback but very pleased “I have
heard you. So shall it be” the Iroko Tree accepted
the offer and Oluronbi fell pregnant.
A year passed after the promise was made. The
other women of the village returned to the Iroko Tree
to fulfill their promises bringing offerings of goats,
yams and cloth. When it came time for Oluronbi to
fulfill her promise she was filled with sadness, she
did not want to give away her beautiful baby. She
went to plead with the Iroko Tree “Please, I can
offer you anything else, just let me keep my child”
this was not accepted and the baby was taken from
its mother, never to be seen again.
The puppet breaks into an ominous sounding song:
Others offered sheep
Others offered goats
Oluronbi offered her child
Her Beautiful child

ILEDAN’S MAGIC ITEMS
WHISPERING FETISH
Wondrous item, common
This little fetish-statue is usually shaped as an ancestor with a pointy breast and a square beard, its hair
and back covered in twisted nails of all shapes and
a little mirror in its hands. If pointed to reflect a Spirit
or Ancestor, it will whisper to the holder which family they belong to (if they do), and their predisposition towards mortals. After three uses, the mirror
cracks and it becomes just a statuette.
SPIRIT FRIEND'S LAMP
Wondrous item, common
This lamp contains scented oil that emits a blue
flame, enough for one use. It burns for about an
hour and for the duration anyone holding the lamp
has advantage on all Charisma checks directed at
Spirits of CR 1 or lower.

STREET ALAWO UNRELIABLE ITEMS

ITEM

COLOUR

ADDITIONAL
PROPERTIES

EFFECT

Roll 1d4

Roll 1d10

Roll 1d8

Roll 1d4

1.
2.
3.
4.

Paste wrapped in banana leaves

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Red

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Smells like excretion

Calabash of pungent liquid
An odd looking ball resembling Macadamia nut
A bunch of dried herbs

Orange
Yellow
Green
Purple
Clear
Black
Copper
Rainbowcoloured

Sparkles
Warm to touch
Glows brightly
Smells sweet, similar to ripe mango
Makes a low humming noise
Chimes when moved
Odorless & tasteless

1. Has the effect of Keoghtom's ointment
2. Has the effect of a Disguise Self Spell
3. Causes bright green sores all over the body, which burst every now
and then. Any magic healing effect is halved for the rest of the day

4. The wearer smells like excretion for 3 hours. Disadvantage on all
charisma checks during this time.

From that day on, the villagers would sing this song
as a reminder of what had happened.
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CREATURES OF WAGADU
ANIMALS AND PLANTS
Animals in Wagadu are very similar to the ones of
other worlds, with a couple of differences:
When animals are killed or die or natural causes
they are “reborn” somewhere else, a bit like mortals being reborn at their temples and shrines. This
however does not happen as consistently for animals and premature “ultimate death” seems to be
more frequent. Fertility too seems to be affected by
excessive deaths.
All animals and plants have a group of Spirits that
views them as “children” and protects them (usually
such Spirits are closely related, like Lion Spirits protecting actual Lions).

HUNTING IN WAGADU
People don’t kill animals in Wagadu. Hunting is a
ritual endevour, closer to sports than to murder. It’s
tradition to briefly thank the protecting Spirits of that
animal before attacking it and after defeating it.
If the animal is wounded and attempts to flee, it’s
custom to leave it – a Spirit will often reward the
hunter for having “beaten & spared” one of their
“Children”. That is the main way to obtain animal
parts (and sometimes even magic items!). Killing the
animal and keeping all the body parts is possible,
of course, but this angers the Spirits that protects
that animal and can lead to dire consequences.
Spirits of domesticated animals and plants are
different as they are bound to mortals by primordial
rituals that subvert typical spirit-human relationships.
Domesticated Animal Spirits, for instance, act very
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generously, blessing mortals simply in exchange for
having their animals taken care of. Domesticated
plants Spirits are even more peculiar as they appreciate when their plants are consumed, as long as
whoever harvested keeps on planting the same
crop. Switching to other crops angers them. This
must be done carefully and respectfully, with specific rituals, in order to avoid angering such Plant
Spirits.
Similarly Wild Plant Spirits tend to appreciate
being eaten if whoever consumes them secures their
growth or dissemination (e.g. by spitting their seeds
to the ground).
The result of this complex web of spiritual influences, rituals and expectations means that the people of Wagadu need to understand and respect
how nature and Spirits around them work, as soon
as possible after their Fall.

SPIRITS
Spirits are magical creatures, they live half in a
parallel world called the “Spirit World” and half in
Wagadu.
Spirits always have some “influences” that characterise them—for instance a Red Hoove is a spirit
of Zebras and Fire. It’s aggressive, causes wildfires
but defends zebras at all costs.
• Most “influences” are types animals, plants or
places but sometimes they can be more abstract
like feelings or concepts (“love” “war”).
Most spirits have developed “Families” which are
clans of spirits that share some history, goals and
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that have their own cultures.
• Families are so powerful that often ancestors
join them as well.
• Most families have been around since the first
Eras.
• Not all spirits belong to a Spirit Family and there
are known cases of types of spirits switching or
leaving Families.
• Most Spirit Families have been catalogued and
are known to the people of Wagadu.
• Each Spirit family has its own spiritual language
and traditions, sometimes even specific architectures and political structures.

HOW ABOUT 5E MONSTER TYPES?
There isn’t a neat overlap between 5E and Wagadu’s creatures. Some are easy to categorise, like animals, but most of Wagadu’s creatures span across
typical “Types” so for instance Ancestors can be
Fiends (when Red) or Celestials (when Black) or Undead or Fey. Monster Type is more of an individual
“trait” for Wagadu’s creatures, than something that
connects to lore and other members of that type.

All Wagadu’s spirits can be categorised in four
types:

could become a totem (if they have humans to
worship them)

Minor spirits
Tend to be tiny and weak (a bit like fairies)
• They look like tiny creatures, sometimes humanoid, and often have masks.
• They can be cute or spooky.
• Most of them can change their shapes and
appear like small animals, plants or children

Elder Spirits
These spirits are so powerful that they are sometimes compared to gods. They have a lot of powers
and shapes and can sometimes appear like giant
creatures that tower above everything.
They are usually known by name and can greatly
affect Wagadu.

Humanoid spirits
They tend to have a human-like shape but usually
have features that identify them as spirits (e.g. glowing eyes). What they can transform into depends on
their “influences”.
• Monstrous spirits (or just “Monsters”)
• They are often more instinctive and less intelligent and usually cannot change shape. They
look like “monsters”.
• These are often not considered monsters and just
some form of animal. Other times they are called
“Spirit Touched” as they developed

All Animals and Plants of Wagadu are inspired by
the various biomes of the real-world African continent. Of course since Wagadu is a fantasy setting,
a lot is magical and made up, but it’s useful to keep
African nature as a base-line: a cow in Wagadu
will look most likely like gloriously horned Sanga
cattle rather than a swiss cow.

Totem Spirits
These are powerful spirits that reside in totems, their
original form depends on what they were before
(most were humanoid spirits) they rarely appear in
their original form, mostly communicating from their
totem. They lose mobility if they were previously
mobile spirits.
• The totem’s body (usually rock or wood) is
always solid.
• All Totems are bound to some community and
bless them in exchange of offering, worship or
both – this is the main reason why some Spirit
accept being bound to Totems.
• The spirit that is in the Totem affects the blessings that the community gets and can sometimes
even affect the environment around it.
• Theoretically in the right circumstances any spirit

SPIRIT FAMILIES IN THIS BOOK
A few of the many Spirit Families of Wagadu are
mentioned in this book. A bit of Info on each Family:
Abusua Family: These Spirits travel Wagadu on
palanquines and with umbrellas, searching for mortals to whom to bestow blessing and gifts. Unfortunately some of those “blessings” might be very
desirable (such as Dubiaku’s petrification).
Dama Family: The Dama are one of the most well
known Spirit Families in Wagadu. They are sometimes called “The Mystic Royalty” for their powerful
divination powers and the vast kingdoms that they
rule from their hill fortress-cities.

ANIMAL & PLANTS INSPIRATION
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Denbaya Family: This Family is known for having
funded many villages that welcome humans, without mistreating them or bedding them into worship.
They have some of the most magnificent dances
and rituals among the Families.
Do Family: These plant Spirits were once powerful lords of spiritual kingdoms of old. Something
happened and Other Families wiped out all of their
rulers. Ever since Do spirits have been (unsuccessfully) plotting their return to greatness.
Egungun Family: These are lavishly dressed
Ancestors, usually Emere souls, who bless or curse
their descendants by swirling dances. They appear
when summoned by specific rituals, rarely in any
other circumstances.
Ekine Family: These Spirits are known for the
physical prowess and their elaborate shrines which
they fill with mysterious statues and geometric patterns. They are very open to absorbing other spirits
and ancestors and their actions are strictly guided
prophecies or their Oracles – typically read from
the “whispers” of freshly deceased bodies.
Ekpo Family:These Ancestors linger in Wagadu
because of their overwhelming desire to keep
order and enforce laws. They energetically punish
law-breakers. They have large grotesque heads at
the center of fluffy dark bodies. They love wrestling
and will bet their head – this is not deadly for the
Ekpo, just shameful, but it is lethal for mortals of
course.
Elunda Family: A collection of quilled Spirits that
love solitude and do everything they can to avoid
meeting humans and sometimes even other Spirits.
Lingwala Family: Known in ancient eras for their
scores of Spirits their eerie congregations on vast
forest clearings, this family is currently heading
towards extinction: its members are gradually fading away. No one knows why.
Nukubo Family: Fish like Spirits, they love the Sea
and big rivers and tend to be naked and beautiful. They are known for having funded marvellous
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underwater glowing cities of giant shells.
Vara Family: The origins story of this Family is
peculiar. A group of ancestors, ravaged by some
ancient curse that left them only with their skulls,
found a Mala Ride (a Crocodile-Buffalo Spirit) and
befriended it, building an entire Spiritual Family
around it.
Zauli Family: These horned spirits travel through
the savanna looking for holy spots to temporarily
take over before moving to the next place. They
have a weak spot for Swala people and have
helped them many times throughout history.
APPEASEMENT TIPS
The following creature descriptions of Spirits
and Ancestors will always have a section called
“Appeasement Tip”. This is a way to calm down or
befriend an entity, without necessarily engaging it
in combat. A lot of Wagadu encounters could be
dealt with without unsheathing weapons. A DM can
use role-playing to make these very creative and
interesting encounters.
ANCESTORS
It is said that when all Wagadians ultimately pass
away, they become ancestors.
Ancestors are very active and very important for
Wagadu because they often keep Wagadu’s cities
running when mortals are extinct between cycles.
This makes them the respected repositories of
knowledge and tradition of Wagadu. Spirits provide
continuity and are the living memory of Wagadu.
There are three types of ancestors:
Black/Dark ancestors
These are benevolent and usually appear like a
floating shadow of the lineage they were in life and
their face is always covered with a mask.
Black ancestors cannot take solid form but they
can possess mortals if need be.

Red ancestors
These are angry and dangerous ancestors. These
ancestors are angry about something that happened in their life and seek death and destruction, they are very dangerous and somehow can
manage to create red glowing physical bodies if
needed. They are always covered in masks as well
but whichever lineage they were usually still visible.
Ancestors can create Families too, typically influenced by some Spirit.
Spiritual Ancestors
These are ancestors that have joined some spirit
family and may sometimes get confused by spirits.
Most Spiritual Ancestors don’t look like black or
red ancestors anymore but they appear like some
spirit (eg. animal features) depending on the Family
they joined.
Spiritual Ancestors usually still look humanoid
but are strongly affected by the “influences” of that
Spiritual Family.
ANCESTRAL FLORA AND FAUNA
These are ancestors of ancient animals that somehow regain a body and come back to Wagadu – in
some cultures it’s considered acceptable to kill them
since they “offset” the balance of Wagadu. For other
people they are part of nature as everything else.

“ANCESTRAL” NATURE IN WAGADU
The ancestral animals of Wagadu are based on
real world prehistoric, mostly African, specimens.
The Sivatherium or scimitar-toothed cats are ancestral animals of Wagadu.
Ancestral plants have a wider range of inspiration: trees so big that can support villages or

SUMMARY
• Animals and plants are based on African
ecosystems
• Ancestral animals and plants are basically
prehistoric and/or gigantic animals
• Spirits can be either:
• Tiny little things
• Human-like entities
• Monsters
• Inside Totems
• Giant ancient things
• All spirits have some “areas of influence” like
types of animals or concepts
• Ancestors are usually masked ghost-like people
that are either
• Black/Dark and friendly shadows
• Red (often solid) and angry
• Spirit-like and hard to distinguish from spirits
(but they usually still keep masks which can help
distinguish them – some spirits have masks too
though).

THE SPIRIT AND ANCESTRAL WORLD
These places are more a collection of hidden
worlds than single entities. Spirit Worlds are pockets of otherworldly nature that can be reached with
hidden magical portals (and often don’t have easy
ways back, leading lost travellers to reemerge in
faraway places). Such places theme with spirits
and have supernatural natural landscapes that can
be incredibly beautiful or terrifying (or both at the
same time!). Ancestral Realms are places where
the dead go to after passing away, most Ancestors
rarely leave such places if not summoned by their
descendants. Ancestral Realms usually appear as
warped or slightly off versions of Wagadu but in
some cases they can be entirely alien places hard
to understand for mortals.
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Daru Huntsman Spider
These are very large huntsman spiders that dwell in the Daru forest.
Defeating them without killing them will often lead some Spider Spirit to offer either spider parts or
venom in a sealed calabash.
Daru Huntsman Spider
Large beast, unaligned
Armor Class 15 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 26 (4d10 + 4)
Speed 30 ft, climb 30 ft
STR
14 (+2)

DEX
16 (+3)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
2 (-4)

WIS
11 (+0)

CHA
4 (-3)

Skills Stealth +5
Senses Blindsight 10 ft., Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 10
Languages Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Wood Camouflage. The spider has advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks to hide in a forest terrain.
Spider Climb. The spider can climb difficult surfaces, including upside down on ceilings, without needing
to make an ability check.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 6 (1d6+3) piercing damage, and the
target must make a DC 11 Constitution saving throw, taking 9 (2d8) poison damage on a failed save, or
half as much damage on a successful one. If the poison damage reduces the target to 0 hit points, the
target is stable but poisoned for 1 hour, even after regaining hit points, and is paralyzed while poisoned
in this way.
Bring the prey down. The Spider chooses up to two targets in its reach, each target must make a DC 12
Strength or Dexterity saving throw. On a failed save, the target is prone.
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Goliathus Aziza
Aziza are small winged humanoid creatures that inhabit and hunt in the Daru. They form little tribes and
live predominantly in the thick of forest canopies (though some are found in anthills!). Many variants of
Aziza can be found in the rainforest of Wagadu - all with their own unique patterns and different types
of insect wings. Most Aziza are helpful but there are many variants that can be far more aggressive or
dangerous. Which type you meet is really down to luck but they are surely angered by anyone who
damages silk-cotton trees.
Goliathus Aziza - Deep Mahogany or Pitch-Black skin with white markings. They wear chainmails made
from bright coral beads and always have their bows and longswords with them.
Appeasement Tip
Goliathus Aziza love metal threads, especially rare ones, which they can use to build or repair their tiny
chainmails.

Goliathus Aziza
Tiny fey (Zunkan Family), neutral
Armor Class 15 (coral beads chainmail)
Hit Points 3 (1d4+1)
Speed 10 ft, climb 30 ft
STR
3 (-4)

DEX
16 (+3)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
14 (+2)

WIS
13 (+1)

CHA
11 (+0)

Skills Perception +3, Stealth +7
Senses Passive Perception 10
Languages Common, Sylvan
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Tiny Ida (Longsword). Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 1 slashing damage.
Shortbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, range 40/160 ft., one target. Hit: 1 piercing damage, and
the target must succeed on a DC 10 Constitution saving throw or become poisoned for 1 minute. If their
saving throw result is 5 or lower, the poisoned target is frightened for the same duration. The target can
attend a DC 10 Charisma saving throw at the end of each of their next turns to end the condition.
Invisibility. The Aziza magically turns invisible until they attacks or casts a spell, or until their concentration
ends (as if concentrating on a spell). Any equipment the Aziza wears or carries is invisible with it.
Mischievous Masquerade. A group of eight or more Aziza can celebrate a magic feast to influence a
single group of creatures in their territory. According to their mood or feelings, results might change. If the
attitude is evil, one target of their choosing must succeed on a DC 11 Wisdom saving throw or become
incapacitated for one minute, as for an extreme weakness. If the attitude is benevolent, each member
of the group gains advantage on ability checks with a statistic of their choosing; this effect lasts for ten
minute. The death of all the Aziza ends every curse or blessing.
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Bonu Amuen

A Bonu Amuen by Chaim Garcia (https://www.instagram.com/chaimgarcia/)
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These Bush Spirits are very aggressive but can be very protective if befriended. They typically appear as
humanoid baboons with sophisticated hairdos. They can protect against evil spirits and are known for
their magic items.
These spirits have a strict society with lower ranking members distinguishable by their lack of items and
their simpler hairstyles. A Bonu Amuen three magic items and a complex hairstyle is generally a leader.
Appeasement Tip
Bonu AmuenThey have a weak spot for tubers and yam.
Bonu Amuen - Common
Medium Humanoid (Wuramu Family), neutral
Armor Class 16 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 33 (6d8+6)
Speed 30 ft, climb 20 ft
STR
15 (+2)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
13 (+1)

INT
11 (+0)

WIS
13 (+1)

CHA
9 (-1)

Skills Athletics +5, Perception +3,Survival +3
Senses Passive Perception 13
Languages Common, Sylvan, Wuramu
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Special Equipment. A common Bonu Amuen has usually one of the following items:
Bush Sword, said to slice through any type of spirit;
Gourd Rattle, can freeze enemies on the spot;
Baboon Staff, it allows command of all the baboons in the area.
Underbrush Stride: moving through non-magical difficult forest terrain costs Bonu Amuen no extra
movement. They can also pass through non-magical plants without being slowed by them and without
taking damage from them if they have thorns, spines, or a similar hazard. These effects apply also to
magical vegetation created by the Bonu Amuen.
A e lang age: The Bonu Amuen can understand and be understood by any kind of ape.
Spellcasting. Common Bonu Amuen are a 3th-level spellcasters. Their spellcasting ability is Wisdom (Spell
save DC 11; +3 to hit with spell). They have the following Druid spells prepared:
Cantrips (at will): druidcraft, thorn whip, resistance
1st level (4 slots): entangle, animal friendship, jump
2nd level (2 slots): spike growth

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Bonu Amuen makes two attacks.
Scimitar. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d6+2) slashing damage.
Sling. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 30/120 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+2) bludgeoning
damage.
Baboon Staff (if equipped, 1/day). Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d6+2)
bludgeoning damage, 6 (1d8+2) bludgeoning damage if wielded with two hands. Using the magic of
the Staff (1/day) the Bonu Amuen can call all the baboons of the area at their side. If the Bonu Amuen is
in their territory or in a forest, at the beginning of the turn eight baboons arrive at their side. If the staff is
used outside a forest, or in an area without enough animals, the Bonu Amuen can summon four fey spirits
with the shape of baboons. They appear in a unoccupied spaces near the summoner. Each beast is also
considered fey, and it disappears when it drops to 0 hit points or after 1 hour. The called or summoned
creatures are friendly with all the Bonu Amuen. Roll initiative for the creatures as a group, which has its
own turns. They obey any verbal commands that the caller issues to them (no action required). If the
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Bonu Amuen doesn't issue any commands to them, they defend themselves from hostile creatures, but
otherwise take no actions.
Bush Sword (if equipped). Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d8+3) slashing
damage. If the weapon hits a spirit, the target suffers 9 (2d8) extra poison damage.
Gourd Rattle (if equipped). The Bonu Amuen starts playing their rattle. All the targets who can listen to
the charming sound must succeed on a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw or become paralyzed until the end
of the playing. The music can affect up to 6 targets. Affected targets can repeat the saving throw at the
end of their turns, to break free from the condition. A target who has never listened to a Gourd Rattle
can t roll an saving throws. The Bonu Amuen can increase the rhythm of the shaking, tighten the grip of
the paralysis: each paralyzed target must succeed on a DC 10 Constitution saving throw or start to
suffocate immediately. At the start of their next turn, they drop to 0 hit points and are dying, and they
can't regain hit points or be stabilized until they can breathe again. Playing the Gourd Rattle requires
concentration. If the concentration of the user is lost, the paralysis effect ends immediately. A target who
breaks free from the effect can t be affected from the sound for a day.
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Daru Python
This massive snake is known to stalk the rainforests of Wagadu and is said to originate from the Daru forest.
They typically hunt by remaining motionless in a camouflaged position and then striking the prey with a
sudden bite.
If defeated but not killed, a Python Spirit sometimes appear to reward you with (roll 1d4):
1. P thon s skin, which has been known to enhance healing powers
2. P thon s Fat, which can temporarily strengthen those who apply it on their skin
3. P thon s Liver, which can be used as an antito in
4. P thon s Head, a protective charm
Daru Python
Huge beast, unaligned
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 37 (5d12 + 5)
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft, climb 30 ft.
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
14(+2)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
1 (-5)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
3 (-4)

Skills Perception +2, stealth +4
Senses Blindsight 10 ft., Passive Perception 12
Languages Challenge 1 (200 XP)

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 10 ft., one creature. Hit: 6 (1d6+3) piercing damage.
Constrict. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 7 (1d8+3) bludgeoning damage,
and the target is grappled (escape DC 15). Until this grapple ends, the creature is restrained, and the
snake can't constrict another target
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Ngloko
Sometimes called Ngoloko , these beasts are often described as a crossing
between a bear and a hyena. They are ferocious and can stand on their hind legs
to appear even stronger. They are formidable nocturnal predators and are known
for attacking humans.
The spirits that sometimes appear when a Ngloko is beaten but not killed are very
strong and angry and begrudgingly acknowledge your victory. They typically
reward you with Ngloko fangs, bones and skins and sometimes with items, even
magical, that increase strength (they will sometimes taunt saying that you are not as
strong as you think you are, before bestowing such gifts).
Ngloko
Medium Beast, unaligned
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 33 (6d8 + 12)
Speed 40 ft
STR
17 (+3)

DEX
15 (+2)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
3 (-4)

WIS
12 (+1)

CHA
8 (-1)

Skills Perception +3
Senses Passive Perception 13
Languages Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Bloodlust. When the Ngloko reduces a creature to 0 hit points with a melee attack on its turn, they can
take a bonus action to move up to half its speed and make a bite attack.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Ngloko makes two attacks: one with their bite and one with their claws.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d10+3) piercing damage.
Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d8+3) slashing damage.
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Folake
Recruit of the Iledean Wardens (view The Child & the Oath, part 1)
Folake
Medium Humanoid (Orun Emere), lawful good
Armor Class 16 (chainmail)
Hit Points 27 (5d8+5)
Speed 30 ft
STR
14 (+2)

DEX
10 (+0)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
11 (+0)

WIS
13 (+1)

CHA
13 (+1)

Saving Throws Wis +4, Cha +3
Skills Perception +3, Medicine +3, Arcana +3
Senses Passive Perception 13
Languages Common, Ancient Emere, Hyerenn
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Divine Lore (lineage). Folake can read any religious script no matter the language it's written in.
Divine Sight (lineage). Folake can cast True Seeing with no material component needed and with a
duration of just one minute. Folake s Orun Emere version of the spell pierces souls as well providing her
with a temporary advantage on Wisdom (Insight) checks, for its duration. A long rest is required to regain
this power.
Spellcasting. Folake is a 2nd-level spellcaster. Their spellcasting ability is Charisma (Spell save DC 13; +3
to hit with spell). They have the following spells prepared:
Cantrips (at will): thaumaturgy
1st level (2 slots): cure wounds, shield of faith

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. Folake makes two melee attacks.
Emere Sword - Greatsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft.., one target. Hit: 9 (2d6+2)
slashing damage.
Javelin. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 30/120 ft., one target. Hit: 5
(1d6+2) piercing damage.
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Yoofi
Recruit of the Iledan Wardens (view The Child & the Oath, part 1)
Yoofi
Medium Humanoid (Silver Ironmaster), lawful good
Armor Class 17 (chainmail and shield)
Hit Points 32 (5d8 + 10)
Speed 30 ft
STR
14 (+2)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
10 (+0)

WIS
11 (+0)

CHA
9 (-1)

Saving Throws Str +4, Cos +4
Skills Perception +2, Survival +2
Damage Resistances Poison
Damage Vulnerability Lightning
Senses Blindsight 30 ft, Passive Perception 12
Languages Common, Hyerenn, Others
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Ironmaster Fetish-Charm (lineage). As a bonus action Yoofi can grow his fetish-charm (a decorative
silver Akrafena sword) into a one hand weapon that counts as magic and deals 1d8+1 damage. If an
opponent offended him, the damage against them increases to 1d12+1. This weapon lasts for an hour
then disintegrates after such use and a new one needs to be forged.
Metal Skin (lineage). Yoofi can use his metal heritage to defend himself. As a bonus action, he can
enhance the metal in his body by turning his skin into metal: this process heals 1 hp per level and provides
resistance to all damage till the beginning of his next turn. A long rest is required to regain this power.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. Yoofi makes two melee attacks.
Fetish-Charm. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 7 (1d8+3) slashing damage,
10 (1d12 + 3) if the target offended Yoofi.
Light hammer. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 5 (1d6+2) bludgeoning
damage.
Longbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, range 150/600 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d8+1) piercing
damage.

REACTIONS_____________________________________________

Parry. Yoofi adds 2 to his AC against one melee attack that would hit it. To do so, Yoofi must see the
attacker and be wielding a melee weapon.
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Daru Lizard
These lizards are giant Agama lizards that can be recognised by their garish colours
and vicious territoriality. They hunt small animals by hiding in the undergrowth of the
rainforest and then swallowing them with one bite. They attack humans only when
they feel their territory is being threatened.
Defeating without slaying a Daru Lizard means that a Lizard Spirit (a tall naked
person with glowing eyes and bright lizard masks) may appear to reward players
with lizard skins, bones or rarely with some healing items.
Daru Lizard
Large beast, unaligned
Armor Class 12 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 17 (2d10 + 6)
Speed 40 ft, climb 30 ft.
STR
15 (+2)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
3 (-4)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
4 (-3)

Senses Darkvision 30 ft., Passive Perception 13
Languages Challenge 1 /4 (50 XP)
Wood Camouflage. The Daru lizard has advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks to hide in a forest terrain.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d18 + 2) piercing damage.
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Dyobi- The Runner

A Dyobi by Chaim Garcia (https://www.instagram.com/chaimgarcia/)
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These weak spirits cover their face with a curtain of cowrie shells and tend to act erratically, serving
other more powerful spirits ( other Damas such as the Sirige ). The Dyobi are typically not to be trusted.
When threatened, these spirits can develop stilt like legs which they use to try to impale enemies.
The other Damas barely consider them part of their family but they are tolerated as they take over tasks
the other Damas don't want to deal with.
Appeasement Tip
The Dyobi can be distracted by very ripe, almost rotten sweet fruits. Best served on a pole or spear so
they can reach it even when on stilt-legs.
Dyobi - The Runners
Medium Humanoid (Dama Family), chaotic evil
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 9 (2d8)
Speed 50 ft
STR
9 (-1)

DEX
15 (+2)

CON
10 (+0)

INT
8 (-1)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
7 (-2)

Senses Passive Perception 10
Languages Common, Dama
Challenge 1 /4 (50 XP)
Cowardice. The Dyobi can take the Disengage action as a bonus action on each of their turns.
Human appearance. The Dyobi can appear as human at will, until they are threatened or in combat.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Leg stab. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d18+2) piercing damage.
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Mvudi - The Ferryman
Can be recognised by their checked skin and very long skulls. They are canoe spirits
that will ferr or drown people based on the mortals' behaviour (unfortunatel it s not
always clear what behaviours lead to which outcome). They never speak and
always manage river currents impeccably.
Appeasement Tip
Ferrumen Spirits are fascinated by very sophisticatedly arranged offerings. The value
of the offering is not so important (though it can help) whereas the geometric
patterns are. A DC20 Intelligence (religion) check allows a PC to recall a Mvudifriendly pattern.
Mvudi - The Ferrymen
Medium Humanoid (Lingwala Family) neutral
Armor Class 11 (16 with Barkskin)
Hit Points 22 (5d8)
Speed 50 ft, swim 30 ft.
STR
12 (+1)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
11 (+0)

INT
13 (+1)

WIS
16 (+3)

CHA
7 (-2)

Skills Perception +5, Stealth +3
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 15
Languages Sylvan, Lingwala, Common (they only understand it)
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Boat Stride. Once on their turn, the mvudi can use their movement to step magically into one boat in
their sight, appearing in an unoccupied space on the deck of the boat. The boat must be on water.
Innate Spellcasting. The Mvudi's innate spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save DC 13). The Mvudi can
innately cast the following spells, requiring no material components:
At will: shillelagh, mend
3/day each: fog cloud, gust of wind, shape water
1/day each: barkskin, water walk
Water bond. For every 5 feet the mvudi moves on solid ground, they take 1 psychic damage. A mvudi
can breath underwater freely. A mvudi can see clearly through normal or magic fog.
Speak with Water Beasts. The mvudi can communicate with beasts who live in or near the water, as if
they shared a language.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Long Pole. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit (+5 to hit with shillelagh), reach 15 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d6+1)
bludgeoning damage, or 7 (1d8+3) bludgeoning damage with shillelagh, and the target must make a
DC 11 Strength saving throw, or being pushed (not pulled) by 5 feet on a failed save in a direction chosen
by the mvudi.
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Crocodile
Large Beast, unaligned
Armor Class 12 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 19 (3d10 + 3)
Speed 20 ft., swim 30 ft.
STR
15 (+2)

DEX
10 (+0)

CON
13 (+1)

INT
2 (-4)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
5 (-3)

Skills Stealth +2
Senses Passive Perception 10
Languages Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)
Hold Breath. The crocodile can hold its breath for 15 minutes.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 7 (1d10+2) piercing damage. The
target is grappled (escape DC 12). Until this grapple ends, the target is restrained, and the crocodile
can't bite another target.
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Gbahali

A Gbahali by Nadim Arnaout (https://www.instagram.com/nadim_karim_arnaout/)
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There are many legends around the origins of these creatures. One says that a crocodile was being
teased by a Golden Cat for being too slow. Angered by teasing, the crocodile asked its protecting spirit
to give her the speed to chase down the Golden Cat. The Spirit answered the prayer and that is how
Gbahali were born.
When defeated, Crocodile Spirits that may appear to reward players appear extremely ancient, with
cracked and faintly painted wooden masks and apart from Gbahali parts, they sometimes provide items
which can enhance speed.
Gbahali
Large Beast, unaligned
Armor Class 11
Hit Points 22 (3d10 + 6)
Speed 40 ft., swim 40 ft.
STR
15 (+2)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
6 (-2)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
7 (-2)

Skills Stealth +2
Senses Passive Perception 10
Languages Sylvan (they only understand it)
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)
Hold Breath. The Gbahali can hold its breath for 15 minutes.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 7 (1d10+2) piercing damage. The
target is grappled (escape dc 12) Until this grapple ends, the target is restrained, and the Gbahali can't
bite another target.

Mud Jump. Once on their turn, if the Gbahali are in shallow water, they can use their movement to dive
(if needed) and take a leap from the bottom of a body of water. They appear in an unoccupied space
on their destination or they can strike a target. That target must succeed on a DC 13 Strength saving
throw or be knocked prone.
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Nukubo Cobia - The Shiny
These Spirits are the most beautiful of the Nukubo Family. These humanoid spirits have the brown skin of
a cobia fish, its sharp teeth and a fancy head-fin that runs all the way down the back. They are known
for being vain and fascinated by oils, perfumes and jewellery. On a good day, they can be friendly
revellers, sometimes even interested in romance with mortals, on a bad day they can turn into viciously
aggressive Spirits - they know an ancient ritual that if performed on a dying mortal, it can make them
more beautiful.
Appeasement Tip:
Nukubo Cobias love jewellery that matches their skin colour and clothing but flattering poetry seems to
be even more powerful when attempting to befriend them.
Nukubo Cobia - The Shiny
Medium Humanoid (Nukubo Family), neutral
Armor Class 13 (fish scales)
Hit Points 22 (5d8)
Speed 30 ft., swim 40 ft.
STR
11 (+0)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
11 (+0)

INT
13 (+1)

WIS
12 (+1)

CHA
14 (+2)

Skills, Insight +3, Perception +3, Stealth +3
Senses Darkvision 60 ft, Passive Perception 13
Languages Aquan, Nukubo, Common
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Innate Spellcasting. The Nukubo Cobia s spellcasting abilit is Charisma (spell save DC 12). The can
innately cast the following spells, requiring no material components:
At will: animal friendship (fish and reptiles only)
3/day each: poison spray, charm person, ray of frost
Limited Amphibiousness. The Nukubo Cobia can breathe air and water, but they need to be submerged
at least once every 4 hours to avoid suffocating.
Magic Resistance. The Nukubo Cobia has advantage on saving throws against spells and other magical
effects.
Speak with Water Beasts. The Nukubo Cobia can communicate with beasts who live in or near the water,
as if they shared a language.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The nokubo cobia makes two attacks: one with their bite and one with their claws.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d6+1) piercing damage.
Claws. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d6+1) slashing damage.
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Daru Bullfrog
The Daru rainforest is known for having given birth to several giant animals that have subsequently spread
to the rest of Wagadu. The Daru Bullfrog is one of those.
It is known for attempting to eat anything and for being fearless. Beating a Daru Bullfrog can sometimes
summon burly frog spirits that have smooth skins and tiny masks. Such spirits reward with edibles, mostly
mundane but sometimes magic.
Daru Bullfrog
Large Beast, unaligned
Armor Class 11
Hit Points 39 (6d10 + 6)
Speed 20 ft., swim 40 ft.
STR
15 (+2)

DEX
13 (+1)

CON
13 (+1)

INT
2 (-4)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
3 (-4)

Skills Stealth +2
Senses Darkvision 30 ft., Passive Perception 10
Languages Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Amphibious. The bullfrog can breathe air and water.
Standing Leap. The bullfrog's long jump is up to 20 feet and its high jump is up to 10 feet, with or without
a running start.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d10+2) piercing damage plus 3
(1d6) poison damage, and the target is grappled (escape DC 13). Until this grapple ends, the target is
restrained, and the bullfrog can't bite another target.
Creepy Croaking. The bullfrog emits a hypnotic croaking. Every humanoid within 60 feet of the bullfrog
that can hear the song must succeed on a DC 11 Wisdom saving throw or be frightened until the croaking
ends. The bullfrog must take a bonus action on its subsequent turns to continue singing. It can stop singing
at an time. The croaking ends if the Bullfrog is incapacitated. The bullfrog can t croak if the are holding
a target in a grapple. While frightened by the bullfrog a target ignores the croaking of another bullfrog.
A frightened target can also repeat the saving throw at the end of each of their turns. If the saving throw
is successful, the effect ends. A target that saves is immune to bullfrog's croaking for the next 24 hours.
Swallow. The bullfrog makes one bite attack against a Medium or smaller target it is grappling. If the
attack hits, the target is swallowed, and the grapple ends. The swallowed target is blinded and restrained,
they have total cover against attacks and other effects outside the bullfrog, and they take 7 (2d6) acid
damage at the start of each of the bullfrog's turns. The bullfrog can have only one target swallowed at
a time. If the bullfrog dies, a swallowed creature is no longer restrained by it and can escape from the
corpse using 5 feet of movement, exiting prone.
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Creatures of Part 2 -Welcome to Iledan
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A

- The Blue-eyed

Am rous are the souls of deceased Ikaki heroes that join the Ekine Family becoming Spiritual Ancestors.
They appear like Ikakis with glowing blue eyes and calming auras. They are typically naked and covered
in silvery paint, they carry tridents that can alter waves and wear necklaces made of sparkling chunks of
nacre.
Appeasement Tip
A libation of some strong liquor followed by a genuine enunciation of heroic deeds performed by the
officiator present can often lead an Am rou to treat ou as an equal.
A
- The Blue Eyed
Medium Undead (Ikaki Ancestor, Ekine Family), neutral
Armor Class 18 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 37 (5d8+15)
Speed 30 ft, swim 30 ft.
STR
18 (+4)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
16 (+3)

INT
10 (+0)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
12 (+1)

Skills Athletics +6, Intimidation +2, Perception +4, Stealth +3
Damage Resistances Cold, Necrotic
Damage Immunity Poison
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 14
Languages Aquan, Ekine, Ikaki
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Echoes of Sea People. The Am rou has a swimming speed, and they can breathe air and water. If they
don t immerse themself in water for at least eight hours during a day, their body begins to get thinner, as
they lose 8 hit points from their maximum amount. If this amount reaches 0, their body becomes totally
dried and they die. They recover their shape after a regular eight-hour immersion.
Shoal Rage. If the Am rou reali es that their way to the nearest body of water is blocked somehow, they
can fall into a frenzy state: their muscles becomes bigger, while absorbing all the water nearby; the
Am rou gains +4 Strength, all the rolls to try to grapple them have a disadvantage. On the other hand all
the melee attacks rolls against them have advantage. This state ends as soon as the path to the water is
clear, or the condition that prevents them from getting there is removed.
Speak with Water Beasts. The Am rou can communicate with beasts who live in or near the water, as if
they shared a language.

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Am rou makes two trident attacks, or uses a single power of the trident.

Am
T iden . Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d8+4) piercing damage
or 10 (1d8+6) piercing damage if Shoal Rage is active, plus 9 (2d8) cold damage.
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Ekine Fish - Scaly Guardian
Ekine fish are half fish half humans with the area between their arms and the tail as a large webbed
membrane. They have hats that seem like little shrines filled with shells, pearls and little live sea creatures.
They often act as guardians of rivers or beaches within Ekine domains.
Appeasement Tip:
Taming animals, especially aquatic ones, in front of an Ekine Fish, is one of the fastest ways to gain its
respect.
Ekine Fish
Medium Fey (Ekine Family), neutral
Armor Class 12 (fish scales)
Hit Points 32 (5d8+10)
Speed 10 ft., swim 40 ft.
STR
14 (+2)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
15 (+2)

INT
11 (+0)

WIS
12 (+1)

CHA
9 (-1)

Skills Perception +3
Senses Darkvision 60 ft, Passive Perception 12
Languages Aquan, Common, Ekine
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Limited Amphibiousness. The Ekine Fish can breathe air and water, but they need to be submerged at
least once every 4 hours to avoid suffocating.
Predator Telepathy. The Ekine Fish can magically command one predator, fish or amphibious, within 60
feet of them, using a limited telepathy.
Speak with Water Beasts. The Ekine Fish a can communicate with beasts who live in or near the water, as
if they shared a language.
Water glide. The Ekine Fish can glide on wet surfaces, increasing their ground speed up to 20 ft.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Ekine Fish makes two attacks: one with their bite and one with their claws or with their
spear.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d8+2) piercing damage.
Claws. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d6+2) slashing damage.
Spear. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d6+2)
piercing damage, or 6 (1d8+2) piercing damage if used with two hands to make a melee attack.
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Saikou
Spirit Child NPC from Part 2 Welcome To Iledan
Saikou
Small Humanoid (Spirit Child), neutral good
Armor Class 12 (15 with Mage Armor)
Hit Points 14 (3d6+4)
Speed 30 ft
STR
9 (-1)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
11 (+0)

WIS
13 (+1)

CHA
14 (+2)

Saving Throws Con +3, Cha +4
Skills Perception +3, Stealth +3
Senses Passive Perception 13
Languages Asiman, Common
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Innate Spellcasting. Saikou's innate spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC 12). He can innately
cast the following spells, requiring no material components:
At will: dancing lights
1/day each: burning hands, sleep, mage armor
S i i Child In abili : the Spirit Child often overflows with raw magic power, generated by the unstable
resonance of their spiritual essence. If Saikou experiences strong emotions, or stress, this power could go
wild: he ll be compelled to use one of his spells. Then roll a d4:
1 2. The Spirit Child aims at the wrong targets compared to his intentions (e.g. enemies for a
bless, ally for a damage spell);
3 4. The Spirit Child manages to aim at the right targets.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Slip through. Saikou can free himself from any grip or rope, becoming inconsistent for a brief moment.
This action can be used onl under a strong stress or menace. He can t use it consciousl .
Spiritual Knife. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft.., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+2) slashing damage
(magic).

REACTIONS_____________________________________________

Defensive spiritual inconsistency. Saikou adds 3 to his AC against one attack that would hit him. To do
so, Saikou must see the attacker.
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Flying Water Tridents
Small construct, unaligned
Armor Class 17 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 14 (4d6)
Speed 0 ft., fly 50 ft. (hover)
STR
12 (+1)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
10 (+0)

INT
1 (-5)

WIS
5 (-3)

CHA
1 (-5)

Saving Throws Dex +4
Damage Immunities Poison, Psychic
Condition Immunities Blinded, Charmed, Deafened, Frightened, Paralyzed, Petrified, Poisoned
Senses Blindsight 60 ft. (blind beyond this radius), Passive Perception 7
Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)
Dry Susceptibility. The trident is incapacitated while in a dry area. If hit by a fire damage spell, the trident
must succeed on a Constitution saving throw against the caster's spell save DC or fall unconscious for 1
minute. If the trindent touches any kind of water source, it regains consciousness at the beginning of its
next turn.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Trident. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d6+1) piercing damage. If the
target is wet or in contact with water deals 2 (1d4) additional cold damage.
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Ekine Hippo - Charging Rage
Silvery hippos with fish fins and an Ekine wooden shrine on their head, dripping with algae.These are
considered to be some of the most vicious Spirits out there. Even other members of the Ekine Family
sometimes try to avoid them. They are territorial and short tempered.
Appeasement Tip:
Surprisingly to Witch-doctors and scholars, no ritual is yet known to calm down these savage Spirits.
Ekine Hippo
Huge Beast (Ekine Family), chaotic evil
Armor Class 14 (Natural)
Hit Points 55 (6d12 + 16)
Speed 30 ft., swim 20 ft.
STR
19 (+4)

DEX
11 (+0)

CON
15 (+2)

INT
7 (-2)

WIS
12 (+1)

CHA
11 (0)

Skills Perception +3
Senses Darkvision 30 ft., Passive Perception 13
Languages Aquan, Ekine, Common
Challenge 3 (700 XP)
Hold Breath. The Ekine Hippo can hold their breath for 15 minutes.
Trampling Charge. If the Ekine Hippo moves at least 20 feet straight toward a creature and then hits it
with a Slam attack on the same turn, that target must succeed on a DC 14 Strength saving throw or be
knocked prone. If the target is prone, the Ekine Hippo can make one stomp attack against it as a bonus
action.
Unpredictable ferocity. The Ekine Hippo starts each fight with a +3 bonus on the initiative roll.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d8+4) bludgeoning damage.
Canine Teeth Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 11 (2d6+4) piercing
damage.
Stomp. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one prone creature. Hit: 8 (1d8+4) bludgeoning
damage.
Marking the territory (Recharge 5-6). The Ekine Hippo starts spinning his tail while producing from his back
a spiritual discharge, distributing this hypnotic substance up to 20 ft around them. The substance
evaporates quickly, meanwhile each creature in that area must succeed on a DC 11 Wisdom saving
throw, or for 1 minute, the target can t take reactions and must roll a d6 at the start of each of their turns
to determine their behavior during the turn:
1 2. The target can t take bonus actions;
3 4. The target can t use an known spell or magical abilit possessed;
5 6. The target doesn t move, and the onl thing it can do on their turn is make a DC 11 Wisdom
saving throw, ending the effect on themselves on a success.

REACTIONS_____________________________________________

Front Teeth Parry. The Ekine Hyppo adds 2 to their AC against one melee attack that would hit him. To
do so, the Ekine Hippo must see the attacker, and they must not already have used their bite attack
during the turn.
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Iledan Bandit
NPC bandits from Part 2 Welcome to Iledan
Iledan Bandit
Medium Humanoid (any lineage), any non-good alignment
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 22 (4d8+4)
Speed 30 ft
STR
14 (+2)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
13 (+1)

INT
10 (+0)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
10 (+0)

Skills Intimidation +2, Stealth +4
Senses Passive Perception 10
Languages Common, any language from their lineage
Challenge 1 /2 (100 XP)
Pack Tactics. The Iledan Bandit has advantage on an attack roll against a creature if at least one of the
bandit's allies is within 5 ft. of the creature and the ally isn't incapacitated.

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The bandit can make two attacks.

Rungus (throwing mace). Melee and Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. or 30/90 ft., one
creature. Hit: 5 (1d6+2) bludgeoning damage. Each bandit has five rungus.
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Creatures of Part 3 - lle Ofo, The Nightmare State
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Adze - The Firefly Vampire
Ad es are souls of heartless Daa ima that turn even crueller after death and linger to torment humans.
The have a firefl shape the assume to sneak into places but their true shape is that of a Daa ima with
somewhat paler skin and asimetric tribal marks engraved deep in their skin (which they usually find ways
to hide). Their canine teeth are longer and sharper than normal. Adze relishes in being hidden and will
use their firefly shape and possessions to keep a low profile in a community before moving to the next
one.
Appeasement Tip
Offerings sprinkled in one s blood are said to sometimes ward off Adzes.
Adze
Medi m Undead ( ha echange ),Daa ima Ance

, neutral evil

Armor Class 12
Hit Points 55 (10d8+10)
Speed 30 ft
STR
15 (+2)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
13 (+1)

INT
10 (+0)

WIS
12 (+1)

CHA
14 (+2)

Skills Perception +5, Stealth +4 (+8 as firefly)
Damage Resistances Necrotic
Damage Immunity Poison
Condition Immunities Charmed, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, one language from any lineage
Challenge 3 (700 XP)
Shapechanger. If nobody is watching the Adze, they can use their action to polymorph into a Small firefly.
The Adze can polymorph back into their true form any time they want. While in firefly form, the Adze can't
speak, they have a flying speed of 30 ft., they double their Stealth bonus (until they keep their abdominal,
glowing red, light turned off), and they can magically pass through any wooden closed door. Their
statistics, other than their size, speed and skills are unchanged. Anything they are wearing transforms with
them, but nothing they are carrying does. They revert to their true form if they die.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. (Adze Form Only). The Adze makes two attacks, only one of which can be a bite attack.
Bite. (Firefly or Adze Form). Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one willing creature, or a creature
that is grappled by the Adze, incapacitated, or restrained. Hit: 5 (1d6+2) piercing damage plus 10 (3d6)
necrotic damage. The Adze regains hit points equal to equal to the necrotic damage dealt.
Unarmed Strike. (Adze Form Only). Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 5
(1d6+2) bludgeoning damage. Instead of dealing damage, the vampire can grapple the target (escape
DC 14).
Possession. (Firefly Form Only. Recharge 6). One humanoid that the Adze can see within 20 feet must
succeed on a DC 12 Charisma saving throw or be possessed by the soul of the Adze. The firefly-Ad e s
body then becomes paralyzed and lifeless (usually well hidden), and the target is incapacitated and
loses control of their body. The Adze now controls the body but doesn't deprive the target of awareness.
The Adze can't be targeted by any attack, spell, or other effect, except ones that turn undead, and they
retain their alignment, Intelligence, Wisdom, Charisma, and immunity to being charmed. They otherwise
use the possessed target's statistics, but don't gain access to the target's knowledge, class features, or
proficiencies.
The possession lasts until the body drops to 0 hit points, the Adze ends it as a bonus action, the Adze is
turned or forced out by an effect like the dispel evil and good spell, the Adze is frightened, or the fireflyAd e s bod receives at least one damage. When the possession ends, the Adze comes back to their
firefl s bod . The Ad e immediatel receives all the damage sustained b the firefl s bod . The target
is immune to this Adze's Possession for 24 hours after succeeding on the saving throw or after the
possession ends.
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Aigamuxa - The Hungry Devil

Aigamuxa by Chaim Garcia (https://www.instagram.com/chaimgarcia/)
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Whatever these ancestors did to become such creatures it is not known, but everyone agrees it is terrible.
Aigamuxa are constantly hungry and walk and alternate furious sprints to quiet moments of twitching
when they focus on vibrations on the ground and sounds in order to spot their prey. Once a while,
especially if pursuing a fleeing prey, these Ancestors will walk on their hands to be able to use the eyes
below their feet.
Appeasement Tip
There is an ancient Lioblood children song that sometimes calms down Aigamuxas. Then accordingly
those who survived the ritual, someone needs to hold the mesmerised Ancestor in their arms, so they can
stay comfortable while being able to see with their feet. Then their eyes swell into tears and the creature
leaves sobbing. The slightest mistake or distraction will lead the ritual to tragically fail.
Aigamuxa - The Hungry Devil
Medium Undead (Ancestor), chaotic evil
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 33(6d8+6)
Speed 20 ft.on the hand, 30 ft. on the feet
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
13 (+1)

INT
9 (-1)

WIS
12 (+1)

CHA
7 (-2)

Skills Perception +3
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Poisoned
Senses Blindsight 30 ft., Darkvision 60 ft, Passive Perception 13
Languages Common, one lineage language
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Double stance. The Aigamuxa can use a bonus action to switch their stance. The normal stance for the
Aigamuxa is on their hands, the second one is on their feet. While they are on the hands the Aigamuxa
have 20 ft. ground speed, and they can see normally. While they are on their feet, they are blind and
they can use only their blindsight.
Opportunist. The Aigamuxa can make one Heel Kick attack against a prone target with a bonus action.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Aigamuxa makes two attacks: one with their strike or with one of their kicks, and one
with their gaze (if the stance allows it).
Heel Kick. (On Hands Stance Only). Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 6 (1d6
+ 3) bludgeoning damage.
Hypnotic Gaze. (On Hands Stance or While Grappling Only). The Aigamuxa targets one creature they
can see within 30 feet of them. If the target can see the Aigamuxa, the target must succeed on a DC 13
Wisdom saving throw against this magic or be charmed until the end of the Aigamu a s ne t turn. If the
target s saving throw is successful, the target is immune to an Aigamu a s ga e for the ne t 24 hours.
Unarmed Strike. (On Feet Stance Only). Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 5
(1d4+3) bludgeoning damage. After dealing damage, the Aigamuxa can grapple the target (escape
DC 14). While grappling the Aigamuxa frees their eyes under their feet.
Whirlwind Kick. (On Hands Stance Only). Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., all creatures in
reach. Hit: 6 (1d6 + 3) bludgeoning damage, each hit target must make a DC 13 Strength or Dexterity
saving throw. On a failed save, the target is prone.
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Hibiro - Shambling Children
Little shambling vine spirits with small white masks. These Spirits are the "Children" of Wama
Wana and they can be childish and sometimes aggressive.
Appeasement Tip:
Hibiros are very keen on offerings that contain dung fertiliser. Seeing a swarm of Hibiro consume
such an offering is a reassuring, though somewhat unpleasant sight.
Hibiro - The Shambling Children
Small Plant (Do Family), chaotic neutral
Armor Class 12 (Natural armor)
Hit Points 14 (4d6)
Speed 30 ft
STR
12 (+1)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
11 (+0)

INT
9 (-1)

WIS
7(-2)

CHA
12 (+1)

Skills Stealth +3
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 10
Damage Resistances Bludgeoning, Piercing
Damage Immunity Poison
Damage Vulnerability Fire
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Languages Sylvan, Common
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)
Vine Camouflage. The Hibiro has advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks to hide in a forest terrain.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Poison dart. Melee and Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft. or 20/60 ft., one target. Hit. 3 (1d4+1)
piercing damage, the target must make a DC 12 Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, the target
suffers 4 (1d8) poison damage.
Vine Whip. Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 20 ft., one target. Hit: no damage, a Large or smaller
target must pass a DC 12 Strength saving throw, or be restrained. Whilst the target is restrained they suffer
1 bludgeoning damage at the beginning of their turn, and the Hibiro can t tie another target. The vine
has the same AC as the Hibiro and 3 hit points. The target can also escape passing a DC 12 Strength
check.
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Wama Wana - The Green Father-Mother
A tall Spirit whose skin is made of grass and vines, towered by a round mask-face and a high
wooden structure that ends with a crescent moon. These wise Spirits rule the Do Family. Just
like trees, the older they get, the more powerful (and sometimes larger). It is said that in older
times, Do Spirits were much more powerful among the Families of Wagadu, but some plot from
other Spirits led to the destruction of all the most ancient Wama Wana and the collapse of this
Famil s might. Consequently Wama Wanas seem to be constantly plotting how to regain their
lost power.
Appeasement tip
Any offering that might potentially give a leg-up against rivals is extremely welcome.
Wama Wana - The Green Father-Mother
Large Plant (Plant), neutral
Armor Class 13 (Natural armor)
Hit Points 37 (5d10+10)
Speed 30 ft
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
11 (0)

WIS
14(+2)

CHA
12 (+1)

Skills Perception +5, Stealth +3
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 15
Damage Resistances Bludgeoning, Cold, Lightning, Piercing
Damage Immunity Poison
Damage Vulnerability Fire
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Languages Sylvan, Common
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Vine Camouflage. The Wama Wana has advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks to hide in a forest
terrain.
Vegetation Sense. While in contact with a grass field or a vine, the Wama Wana knows the exact location
of any other creature in contact with the same grass field or who has touched a vine in the last 10 minutes,
in a 120 ft. radius area from them.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Vine Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 13 (3d6 + 3) bludgeoning
damage.
Vine Whip. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 30 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d6 +3) bludgeoning
damage, a Large or smaller target must pass a DC 15 Strength saving throw, or be restrained. Whilst the
target is restrained they suffer 2 poison damage at the beginning of their turn, and the Wama Wana
can t tie another target. The vine has the same AC as the Wama Wana and 5 hit points. The target can
also escape passing a DC 15 Strength check.
Life Burst (Recharge 5-6). A burst of brimming pollen sprout in a 20 ft radius area centered on the Wama
Wana. All the creatures in the area are healed for 6 (1d8+2) hit points. This amount is doubled if the target
is a Plant or a Bloom or Deep Emere.
Vine Overflow (Recharge 6). Grasping vines sprout in a 20 ft radius area centered on the Wama Wana,
withering away after 1 minute. For the duration, that area is difficult terrain for non plant creatures. In
addition, each Large or smaller creature of the Wama Wana s choice in that area must pass a DC 15
Dexterity saving throw, or be restrained. Until the target is restrained they suffer 1 bludgeoning damage
at the beginning of their turn. The escape methods are the same as for Vine Whip action.
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Lost Ibeji (Alone, without their statue)
NPC from Part 3 Ile Ofo - The Nightmare State
Lost Ibeji - Alone, without their statue
Medium Undead (Ancestor), neutral
Armor Class 15 (Beads and Copper Coin Vest)
Hit Points 22 (4d8+4)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
12 (+1)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
10 (+0)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
14 (+2)

Skills Insight +4, Perception +4, Stealth +3
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 14
Languages Common, one ancient lineage language
Challenge ½ (100 XP)
Forgotten Weapons. The Lost Ibeji can magically recall their ancient spear with a bonus action. It appears
in their hands as soon as they pronounce its secret name.
Sculpture Bond. The Lost Ibeji can always sense the direction of their statue, if separated from it.
Siblings Bond. The Lost Ibeji can sense the direction of their sibling, if separated from them, as long as the
sibling wants to be found by their brother or remembers them.

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Lost Ibeji makes two spear attacks.

Forgotten spear. Melee and Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 10 ft or 20/60 ft., one target. Hit: 5
(1d8+1) piercing damage.

Lost Ibeji (With statue)
NPC from Part 3 Ile Ofo - The Nightmare State
Lost Ibeji - With Statue
Medium Undead (Ancestor), neutral
Armor Class 15 (Beads and Copper Coin Vest)
Hit Points 26 (4d8+8)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
10 (+0)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
14 (+2)

Skills Insight +4, Perception +4, Stealth +3
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 14
Languages Common, one ancient lineage language
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Forgotten Weapons. The Lost Ibeji can magically recall their ancient spear with a bonus action. It appears
in their hands as soon as they pronounce its secret name.
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Sculpture Bond. The Lost Ibeji can materialize in their hands the statue with a bonus action, and shape it
in the form of a tribal shield. Statue is indestructible while in Lost Ibeji s hands. The Lost Ibeji can alwa s
sense the direction of their statue, if separated from it. If the statue is broken (AC 15, 20 hit points) the Lost
Ibeji dies immediately.
Siblings Bond. The Lost Ibeji can sense the direction of their sibling, if separated from them, as long as the
sibling wants to be found by their brother or remembers them.

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Lost Ibeji makes two spear attacks.

Forgotten spear. Melee and Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10 ft or 60/120 ft., one target. Hit:
7 (1d8+3) piercing damage.

REACTIONS_____________________________________________

Statue Shield Parry. The Lost Ibeji adds 2 to their AC against one attack that would hit him. To do so, the
Lost Ibeji must see the attacker and must have the statue already in hand.

Lost Ibeji (Paired with Sibling)
NPC from Part 3 Ile Ofo - The Nightmare State
Lost Ibeji - Paired with Sibling
Medium Undead (Ancestor), neutral
Armor Class 15 (Beads and Copper Coin Vest)
Hit Points 30 (4d8+12)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
18 (+4)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
16 (+3)

INT
10 (+0)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
14 (+2)

Skills Insight +4, Perception +4, Stealth +3
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 14
Languages Common, one ancient lineage language
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Bond Spellcasting. The Lost Ibeji s spellcasting abilit is Charisma (spell save DC 12). They can innately
cast the following spells, requiring no material components:
At will: true strike, thunderclap, aid
3/day each: earth tremor
1/day each: healing word
Forgotten Weapons. The Lost Ibeji can magically recall their ancient spear with a bonus action. It appears
in their hands as soon as they pronounce its secret name.
Sculpture Bond. When Lost Ibeji twins are paired, their statues become powerless and indestructible. The
Lost Ibeji can always sense the direction of their statue, if separated from it.
Siblings Bond. The Lost Ibeji can sense the direction of their sibling, if separated from them, as long as the
sibling wants to be found by their brother or remembers them.

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Lost Ibeji makes two spear attacks.

Forgotten spear. Melee and Ranged Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 10 ft or 90/180 ft., one target. Hit:
13 (2d8+4) piercing damage.

REACTIONS_____________________________________________
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Sibling Pa . The Lost Ibeji calls their sibling in their help. They add 3 to their AC against one melee
attack that would hit him. To do so, both Lost Ibeji siblings must be able to see the attacker and must be
in 10 ft. range from each other.
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Creatures of Part 4 -The Forgotten Chambers
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Lost Mara - Lost Skull
These Ancestral Spirits are usually found around graveyards, searching for their body and whaling sadly.
Appeasement Tip
Offering some sort of temporary body (usually made of clay with a bit of human blood) appeases the
Lost Mara. In such moments of calm, they often deliver interesting prophecies.
Lost Mara - The Lost Skull
Tiny Undead (Ancestor, Vara Family), neutral
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 16 (4d4+6)
Speed 0 ft., fly 40 ft. (hover)
STR
1 (-5)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
13 (+1)

INT
14 (+2)

WIS
10 (+0)

CHA
11(+0)

Skills Perception +2, Religion +5
Damage Resistances Necrotic
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Charmed, Frightened, Paralyzed, Poisoned, Prone
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 12
Languages Common, Vara, one ancient lineage language
Challenge ½ (100 XP)
Spellcasting. The Lost Mara is a 1st-level spellcaster. Their spellcasting ability is Intelligence (spell save DC
12, +4 to hit with spell attacks). It requires no somatic or material components to cast their spells. The Lost
Mara has the following wizard spells prepared:
Cantrip (at will): mage hand
1st level (2 slots): color spray, catapult

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Lost Mara uses Necrotic Ray twice.

Necrotic Ray. Ranged Spell Attack: +4 to hit, range 30 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (2d6) necrotic damage.
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Udo - The Rule Master
These ancestors were mortals who enjoyed process and rules, often bureaucrats. They get very angry if
someone breaks the rules, no matter how knowledgeable they were about them. They love taking notes
on scrolls of what happens around them.
Appeasement Tip
As the other Ekpo Spirits, Udos secretly love wrestling so if challenged, they will joyfully join a match. If
defeated they will be friendly, otherwise they will ridicule the challenger and disappear.

Udo - The Rule Masters
Medium Undead (Ancestor, Ekpo Family), neutral
Armor Class 11 (14 with Mage Armor)
Hit Points 23 (5d8)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
9 (-1)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
10 (+0)

INT
16 (+3)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
14 (+2)

Skills Arcana +6, History +6, Insight +5, Perception +5, Religion +6
Damage Resistances Necrotic
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 120 ft., Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, any ancient lineage language
Challenge 1 (100 XP)
Eyes of scholar. The Udo can sense magic as if they had Detect Magic spell always active.
Magic Resistance. The Udo has advantage on saving throws against spells and other magical effects.
Spellcasting. The Udo is a 3st-level spellcaster. Their spellcasting ability is Intelligence (spell save DC 13),
+6 to hit with spell attacks). It requires no somatic or material components to cast their spells. The Udo has
the following wizard spells prepared:
Cantrip (at will): mage hand, gust, message, prestidigitation
1st level (4 slots): mage armor, shield, comprehend language
2st level (2 slots): blindness/deafness

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Udo uses Magic Ray twice.
Magic Ray. Ranged Spell Attack: +5 to hit, range 30 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (2d6) damage. The damage
type is chosen by the Udo at the beginning of their turn.
Invisibility. The Udo magically turns invisible until it attacks or until their concentration ends (as if
concentrating on a spell). Any equipment the Udo wears or carries is invisible with it.
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Nlo Bieri - Bone Guardian
These tall masked ancestor guard bones of the dead.
They have brass coloured eyes which can be used to hypnotise trespassers. Most Nlo Bieri will
use their hypnotic powers to send intruders away although this is not always the fate of
everyone who encounters them.
Appeasement Tip
Nlo Bieri were Emere as mortals and seem to miss the company of fellow Emere so having a
member of that lineage perform an offering is likely to ingratiate the Ancestor.
Nlo Bieri - The Bone Guardian
Medium Undead (Emere Ancestor, Lingwala Family), neutral
Armor Class 11 (13 with Shield of Faith)
Hit Points 28 (5d8+5)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
13 (+1)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
12(+1)

WIS
16 (+3)

CHA
9 (-1)

Skills Arcana +3, Perception +5, Religion +3
Damage Resistances Necrotic
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Charmed, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, Emere language, Lingwala
Challenge 1 (100 XP)
Spellcasting. The Nlo Bieri is a 3st-level spellcaster. Their spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save DC 13),
+5 to hit with spell attacks). It requires no somatic or material components to cast their spells. The Nlo Bieri
has the following cleric spells prepared:
Cantrip (at will): sacred flame, thaumaturgy, resistance
1st level (4 slots): bane, sanctuary, shield of faith
2st level (2 slots): enhance abilities

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/60 ft., one creature. Hit: 3
(1d4+1) piercing damage.
Juju Hypnosis. The Nlo Bieri has been deeply attuned to Juju (magic), like every Emere, during their past
life. Now that the Nlo Bieri has become an Ancestor, that connection is changed towards mental magic.
The Nlo Bieri targets one humanoid that they can see within 30 feet of her. If the target can see the Nlo
Bieri, they must succeed on a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw or be magically charmed. The charmed
creature regards the Nlo Bieri s enemies as their own enemies. Each time the charmed target does
anything harmful to an ally, or vice versa, they can repeat the saving throw, ending the effect on
themselves on a success. Otherwise, the effect lasts 24 hours or until the Nlo Bieri dies, or until the Nlo Bieri
does anything harmful to their target, or ends the effect as a bonus action. If a target's saving throw is
successful, the target is immune to the Nlo Bieri s Juju H pnosis for the ne t 24 hours.
Summon Chamber Bat (1/Day). The Nlo Bieri carries out a magical summoning. A Chamber Bat appears
in an unoccupied space within 60 feet of their summoner, and acts as an ally of their summoner. It
remains for 1 minute, until it or its summoner dies, or until its summoner dismisses it as an action. For each
Nlo Bieri in 60 ft range within the summoner, another Chamber Bat appears. Each further Nio Bieri involved
this way consumes their Summon Chamber Bat use for the day.
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Chamber Bat
This strange creature is a bat animated by powerful magic that keeps it alive even as its body decays
beyond death. Destroying it does not cause any Spiritual reaction as their connection to their Spirit
Guardians has been severed much earlier.
Chamber Bat
Medium Undead, neutral
Armor Class 13
Hit Points 26 (4d8+8)
Speed 20 ft, fly 60 ft.
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
16 (+3)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
2 (-4)

WIS
12 (+1)

CHA
7 (-2)

Skills Perception +3
Damage Vulnerabilities Bludgeoning
Damage Resistances Necrotic, Piercing
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Charmed, Frightened, Poisoned
Senses Blindsight 60 ft., Darkvision 60 ft, Passive Perception 13
Languages Common
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)
Hollow Bones. The Chamber Bat have lost most of their skin, so they fly due a mix of necrotic power and
physical conformation. Their bones are very dry and thin, each time a Chamber Bat receives physical
damage, some of their bones explode, inflicting 4 (1d8) piercing damage to every creature in a 5 ft.
radius from them.
Keen Hearing. The Chamber Bat has advantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on hearing.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 6 (1d6+3) piercing damage.
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Lesser Akpan Ekpo - The Ekpo Chief
These ancestors appear as very old people with sparkling headbands made of metal and beads. They
rule over an Ufok which is a small unit of Ekpos and rela their deep wisdom with proverbs. More
powerful Akpan Ekpos rule over the entirety of the Spirit Family.
Appeasing Tip:
Making a generous offering while reciting the right proverb for the conte t, will often result in a friendl
Akpan Ekpo.
Lesser Akpan Ekpo - The Ekpo Chiefs
Medium Undead (Ancestor, Ekpo Family), neutral
Armor Class 12 (14 with Shield of Fate)
Hit Points 33 (6d8+6)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
14 (+2)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
12 (+1)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
12 (+1)

Skills Arcana +3, Perception+3, Religion +3
Damage Resistances Necrotic
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Charmed, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 13
Languages Common, any ancient lineage language
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Duty Devotion. The Akpan Ekpo has advantage on saving throws against being frightened.
Ekpo Leadership (1/day). For 1 minute, the Lesser Akpan Ekpo can warn any other fellow Ekpo that they
can see within 30 feet. The creature can add a d4 to one attack roll or a saving throw for each turn,
provided they can hear and understand the Akpan Ekpo. This effect ends if the Lesser Akpan Ekpo is
incapacitated.
Spellcasting. The Lesser Akpan Ekpo is a 3st-level spellcaster. Their spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell save
DC 12), +4 to hit with spell attacks). It requires no somatic or material components to cast their spells. The
Lesser Akpan Ekpo has the following cleric spells prepared:
Cantrip (at will): light, thaumaturgy, resistance
1st level (4 slots): bane, command, shield of faith
2st level (2 slots): spiritual weapon

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Akpan Ekpo makes two melee attacks.
Rungus (throwing mace). Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/60 ft., one
creature. Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) bludgeoning damage.
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Nkubia - The Ekpo Berserker
Wild fighters, these are spirits of restless youth, usually men, who died accidentally. They serve the Akpan
together with the Adiaha Unak, usually focusing on external enemies and hounding them with swords
and machetes. Akpan Ekpos controls Nkubia through the use of a leash and enchantments. Tragedy
ensues if he breaks free.
Appeasement Tip:
Nkubia have a weak spot for flirting and can be potentially seduced by all genders if approached with
the right words (and looks).
Nkubia
Medium Undead (Ancestor, Ekpo Family), neutral
Armor Class 12 (Light Armor)
Hit Points 22 (4d8+4)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
9 (-1)

WIS
7 (-2)

CHA
8 (-1)

Damage Resistances Necrotic
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 8
Languages Common, one ancient lineage language
Challenge 1/2 (100 XP)
Dark Leash. The Nkubia has advantage on saving throws against being charmed or frightened, due the
bond to their master. If their current master dies, or suffers a clear defeat in front of them, their spiritual
leash may break. Roll a d6:
1-2: The Nkubia continues to fight the enemy of their master until death
3-4: The Nkubia flees for their life, seeking a safe shelter
5-6: The Nkubia flees from the fight, seeking weaker prey upon which they can vent their
renewed bloodlust. The won t stop until their own demise.
Reckless. At the start of their turn, the Nkubia can gain advantage on the first weapon attack rolls during
that turn, but attack rolls against them have advantage until the start of their next turn.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Nkubia makes two melee attacks with their dual machetes.
Machete. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d8+3) slashing damage for the
first machete, 4 (1d8) slashing damage for the second one.
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Jom -The Young

A Jom by Victor Maristane (https://www.instagram.com/victormaristane/)
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A spirit of death that is said to be born when another Spirit cannot properly resurrect after being banished
or destroyed. The Jom is fascinated by its own existence, wondering about the relationship between
death and life, and about their own birth from death.
Jom
Medium Undead (Ancestor), neutral
Armor Class 12
Hit Points 22 (5d)
Speed 0 ft., fly 50 ft. (hover)
STR
7 (-2)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
10 (+0)

INT
11 (+0)

WIS
10(+0)

CHA
12(+1)

Damage Resistances Bludgeoning, Piercing, and Slashing from non magical attacks
Damage Immunities Necrotic, Poison
Condition Immunities Charmed, Exhaustion, Grappled, Paralyzed, Petrified, Poisoned, Prone, Restrained,
Unconscious
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 10
Languages All languages they knew in life
Challenge 1 (200 XP)
Incorporeal Being. The Jom has an incorporeal body. They can move through other creatures and
objects as if the were difficult terrain. If the end their turn inside an object the re pushed back to the
beginning of the path. They can manipulate objects with their spiritual strength, but the can t touch
other creatures with their body, or be touched. They only can touch items through their sharp claws.
Innate Spellcasting. The jom's innate spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC 11). The Jom can
innately cast the following spells, requiring no material components:
At will: mage hand, gust
3/day each: silent image
1/day each: misty step

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Cursed claws. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 8 (3d6-2) necrotic damage.
The target must succeed on a DC 12 Constitution saving throw or they are cursed for one minute. While
cursed the target is poisoned, and everyone that does any damage to them is healed by half of the
amount of damage done.
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Iku
NPC from Part 4 - The Lost Chambers
Iku
Medium Undead (Ancestor), neutral
Armor Class 14 (Protective fetish-charms, 16 with Shield of Faith)
Hit Points 52 (8d8+16)
Speed 40 ft.
STR
17 (+3)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
15 (+2)

INT
14 (+2)

WIS
16(+3)

CHA
13(+1)

Saving Throw Dex +3, Wis +5
Skills History +4, Insight +5, Perception+5, Religion +4
Da age Re a ce (Af e S
Ca g) Bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from non magical Attacks
Damage Immunities Necrotic, Poison
Condition Immunities Charmed, Petrified, Poisoned, Unconscious
Senses Truesight 30 ft., Darkvision 120 ft., Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, any lineage language
Challenge 4 (1100 XP)
D ain (Af e S i i Calling). Once per turn, when the Iku makes a melee attack with his Bone Heavy Staff
and hits, the target takes an extra 10 (3d6) necrotic damage, and Iku gains temporary hit points equal
to the extra damage dealt.
S i i Calling - Event. Iku is a master of controlling spirit, and he has strong bonds and deals with the
inhabitants of his domain. When Iku s hit points reach 0 for the first time, the spirits come to help him,
healing and enhancing his powers. Iku regains all his hit points, gains new damage resistances, and can
use further abilities and attacks, as stated.
Spellcasting. Iku is a 5th-level spellcaster (spell save DC 13, +5 to hit with spell attacks) that needs only
verbal components to cast his spells. His spellcasting ability is Wisdom, and he has the following cleric
spells prepared:
Cantrips (at will): mending, sacred flame, thaumaturgy, resistance
1st level (4 slots): command, shield of faith
2nd level (3 slots): calm emotions, hold person
3rd level (2 slots): bestow curse

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Bone Heavy Staff. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 12 (2d8 + 3) bludgeoning
magical damage.
Cursed Ray. Ranged spell Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 8 (2d6) necrotic damage. The
target must succeed on a DC 13 Constitution saving throw or they are cursed for one minute. While
cursed the target is poisoned, and Iku is healed by half of the amount of damage done to him.

IKU S LAIR

The Underground Temple is Iku s domain. He can use his surroundings to his advantage, using his spiritual
influence on the place.

LAIR_ACTIONS_____

____________________________
On initiative count 20 (losing initiative ties), Iku takes a lair action to cause one of the following effects;
Iku can t use the same effect two rounds in a row:
Calling Lesser Chamber Bat. A Lesser Chamber Bat (same as Chamber Bat, hit points halved) appears
in an unoccupied space within 60 feet of him, and acts as an ally of him. It remains for 1 minute, until it
or its summoner dies, or until its summoner dismisses it as an action.
Ma k Flame . One of the masks on the lair s walls can cast Iku s Sacred Flame cantrip, using Iku s
statistics for casting. A Sacred Flame cast this way can always target any enemy in the lair.
Bone Heavy Staff. Iku makes a melee attack with his Bone Heavy Staff, regardless of the range. The tip
of his staff appears from the ground, trying to hit them from below.
Vision of Death (After Spirits Calling). An ethereal burial mask appears in a selected space within 60 ft
of Iku. Any humanoid that starts their turn within 20 feet of the mask receives a brief vision of their future
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death, and must make a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw. On a failed save, the creature is frightened for 1
minute. A creature can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of their turns, ending the effect on
themselves on a success. If a creature's saving throw is successful or the effect ends for them, the creature
is immune to the Vision of Death for the next 24 hours. The mask disappears at the end of the turn.
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Gerda

Gerda by Machira (https://www.instagram.com/artofmachira/)
NPC from Part 4 - The Lost Chambers
Gerda
Medium Undead ( Ancestor), neutral
Armor Class 15 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 39 (6d10+6)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
13 (+1)

DEX
15 (+2)

CON
12 (+1)

INT
14 (+2)

WIS
15 (+2)

CHA
16 (+3)

Saving Throw Con +4, Cha +6
Skills Deception +6, Intimidate +6, Perception+5, Persuasion +6
Damage Immunities Necrotic, Poison
Damage Resistances (After Snake Soul Awakening) Cold, Thunder, Psychic
Condition Immunities Charmed, Petrified, Poisoned, Unconscious
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, S lvan, Ironmaster s language, Asiman language
Challenge 4 (1100 XP)
D ain (Af e S l Snake A akening). Once per turn, when Gerda makes an Enhanced Mystic Dart
attack and hits, Gerda gains temporary hit points equal to the damage dealt.
Magic Re i ance (Af e Snake S l A akening). Gerda has advantage on saving throws against spells
and other magical effects.
Snake S l A akening - Event. During her past life Gerda used to be a powerful sorceress, she arranged
pacts with several spirits, especially snakes. During a time of need, she can demand the payment of their
debts, obtaining a rush of spiritual power. When Gerda s hit points reach 0 for the first time, she regains
all her hit points, gains damage resistances, recover all the used spellcasting slots, and can use further
abilities and attacks, as stated.
Spellcasting. Gerda is a 5th-level spellcaster (spell save DC 13, +5 to hit with spell attacks) that needs only
verbal components to cast her spells. Her spellcasting ability is Charisma, and she has the following
sorcerer spells prepared:
Cantrips (at will): mage hand, ray of frost, poison spray
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1st level (4 slots): charm person, sleep, shield
2nd level (3 slots): detect thoughts, hold person
3rd level (2 slots): lightning bolt, sleet storm

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Mystic Dart. Ranged Spell Attack: +5 to hit, range 30 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (2d6) necrotic damage.
Poisoned Nails. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+2) piercing magical
damage and 7 (2d6) poison damage and the target must make a DC 13 Constitution saving throw,
becoming unconscious for their next turn.
Enhanced M ic Da (Af e Snake S l A akening). Ranged Spell Attack: +5 to hit, range 30 ft., one
target. Hit: 10 (3d6) necrotic damage, and the target must make a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw,
becoming paralysed for their next turn.

DWEN S BOND

Gerda has a strong connection with her cursed daughter. Because of this bond, Gerda can use further
powers during the fight, provided from this peculiar source.

BOND ACTIONS_____

____________________________
On initiative count 20 (losing initiative ties), Gerda takes bond action to cause one of the following effects;
Gerda can t use the same effect two rounds in a row:
Calling Lesser Daru Python. A Lesser Daru Python (same as Daru Python, hit points reduces to a third)
appears in an unoccupied space within 60 feet of him, and acts as an ally of him. It remains for 1 minute,
until it or its summoner dies, or until its summoner dismisses it as an action.
M ic Da
Re lica. The Dwen uses her power to duplicate the M stic Darts attack., using Gerdas s
statistics. A Mystic Dart cast this way has no range limitation, It can alwa s target Gerda s enem during
the fight. The Dwen can t cop the Enhanced M stic Dart attack.
Repositioning. Gerda changes her position in the room, appearing in an unoccupied space within 60
ft. from the starting point.
Re ile Regene a i n (Af e Snake S l A akening, ne e). Gerda immediately heals herself
of 14 (2d10 +3) hit points. She gains Damage Immunity to Cold, Thunder, Psychic, Bludgeoning, Piercing
and Slashing from Non Magical Attacks for the rest of the current turn.
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(Ancient) Akpan Ekpo
View previous Lesser Akpan Ekpo section
Ancient Akpan Ekpo
Medium Undead (Ancestor, Ekpo Family), neutral
Armor Class 15
Hit Points 120 (16d8+48)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
17 (+3)

DEX
15 (+2)

CON
16 (+3)

INT
14 (+2)

WIS
18 (+4)

CHA
16 (+3)

Skills Arcana +6, Perception+8, Religion +6
Damage Resistances Necrotic, Damage from Spells; Non magical Bludgeoning, Piercing, and Slashing
(from Stoneskin)
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Charmed, Frightened, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 120 ft., Passive Perception 18
Languages Common, any ancient lineage language
Challenge 11 (7200 XP)
Ekpo Leadership (3/day). For 1 minute, the Akpan Ekpo can warn any other fellow Ekpo that they can
see within 30 feet. The creature can add a d6 to two attack rolls or a saving throw for each turn, provided
they can hear and understand the Akpan Ekpo. This effect ends if the Akpan Ekpo Master is
incapacitated.
Spellcasting. The Akpan Ekpo Master is a 9th-level spellcaster. Their spellcasting ability is Wisdom (spell
save DC 16, +8 to hit with spell attacks). It requires no somatic or material components to cast their spells.
The Akpan Ekpo has the following cleric spells prepared:
Cantrip (at will): light, thaumaturgy, resistance
1st level (4 slots): bane, command, shield of faith
2st level (3 slots): spiritual weapon, silence, gentle repose
3rd level (3 slots): spirit guardians, magic circle, animate dead
4th level (3 slots): stoneskin, banishment, death ward
5th level (1 slots): insect plague

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Akpan Ekpo makes two attacks.
Emerald Rungus (throwing mace). Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/60
ft., one creature. Hit: 7 (1d8 + 3) bludgeoning magical damage plus 9 (2d8) necrotic damage. The
Ancient Akpan Ekpo possesses two Emerald Rungus, they can call them back with a bonus action.

LEGENDARY_ACTIONS_________________________________

The Ancient Akpan Ekpo can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the options below. Only one
legendary action can be used at a time and onl at the end of another creature s turn. The Ancient
Akpan Ekpo regains spent legendary actions at the start of their turn.
Emerald Rungus Attack. The Ancient Akpan Ekpo makes one Emerald Rungus attack..
Teleport (Costs 2 Actions). The Ancient Akpan Ekpo magically teleports, along with any equipment it is
wearing or carrying, up to 120 feet to an unoccupied space it can see.
Cast a Spell (Costs 3 Actions). The Ancient Akpan Ekpo casts a spell from their list of prepared spells, using
a spell slot as normal.
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Bonu Amuen (Mature)
View previous Bonu Amuen description.
Bonu Amuen - Mature
Medium Humanoid (Wuramu Family), neutral
Armor Class 17 (Natural Armor and Fetish Charm)
Hit Points 65 (10d8+20)
Speed 30 ft, climb 30 ft
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
12 (+1)

WIS
13 (+1)

CHA
10 (+0)

Skills Athletics +6, Perception +4, Survival +4
Senses Passive Perception 14
Languages Common, Sylvan, Wuramu
Challenge 4 (1100 XP)
Language of the apes: Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Language of Apes.
Special Equipment. A Mature Bonu Amuen has usually two of the Bonu Amuen items.
Spellcasting. Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Spellcasting.
Underbrush Stride: Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Underbrush Stride.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Bonu Amuen makes two attacks.
Great Scimitar. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 10 (1d10+3) slashing damage
Shortbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, range 30/120 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d6+2) piercing damage.
Baboon Staff (if equipped, 2/day). Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Baboon Staff, e cept for the
following differences:
Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d8+3) bludgeoning damage, 8
(1d10+2) bludgeoning damage if wielded with two hands, plus 9 (2d8) thunder damage.
Bush Sword (if equipped). Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 12 (2d8+3) slashing
damage. If the weapon hits a spirit, the target suffers 18 (4d8) extra poison damage.
Gourd Rattle (if equipped). Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Gourd Rattle, except for the following
differences:
DC s Wisdom saving throw to avoid paralysis is now 14;
DC s Constitution saving throw to avoid suffocation is now 11.
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Bonu Amuen (Chief)
View previous Bonu Amuen description.
Bonu Amuen - Chief
Medium Humanoid (Wuramu Family), neutral
Armor Class 18 (Natural Armor and Fetish Charm)
Hit Points 91 (14d8+28)
Speed 30 ft, climb 30 ft
STR
18 (+4)

DEX
16 (+3)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
13 (+1)

WIS
15 (+2)

CHA
14 (+2)

Saving Throws Str +7, Wis +5
Skills Athletics +7, Perception +5, Survival +5
Senses Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, Sylvan, Wuramu
Challenge 8 (3900 XP)
Language of the apes: Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Language of Apes.
Special Equipment. A Bonu Amuen Chief possesses all the Bonu Amuen items.
Spellcasting. Bonu Amuen Chiefs are 5th-level spellcasters. Their spellcasting ability is Wisdom (Spell save
DC 13; +5 to hit with spell). They have the following Druid spells prepared:
Cantrips (at will): druidcraft, thorn whip, resistance
1st level (4 slots): entangle, animal friendship, jump
2nd level (3 slots): spike growth, pass without trace
3th level (2 slots): conjure animals
Underbrush Stride: Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Underbrush Stride.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Bonu Amuen makes two attacks.
Longbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, range 60/240 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d8+3) piercing damage,
plus 7 (2d6) damage.
Baboon Staff (3/day). Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Gourd Rattle, e cept for the following
differences:
Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d8+4) bludgeoning damage, 9
(1d10+4) bludgeoning damage if wielded with two hands, plus 13 (3d8) thunder damage. Any
spell of 3th level or lower on the hit target ends. For each spell of 4th level or higher on the target,
make an ability check using Bonu Amuen Chief s spellcasting abilit . The DC equals 10 + the
spell's level. On a successful check, the spell ends;
Each summoned creature hast their hit points doubled.
Bush Sword. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 17 (3d8+4) slashing damage.,
plus 7 (2d6) poison damage. If the weapon hits a spirit, the target suffers 22 (5d8) extra poison damage.
Gourd Rattle. Same as Common Bonu Amuen s Gourd Rattle, e cept for the following differences:
DC s Wisdom saving throw to avoid paralysis is now 16;
DC s Constitution saving throw to avoid suffocation is now 13.
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Vowo - The Soul Drainer
No taller than most people, the Vowo Spirit Tree has a thin trunk and a canopy full of
green leaves, which look red from below.
When a Vowo seed germinates, it emanates a faint necrotic aura, which slowly kills
plants around it, deterring most herbivorous animals as well. As a result, an
established Vowo sapling has no live plants or animals in its vicinity. The only plants
able to grow in its vicinity are other Do spirits who are immune to the sapling aura.
That is how Do Spirit Forests develop.
Appeasement tip
These Spirits are barely sentient but watering them with some liquid fertiliser is said to temporarily
calm them down even turning off their necrotic aura and summoning powers. Legendary
tales speak about heroes' nerve-wracking crossing of thick Do Spirit Forest by watering and
fertilising the right plants at the right time.
Vowo - The Soul Drainer
Medium Plant (Plant), neutral
Armor Class 12 (Natural armor)
Hit Points 136 (16d8+64)
Speed 0 ft
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
12 (+1)

CON
18 (+4)

INT
4 (-3)

WIS
13(+1)

CHA
6 (-2)

Skills Perception +5, Stealth +3
Senses blindsight 120 ft (only for things in contact with the ground) , Passive Perception 14
Damage Resistances Bludgeoning, Cold, Lightning, Piercing, Necrotic
Damage Immunity Poison
Damage Vulnerability Fire
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Languages Challenge 6 (2300 XP)
False Appearance. When the tree is not attacking with its sapping branch, it is indistinguishable from a
tree. Creatures with Intelligence scores of 8 or higher can triangulate the source of the necrotic aura
damage with an Investigation (Intelligence) DC 12 check.
Fertilise Soil. As a Bonus Action, the tree can target one creature it has brought down to 0 Hit Points and
who is still alive. The target must succeed on a DC 15 Constitution saving throw against this attack or die.
If the target dies, the tree regains 13 (3d8) Hit Points.
Withering ambience. At the start of each of the tree's turns, each creature within 60 feet of it takes 2 (1d4)
necrotic damage.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Sapping Branch. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 12 (2d8 + 3) bludgeoning
damage plus 9 (2d8) necrotic damage. The tree regains Hit Points equal to the amount of necrotic
damage done by the branch. If the target is Medium or smaller, it is Grappled (escape DC 13). Until this
grapple ends, the target is restrained, and the sapling can't attack another target with its branches..
Do Summon (Recharge 4-6). As an action, a Vowo can summon 1d4 Hibiro Spirits in empty spaces within
120ft of itself.
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Dubiaku - Stone Child

Dubiaku by Chaim Garcia (https://www.instagram.com/chaimgarcia/ )

A legend says that once a Laka, an Earth Asiman mother, discovered through a prophecy
that her Spirit-Child daughter will turn into a Dwen. To avoid this terrible fate, she implored
a stone spirit to take her daughter. It is said that that s how the Dubiaku were born. Ever
time a Wagadu child is last seen walking into a rock, it is said the Rock Spirit turns it into a
Dubiaku it to spare the village a potential Dwen. Dubiakus are still very dangerous as they
see turning people into stone to save them from death.

Appeasement Tip
Managing to speak kindly to the Dubiaku (without being petrified) can quickly befriend
the spirit child, at least till it loses interest.
Dubiaku - The Stone Child
Small Elemental (Abusua Family), Neutral
Armor Class 16 (Natural armor)
Hit Points 127 (17d6+68)
Speed 30 ft. , burrow 30 ft.
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
13 (+1)

CON
19 (+4)

INT
11 (+0)

WIS
13 (+1)

CHA
9 (-1)

Skills Perception +3, Stealth +3
Damage Vulnerabilities Thunder
Damage Resistances Bludgeoning, Piercing, and Slashing from Non Magical Attacks
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Paralyzed, Petrified, Poisoned, Unconscious
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Tremorsense 60 ft., Passive Perception 13
Languages Common, Terran, Abusua
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Challenge 6 (1,100 XP)
Earth Glide. The Dubiaku can burrow through non magical, unworked earth and stone. While doing so,
the Dubiaku doesn't disturb the material it moves through.
Petrifying Gibberish. The Dubiaku can jabber continuously, imitating childish chants. When a creature
that can hear the Dubiaku s childish gibberish starts their turn within 30 feet of the Dubiaku, and speaks
any word (spells with verbal component included), the Dubiaku can force them to make a DC 14
Constitution saving throw, if the Dubiaku isn't incapacitated, and can hear the creature speech. If the
saving throw fails by 5 or more, the creature is instantly petrified. Otherwise, a creature that fails the save
begins to turn to stone and is restrained. The restrained creature must repeat the saving throw at the end
of their next turn, becoming petrified on a failure or ending the effect on a success. The petrification lasts
until the creature is freed by the greater restoration spell or other magic. A silence effect in the area, on
the Dubiaku or on their victims nullifies this power. Simply being silent is also enough to avoid the effect.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Dubiaku makes two attacks.
Conjured spiked stones. Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, range 60/360 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d8+1)
bludgeoning damage plus 5 (1d8+1) piercing damage.
Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 10 (2d6+3) bludgeoning damage.

REACTIONS_____________________________________________

Metal Upgrade. The Dubiaku adds 2 to their AC against one attack that would hit him, hardening instantly
their rock-skin, reaching metal consistency for a brief moment. To do so, the Dubiako must perceive the
attacker with sight or tremorsense.
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Fiinu - The Loyal

Fiinu by Nadim Arnaout (https://www.instagram.com/nadim_karim_arnaout/ )
One of these types of ancestors are the Fiinu. In life they used to be people (often Emere) that loved
dogs a lot and lived by their ideas of friendship and loyalty.
Upon death they joined the Egungun Spirit Family as faithful servants. Fiinus put the unity and harmony of
the Egungun family above all and they will fight fiercely for it.
They are messengers and guardians and often involve mortals in their plots to protect the Egunguns (by
asking for worship or protection of shrines for instance).
They are friends with all their Family apart from the Olukutun Spirits - they can't understand their jokes and
dislike their fickleness.
Fiinus have the flaw of sometimes being lazy. An Emere proverb says, "A pelted stool always soothes a
barking Fiinu".
Appeasement Tip:
Discovering what food this Ancestor liked in life and then bringing it as an offering, will easily turn them
into a friend.
Fiinu - The Loyal
Medium Humanoid (Ancestor, Egungun Family), lawful good
Armor Class 16 (Natural armor)
Hit Points 117 (18d8+36)
Speed 30 ft.
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STR
16 (+3)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
15 (+2)

INT
12 (+1)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
14 (+2)

Saving throws Con +5, Wis +5
Skills Deception +5, History +4, Insight +5, Perception +5
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Senses Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, Egungun
Challenge 8 (3,900 XP)
Ancestral laziness. The Fiinu has disadvantage on saving throws against being put to sleep. Their current
hit points are considered halved for the count of the Sleep spell. If the Fiinu is resting, especially after a
journey or a quest, they have advantage on being charmed, frightened, or against any persuasion
check with the purpose of interrupting their rest. Their rest usually last a few days.
Innate Spellcasting. The Fiinu s innate spellcasting abilit is Charisma (spell save DC 13, +5 to hit with spell
attacks). They can innately cast the following spells, requiring no components:
At will: message, light
3/day each: jump, misty step, tongues, hypnotic pattern
1/day each: teleport, dream

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Fiinu makes bone greatsword attacks.
Bone Greatsword. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 11 (2d6 + 4) slashing
damage plus 10 (3d6) thunder damage. This is a magic weapon attack. On a critical hit against a target
this magic sword emits a terrifying sound, similar to a feral bark, all the humanoids or beasts within 20 ft
from the Fiinu must attend a DC 14 Wisdom saving throw or be frightened for a minute.
Change Shape. The Fiinu magically polymorphs into a beast that has a challenge rating equal to or less
than their own, or back into their true form. They revert to their true form if they die. Any equipment they
are wearing or carrying is absorbed by the new form. In a new form, the Fiinu retains their game statistics
and ability to speak, but their AC, movement modes, Strength, Dexterity, and special senses are replaced
by those of the new form, and they gain any statistics and capabilities (except class features, legendary
actions, and lair actions) that the new form has but that they lack.
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Grootslang - The Elephant-Snake

Grootslang by Victor Maristane (https://www.instagram.com/victormaristane/)
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The Grootslang is a gigantic creature that looks like a combination of an elephant and a massive snake.
This monster is a creature of an ancient age, said to predate most Ancestors and even Spirits of Wagadu.
There are ver few Grootslang with some Scholars claiming that it s just nine of them who go through a
cycle of death and rebirth, trying to meet each other to mate but never being alive at the same time. If
two Grootslangs were to meet and lay a cluster of eggs, the destruction that would eventually ensue
would be terrifying.
Appeasement Tip:
Gems. It s not clear if Grootslangs are Spirits or even predate such distinctions but making a (fabulously
expensive) offering of precious gems as if it were a Spirit seem to have helped in the past.
Grootslang - Elephant-Snake
Gargantuan monstrosity , chaotic evil
Armor Class 22 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 380 (20d20+160)
Speed 60 ft, burrow 30 ft
STR
26 (+8)

DEX
15 (+2)

CON
27 (+8)

INT
7 (-2)

WIS
17 (+3)

CHA
18 (+4)

Saving Throws Dex +9, Con +15, Cha +11
Skills Intimidation +11, Perception +10, Stealth +9
Damage Immunities Poison
Condition Immunities Poisoned
Senses Tremorsense 60 ft., Darkvision 120 ft, Passive Perception 20
Languages Common
Challenge 21 (33.000 XP)
Craving for gems. The Grootslang can recognize the value of a gem just by looking at it. They can also
sense the presence of valuable gems in the surroundings, up to 150 ft radius. When the Grootslang spots
a fine gem, they stop for a few seconds, and start asking with their poor common to deliver the precious
stones. If the request is denied or unheard, the Grootslang unleash their rage and power against the
owner of the gem, their allies, and probably against all the area, destroying everything, just to let off the
steam.
Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If the Grootslang fails a saving throw, they can choose to succeed
instead.
Siege Monster. The Grootslang deals double damage to objects and structures.

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Grootslang can use their Stunning Dance. They then make three attacks: one with their
bite, one with their stomp, one with their tail.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +15 to hit, reach 15 ft., one target. Hit: 19 (2d10+8) piercing damage, and
the target must make a DC 22 Constitution saving throw, taking 14 (4d6) poison damage on a failed
save, or half as much damage on a successful one.
Stomp. Melee Weapon Attack: +15 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 15 (2d6+8) bludgeoning damage.
Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +15 to hit, reach 20 ft., one target. Hit: 17 (2d8+8) bludgeoning damage.
Poison Breath (Recharge 5 6). The Grootslang exhales poisonous gas from their trunk in a 60-foot cone.
Each creature in that area must make a DC 21 Constitution saving throw, taking 49 (11d8) poison
damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a successful one.
Stunning Dance. The Grootslang shakes his cobra-like heads, moving charmingly the chromatic pattern
on his skin. Each creature in front of the Grootslang, within 120 feet of them, must succeed on a DC 17
Wisdom saving throw or become stunned for 1 minute. A creature can repeat the saving throw at the
end of each of their turns, ending the effect on themselves on a success. If a creature's saving throw is
successful or the effect ends for it, the creature is immune to this ability for the next 24 hours. Unless
surprised, a creature can avert their eyes to avoid the saving throw. If the creature does so, they can't
see the Grootslang until the start of their next turn, when they can avert its eyes again. If the creature
looks at the Grootslang in the meantime, they must immediately make the save.
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LEGENDARY_ACTIONS_________________________________

The Grootslang can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the options below. Only one legendary
action can be used at a time and only at the end of another creature s turn. The Grootslang regains
spent legendary actions at the start of their turn.
Attack. The Grootslang makes one stomp attack or tail attack.
Move. The Grootslang moves up to half its speed.
Raising some dust (Cost 2 Action). The Grootslang stomps the ground and exhales a powerful air breath
from their trunk. Each creature within 15 feet of the Grootslang, must succeed on a DC 16 Constitution
saving throw or be blinded b the dust raised until the end of the Grootslang s ne t turn, and must
succeed on a DC 20 Strength saving throw or be knocked prone and pushed back for 10 ft.
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Ngontang - The Polyfaced

Ngontang by Magdalena Chojnowska (https://www.instagram.com/em_chhhh/ )
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These pale, soft spoken Spirits have two or up to five heads which they use to pierce through lies and
illusions. It is said that these spirits can see through all illusions. They tend to show up at night, close to rivers
and they help people wrongly accused of something and expose liars.
Appeasement tip:
The Ngotang loves the sound of the mvet (musical instrument) especiall if paired with a true stor s song.
Ngontang
Large monstrosity (Ancestor, Lingwala Family), neutral
Armor Class 17 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 97 (13d10+26)
Speed 30 ft, climb 30 ft
STR
11 (+0)

DEX
15 (+2)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
15 (+2)

WIS
19 (+4)

CHA
17 (+3)

Saving Throws Int +6, Str +4, Wis +5
Skills Insight +12, Perception +8, Stealth +6
Senses Truesight 120 ft., Passive Perception 18
Languages Common, Lingwala
Challenge 9 (5000 XP)
Magic Resistance. The Ngontang has advantage on saving throws against spells and other magical
effects.
Multiple Heads. The Ngontang has between two and five heads. As long as they have at least two heads,
the Ngontang has advantage on saving throws against being blinded, charmed, deafened, frightened,
stunned, and knocked unconscious. Two heads at a time at max, can participate in a fight. The
Ngontang can swap their active heads (if they have enough heads) at the beginning of their next turn,
no action needed. The Ngontang can use two reactions.
Spellcasting. The Ngontang is a 10th-level spellcaster. Their spellcasting ability is Wisdom (save DC 16, +8
to hit with spell attacks). The Ngontang has the following cleric spells prepared:
Cantrips (at will): guidance, sacred flame, resistance, spare the dying, mending
1st level (4 slots): shield, cure wounds, detect magic, shield of fate
2nd level (3 slots): spiritual weapon, hold person, zone of truth
3rd level (3 slots): remove curse, dispel magic
4th level (3 slots): divination, confusion
5th level (2 slots): flame strike, scrying

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Ngontang makes two Eye Ray attacks.
Eye Ray. Melee and Ranged Spell Attack: +8 to hit, range 30 ft., one target. Hit: 24 (7d6) damage. Each
head does a different kind of damage.
Assimilation. Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 20 ft., one incapacitated target with 8 or more
Intelligence. Hit: The target takes 66 (12d10) psychic damage. If this damage reduces the target to 0 hit
points and Ngontang wants, the attack kills the target on the spot and their soul becomes a new head
of the Ngontang. The Ngontang acquires all the knowledge of the target, which loses their conscience.
Some echoes of target personality and emotions lasts inside the Ngontang for a year, but the soul can t
be recovered by normal means. In order to resuscitate an assimilated creature, the Ngontang must free
by their own will their soul, or it must be extracted with a wish spell or with the help of a being with a similar
level of power. If the Ngontang has already five heads, they can choose to release one of the previous
souls, which disappears in the air with a dazzling explosion of light. A creature can choose to be
assimilated spontaneously by the Ngontang.
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Quilled Antelope

Quilled Antelope by Chaim Garcia (https://www.instagram.com/chaimgarcia/)
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This spirit appears either as a humanoid with porcupine quill hair and antelope horns or as a
giant antelope with porcupine quills. They usually flee when confronted with people but will
fight and even sacrifice themselves to allow other Eunda Spirits to flee (if no Mukulumpe Spirits
are available).
Appeasement Tip
A specific ritual of speaking some words of respect in Elunda, while lowering one s head and
offering a calabash of grass blessed at night, can befriend this type of Spirit.
Quilled Antelope
Large Beast (Elunda Family), Neutral
Armor Class 13 (Natural armor)
Hit Points 90 (12d10+ 24)
Speed 60 ft.
STR
16 (+3)

DEX
13 (+1)

CON
14 (+2)

INT
13 (+1)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
16 (+3)

Skills Insight +5, Perception +5, Stealth +4
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15
Languages Common (Humanoid shape only), Elunda, Sylvan
Challenge 4 (1,100 XP)
Charge. If the Quilled Antelope moves at least 20 feet straight toward a target and then hits it with a gore
attack on the same turn, the target takes an extra 9 (2d8) piercing damage. If the target is a creature, it
must succeed on a DC 13 Strength saving throw or be pushed up to 10 feet away and knocked prone.
Innate Spellcasting. The Quilled Antelope's innate spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC 13). They
can innately cast the following spells, requiring no material components.
At will: disguise self (any humanoid form), major image
3/day each: thunderwave, mirror image, scrying, suggestion
1/day: geas
Pe
in inc . The Quilled Antelope has advantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on hearing
or smell. If a Quilled Antelope has another Quilled Antelope, or a declared ally, within their vision range,
the can t be taken b surprise.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Quilled Antelope makes two attacks: one gore attack and one with their hooves.
Silver quilled mace (Humanoid shape only). Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit:
7 (1d8+3) bludgeoning damage and 6 (1d12) psychic damage.
Gore. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d10 + 3) piercing damage.
Hooves (Antelope shape only). Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d10 + 3)
piercing damage.
Change Shape. The Quilled Antelope magically polymorphs into a humanoid that has a challenge rating
no higher than their own, or back into their true form. They revert to their true form if they die. Anything
they are wearing or holding in their hands transforms with them. In a new form, the Quilled Antelope
retains their alignment, their points, Hit Dice, languages, proficiencies, and Intelligence, Wisdom, and
Charisma scores, as well as this action. Their statistics and capabilities are otherwise replaced by those of
the new form, except any class features of that form.
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Satimbe - Beer Sister

Satimbe by Chaim Garcia (https://www.instagram.com/chaimgarcia/ )
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Satimbe spirits are diminutive Spirits, usually women-like, that sit on top of "golems" - statues
animated by holy beer. Satimbes bless and worship beer and protect revellers. They are
angered by the wastage of the drink. Befriending them reveals that they are surprisingly
knowledgeable of people. They are known for carrying "calabashes of unending beer"
Appeasement Tip
It s ver eas to befriend a Satimbe: they love bags of Sorghum which they can turn into beer.
Offering directly beer is risky instead as it could be taken as a challenge to their brewing skills.
Satimbe - The Beer Sisters
Large Construct/Fey (Dama Family), Chaotic good
Armor Class 17 (Natural armor)
Hit Points 189 (18d10+90)
Speed 30 ft. , fly 60 ft. (spiritual form)
STR
22 (+6)

DEX
9 (-1)

CON
20 (+5)

INT
12 (+1)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
16 (+3)

Skills Arcana +4, History +4, Perception +5, Survival +5
Damage Immunities Poison, Bludgeoning, Piercing, and Slashing from Non-Magical attacks that aren't
made of Sibilla metal
Condition Immunities Exhaustion, Paralyzed, Petrified, Poisoned
Senses Darkvision 120 ft., Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, Dama, at least one lineage language
Challenge 10 (5,900 XP)
Calabash of unending beer. The Satimbe can make a magic calabash appear, full of cold and refreshing
beer. On the first sip, if the beer is not warm, the drinker is healed of 2d10 hits points and they recover one
e haustion level. This effect can t be used again until one week passes.
Controlled Statue. The Satimbe usuall rides a peculiar statue, blessed with a beer-based ceremony.
Once the statue is completely soaked with beer, the Satimbe can merge with it with her spiritual essence.
She can move the statue as an extension of her body, she can manifest on top of it, or she can vanish
inside of it. She can also sleep inside of it if she wants, in which case the statue becomes inactive, not
different from a common statue. She always maintains her senses. All the statistics of this block are
referred to a Satimbe paired with her statue. Thanks to this bond the Satimbe is immune to any spell or
effect that would alter her form. The Satimbe has also advantage on saving throws against spells and
other magical effects. The Satimbe essence isn t targetable if she leaves the statue completely.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. The Satimbe makes two slam attacks.
Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +10 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 19 (3d8 + 6) bludgeoning magic
damage.
Drunkenness Aura (Recharge 5 6). The Satimbe targets one or more creatures it can see within 20 feet
of her. Each target must make a DC 17 Wisdom saving throw against this magic. On a failed save, a
target can't use reactions, their speed is halved, and they are poisoned. These effects last for 1 minute.
A target can repeat the saving throw at the end of each of their turns, ending the effect on themselves
on a success.
Spiritual form. The Satimbe leaves the statue, becoming a medium spiritual being. In this form, the Satimbe
retains her alignment, hit points, hit dice, languages, proficiencies, and Intelligence, Wisdom, and
Charisma scores. She loses all the Damage Immunities and all the normal attacks, connected to the
statue. She also recovers all the lost hit points. If the statue is broken, or if more than one-minute passes,
the Satimbe can t come back to the statue without a new ceremony. She can move through other
creatures and objects as if they were difficult terrain. If she ends her turn inside an object she s pushed
back to the beginning of the path. She can manipulate objects with their spiritual strength, but she can t
touch other creatures with their body, or be touched. She has no will nor possibility to fight in this form.
The Satimbe can use this action when she reaches 0 hit points for the first time.
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Sobo - Crocodile Soul

Sobo by Nadim Arnaout (https://www.instagram.com/nadim_karim_arnaout/)
Originally souls of men and women who ruled and bossed those around them with aggression and
strength, they are said to have made a pact with some ancient crocodile spirit that turned them into
Sobos upon death.
Although originally Ancestors, these creatures behave more like spirits, connecting to crocodiles and
picking ponds and rivers as their fiefs.
Sobos like to boss other minor spirits around and occasionally lead groups of Akinkunmis to raid and
terrorise mortals.
They have a weak spot for flattery and are fascinated by water spirits. They are a bit unruly and sometimes
ignore the rules of the other Egunguns, but they fear the Kogberegbes and they will always listen to them.
Appeasement tip
Presenting them with anything belonging or related to water spirits helps. Having an Ikaki or a Ndyam
involved is useful too.
Sobo - Crocodile Souls
Large monstrosity (Egungun Family), chaotic evil
Armor Class 16 (Natural armor)
Hit Points 112 (15d10+30)
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft.
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STR
19 (+4)

DEX
17 (+3)

CON
15 (+2)

INT
13 (+1)

WIS
15 (+2)

CHA
14 (+2)

Skills Intimidation +5, Perception +5, Stealth +6
Damage Resistances Bludgeoning, slashing and piercing from non magical attack, Cold
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., Passive Perception 15
Languages Common, Aquan, Egungun
Challenge 7 (2.900 XP)
Hold Breath. The Sobo can hold their breath for 15 minutes.
Speak with Water Beasts. The Sobo can communicate with beasts who live in or near the water, as if they
shared a language.

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Sobo makes two ranged attacks or three melee attacks but can use their bite only once.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature. Hit: 15 (2d10+4) piercing damage. The
target is grappled (escape DC 14). Until this grapple ends, the target is restrained, and the Sobo can't
bite another target.
Giant Maul. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 13 (2d8+4) slashing damage.
Longbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, range 150/600 ft., one target. Hit: 12 (2d8+3) piercing
damage plus 14 (4d6) poison damage.
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Sirige - The Star Savant

Sirige by Magdalena Chojnowska (https://www.instagram.com/em_chhhh/ )
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Sirige are mysterious Spirits known for their incredibly long mask-face. Legends say that their
elongated heads represent the infinity of galaxies in the universe. Stars are said to shine
brighter above them and are magically reflected on their dark cloaks. They typically speak in
riddles and are considered custodians of the mysteries of the universe. These Spirits sit high in
the Dama Famil s hierarch .
Appeasement Tip
A mirror reflecting the stars initiates a conversation with a Sirige - no two such conversations
are similar but if the Star Savant is impressed by the mind of the speaker(s) they might answer
up to three questions. The answers are sometimes cryptic but they are never false.

Sirige - Star Savant

Large Celestial (Dama Family), lawful neutral
Armor Class 17 (Cloak of the night)
Hit Points 136 (16d10+48)
Speed 30 ft., fly 60 ft. (hoover)
STR
14 (+2)

DEX
18 (+4)

CON
16 (+3)

INT
19 (+4)

WIS
17 (+3)

CHA
18 (+4)

Skills Arcana +12, History +12, Nature +12, Perception+7, Religion +8, Stealth +8
Damage Resistances Bludgeoning, Piercing, and Slashing from non magical attacks, radiant
Damage Immunities Psychic
Condition Immunities Charmed, Exhaustion, Frightened
Senses Truesight 30 ft., Passive Perception 17
Languages All, Telepathy 120 ft.
Challenge 11 (7200 XP)
Nocturnal Resistance. At night the Sirige has advantage on saving throws against spells and other
magical effects.
Song of the stars. For 1 minute, as long as there are stars in the sky, the Sirige can speak some verse of an
ancient riddle or song (usually one for each turn). Any allied creature that they can see within 30 feet has
advantage to any saving throw. This effect ends if the Sirige is incapacitated or is enabled to speak. It s
not relevant that the allied creature can hear or understand the verses.
Spellcasting. The Sirige is a 10th-level spellcaster. Their spellcasting ability is Intelligence (spell save DC 16,
+8 to hit with spell attacks). It requires no somatic or material components to cast their spells. The
Sirige has the following cleric spells prepared:
Cantrip (at will): fire bolt, mage hand, minor illusion, prestidigitation
1st level (4 slots): detect magic, identify, shield
2st level (3 slots): detect thoughts, mirror image, suggestion
3rd level (3 slots): dispel magic, remove curse, counterspell
4th level (3 slots): banishment, dimension door
5th level (2 slots): legend lore, heroes feast

ACTIONS________________________________________________
Multiattack. The Sirige makes two attacks.
Shard of light. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/60 ft., one creature.
Hit: 13 (2d8+4) piercing magical damage plus 9 (2d8) radiant damage. If a shard is thrown, it dissolves
after hitting (or missing) its target, and a new one appears in the hand of Sirige at the beginning of their
next turn. The Sirige uses two shards at a time.

LEGENDARY_ACTIONS_________________________________

The Sirige can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from the options below. Only one legendary action
can be used at a time and only at the end of another creature s turn. The Sirige regains spent legendar
actions at the start of their turn.
Night step. The Sirige moves up to their speed without provoking opportunity attacks.
Cantrip (Costs 2 Actions). The Sirige casts a cantrip.
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Cast a Spell (Costs 3 Actions). The Sirige casts a spell from their list of prepared spells, using a spell slot as
normal.
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Zamble - The Horned Leopard

Art by Nadim Arnaout (https://www.instagram.com/nadim_karim_arnaout/ )
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This creature is a leopard with antelope horns. It's extremely intelligent and can be a very
dangerous opponent. The have both an animal and humanoid form which appears as a
mix between a hairy Lionblood and a Swala.
Appeasement Tip
Zamble can be challenged to riddles or any competition with simplest of offerings: they will
usually agree to the terms, if reasonable, and gladly compete.
Zamble
Medium Humanoid (Shapechanger, Zauli Family), Neutral
Armor Class 13
Hit Points 120 (16d8+ 48)
Speed 30 ft. Human form, 50 ft. Leopard form, climb 30 ft.
STR
17 (+3)

DEX
16 (+3)

CON
16 (+3)

INT
14 (+2)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
10 (+0)

Saving Throws Dex +6, Int +5
Skills Perception +5, Stealth +6, Athletics +6
Senses Darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15
Languages Common (Humanoid form only), Zauli
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
H ne
en e . The Zamble has advantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on hearing or smell.
Nimble Fighting Style. The Zamble can take the Disengage as a bonus action on each of their turns.
Pounce. If the Zamble moves at least 15 feet straight toward a creature, or if the Zambles is at least 10 ft.
higher than the target, and then they hits them with a claw or longsword attack on the same turn, that
target must succeed on a DC 15 Strength saving throw or be knocked prone. If the target is prone, the
Zamble can make one bite attack or another longsword attack against them as a bonus action.
Shapechanger. The Zamble can use their action to polymorph into a four-legged leopard, with antelopelike horns, or to get back to humanoid form. While in leopard form, the Zamble can't speak Common,
they have a ground speed of 60 ft.. Their statistics, other than speed, are unchanged. Anything they are
wearing or holding in their hands transforms with them.They revert to humanoid form if they die.

ACTIONS________________________________________________

Multiattack. In humanoid form, the Zamble makes two longsword attacks, or three longbow attacks. In
leopard form, they can make two claw attacks and a bite attack.
Bite (Leopard form only). Melee Weapon Attack:+6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d10+3)
piercing damage.
Claw (Leopard form only). Melee Weapon Attack:+6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d10+3) slashing
damage.
Longsword (Humanoid form only). Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 12 (2d8+3)
slashing damage.
Longbow (Humanoid form only). Ranged Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, range 150/600 ft., one target. Hit: 7
(1d8+3) piercing damage.

REACTIONS_____________________________________________

Cautiousness. The Zamble adds 3 to their AC against one ranged attack (spell included) that would hit
him. To do so, the Zamble must be aware of the attacker's presence. The Zamble can also repeat a failed
De terit saving throw. The Zamble s hornes glow when the use this reaction. A Zamble without horns
loses this magical capability.
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Appendix III:
Campaign Ideas
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You have enjoyed this adventure and want to continue running more games in Wagadu?
Below are some suggestions and plot hooks in order to potentially kick off a campaign.

Local Heroes Tier

Siphosethu Jevu by Machira (https://www.instagram.com/artofmachira/)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Several Do Spirits have awoken in the Rainforest, a desecrated shrine seems to be the cause
Bandits have been attacking the main trade route: strangely they never attack Emeres
The local coffee house is being threatened by a new Asiman priestess that claims that the
Daa'ima owner is cursing the village, so they ask for help.
All dogs have been barking non-stop these nights. Now they are disappearing leaving only an
empty calabash behind.
The Asiman merchant Ezima needs help crossing the desert - she does not want to mention
what happened to her previous caravan.
Witch doctor Siphosethu claims a spirit child has stolen a fetish from her. The parents claim the
child has not left home for 2 weeks. Contradicting eyewitnesses add to the confusion.
Since the last Asiman shaman of the village passed away, Giant scorpions have been
attacking the oasis. A solution needs to be found - fast.
An Ikaki and a Ndyam are getting married. The two women need help to organise the event
since they intend to show off some Elemental Spirits - the can t be dissuaded.
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Heroes of the Realms

The Mundu Mugo Sisters by Iga Oliwiak (https://www.instagram.com/igsonart/ )

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Four twin sorceresses, said to be Mundu Mugo, have been raiding caravans in search for
specific types of gems. They seem desperate.
A Daa'ima Witch-doctor has been summoning increasing numbers of Lingwala spirits, promising
them something they really want. Authorities are worried about the man's intentions.
The Bonu Amuen are growing restless and are gathering at the edge of a town. The Oracles
have seen blood.
A Dubiaku stalks a road at night, she is looking for something and turning a lot of people into
stone in the meantime
Elephants have repeatedly attacked a village. Their new Guardian Spirit Luzuko the Young is
arrogant and angry, is there a way to calm her down without a fight?
An Ironmaster courtier wants to meet his deceased fathers one more time. The ritual involves
summoning three fickle Red Ancestors.
The Oba needs help to clear an invasion of Phase Spiders from a Forest God temple that no
one remembers why it was abandoned
A Black Ancestor is fading awa and wants to impart her knowledge to the Fallen and show
where she lived before it s too late. That area is now a Rat Spirit village.

Masters of the Realms
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ikaki Queen Bulungo of Palm-Boat city summons the adventurers to deal with an angry seamonster which seems to be avoiding the ships of the competing Six Canoes port of Mindu.
The ancient Rainforest of Gborun is being consumed by Red Ancestors. Apparently, a war has
broken out between a powerful local Mahogany Spirit and
Two Beer Sister Spirits suddenly stop blessing beverages and start poisoning pilgrims to their
shrine. Now they have killed someone too - they need to be stopped before it gets worse.
An assassin has repeatedly murdered the Ironmaster smith. Last time other two people died.
Rumors are spreading that the murderer is actually a Dwen.
Valeyamba the librarian needs help to protect her library from a flock of Maryzimu angry Spirits.
Reading ancient spells from the texts would banish them... as well as potentially summoning
old, forgotten Ancestors.
A powerful Alawo returns to their hometown to exact a petty revenge on the lover who
rejected him - with an army of zombies.
As tradition dictates, the powerful Holy Hunter kingdom of Ugoma has opened its gladiator
arena to find a group of new rulers. The cruel Spirits of the River unexpectedly show up and
something needs to be done.
The people of Ebaki have been waiting for two decades for someone to convince the Ninki
Nanka Dragon to let them return to their homes.
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Horo the Daa ima sorcerer by Machira (https://www.instagram.com/artofmachira/)
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Masters of the World
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Two Grootslangs have awoken at the same for the first time in centuries - their offspring could
tear Wagadu apart.
Horo, a Daa'ima sorcerer, publicly claims to have a seed from the primordial Birapinya tree.
Moth People from all over Wagadu are flocking to his mountain retreat.
Elder Spirit Akissi has woken up - As he did 4000 years ago, he intends to end the Cycle
prematurely.
The High Priest of the Amber Children temple of the Oasis city of Nokkude has almost managed
to summon his gods to Wagadu - his success would spell the end of this Cycle.
Adeola s Opon Ifa, the fantasticall powerful magical board of a famous alawo Ancestor, has
appeared in a small Spiritual Forest, riddled with wild Spirits. You can t let Adeola herself get it
as she has inexplicably turned into a Red Ancestor.
A freshly fallen young man has been preaching Ascension in the Hyerenn fortress. He has been
incredibly successful and the community risks disappearing, leaving the gates to the Red
Ancestor kingdom of Owomono completely unguarded.
The Comb of the Moon Goddess, said to have fallen from her kiky curls and one of the holiest
artifacts of the land, has been found by an old lady. Half of Wagadu is set in motion and
armies are being readied.
The Spirit Kingdom is back, but this time it s Spirits that no one has seen before.
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LEGAL INFORMATION
Permission to copy, modify and distribute the files collectively known as the System Reference
Doc ment 5.1 ( SRD5 ) is granted solel thro gh the se of the Open Gaming License, Version 1.0a.
This material is being released using the Open Gaming License Version 1.0a and you should read and
understand the terms of that License before using this material.
The text of the Open Gaming License itself is not Open Game Content. Instructions on using the License
are provided within the License itself. The following items are designated Product Identity, as defined in
Section 1(e) of the Open Game License Version 1.0a, and are subject to the Conditions set forth in
Section 7 of the OGL, and are not Open Content: Dungeons & Dragons, D&D, Pla er s Handbook,
Dungeon Master, Monster Manual, d20 System, Wizards of the Coast, d20 (when used as a trademark),
Forgotten Realms, Faerûn, proper names (including those used in the names of Spells or items), places,
Underdark, Red Wizard of Thay, the City of Union, Heroic Domains of Ysgard, EverChanging Chaos of
Limbo, Windswept Depths of Pandemonium, Infinite Layers of the Abyss, Tarterian Depths of Carceri,
Gray Waste of Hades, Bleak Eternity of Gehenna, Nine Hells of Baator, Infernal Battlefield of Acheron,
Clockwork Nirvana of Mechanus, Peaceable Kingdoms of Arcadia, Seven Mounting Heavens of
Celestia, Twin Paradises of Bytopia, Blessed Fields of Elysium, Wilderness of the Beastlands, Olympian
Glades of Arborea, Concordant Domain of the Outlands, Sigil, Lady of Pain, Book of Exalted Deeds,
Book of Vile Darkness, Beholder, gauth, Carrion Crawler, tanar ri, baate u, Displacer Beast, Gith anki,
Githzerai, Mind Flayer, illithid, Umber Hulk, Yuan-ti.
All of the rest of the SRD5 is Open Game Content as described in Section 1(d) of the License. The terms
of the Open Gaming License Version 1.0a are as follows:
OPEN GAME License Version 1.0a The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, LLC. and is
Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed
Open Game Content; (b)"Derivative Material" means copyrighted material including derivative works
and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction,
addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing
work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to reproduce, License, rent, lease,
sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game Content" means the
game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such
content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any
additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work
covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under copyright law, but
specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity" means product and product line names,
logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots,
thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses,
formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio
representations; names and descriptions of characters, Spells, enchantments, personalities, teams,
personas, likenesses and Special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, Equipment,
magical or supernatural Abilities or Effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark
or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and
which specifically excludes the OPEN Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos, names, mark,
sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to Identify itself or its products or the associated
products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means
to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of
Open Game Content. (h) "You" or "Your" means the licensee in terms of this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that
the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a
notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this
License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or Conditions may be applied to any
Open Game Content distributed using this License.
3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the
terms of this License.
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4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You
a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, nonexclusive License with the exact terms of this License to Use,
the Open Game Content.
5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game
Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your original Creation and/or You have sufficient
rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to
include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying,
modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder's
name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to
compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each
element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any
Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content
except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or
Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a
Challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open
Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the
work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License.
You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game
Content originally distributed under any version of this License.
10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game
Content You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the
name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with
respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental
regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive
the termination of this License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be
reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, LLC. System
Reference Document 5.1 Copyright 2016, Wizards of the Coast, LLC.; Authors Mike Mearls, Jeremy
Crawford, Chris Perkins, Rodney Thompson, Peter Lee, James Wyatt, Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R.
Cordell, Chris Sims, and Steve Townshend, based on original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave
Arneson.
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